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7 Cold War, fresh image 1956-1958 
Charles Thompson and Margaret Maison saw that their task was 
to rebuild Pax from its roots up. Although they had inherited 
a problematic organisation neither knew very much about the 
origin of its difficulties. When Margaret Maison had become 
more closely involved in Pax she had found it 'in a state of 
chaotic and vitriolic warfare'. (1) Thompson too had gathered, 
he confided in Fr Pepler, that Pax had had a chequered history 
and that its good intentions had been stultified by clashes of 
personality mixed with sheer inefficiency. (2) The new officers 
of the society discovered that of 700 bulletins being printed, 
only 110 were going to paid-up subscribers, (3) and that 
committed members, having become dispirited, had withdrawn 
from active participation. For example, Thompson had met 
Roger Smith at the Spode conferences and felt that although he 
was still interested in Pax he had understandably been put off 
by 'the fog in which the society's activities, or even 
existence, seemed to be enshrouded'. (4) 
If Pax was to survive at all Thompson thought that reasonable 
efficiency in answering enquiries and regularity in publishing 
the Pax Bulletin were essential requirements. In his view one" 
of the obstacles preventing Pax from reaching more Catholics 
was that the term 'pacifist' was understood in such a negative 
passive sense. There was, he found, a confusion of thought 
within Pax over whether pacifism was a specialised vocation - 
a 'counsel of perfection' for the few - or whether Pax 
rejected modern war on grounds of ordinary morality such as 
should be applied by all Christians. He hoped that the Pax 
Bulletin might become a vehicle for clarifying thought on this 
sort of matter. As measures which might widen the circulation 
and make Pax more accessible to potential sympathisers he 
proposed having fewer anonymous articles, more topical ones, 
more book reviews and correspondence. (5) 
(1) Margaret Maison, 'Pax - Some Recollections' (2) Thompson to Pepler 16.12.55 
(3) Minutes 21.4.56 
(4) Thompson to Maison 19.1.56 
(5) Thompson to Albini 4.12.55 and Thompson to Kelley 6.5.56 
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As a first step Thompson set'about contacting many of the 
former 'leading lights' to solicit their advice about the 
future of Pax and to try to, involve them once again. In a 
systematic manner he wrote to E. I. Watkin, Donald Attwater, 
Charles Burns, A. C. F. Beales, Cecil Gill, Thomas Whitton, 
Henry Coldham, Roger Smith and many other supporters. 
Margaret Maison had already been in correspondence with 
Stormont Murray, asking for ideas as to how Pax might be 
revitalised. In a cordial reply he had told her that he did 
not feel able to make recommendations because he had been out 
of touch for so long: his interest in pacifism now found 
expression in promoting Anglo-Austrian friendship. He did 
refer, though, to the controversy he and his associates had 
caused when he was secretary of Pax by advocating the theories 
of Eric Gill and the Catholic Worker: 
I am still unrepentant in my conviction that a 
pacifism which is separated... from all the 
forces... which "make for war" - is strangely 
unrealistic and rather futile. 
He had remained in friendly contact with former Pax colleagues 
who shared this view, including Mark Fitzroy and the Grant 
Scarf es . (6) 
Margaret Maison was disappointed with his 'defeatist' attitude 
and thought that former Pax enthusiasts had lost heart too 
easily. (7) She was anxious to know more about the split to 
which Murray referred so as to avoid any faux pas in her 
approaches to other 'celebrities'. (8) Despite her hesitations 
responses from these were more encouraging, with 
congratulations on the tone of the newsletter from Donald 
Attwater (9) and renewed interest from E. I. Watkin, who agreed 
to the publication of a short article he had written about the 
choice between nuclear war and the Cross of Christ in 
combatting Communism. Faith demanded total obedience to God 
whatever the consequences. After all Christianity had not 
been destroyed in Russia even after 40 years of an anti- 
Christian state. (10) To mark the twentieth anniversary of Pax 
(6) Murray to Maison 14.5.55 
(7) Maison to Thompson undated but early 1956 (8) Maison to Thompson 23.1.56 
(9') Attwater to Thompson 27.3.56 
(10) Watkin to Thompson 27.3.56 
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Cecil Gill was persuaded to contribute a paper to the annual 
meeting which was also subsequently published. He put forward 
a positive message that charity should begin at home, with Pax 
making itself an assured cell of peace: his memories of his 
time as chairman of Pax were marred by the quarrels which had 
arisen among the pacifists! (11) 
Soothing belligerent pacifists 
Such advice was only too apt, for alongside the attempts to 
cultivate a more positive and co-operative approach 1956 was 
punctuated by several conflicts. These Thompson and Maison 
did their best to contain at the level of the individuals 
concerned so that the reputation of Pax as an organisation 
should not be damaged. The major row was that already 
recounted between Brocard Sewell and the Bishop of Southwark. 
At the height of Sewell's problems Thompson had asked Illtud 
Evans, who was then the Dominican. Prior in London, to read , 
through and 'unofficially' censor Sewell's AGM address to Pax 
so as to-allay any anxieties about its publication. Evans' 
reply conformed to the regulations: that he could not censor 
something unofficially. If censorship was required the article 
should be sent to the diocesan censor; if not, it could simply 
be published as a report. (12) 
A few weeks later Fr Evans himself fell out with Pax. At a 
meeting no doubt inspired by the Dominican Disputation 
broadcast by the BBC, he gave a speech to an audience gathered 
under the auspices of the National Peace Council. Thompson 
had hoped that Pax would be able to publish this but after the 
meeting he received instead a furious letter from the 
Dominican. At the conference a Pax representative (John 
O'Connor) had behaved deplorably, he complained, making 
'insulting references to the Pope' which Evans would be 
obliged to mention to the Cardinal in his report on the day. 
(13) Hoping to mitigate this adverse account, Charles 
Thompson sent back a soothing note expressing his personal 
(11) Pax Bulletin no. 72 November 1956 
(12) Evans to Thompson 2.3.56 
(13) Evans to Thompson 26.3.56 
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regret at the remarks, and immediately sent copies of both 
letters to Margaret Maison headed 'Crisis after Crisis! ' He 
described how O'Connor had 'let off steam on Saturday ("Why 
don't the Pope and the Bishops, etc. ")' and although Thompson 
had felt the criticisms 'inappropriate at a predominantly non- 
Catholic gathering' he thought Fr Evans was rather overdoing 
the enormity of the incident. It was most unfortunate that 
there was now another stick to beat Pax with. (14) On this, as 
on other occasions, Margaret Maison responded with refreshing 
calmness and humour. O'Connor's remarks sounded quite 
reasonable to her: 'I can only imagine Fr E. has an 
exaggerated horror of the slightest scrap of Catholic dirty 
linen being washed before a non-Catholic public! ' She had 
consulted Antony Allison whose main concern was to keep Pax 
out of it. (15) The general conclusion was that there was 
little more that they could do to rectify matters, and it 
seems that no more was heard of the episode. Relations with 
Illtud Evans were obviously soon mended since he was invited 
to speak at the 1957 AGM and consulted on other questions 
quite frequently. 
Soon after this Thompson had to protect Pax from involvement 
in another battle into which F. Albini (John Nibb) was, as 
ever, trying to draw the society. Albini had continued the 
attack on CTS pamphlets through Crux, journal of the Union of 
Catholic Students, and wanted to 'ventilate' the subject 
further in the Pax Bulletin. Thompson declined, explaining 
that while he would endorse frank comment should the CTS bring 
out any more such pamphlets, 'to revive past hostilities would 
only give Pax a reputation for contentiousness, whereas he 
intended to provide more constructive material. (16) He had 
then to resist Albini's next proposal which was that'a 
specially printed leaflet written by him should be sent out 
with every copy of the Pax Bulletin. Finally Albini was 
diverted by a concession to publish a few lines advertising 
the availability of his leaflet. (17) 
(14) Thompson to Maison 27.3.56 
(15) Maison to Thompson 7.4.56 
(16) Thompson to Albini 26.6.56 
(17) Pax Bulletin no. 72 November 1956 
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It was no wonder that Thompson felt moved to ask in the Pax 
Bulletin whether people joined Pax as an unconscious outlet 
for their own rebellious tendencies! (18) Much time and energy 
was spent in trying to mollify the few individualist members 
who still hoped to use Pax as a medium for their own hobby 
horses or who rather relished.. skirmishes with Church 
authorities. 
, 
Apart from Albini's taste for controversy, 
another long drawn-out correspondence concerned Thomas 
Whitton's Voice of Rome, a tract which its author had been 
pressing on Pax for many months, periodically asking what was 
being done about publishing it. 'The important thing is to get 
the Imprimatur of the Bishop of Aberdeen as soon as possible, 
before he is got at by the enemy... ' he urged. (19) But the 
current Pax administration felt that the document was 
completely unpublishable though they did not know how to break 
this to Mr Whitton, who was 80 years old and in failing 
health. (20) 
The position of pacifists was still so delicate in both 
political and church circles that even for the more moderate 
proponents of Pax the wisdom of writing something, or of 
speaking out at a particular moment, had to be carefully 
weighed. When there was a possibility that the New York 
Catholic Worker might reprint E. I. Watkin's latest article 
from the July 1956 Pax Bulletin Watkin told Thompson he would 
prefer publication to be delayed until December. He was 
expecting to go to the United States to give some lectures and 
he would rather obtain his visa and then come out with his 
article against nuclear bombing. (21) Dom Placid Kelley, an 
American Benedictine who was living at Downside Abbey, was 
strongly sympathetic to Pax but he felt, it would be unwise to 
express his views publicly since he was a 'legal alien' in 
England. (22) It was therefore a mixture of self-censorship as 
well as real censorship which prevented Pax members from 
giving full vent to their beliefs. The issue of Church 
(18) Pax Bulletin no. 70 March 1956 
(19) Whitton to Thompson 10.7.56 
(20) Maison to Thompson 23.6.56 
(21) Watkin to Thompson 2.4.56 
(22) Kelley to Thompson 15.4.56 
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censorship remained an immediate one nevertheless. In 1956 Fr 
Prince's latest book, A Guide to Pacifism, was published, but 
he wished the Pax committee to know that'it had been severely 
cut and 'robbed of its sting'. (23) However used they were to 
criticism his Pax friends were clearly taken aback by the 
report on the booklet by the ecclesiastical censor. Brocard 
Sewell was shocked that the censor withheld the imprimatur 
simply because Fr Prince was defending nonviolence and 
criticised the wartime attitude of certain prelates. On what 
point of faith or morals did this contravene Catholic 
teaching, he asked? He wanted Pax to publish the report in 
full if Fr Prince was willing. (24) Margaret Maison had also 
found the report to be an insult to the intelligence and 
thought it should be exposed, but queried: 'Can we? Dare we? ' 
(25) Even across the Atlantic, at the Catholic Worker, which 
had reviewed the book, the associate editor, Robert Steed, 
expressed amazement. The censor's report was one of the most 
fantastic things he had ever seen. (26) Eventually caution 
prevailed. Instead of publishing the full report Pax made do 
with a generous review of A -Guide 
to Pacifism by Margaret 
Maison: she merely referred to the adverse comments of the 
censor who had called it a 'truly lamentable book' while she 
lamented that there were not more books like it! (27) 
Cultivating the clergy 
In keeping with a policy of moderation directed at gaining the 
confidence of influential Catholics, and showing Pax to be 
working for peace and not just heckling against war, Thompson 
was anxious to build up the reputation of the Pax Bulletin as 
a forum for responsible discussion by collecting as many 
articles from 'respectable' sources as possible. He reprinted 
Conrad Pepler's article from Blackfriars on 'War in Tradition 
and Today', and he attached particular importance to the 
inclusion of extracts from Fr Hugo's The Gospel of Peace, for 
which the imprimatur of Cardinal Spellman could be quoted. 
(23) Minutes 21.4.56 
(24) Sewell to Thompson 28.4.56 
(25) Maison to Thompson 1.5.56 
(26) Steed to Thompson 14.8.56 
(27) Pax Bulletin no. 71 July 1956 
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(28) Much was made, too, of Fr Stratmann's book, War and 
Christianity Today, which had also been granted an imprimatur 
to the delight of Pax members. (29) Not only was the book 
reviewed by Roger Smith, but Stratmann wrote an article 
specially for Pax about the alternatives for Christians should 
war occur before disarmament was complete. 
Thompson exercised quite strict editorial control,. taking 
immense trouble to elicit the greatest degree of clarity from 
his contributors, ýand also to eliminate any gratuitous 
comments which he felt would offend church officials 
unnecessarily. In one instance he altered a review by 
Margaret Maison of a biography of Max Josef Metzger in order 
to-tone down references to Metzger's problems with the Church 
and avoid giving the impression that Pax was anti-clerical. 
Margaret Maison demurred, saying that as editor he was free to 
stress Metzger's clash with Nazi rather than with Catholic 
authorities but that those clashes had occurred and Metzger 
did have trouble with several bishops. She added: 'I'm 
afraid, like John [O'Connor], I'm just a born Bishop-baiter! ' 
(30) 
Evidence of Charles Thompson's painstaking efforts to recruit 
support for Pax is provided by the astonishing amount of 
personal correspondence which he undertook. This is 
particularly true of these years, 1956-58, when he was 
establishing contacts. whenever and wherever the opportunity 
arose, following up any indication of interest by public 
figures or in the press, writing personally to encourage a 
particular individual to join Pax,. or inviting comments about 
improvements or deficiencies. 
If Pax was to acquire a more respectable reputation among 
Catholics it was crucial to enlist the support of more clergy. 
As one member put it: 'the average good Catholic hesitates to 
(28) Thompson to Maison 9.6.56 
(29) Maison to Thompson 19.11.56 
(30) Maison to Thompson 29.4.57 The Metzger book had been 
published by the SPCK because the author could not 
persuade any RC publisher to take an interest in it. 
(Pax Bulletin no. 74 June 1957) 
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join a society with a moral or semi-religious aim unless there 
is a good quorum of'priests in its leadership'. (31) Charles 
Thompson engaged in correspondence with a dozen or more 
priests who were already on the mailing list, encouraging them 
to contribute to the Pax Bulletin and to be more vocal about 
peace issues. The response was generally cautious. Arthur 
Page, a seminarian'at Allen Hall, Hertfordshire, wrote that he 
had been put off Pax in the past, when he used to attend some 
of its meetings, by its lack of tolerance and its unfortunate 
attitude towards the'bishops and clergy. In his experience at 
the seminary, ' whenever the subject came up and he mentioned 
that he had been a CO, the information was received most 
openly. He felt Pax would never make progress until it was a 
properly constituted Catholic society, run by loyal Catholics 
who made a carefully handled approach to the bishops for 
recognition. (32) 
Gerald Vann, too, hoped that Thompson's eirenic policy would 
be well-supported because he had always been mystified by the 
bellicosity of so many pacifists. Although he agreed that 
Catholic indifference on peace issues amounted to a serious 
omission he did not feel able to comment in the Pax newsletter 
because he felt a need to clarify his own mind on the 
complexities of the matter first. (33) A Benedictine at 
Prinknash Abbey, Gloucestershire, Raphael Darin, apologised 
for his incompetence as a writer which inhibited him from 
contributing to the Pax Bulletin. (34) Another priest, John 
Harding, who was'asked to address the annual meeting, excused 
himself on the grounds that what he would like to say would 
cause more of a stir than he was prepared to start at that 
time; nor was he sure that he was correct in his thinking 
anyway. (35) 
In India Bede Griffiths, to whom Thompson was sending the 
latest European literature on nonviolence, also felt unable to 
write anything yet because he was not clear in his own mind 
(31) Payne to Thompson 4.5.57 
(32) Page to Thompson 31.1.57 
(33) Vann to Thompson 3.3.57 and 8.4.57 
(34) Darin to Thompson 9.4.57 
(35) Harding to Thompson 5.6.57 
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how far the nonviolent counsel of perfection and the Gandhian 
model could be generally applied. A few months later, after 
reading Stratmann's War and Christianity Today, he declared 
himself converted to the Pax viewpoint: that modern war could 
no longer be morally justified. His difficulty all along had 
been that so few moral theologians would defend this. In the 
past Gerald Vann had been the only one, he remembered. The 
task was to form a Catholic conscience that regarded the 
rejection of war as an affirmation of faith. That choice 
might involve great sacrifice however, and as a monk he felt 
his business was to, purify himself for such renunciation 
rather than to preach to others about it. (36) (Most of what 
Charles Thompson printed in the Pax Bulletin by Bede Griffiths 
at this time was extracted from Griffiths' most interesting 
letters, reflecting on nonviolence. ) 
The Dominican editor of The Life of the Spirit, Henry St John, 
replied to Thompson that although he was not strictly pacifist 
he thought Christians would probably have to dissociate 
themselves from any future war. He was sympathetic to Pax and 
would write something if the opportunity arose but he was too 
busy at present. (37) Fr John Fitzsimons, preparing for a 
visit abroad, was also too busy and promised to write in the 
future. Like other people who tried to think through the 
issue honestly, he was 'sorely perplexed and grateful for any 
light that could be shed on it'. (38) 
From their replies it is clear that these priests were often 
most sympathetic to Pax but extremely reticent and nervous, as 
isolated individuals, about being publicly associated with Pax 
and with issues to which the RC authorities were so sensitive. 
Confusion over conscientious objection 
Apart from the need to try and attract clerical support for 
Pax as a means of establishing respectability, the main 
purpose of these exchanges with the clergy was to build up a 
(36) Griffiths to Thompson 8.7.57 and 3.11.57 
(37) St John to Thompson 16.9.57 
(38) Fitzsimons to Thompson 11.9.57 
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more substantial body of Catholic opinion that conscientious 
objection was a valid option for Catholics. The Pax people 
were clear in their own minds about it but by posing the 
question to priests and others they were stimulating them to 
think through the legitimate moral responses to modern war. 
There was still no unequivocal official statement from the 
Church in support of conscientious objectors even though in 
various ways the issue continued to present itself as an 
immediate problem for Catholics in different countries. Pax 
received a regular trickle of enquiries each year from 
National Service conscripts in need of help and advice in 
their isolated position. One young man, Patrick MacGowan, 
wrote from York where he was a student nurse in a Quaker 
hospital. He was the only Catholic among several COs there, 
and knew of no other Catholics who shared his pacifist 
opinions. From Pax he needed suitable RC literature on 
pacifism because those Catholics he did meet thought he must 
have acquired his views from the Quakers, though he himself 
dated his pacifism from a time when he had been atheological 
student. A few weeks after his first contact with Pax he 
wrote back, grateful for the help he had received, but with 
the news that since his first application had been 
unsuccessful he would shortly be appearing-before the 
Appellate Tribunal. (39) Other COs thanked Pax for assistance 
leading to successful tribunals. From California even, an 
American subscriber wrote to say that his Pax membership had 
helped to convince his Selective Service Board of his 
sincerity as a Catholic CO. He had been classified as non- 
combatant. (40) 
Two events in particular provoked discussion on conscientious 
objection at this time. The first was the Suez crisis which 
gave Pax members an opportunity to reiterate the basic 'just 
war' principles. A letter from Charles Thompson appeared in 
the Manchester Guardian pointing out an inconsistency in the 
newspaper's editorials which, while declaring that the 
government's decision to attack another country without just 
(39) MacGowan to Thompson 14.3.57 and 29.4.57 
(40) W. M. Wharton to Pax 31.3.56 
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cause was immoral, at the same time expressed-the hope that 
conscientious objectors to military service would be few. 
Surely, Thompson said, all who thought it immoral should be 
encouraged to object? (41) Astounded by the ignorance which 
had been revealed among Catholics, Margaret Maison and E. I. 
Watkin spelled out to readers of the Catholic press their 
right to conscientious objection. (42) 
The second flurry of discussion was caused by an unfortunate 
passage in Pius XII's message for Christmas 1956. He said 
that if a government chosen by free elections resorts to 
national self-defence then 'a Catholic citizen cannot invoke 
his own conscience in order to refuse to serve and fulfil 
those duties the law imposes'. (43) The Pope surrounded this 
statement by all the traditional qualifications about 'just' 
wars but, quoted starkly out of context, it seemed to deny the 
Pax position. His words caused widespread confusion in 
Catholic pacifist circles and contributed to the hesitations 
of the clergy. They drew Arlo Tatum, secretary of the War 
Resisters International (WRI) to seek closer co-operation with 
Pax because Catholic members were leaving the WRI as a 
consequence, and others still were leaving the Church. (44) 
From the United States Martin Corbin, one of the editors of 
the Catholic Worker, reported that the Pope had caused 
considerable alarm among Catholic pacifists there although the 
issues had been largely ignored by serious Catholic 
periodicals. The tenor of the message implied that a Catholic 
in a Soviet-dominated country could be a CO, but that a 
citizen of a Western democracy was not free to do so. What 
had been the reaction in Europe, he wanted to know? (45) 
Pax was troubled at the possibility of scandal being given to 
non-Catholics. From his article in Tribune it appeared that 
Dr Soper had been perplexed by the Christmas message, whereas 
Stuart Morris had suggested in Peace News that the Pope had 
(41) Manchester Guardian 3.11.56 
(42) Catholic Herald 4.1.57,15.2.57 and March 1957 
(43) Pius XII, L! inesauribile mistero, Christmas Message 1956 
quoted in the Catholic Herald 28.12.56 
(44) Arlo Tatum to Thompson 27.2.57 
(45) Corbin to Thompson 28.2.57 
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actually condemned conscientious objection. Thomas Whitton 
was concerned because 'the enemy' were using Morris' comments, 
and the Pope's, to tell young Catholics that they could not be 
COs. What could Pax do to inform them of the alternative 
views of Cardinal Ottaviani, Fr Lorson, Professor Ude, and 
others? (46) Roger Smith was sure that the Suez crisis and 
the Hungarian conflict had been in the Pope's mind when he 
raised the issue of lawful defence and unjust attack. However 
he. felt that most Pax members would be in disagreement with 
the Pope over the part about individual conscience. (47) 
Certainly the Christmas message exercised Pax members greatly, 
and they consulted one another about what it could possibly 
mean for them. Brocard Sewell wondered whether a small 
delegation of Catholic workers for peace should not seek an 
audience with the Pope so as to clarify their doubts. His 
statement seemed to contradict previous ones on the subject. 
Perhaps the Pope's age, or faulty translation, were to blame. 
Most perplexing was that it seemed to confer practical 
infallibility on democratic governments - and that so soon 
after the Suez debacle. (48) Dom Placid Kelley commented that 
the crucial point was the one about conscience because there 
could be no true faith without freedom of conscience. He was 
especially alert to the problem of conscientious objection, 
having spent more than four years in confinement in the United 
States as a CO during the Second World War, and he had already 
encouraged Pax leaders to do whatever they could to instruct 
and help Catholic COs. (49) Giving his reaction Fr Prince 
reminded Thompson that in practice the Church usually issued 
definitions in response to popular demand. It was up to them 
therefore to be as 'noisy and persevering and infectious as 
possible' in clamouring for war to be outlawed and 
'outgospelled'. (50) 
Even though Pax managed to place the papal message in context 
for its members it was clearly a setback in terms of public 
(46) Whitton to John O'Connor Good Friday 1957 
(47) Smith to Thompson 19.1.57 
(48) Sewell to Thompson 9.1.57 
(49) Kelley to Thompson 15.4.56 and 13.1.57 
(50) Prince to Thompson 9.1.57 
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education which had enduring effects. In an article written 
over two years later Jim Douglass reflected that the Pope's 
words had supplied the argument used to discourage young 
Catholics from-exercising their own consciences on the problem 
of nuclear war. (51) Despite this Pax was not deterred from 
taking every opportunity for disseminating information about 
conscientious objection. The society remained an affiliate of 
the Central Board for Conscientious Objectors and the No 
Conscription Council (52), and when the CBCO produced A Guide 
for Military Chaplains Pax arranged its-distribution among 
RCs. Having received the approval of the Bishop to the 
Forces, 77 copies of the Guide were duly dispatched to 
Catholic Chaplains in_the Army, Navy and RAF. (53) Each 
December, too, Pax committee members sent out several dozen 
Christmas cards to 'Prisoners for Peace' - the COs in prison 
in different countries. (54) News about the legal position of 
Cos was followed closely, and members informed of any 
initiatives taken by the Church. They were told, for example, 
that the Austrian bishops had assisted in an approach to their 
government which had resulted in a limited exemption from 
military service for COs. (55) When Mgr. Charriere, bishop of 
Lausanne, Geneva and Fribourg, told a conference of Swiss army 
chaplains that Catholic teaching did not support conscientious 
objection Charles Thompson wrote to both-the Catholic Herald 
and the Catholic Times to challenge him. Had the bishop 
forgotten about the saints who had been COs - Maximilian, 
Martin of-Tours, John Vianney? (56) The Catholic Herald 
commented that bishops' views varied on the subject and this 
particular ruling only applied, in the local diocese -a point 
which Thompson also took up. Bishop Charriere had been 
addressing a national conference and was reported 
internationally as having stated Catholic teaching. How could 
conscientious objection be morally tenable in one diocese and 
not in another? (57) He was able to quote an article on war 
(51) Pax Bulletin no. 84 September 1960 
(52) Minutes 16.11.56 
(53) Minutes 12.7.57 and 12.10.57 
(54) Minutes 16.11.56 and 18.1.57 
(55) Pax Bulletin no. 71 July 1956 
(56) Catholic He aid 6.7.56 and 20.7.56 
Catholic Tim s 6.7.56 and 13.7.56 
(57) Catholic He aid 17.8.56 
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which had recently appeared in the Catholic Times by Fr G. P. 
Dwyer, Superior of the Catholic Missionary Society, who had 
declared that it was quite acceptable for a , Catholic to hold 
that in practice all modern war was immoral. (58) 
Protests about the tests 
In August 1956 Charles Thompson wrote to Martin Corbin of the 
Catholic Worker about the progress of Catholic peace activity 
in Britain and told him that he sensed that things were 
beginning to move, largely under the influence of the 
Dominicans with their annual conference at Spode House on 
peace and war and since their Disputation had-been broadcast 
by. -the BBC. He also credited the Catholic Herald as a force 
for change. (59) After-the Disputation the pace and 
seriousness of Catholic debate on nuclear weapons did seem to 
accelerate, and the Catholic Herald led the way in drawing out 
its implications. The logical conclusion of the disputation 
was unanswerable, one editorial agreed, but practical steps 
needed-to be taken to ensure that it did not remain a 
theoretical debate bearing no relation to reality. Catholics 
could play an effective part in disarmament by supporting the 
cause of British nuclear disarmament and by questioning 
whether British policy in making and testing major nuclear 
weapons was not based on an outdated sense of prestige which 
only added to the arms race. Catholics should help, too, by 
ridding themselves of a sense of superiority, and by promoting 
conditions for peace without merely harping on the negative 
ideal of anti-Communism: a modus vivendi had to be found. (60) 
The Catholic Herald campaigned even more vigorously once Sir 
Anthony Eden announced that in, -1957-Britain would start 
conducting its own nuclear tests in the Pacific. In an 
interview given prominence by the newspaper Fr Illtud Evans 
said that this discussion should lead Catholics to intensify 
their concern and to examine their consciences. If the H-bomb 
could not be controlled then its use - and testing - must be 
(58) Catholic Times 13.7.56 
(59) Thompson to Corbin 4.8.56 
(60) Catholic Herald 6.4.56 
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unlawful. The Catholic Herald doubted whether Britain's 
continuance in the nuclear arms race could be justified. (61) 
The interview and editorial comments were reported in Peace 
News and in the English Catholic Worker, which urged British 
Catholics to form a united front to call for the cancellation 
of the tests. (62) 
In oxford meanwhile, Elizabeth Anscombe, Tutor in Philosophy 
at Somerville College, provoked a heated controversy when she 
opposed the university's decision to confer an honorary degree 
on Mr Truman, former President of the United States. Her 
argument was that Truman had been responsible for the atomic 
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Miss Anscombe, at one time 
a Pax member, had been the co-author of The Justice of the 
Present War Examined, published during the Second World War 
with Pax's assistance. When her proposal in the university 
Convocation was completely defeated she published another 
pamphlet, Mr Truman's Degree, (also publicised by Pax) setting 
out the case against the honour, most especially reminding 
readers that to choose to kill the innocent as a means to an 
end is murder. She was scathing about the university 
establishment which had rallied its male dons to vote her 
down; about speeches defending Truman which would have been 
discredited at the Nuremberg Tribunal; and about the type of 
equivocating moral philosophy which prevailed at Oxford. (63) 
As the months went by and national ferment about the H-bomb 
tests increased the Catholic Herald renewed its appeals to 
Catholics. They should endorse the Soviet initiative, voiced 
by the Foreign Minister, Mr Shepilov, who had proposed that 
the Soviet Union, the United States and Britain should ban all 
further nuclear tests. Some readers condemned the Catholic 
Herald for being so gullible; Pax member, Geoffrey Paget King 
wrote in to encourage its stand. (64) 
(61) Catholic Herald 15.6.56 
(62) Peace News 6.7.56 Catholic Worker July 1956 
(63) The Times 21.6.56 
G. E. M. Anscombe, Mr Truman's Degree (Oxford, published 
privately, c. 1956) 
(64) Catholic Herald 20.7.56 and 27.7.56 
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In April 1957 in a note to the Japanese Government the Pope 
left no doubt about his opposition to the tests. He referred 
to the 'useless waste' of scientific activity in preparing for 
a terrifying and wilful race towards death. (65) In Britain 
local peace groups were multiplying across the country, from 
which grew a National Committee for the Abolition of Nuclear 
Weapons Tests (NCANWT) to co-ordinate their activities. A 
Direct Action Committee (DAC) had also been formed to send a 
boat into the Pacific test zone. (66) The foundations of the 
future Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND) were being laid. 
Once again the Catholic Herald berated Catholics for their 
notable silence while these developments unfolded. A proposal 
to enlist the signatures of prominent Catholics under a letter 
to The Times, protesting about the nuclear tests, had come to 
nothing because the majority of those asked refused to sign. 
The Catholic Herald suggested that the Labour Party's 
commitment to take Britain out of the nuclear arms race might 
provide a refuge for Christians troubled in conscience. (67) 
In The Universe Pax leaders responded to a report conveying 
the refusal of Bishop Ellis of Nottingham to join in a protest 
against Britain's H-bomb tests. They pointed out that whereas 
the Bishop had reiterated that a country had the right and 
duty to defend its people he had failed to mention the vital 
point that such defence had to be conducted by moral means. 
(68) This exchange coincided with an attack, on the 
'hysterical' protestors, voiced in the House of Lords by Lord 
Cherwell, who also castigated the intervention of the Pope in 
allowing himself to be taken in by the 'friends of Russia'. 
(69) This speech was in turn sharply criticised by 
L'Osservatore Romano, which explained that the Pope deprecated 
nuclear experiments both because they led to an increase of 
(65) Pax Bulletin no. 74 June 1957 
(66) For a full account of the early days of CND see 
John Minnion and Philip Bolsover (eds. ) The CND Story-- 
The first 25 years of CND in the words of the people 
involved (London, Allison and Busby, 1983) 
also, Christopher Driver, The Disarmers -A Study in 
Protest (London, Hodder and Stoughton, 1964) 
(67) Catholic Herald 3.5.57 
(68) The Universe 10.5.57 
(69) see Driver, op. cit. p. 37 
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catastrophic weapons, and also because of the danger to human 
life from radiation. (70) In the Catholic press quite a chain 
of letters ensued, with arguments over the Pope's position, in 
which John O'Connor, Charles Thompson and Canon Drinkwater 
took an active role. This gave Thompson the opening to 
contact Drinkwater once again and to invite him to write for 
Pax. As usual Drinkwater was insistently anti-pacifist. He 
had told his parishioners that 'everybody in the services 
should refuse to co-operate in nuclear warfare, but I am not 
going to encourage them to refuse conscription'. (71) In one 
of his sermons, published in the Pax Bulletin, he had preached 
vehemently about the crime of indiscriminate slaughter which 
was being threatened but told people they should defend 
themselves by 'ordinary decent human kinds of warfare' -a 
concept which-Thompson asked Drinkwater to amplify since 
conventional methods, on the Canon's own admission, involved 
unnecessary and indiscriminate destruction too. (72) 
By now attempts were being made to draw Pax further into the 
protest movement. They had been approached by the Liverpool- 
based Toldas group about an H-bomb protest, and individuals 
were asking how they could register their opposition to the 
tests. Jeremy Hooper from Glasgow wanted to find out if any 
Christian non-political body was going to be making a protest 
demonstration in his home city. (73) Keith Mitchell, who had 
received Pax literature from Thompson after writing to the 
Catholic Herald, needed to communicate with fellow-Catholics 
of similar outlook because he felt so isolated: none of his 
Catholic friends seemed to be disturbed about H-bombs. (74) 
Both Hooper and Mitchell joined Pax, typical examples of the 
personal approach which won new supporters. 
In the summer of 1957 John O'Connor, the current secretary of 
Pax, told the committee that he had joined the march against 
the H-bomb tests from Marble Arch to Downing Street. (75) But 
(70) Pax Bulletin no. 74 June 1957 
(71) Drinkwater to Thompson 5.6.57 
(72) Pax Bulletin no. 75 November 1957 
(73) Hooper to Thompson c. 30.4.57 
(74) Mitchell to Thompson 28.5.57 
(75) Minutes 12.7.57 
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to follow the rest of the peace movement on to the streets was 
not a general Pax reaction. As had always been the case Pax 
was best at waging a literary and educational campaign within 
its Catholic constituency. It was some years though since Pax 
had published anything more substantial than its bulletin, but 
it now obtained permission from Edward Rice, editor of the 
American Catholic journal, Jubilee, to reprint a feature 
called 'War and Peace'. War and Peace became available as a 
Pax pamphlet at the end of 1957. The booklet was a collection 
of short extracts and quotations from a wide selection of 
experts - politicians, scientists, newspaper editors, 
theologians and popes - reflecting on the moral aspects of 
war. It began with evidence about the nature of nuclear war; 
surveyed historical Catholic teaching on war; demonstrated how 
the rules of morality were being flouted; and went on to 
examine the choices before the individual conscience and the 
steps'to betaken by states and citizens to halt the trend 
towards war. War and Peace provided a succinct summary of the 
basic arguments and facts which might get the reader to start 
thinking. (76) It was also quite an ambitious undertaking for 
Pax at this stage. Thompson and O'Connor took a financial risk 
by putting forward the money to print 3000 copies (77), and 
there were regular reports at meetings on how distribution was 
going. The pamphlet was reviewed by the Catholic Herald and 
the Catholic Worker and 50 copies were sent out to bishops and 
to a few Catholic MPs. (78) Their response, if any, was not 
recorded. 
Under Thompson's editorship the Pax Bulletin was beginning to 
measure up to his original proposals for it. He had achieved 
greater topicality by frequently bringing together a 
miscellany of the latest opinions and press reports, 
reflections on the defence debate as it gathered momentum, 
and, as he had hoped, acting as a 'clearing house' for 
Catholic news, views and events. More letters from members 
(76) War and Peace -a discussion of the world's most 
pressing problem from the moral viewpoint 
(London, the Pax Society, 1957) reprinted from Jubilee 
April 1957 
(77) Allison to Thompson 1.8.57 
(78) Minutes 15.1.58 and 11.6.58 
k 
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were printed and coverage of'Catholic peace literature 
published almost anywhere in the world was quite 
comprehensive. One reader summed up his appreciation of the 
bulletin: 'it is the chief link that binds me to Pax. I 
sympathise warmly with your wish to widen its circle'. (79) 
An identity crisis: Catholic or Christian? 
In acting as a Catholic clearing house on peace issues Pax had 
hit upon a specific and useful function for itself which in 
practice helped to overcome many of the difficulties about its 
identity which had caused dissension within Pax in the early 
1950s. But these problems were not completely eradicated yet. 
Some Catholic pacifists, who were dissatisfied with Pax 
because they sought a wholly Catholic society, had formed an 
Advisory Committee for Catholics within the 
interdenominational Fellowship of Reconciliation. Pax had 
agreed to friendly co-operation with their group and had 
supported one of their conferences at which Hildegard Goss- 
Mayr had been the principal speaker. (80) 
A former Pax council member; Michael Englard, was secretary of 
the Advisory Committee. Other Pax people on it were Audrey 
Henson and Francis Thompson. (81) When Pax itself started 
holding a monthly discussion meeting at Audrey Henson's house 
the debate over Pax's own non-denominational basis was 
resurrected. Michael Englard told Thompson that he was unable 
to attend because, having understood them to be open to all 
Catholic pacifists in London, he discovered they were run by 
Pax from which he had resigned. In strong terms he went 
through his objections to Pax: it was using non-Catholics as a 
shield against the hierarchy; it was harmful because it had 
delayed the day when an all-Catholic group would be 
established; it had watered down its original basis by calling 
itself a society of Christians. (82) Thompson replied in a 
disarming tone. He hoped that the two groups might be 
(79) Payne to Thompson 4.5.57 
(80) Minutes 14.1.56 
(81) Englard to Thompson 20.8.57 
(82) Englard to Thompson Trinity Sunday 1956 and 30.5.56 
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complementary but wondered why Englard objected to Pax for 
having a small proportion of non-Catholics among its members 
when he embraced the FOR which was almost entirely non- 
Catholic? Relations between the FoR and Pax had always been 
cordial. Only recently Thompson had been in touch with the 
International FOR and with Reconciliation, its journal, asking 
the editors to draw Pax to the attention of any Catholic 
pacifists who might contact them. They in turn had asked him 
for suitable RC material for their journal. Little normally 
appeared from RC sources because none was offered. (83) 
Thompson told Englard that he himself had been a member of the 
FOR for 17 years but that he was not optimistic about the 
prospects of it proving a successful medium for Catholics 
because of its categorical pacifist stance. He agreed that 
the Pax statement of principles was open to criticism but he 
felt that discussion of statements and formulae, were an 
unproductive and time-consuming pastime while the 'crisis' had 
already arrived. Far better to make the best of Pax and 'to 
get people to think, not so much alike, as at all'. (84) 
After about a year Thompson's predictions about the future of 
the Catholic group within the FOR proved correct. Englard's 
Advisory Committee tried to submit a Catholic version of the 
FoR's basic statement which might be suitable for RC 
enquirers, but the FOR General Committee could not accept it 
because it did not state absolutely that aJL war is unlawful 
to a Christian. Michael Englard was forced to agree with 
Charles Thompson and he finally suggested that the future of a 
Catholic group would lie with the-founding of a branch of Pax 
Christi in England -a hope with which Thompson readily 
concurred. (85) At the end of 1957 Margaret Maison reported 
that Englard's venture seemed to have 'fizzled out'. (86) 
Although on-the fringes of Pax questions about its Catholic 
identity continued to figure, within Pax itself the matter of 
a membership drawn from various Christian denominations had 
(83) Ernest Best to Thompson 15.5.57 and 
G. L. Phelps to Thompson 16.5.57 
(84) Thompson to Englard 14.8.57 
(85) Englard to Thompson 12.8.57 and 16.8.57 
(86) Maison to Thompson 4.11.57 
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largely resolved itself in a modus vivendi. Pax meetings now 
regularly concluded with a prayer, so at least that earlier 
problem was no longer at issue. Only partial membership-lists 
can be established for the years 1956-57 but it seems that 
about one fifth of the members were not Roman Catholics, and 
of this fifth the great majority were Anglicans. From these 
lists it appears that as many as a quarter of all paid-up 
subscribers lived overseas - mostly in the United States; that 
there were twice as many men as women in Pax; and that in the 
1950s there was still a good core of people who had been 
involved since the earliest days: Attwater, Heathcote, 
O'Connor, O'Hanlon, Coldham, Fr Wrighton, Francis Thompson, 
Whitton and Cecil Gill among them. (87) 
Such things can be gleaned from lists of names and addresses. 
It is from their letters that more emerges to indicate what 
other causes and interests were pursued by Pax members. 
Margaret Maison was an expert on Victorian literature. Her 
Pax work fitted into a background of school holidays, 
fostering pets, making scones or playing cricket with the 
children. (88) After his family Charles Thompson's main 
interests seem to have been his garden and the parish building 
fund. (89) Audrey Henson's concern was animal welfare; (90) 
Ian Henderson's the Labour Party; (91) Walter Shewring's a 
study of historic organs; (92) Stormont Murray's Austrian 
exchanges and Hungarian refugees. (93) Several members 
remained committed to rural life and communities. The Nolans 
wrote about their life as hill farmers in Co. Wicklow, 
Ireland. (94) In Worcester the wartime editor of the J ! Ax 
Bulletin, Mark Fitzroy, was busy with the harvest. His 
sympathies now lay with the Society of Friends, he reported. 
(95) Hay-making and potato-harvesting preoccupied George 
(87) Information drawn from Pax addresses in London and the 
Home Counties, April 1956, and from membership forms 
returned during 1956-57 
(88) Maison to Thompson 7.4.56,29.7.56,9.11.56 and others 
(89) Thompson to Griffiths 22.6.59 
(90) Margaret Maison, 'Pax - Some Recollections' (91) Henderson to Maison 17.9.56 
(92) Shewring to Thompson 24.6.56 
(93) Murray to Thompson 12.12.56 
(94) J. and W. Nolan to Thompson 3.8.56 
(95) Fitzroy to Thompson 2.9.56 
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Ineson and his Taena Community near Prinknash Abbey, 
Gloucestershire. The story of how this pacifist community 
came into the Catholic Church was recounted in Ineson's book, 
Community Journey, reviewed by Pax when it was published in 
1956. (96) Among American subscribers the connection between 
pacifism and community life lingered on too. Martin Corbin 
was part of a community of several families who practised 
economic sharing and ran a small co-operative press and 
publishing industry. (97) 
(96) Ineson to Thompson 24.7.56 
George Ineson, Community Journey (London and New York, 
Sheed and Ward, 1956) 
(97) Corbin to Thompson 26.7.56 
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8A new era for Pax 1958-1961 
After two years of laborious efforts to build up contacts and 
create a more respectable image for itself Pax was in a 
position to make the most of the national upsurge of interest 
in defence issues which both stimulated and was served by an 
invigorated peace movement. Its reputation as a small and 
dissident group of Catholics had by no means entirely. 
disappeared; its problems with bishops were far from over; it 
had not yet managed to convince a large section of clergy -let 
alone lay Catholics - of the validity of its views. 
Nevertheless from 1958 onwards Pax began at last to attract a 
little more of the kind of support it needed; to enjoy the 
sponsorship of at least a few well-known Catholic writers and 
politicians, the active interest of one or two archbishops and 
superiors of religious orders; and to be able to present some 
illustrious speakers at its meetings and conferences. One 
senses a change of mood as Pax people suddenly realised this 
with surprise and excitement. The issues they cared most 
about, and were so well versed in arguing, were now at the 
centre of national politics and even taking hold of the 
churches. 'Is it possible, ' Thompson asked Bede Griffiths, 
'that, after years "in the catacombs" Pax is in danger of 
becoming fashionable?! ' (1) 
The moment when this change occurred is probably best marked 
by a message which appeared on the front of the pax Bulletin 
in June 1958. It read 
Thank you for sending the very useful literature. 
God bless the admirable work of PAX - destined, I 
hope, to reap the reward of faith and courage 
severely tested. T. D. Roberts, SJ, Archbishop of 
Sygdea. (2) 
Archbishop Roberts was recruited to Pax after several letters 
from him had appeared in the Catholic press concerning the 
abyss separating Christian theory and practice on the 'just 
war'. Charles Thompson visited him at Farm Street, the Jesuit 
house in central London, and he and Roberts exchanged books, 
(1) Thompson to Griffiths 1.6.58 
(2) Pax Bull eti n no. 77 June 1958 
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Thompson obtaining a copy of Vann's Morality and War for the 
Archbishop. 
Roberts had been a Jesuit teacher and parish priest before 
being appointed Archbishop of Bombay in 1937. In Bombay he 
cultivated the contribution of lay people to the Church and 
made himself as accessible to them as possible. This gave him 
a special sensitivity to the suffering caused by church 
bureaucracy such as delays in granting marriage annulments. 
For his services to the Forces in India and South-East Asia 
during the second World War he had been-decorated by King 
George-VI. He was nevertheless well aware of the 
contradictions for the Christian-in India presented by a war 
in which Christian nations destroyed one another while a 
Hindu, Gandhi, was changing his nation's history by using 
techniques of nonviolence. Roberts became convinced that the 
political independence being won by the Indian people should 
be matched by a policy of appointing indigenous leaders within 
the Church. Under a papal concordat, however, the 
Archbishopric of Bombay alternated between English and 
Portuguese Jesuits. If Roberts had just resigned, his see 
would have gone to a Portuguese, so he chose to end this 
anomaly by nominating an Indian auxiliary, Bishop Gracias, and 
going on 'leave of absence'-himself., With Vatican consent he 
left his archdiocese in 1946 and occupied himself for a few 
uncertain years by sailing to 26 countries for the Apostleship 
of the Sea and by giving retreats in England. The arrangement 
was strictly confidential until negotiations to end the 
concordat with Portugal were concluded in 1950 and his formal 
resignation could be accepted. 
So it was as titular Archbishop of Sygdea that Roberts 
returned to the English Jesuit province, giving himself to 
retreat work, writing and teaching. At the time when he 
became associated with Pax he was on the staff of Gonzaga 
University, Spokane, in the United States, with periods at 
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Farm Street in between semesters. (3) In Roberts Pax had found 
an outspoken and courageous leader whose informal friendly 
manner made him an easy and co-operative colleague in the 
campaigns ahead. He obviously became much loved and respected 
in Catholic peace circles. 
Alongside the greetings of Archbishop Roberts in the LaX 
Bulletin an article on 'The Ideal of Nonviolence' appeared, 
written by another inspiring figure who was being drawn into 
the Pax network. Bede Griffiths was a convert and a 
Benedictine monk of Prinknash Abbey. Having become interested 
in Eastern spirituality, he went to India in 1955 to seek the 
more intuitive and mystical dimensions which western 
Christianity had suppressed. In the hills of Kerala he 
founded an ashram where his monastic community adapted 
Christian traditions and liturgy to the local culture. His 
letters to Pax described how they were building their remote 
monastery out of granite, meanwhile living in one palm-leaf 
hut, ýsleeping, sitting and eating on mats, and going barefoot, 
conforming as far as possible to, the customs of the 
countryside. (4) Griffiths' Indian experience had brought home 
to him - as it had to Roberts - how Christian was the Indian 
attitude to war as exemplified by Gandhi and Vinoba Bhave. 
His sympathy lay with pacifism and non-resistance as a counsel 
of perfection -a gospel ideal that those'who were called to 
such witness should represent in the Church - rather than with 
the legalistic approach of moral theology by which he thought 
anything might be justified. But the shift of emphasis from 
law to spirit would be such a slow process in the western 
Church that Griffiths felt Pax would always be a minority 
movement, rather like monasticism itself, working in obscurity 
'but I believe this witness in the church is of the greatest 
importance'. In parallel with nonviolence Griffiths placed the 
ideal of Christian poverty. Just as the Church was allied to 
(3) see David Abner Hurn, Archbishop Roberts SJ (London, 
Darton, Longman and Todd, 1966) 
Barbara Lucas Wall, Archbishop Thomas d'Esterre 
Roberts SJ in a series called Men who make the Council 
(Indiana, University of Notre Dame Press, 1965) 
Archbishop Roberts SJ, Black Popes - Authority: its use 
and abuse. (London, Longmans, Green & Co. 1954) 
(4) Griffiths to Thompson 9.5.58 
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the military way, so it had allied itself to wealth. In 
Kerala the Church sided with the landlords and propertied 
classes while the Communists were winning over the poor. In 
Kerala, too, Griffiths saw an entirely nonviolent campaign, 
conducted on Gandhian lines, in which '90ö of the people 
rallied against the Communists and made their position 
impossible'. (5) 
In the Pax Bulletin Griffiths advocated the spiritual force of 
nonviolence as the best way to overcome and convert Communism. 
He thought that nonviolence should be embodied in social and 
political life and he offered the Catholic Worker movement as 
an example, especially in its close association with the poor. 
(6) At first Griffiths had been reluctant to write on 
nonviolence because he wanted to clarify his ideas, but after 
a few extracts from his letters appeared in the Pax Bulletin 
he found himself being asked to write for Commonweal and 
Blackfriars as well. Thompson'had sent Griffiths the only 
Catholic books he knew that discussed the affinity between 
Gandhian nonviolence and the Sermon on the Mount. They were 
both'French. One was a Pax Christi collection called Action 
Chrdtienne et Nonviolence, which included a contribution by Fr 
Danielou SJ on 'Nonviolence in Scripture and Tradition' and 
another by Fr Ducattillon'OP on 'The Church and Conscientious 
Objection'. The other book was Nonviolence et Amour des 
Ennemis by Fr Rdgamey OP. Griffiths was much impressed by 
these books, by Stratmann's War and Christianity Today, and by 
another Rdgamey title which was published in 1958 - 
Nonviolence-et Conscience Chrdtienne - also supplied by 
Thompson. (7) 
(5) Griffiths to Thompson 14.10.56,8.7.57,3.11.57, 
9.5.58,. 28.9.59 and others 
(6) Pax Bulletin no. 77 June 1958 
(7) Danielou, Ducattillon and others, Action Chrdtienn_Qet 
Non-violence (Paris, Editions Pax Christi, 1955) 
Pie R6gamey OP, Non-violence et Amour des Ennemis, 
(Paris, Cahiers Saint-Jacques c. 1956) 
Pie R6gamey OP, Non-violence et Conscience Chretierne, 
(Paris, Les Editions du Cerf, 1958) 
reviewed in Pax Bulletin nos. 72,70 and 78, November 
1956, March 1956 and November 1958 
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All these books were reviewed in the Pax Bulletin, introducing 
Pax readers to ideas about the efficacy of nonviolence as a 
morally superior path. Alongside continental authors, the 
proposals of Sir Stephen King-Hall for the defence of Britain 
by unarmed nonviolent resistance were also widely quoted 
within Pax. His books, Defence in the Nuclear Age and Common 
Sense in Defence, were reviewed in the bulletin, and one of 
King-Hall's regular newsletters was sent out to. all Pax 
subscribers. His pragmatic argument that nuclear weapons were 
unable to fulfill the main object of warfare - to defend 
freedom or to change the enemy's mind - matched Pax's moral 
rejection of nuclear weapons and especially suited those, like 
Archbishop Roberts, who were not total pacifists themselves. 
(8) 
The deterrence debate 
The material now being published in the Pax Bulletin 
interacted far more with the wider debate being conducted 
beyond Pax. Items from the national and church press were 
answered, and the discussion spilled over and back into other 
journals: The Tablet, The Month, Blackfriars, and so on. In 
the Catholic Herald there was continuous correspondence. In 
1958, for example, letters relating to nuclear weapons were 
printed almost every week, including 25 from Pax members and 
another 14 from Canon Drinkwater alone! This indication of 
the level of concern persisted for several years. 
The debate revolved round several recurring themes. One of 
these was the silence of the Church. It was argued, for 
example, that as long as there was no 'official' pronouncement 
on the morality of nuclear deterrence ordinary Catholics could 
be excused for adopting the views of politicians and military 
strategists, and for assuming that deterrence was morally 
acceptable. Walter Stein from the University of Leeds replied 
(8) Commander Sir Stephen King-Hall, Defence in the Nuclear 
ge_, (London, Gollancz, 1958) 
Commander Sir Stephen King-Hall, Common Sense in 
Defence, (London, King-Hall Services, 1960) 
reviewed in Pax Bulletin nos. 77 and 84, June 1958 and 
September 1960 
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that this suggested that a papal directive should replace the 
function of the individual conscience. (9) Nevertheless, he 
saw from the Catholic Herald correspondence that 'deeply 
established habits of Catholic thinking' tended to throw 
people back to seeking guidance from the highest 
ecclesiastical authority. Perhaps a truly universal Catholic 
witness would only emerge. when this categorical instruction 
was forthcoming. (lo) Archbishop Roberts' view was that the 
general principles were clear enough already: it was up to 
individuals to study them and apply them. He felt it was 
probably wiser that the Pope did not make a pronouncement, 
which would be disregarded or disobeyed by most Catholics 
while there remained such widespread disagreement. (11) Better 
for individuals to consider the question conscientiously and 
freely. E. I. Watkin shared this opinion. The Pope could not 
be expected to condemn nuclear warfare outright because he 
knew that such a condemnation would be ignored or denied by 
the majority of Catholics while governments would persecute 
the minority who obeyed. (12) 
There were many expressions of regret at the scandal caused by 
the differing opinions among Catholics which meant that 
effectively they offered nothing constructive to the public 
debate on nuclear weapons. Barbara Wall, who had lived abroad 
for years and only recently returned to England, recalled Pax 
of the 1930s and was astonished by the absence of prominent 
Catholics in the current peace movement. Michael de la 
Bedoyere was the only Catholic listed as a supporter on the 
notepaper of the Society for the Abolition of Nuclear Weapon 
Tests which had recently become the Campaign for Nuclear 
Disarmament. (13) 
Searching for reasons for this apathy Pax tended to attribute 
it to Catholic subservience to the clergy, most of whom were 
uncertain or opposed to Pax, or who simply kept well clear of 
the issues it raised. That dependence was reflected in a 
(9) Catholic Herald 17.1.58 
(10) Stein to Roger Smith 12.12.58 
(11) The Tablet 22.3.58 and Catholic Herald 24.1.58 
(12) Watkin to Thompson 17.2.58 
(13) Catholic Herald 28.2.58 
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letter from a curate, to the Catholic Herald. He was often 
asked for an opinion on the morality of making, testing and 
using atomic weapons and on the advisability of joining the 
disarmament movement. Could not the bishops, he asked, give a 
clear statement on such a delicate issue as he hesitated to 
give his own views? (14) Bede Griffiths thought that the 
opposition of the clergy was indicative of something seriously 
wrong with the moral theology which was being taught. It was 
too concerned with sin, and took a legalistic approach to what 
was merely permissible instead of stressing more positive 
goals. (15) Archbishop Roberts criticised the teaching in most 
seminaries for being pitifully out of date on the subject of 
war. Catholics could not help contrasting the ambiguous 
teaching about war with the frequent and detailed 
pronouncements about birth control. Respect for authority was 
being diminished as a result. (16) The faithful would remain 
in scandalised and scandalous confusion, Walter Stein 
protested, as long as priests and theology lecturers'went to 
great lengths to condone total war. He was rebuking Fr Edward 
Holloway for a complacent letter in which he had dismissed 
hair-splitting distinctions about targets and suggested that 
unless the Church declared a prohibition on modern war 'we 
ought not to trouble the minds of our youngsters'. They 
should rather be reminded that a total attack by Communist 
powers against the West' would represent the ultimate evil 
justifying the ultimate permissible moral sanction in weapons 
of war'. (17) 
Variations on this argument provided another of the recurrent 
themes in the nuclear weapons debate because for many 
Catholics the potential threat from Communism obscured all 
other considerations. One correspondent questioned whether 
Catholics would be prepared to renounce nuclear weapons if it 
meant putting the Apostolic See at the mercy of the 
Kremlin. (18) An ex-RAF flight lieutenant, who had had no 
qualms after taking part in the bombing of Cologne and 
(14) Catholic Herald 25.9.59 
(15) Pax Bulletin no-81 September 1959 
(16) Pax Bulletin no. 80 May 1959 
(17) Catholic Herald 21.11.58 and 28.11.58 
(18) Catholic Herald 3.4.58 
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Dresden, said he would have no doubts on moral grounds about 
using any type of atomic force against=the Communists. (19) In 
that case, Charles Thompson-replied, one wondered what moral 
principles he would be fighting for since, like Marxists, he 
believed the end justified the means. (20) Yet another writer 
asked 'If the aggressor uses nuclear weapons should we refrain 
on moral grounds? Should we, because of conscience, allow the 
hammer and sickle to triumph over the cross? ' (21) And there 
were many more in similar vein. Wing-Commander Dodson felt 
strongly justified in remaining a member of the armed forces 
because, while the West would never initiate 'unjust' war, the 
forces demonstrated to the enemy that the deterrent was no 
myth. He equated nuclear-deterrence with hell. If it became 
necessary to use nuclear weapons 'We in the West, having right 
on our side' would not willingly be consigning opponents to 
nuclear destruction: they would have brought it on themselves. 
(22) He thought a question raised by Canon Drinkwater about' 
the number of civilian deaths was irrelevant. Drinkwater 
drily answered that everything he had heard about hell 
suggested the highest possible degree of discrimination. He 
urged everyone who supported H-bombs to read Dodson's letter 
very attentively: that was what they were endorsing when they 
excused government policy. (23) 
The problem of civilian deaths and whether certain targets 
were legitimate or not was another of the recurring themes in 
Catholic newspaper correspondence. Canon Drinkwater'in 
particular restated the principles involved again and again, 
'out of sheer weary sense of duty', (24) imploring people to 
keep in mind the terms 'discrimination' and 'proportionality'. 
He quoted the well-known moral theologian, Dr L. L. McReavy: 
In no circumstances, not even to save the Western 
world from being swamped by atheistic Communism, 
will it ever be lawful to explode indiscriminate 
nuclear weapons of the major type on predominantly 
civilian centres of population. (25) 
(19) Cathol ic Herald 1.8.58 
(20) Cathol ic Herald 15.8.58 
(21) Cathol ic Herald 5.6.59 
(22) Cathol ic Herald 11.4.58 and 25.4.58 
(23) Cathol ic Herald 9.5.58 
(24) Cathol ic Herald 23.5.58 
(25) The Tablet 29.3.58 
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Among the ranks of those opposed to the Pax viewpoint there 
was evidently enormous confusion over what followed on from 
this conclusion: confusion about whether nuclear weapons were 
always indiscriminate; whether they could be used on a 
specific military target (the favourite example, which became 
a catchphrase, was the unfortunate 'fleet. at sea'); and 
confusion over what constituted a predominantly civilian 
centre. It was suggested that civilian deaths could be 
considered legitimate when they were not directly intended. 
There was great reluctance to renounce all use of nuclear 
weapons as Pax did. At Easter 1958, while the first London- 
to-Aldermaston march was underway, Dr Godfrey, the Archbishop 
of Westminster, preached a sermon which illustrated this 
hesitation. 
Granted that a war of self-defence can be just, the 
State is in duty bound to do all possible to defend 
its essential life adequately. We do not believe 
that it has yet been conclusively shown that there 
can be no conceivable circumstances in which there 
might be a legitimate target for even the most 
powerful nuclear weapon. If this be so, then a 
nation would be justified in testing such weapons, 
unless again it be proved that the evil resulting 
therefrom outweighs the usefulness of-the 
test... Nobody can subscribe to the thesis that it 
would ever be morally lawful to use indiscriminate 
nuclear weapons on-centres of population which are 
predominantly civilian. (26) 
Part of the work of Pax was to measure such theoretical 
statements against actual government policy. In the EaX 
Bulletin A. I. Doyle of-Durham University asked what deterrence 
meant other than the threat of precisely the use of nuclear 
weapons on predominantly civilian centres of population. Was 
it supposed that the British government would be prepared to 
promise that the weapons would not be used except in 
accordance with the theologian's restrictions? (27) 
Frequently it was the reality of Canon-Drinkwater's 
suppositions, that Pax disputed, chiefly in respect to his 
interpretation of what someone in the armed forces should do. 
(26) quoted in Walter Stein, ed. Nuclear Weapons and 
Christian Conscience, (London, Merlin Press, 1961) p. 115 (27) Pax Bulletin no. 77 June 1958 
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In a pamphlet called The H-Bomb and All That, and on many 
other occasions, Drinkwater, advised that they should opt out 
of nuclear activities at the time of enlistment but otherwise 
obey all orders unless they were commanded to take immoral 
military action at which point they should refuse. (When 
challenged to give an example of anyone who had ever done such 
a thing, Drinkwater cited Captain William Douglas Home, who 
refused to kill civilians during the Second World War and who 
had spent the rest of the war in prison. ) (28) Pax argued 
that as a general principle this was most unrealistic given 
the pressure in war or emergency, the way recruits were 
trained, and given that nuclear weapons were an integral part 
of current British defences. Nor was Drinkwater realistic in 
imagining that there still was such a thing as decent-'clean' 
and restricted conventional war which might be considered 
'just'. Even small wars such as those in Suez or Algeria 
could be'most 'unjust'. He advocated nonviolent resistance by 
the population once violent resistance had been carried to its 
limit. But what was that limit, and could he seriously expect 
a country at war to switch to nonviolent means mid-way? (29) 
These differences within the anti-bomb faction were often 
fought out in the Catholic press as well as in protracted 
debate in the Pax Bulletin, but even though he seemed to be in 
an isolated position Drinkwater was making an important point: 
that you did not have to be pacifist to oppose nuclear 
weapons, nor to believe there were restrictions on what was 
permissible in war. It was all too easy for the defenders of 
the bomb to attack pacifism and to ignore the subtleties in 
between those two positions. (30) 
CND and Aldermaston 
: Denis Knight and his two young sons were among those who 
marched from London to Aldermaston at Easter-1958 and it was 
he who gave his fellow Pax members a first-hand account of the 
(28) Catholic Herald 3.4.58 
(29) Catholic Herald 28.3.58 and Pax Bulletin nos. 79,80 
and 82, February 1959, May 1959 and January 1960 
(30) Catholic Herald 23.5.58 
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experience in a duplicated supplement to the Pax Bulletin. He 
described waking up early on Easter morning after a night on 
the floor and going out to Mass before having breakfast at 
their host's house; the meeting at Reading Town Hall addressed 
by Ian Mikardo MP, Michael Scott and Canon Collins; the solid 
mass of west-country people who joined the marchers near 
Aldermaston; the songs, -the food, the spirit - all were 
brought to life. (31) The Knight family were vocal adherents 
of CND who publicised their views in the Catholic Herald. A 
few weeks after marching 15-year-old Christopher told readers 
how he and his brother had collected 31 signatures for a CND 
petition from 42 people in their Sussex village. (32) 
(Another boy wrote in to say that his father would not let his 
son 'play the Communist game' in campaigning for 'one-sided' 
nuclear disarmament. (33) )A year later, after mentioning the 
1959 march in her regular Catholic Herald column for young 
people, Hilary Knight reported that she had received 12 
letters in response -5 of these were in favour, but some were 
strongly against. One reader of 20 years' standing had 
cancelled his order for the Catholic Herald after she had 
commended 'the Communist-led skiffle groups of Aldermaston as 
a suitable demonstration for Catholic teenagers'. (34) 
The image with which the nuclear disarmers had been branded by 
press and politicians - as Communists, trouble-makers and 
misfits - was a major obstacle preventing CND from reaching 
more Catholics as well the rest of the population. Supporters 
had to spend an inordinate amount of time refuting the image 
before being able to convey the main message of their 
campaign. After returning from Aldermaston Knight had seen an 
Evening'Standard headline: 'H-March Ends in Riot'. He knew 
from eye-witnesses that this referred to a short scuffle which 
had occurred 100 yards ahead of the march between the 
McWhirter brothers and some onlookers awaiting the column. 
(35) In an article for The Observer, reprinted in the Pax 
(31) Denis Knight, 'From an Aldermaston Diary', duplicated 
supplement to Pax Bulletin no. 77 June 1958 (32) Catholic Heral, 18.4.58 
(33) Catholic Herald 25.4.58 
(34) Catholic Hera] 12.6.59 
(35) Knight, -'From an Aldermaston Diary'. 
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Bulletin, the Revd Michael Scott explained the aims of 
demonstrators who had been arrested at Swaffham, Norfolk, but 
felt obliged to reassure readers that they were not all 
eccentrics even if some of them were vegetarians and some had 
beards. (36) 
Pax publicised events, printed'articles and reviewed books, 
invited CND speakers to its committee meetings and conferences 
to discuss co-operation, and individuals regularly took part 
in the Easter marches and other activities. But Pax as a body 
and in name tended to keep a certain distance from CND 
activities. It was true that marching and protest sit-downs 
were not in the Pax tradition or style - though some members 
adapted quite comfortably to these activities. But its 
reticence probably had more to do with Pax's sensitivity about 
its own image and standing if it was to make any headway 
within the Catholic community. An indication of this anxiety 
emerged after the 1959 march when, in his column in the 
Catholic Herald, Douglas Hyde had chided Pax for not being 
obviously identifiable on the Aldermaston march under a 
Catholic banner. Hyde wanted to stimulate Catholics who had 
views on public and international affairs to associate 
themselves Openly with other sympathisers. He had observed 
the march and noticed more Christians than Communists, and 
more still who were not committed to either of those 
groups. (37) Thompson told him that he was himself put off by 
the news that the British Peace Committee was participating, 
and that fear of 'being tarred with the Communist brush' was 
one of the reasons why Pax was not represented corporately. 
(38) Although he was personally sympathetic to CND he 
wondered if members would not question the concentration on 
nuclear disarmament when conventional war as a whole was so 
immoral. Thompson then told Archbishop Roberts that perhaps 
they should try and make a proper arrangement the next time. 
(39) 
(36) Pax Bulletin no-79 February 1959 
(37) Hyde to Thompson 7.4.59 
(38) Thompson to Hyde 4.4.59 
(39) Thompson to Roberts 5.4.59 
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The Catholic Nuclear Disarmament Group 
It is to their credit that whenever a new Catholic group 
arrived to fulfill a role that did not suit Pax the response 
of the Pax leaders was invariably positive. In September 1959 
two newcomers, Eddie Linden and Brendan Murphy, attended the 
Pax committee meeting to introduce the Catholic Nuclear 
Disarmament Group, which had recently been formed and of which 
they were the secretary and chairman respectively. John 
O'Connor had already spoken at a CNDG inaugural meeting, and 
now Pax agreed to mutual co-operation in publicising 
activities and attending meetings. (40) The policy of CNDG was 
to urge the government to work for nuclear disarmament, to 
renounce the use of nuclear weapons, to discontinue the 
manufacture and testing of the weapons and to destroy existing 
stocks. They thought that all nuclear weapons were contrary 
to Catholic 'just war' teaching. (41) 
CNDG was not formally part of the CND structure but some saw 
it as the CND Catholic group, while its programme of 
activities followed CND events closely and ensured a Catholic 
presence at many of them. CNDG provided a focus for a 
completely new group of young Catholics who were not too sure 
of what Pax did, and for whom individual conscientious 
objection was not a major issue in any case. In their eyes 
many Pax people belonged to a different generation which 
lacked the energy to get actively involved'in nuclear 
disarmament as they so passionately did. Barbara Wall bridged 
the two groups and CNDG meetings were frequently held at her 
house in Ladbroke Road, Notting Hill, London. 
The young men and women who met there were mostly on their way 
to or from university: Brian McGrath was a medical student; 
his brother Kevin was at oxford; Brendan Murphy went on to 
Manchester; Sheila Mann was a student at Leeds University; 
Philip Philpott was a recent graduate; Bruno Kasterlitz was 
another medical student, and so on. In his mid-twenties Eddie 
Linden was the exception: he had recently abandoned Communism 
(40) Minutes 7.9.59 
(41) Catholic Herald 24.7.59 
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and was currently working as a cleaner at St Pancras 
station. (42) Adrian and Angela Cunningham were among the 
youngest and eventually most active. Adrian was still a pupil 
at the Cardinal Vaughan School in London when he became 
involved. Growing up in a newsagent's shop, he first 
encountered radical ideas by browsing through papers like 
Tribune. He discovered the existence of the Catholic peace 
movement when he read something by Barbara Wall in the 
Catholic Herald, advertising the Pax monthly meetings at the 
French Church near Leicester Square. He went along and was 
soon acting secretary of CNDG, writing letters to bishops and 
MPs and giving talks. (At St George's College, Weybridge, they 
were rather surprised by the youth of their speaker. ) 
In her teens Angela (nee Shubrook) started playing truant from 
school in order to work as a volunteer at-CND's Carthusian 
Street office. There she met another Catholic, a full-time 
volunteer called Peter Lumsden. Peter, in his twenties, came 
from an upper-class Catholic family and had been educated at 
Ampleforth college. He used to go to the CND office wearing 
a three-piece suit. In April 1961 he invited Angela to a CNDG 
retreat to be conducted by the Dominican, Laurence Bright. 
With no idea of what to expect from this new experience, she 
agreed to go. On the day the retreatants had scarcely 
assembled at Sion convent when a telegram arrived from 
Archbishop's House, Westminster, forbidding Bright to discuss 
anything to do with peace and war. The retreat dissolved into 
a sort of party in the course of which Angela met Adrian, 
Eddie Linden and Barbara Wall for the first time. The touch 
of drama and the hint of being associated with something risky 
and radical added to the excitement and attraction of CNDG. 
(43) 
Some CNDG supporters were concerned about the single issue of 
nuclear weapons. But when looking back on the period the 
Cunninghams found it difficult to. disentangle their own CNDG 
involvement from their efforts at that time to start a 
(42) see Sebastian Barker, Who is Eddie Linden? (London, Jay 
Landesman Ltd. 1979) p. 89 ff 
(43) Interviews with Angela and Adrian Cunningham, April 1988 
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Catholic Worker house in London. The English version of the 
Catholic Worker newspaper had unfortunately just ceased 
publication for lack of funds. (44) Nevertheless Adrian, 
Angela, Philip Philpott and Peter Lumsden were filled-with 
enthusiasm for the vision of community and social justice 
propounded by Day, Maurin and Gill. In the summer of 1961 
CNDG welcomed a band of American marchers walking from San 
Francisco to Moscow. Peter Lumsden took the CNDG banner to 
Southampton and then walked across the rest of Europe to 
Moscow with them. On his return the Catholic Times (normally 
one of the most conservative of the Catholic papers) gave him 
a hero's welcome and proposed that the following year a 
pilgrimage of Catholic youth should go to the Kremlin to pray 
for peace. (45) On the march Lumsden had walked with two 
American Catholics, Philip Leahy and Karl Meyer, assistant 
editor of the Catholic Worker, from whom he learned more about 
the CW and its ideals. With the other young CNDG members he 
subsequently started a CW house of hospitality in Brockley, 
south London. While it operated Peter Lumsden and Philip 
Philpott gave shelter to about 20 people in need, but Philip 
found it hard to co-exist alongside Peter's dedicated but 
austere influence. When the CW house had to move to Notting 
Hill Peter tried to keep it going on his own. (46) Adrian and 
Angela meanwhile used to help at St Botolph's Church, caring 
for the vagrants who were given refuge there. Visits to the 
Taena community in Gloucestershire provided a formative 
experience of community life for the group of friends. These 
activities were part of an integrated approach to social 
change as they had been for the wartime generation of Pax 
members. 
CNDG and Pax complemented each other well. There is no 
evidence of rivalry but rather of many instances of 
co-operation and mutual encouragement. -There was anyway a 
substantial degree of overlapping in membership, and the 
organisations exchanged supporters' addresses. The EaX 
(44) Pax Bulletin no. 81 September 1959 
(45) Catholic Times 27.10.61 
(46) Philpott to Adrian Cunningham (undated, but probably 
1962) also Catholic Nuclear Disarmament Group 
newsletter March 1963 
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Bulletin was sent to CNDG members and it regularly reported 
CNDG news and forthcoming events. CNDG persuaded many Pax 
people to sponsor its cause, including Archbishop Roberts. 
CNDG contacts were encouraged to attend the monthly Pax 
meetings in London, and those elsewhere to go along to their 
local CND group. The annual Pax conference at Spode House was 
the major gathering for Catholic peace activists of whatever 
group. CNDG also took advantage of the availability of, Pax 
literature for distribution at churches, meetings and on 
marches. 
CNDG above all supplied the 'legs' to Catholic peace activity 
in the early 1960s. From its first appearance in 1960 its 
banner in the papal colours provided a focal point for 
Catholics on the Aldermaston march. That year a hard core of 
20 marched all the way behind it, joined by about 100 
additional supporters at different times, including the MP, 
Hugh Delargy, convent schoolgirls and Catholics from 
Yugoslavia, Austria and Germany. They gave out a leaflet 
written by E. I. Watkin, recited the Rosary daily, and were 
welcomed with surprise and appreciation by the other religious 
groups. Among these they modestly brought up the rear, 
'possibly with a subconscious sense of caution as an 
acknowledgement that Rome has not yet spoken' commented 
Brendan Murphy. (47) The policy was to display the banner on 
as many occasions as possible and it was taken to CND and 
youth CND meetings and demonstrations all over Britain. (48) 
CNDG had decided not to be formally represented at CND and 
Committee of 100 demonstrations involving civil disobedience 
but to leave this to the individuals who felt so inclined. 
(49) Several Pax and CNDG members were indeed arrested. 
Laurie Hislam was among those arrested at Harrington missile 
base in January 1960. (The Pax Bulletin hailed him as the 
first member to be pictured on the front page of The 
Observer. ) (50) In November 1961 two CNDG members served 
prison sentences for obstruction outside the Russian Embassy 
(47) Pax Bulletin no. 83 May 1960 
(48) Pax Bulletin no. 85 January 1961 
(49) CNDG newsletter August 1961 
(50) Pax Bulletin no. 82 January 1960 
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and for refusing to pay rates which they believed would be 
spent on civil defence. (51) 
Apart from attending the Pax meetings in London and addressing 
some of them CNDG members organised several public discussions 
in the early 1960s. Speakers included Archbishop Roberts, 
Christopher Derrick and Pamela Frankau, the novelist. Hilary 
Knight went along to one of Roberts' talks, covering the event 
in her Catholic Herald youth column because she knew that CNDG 
was run by young people and that its chairman was only 18. 
(52) One debate held at Farm Street, between Christopher 
Derrick in favour of, and Hugh Kay opposing, unilateral 
nuclear disarmament, was arranged after Adrian Cunningham had 
challenged the position adopted by Kay as editor of ,g 
Glasgow Observer. (53) Other meetings were held under the 
auspices of well-established groups like the Challoner Club or 
the Newman Association. At the London Newman Circle a large 
audience heard a discussion between Brian Wicker of Birmingham 
University (representing CNDG) and Robert Mellish MP. Fr T. 
Corbishley Si was in the chair. CND groups too were often 
pleased to have a Catholic speaker, but most opportunities for 
CNDG occurred by way of the student network. With contacts in 
several universities CNDG sent its youthful speakers to 
address many school and college groups'including Ushaw 
College, Durham University, Bart's Hospital Catholic Society, 
St Edmund's, Ware, and some of their members' own schools: 
Cardinal Vaughan, Ampleforth, 'Sion convent. (54) 
With about 300 members CNDG was even smaller than Pax. (55) 
They needed a high degree of commitment to sustain so many 
activities. This was especially true of the weekly picketing 
and leafletting of London churches. In their newsletter CNDG 
organisers reported that they usually managed to cover two 
churches every Sunday but this required six to ten people to 
hold placards and distribute leaflets. It could, moreover, be 
quite disheartening because there was often a hostile response 
(51) CNDG newsletter November 1961 
(52) Catholic Herald 11.12.59 
(53) Kay to Cunningham 28.9.61 
(54) -CNDG newsletters August 1961, November c. 1961/62 
(55) Pax Bulletin no. 87 September 1961 
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from the clergy, while parishioners were shocked both by what 
the young people were proclaiming as well as by the fact that 
they were picketing their churches at all. At Southwark 
cathedral the clergy insisted that the leaf letters should 
disperse; at the Carmelite church they were told to move on by 
members-of the Special Branch whom they found there, waiting 
and observing them. Peter Lumsden was twice threatened with 
violence by parish priests. (56) 
Morals and Missiles 
One of the publications which CNDG sold outside churches was 
Morals and Missiles, edited by Charles Thompson and published 
in 1959. The contributions by Archbishop Roberts, Fr 
Stratmann,. Canon Drinkwater, Christopher Hollis, E. I. Watkin, 
Sir Compton Mackenzie and Dom Bede Griffiths were introduced 
by Michael de la Bedoyere. Together they presented the case 
against war - and particularly nuclear war - from a moral 
standpoint. E. I. Watkin's chapter went into the question of 
why nuclear weapons could not be used even to overcome 
Communism; Bede Griffiths's article proposed the nonviolent 
ideal. 
The small collection of essays filled a gap in the literature 
available from British Catholic sources. It was received 
favourably by the Catholic Herald; reviewed by Wilfrid Sheed 
in Ju ; while Cross Currents, another American journal, 
reprinted. Watkin's contribution. (57) By now back in Spokane, 
Archbishop Roberts was pleased with the result and asked 
Loyola university in Los Angeles to order copies for a course 
he would be teaching there in the summer of 1959.. (58) It was 
not until a few months after its publication that Morals and 
Missiles achieved much greater publicity as a result of a 
highly critical review which appeared in The Clergy Review. 
It was written by Dr L. L. McReavy, the moral theologian. 
Among his objections to the book was that although the authors 
(56) CNDG newsletter July 1962, and interview with 
Adrian and Angela Cunningham, April 1988 
(57) Minutes 7.9.59. 
(58) Roberts to Thompson 
. Whit Sunday 
1959 
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may have been Catholics it did not offer a 'Catholic' approach 
as it claimed: he pointed out that only Canon Drinkwater 
referred to the statements of Pius XII in any detail. Whereas 
the book claimed conscientious objection to be a right this 
was not proven - in 1956 the Pius XII had actually denied that 
it was one. Nor had the Pope ever condemned nuclear war 
outright. McReavy's thesis was that a careful distinction 
should be drawn between the conditions for waging war and the 
means employed. Even if unlawful means were used this in 
itself did not necessarily invalidate the entire war. If 
nuclear weapons were used Christian participation in the rest 
of the war was not necessarily ruled out because legitimate 
targets for discriminating and tactical weapons were still 
within the realms of possibility. The NATO powers might yet 
be persuaded to abandon deterrence based on nuclear 
retaliation against enemy cities. So in the meantime it would 
be best to reserve one's judgement but do everything possible 
to prevent future war. McReavy directed his attack at Morals 
and Missiles because he thought the debate on the morality of 
war, judging from contributions like it, was 'getting out of 
hand'. (59) 
In a private note to Charles Thompson Archbishop Roberts 
confided that he would not reply to The Clergy Review because 
he believed the reviewer was writing from dictation but could 
not prove it or say it publicly. (60) Michael de la Bedoyere 
had also come to the conclusion, he told Thompson, that 
McReavy was writing 'professionally'. (61) In a leading 
article in the Catholic Herald he launched a counter attack 
challenging the 'theologian's broadside'. De la Bedoyere was 
by now in clear sympathy with Pax and he regularly advocated 
British unilateral nuclear disarmament in the columns of his 
paper. (62) He sent Thompson a copy of a letter he had 
received from Dr McReavy in which the latter was even more 
dismissive of Morals and Missiles: 
(59) L. L. McReavy, 'The Debate on the Morality of Future War' 
The Clergy Review, vol. XLV no. 2 February 1960 pp"77-78 (60) Roberts to Thompson 7.2.60 
(61) de la Bedoyere to Thompson 11.2.60 
(62) see for example Catholic Herald 22.1.60 and 5.2.60 
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I doubt whether you would find a single professional 
moralist (one who has to keep a balanced and 
consistent position over the whole field of 
morality) who would regard M and M as a serious 
contribution to a serious debate. (63) 
Meanwhile Canon Drinkwater had written to The Clergy Review 
criticising McReavy's proposition that moral judgement should 
be suspended virtually-until it was too late. (64) Although Fr 
Stratmann was recovering from an illness he too wrote an 
article answering McReavy's criticisms. In the Pax Bulletin 
Stratmann particularly defended the value of reflection by lay 
Catholics on how their faith affected vital world problems. 
That, he declared, was how changes occurred in the Church and 
-how moral reform came about over slavery, colonialism and many 
other issues. It was time the whole Catholic world 
unequivocally joined the protest of sane humanity against 
modern war. (65) In McReavy's replies to further letters in 
the Catholic Herald he maintained his assertion that 
everything was too uncertain: it was uncertain that nuclear 
war was necessarily indiscriminate; the extent of genetic 
damage was unknown, and therefore it was not certainly sinful 
to take part in future war. The Catholic Herald's editor, de 
la Bedoyere, said that McReavy was avoiding the central 
question: if a Catholic believed that the overwhelming 
probability was that the next war would involve 'unjust' 
methods, was the individual entitled to refuse participation, 
to make his/her views known, and to campaign against nuclear 
-war on those grounds? That was the position of some of the 
contributors to Morals and Missiles. (66) Brian Wicker 
pursued a similar argument and declared that despite the 
improbabilities one might still reach a definite judgement 
that such a war would be wrong and make a moral decision in 
advance of proven evidence. He suggested that to choose 
nonviolent resistance would require training and preparation. 
To wait for war before making that choice would be too 
(63) McReavy to de la Bedoyere 4.2.60 
(64) Drinkwater to the The Clergy Review 1.2.60 
printed in vol. XLV no. 4 April 1960 pp. 251-256 
(65) Pax Bulletin no. 83 May 1960 
(66) Catholic Herald 12.2.60 
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late. (67) McReavy retorted that he did not find nonviolence a 
realistic proposal in face of the 'Red-dominated' states 
behind the Iron Curtain. (68) 
When this heated correspondence petered out in the Catholic 
Herald it was soon revived since McReavy repeated the same 
theories in replying to a questioner in The Clergy Review. 
Absolution, McReavy suggested, could not be refused a Catholic 
who was engaged in making nuclear weapons, or who in time of 
war might be ordered to use them, provided he was firmly 
resolved never to use them immorally, that is on cities. 
Making and storing the weapons was acceptable as long as there 
remained legitimate targets (such as the fleet at sea) and 
since, according to the Catholic scientist, Dr P. E Hodgson, 
hydrogen bombs that were 95% 'clean' were now obtainable. (69) 
This new exposition of his case provoked another spate of 
letters from his Pax opponents. In the Catholic Times Canon 
Drinkwater suggested that a comparable example would be that 
he could lawfully put a flick-knife in the hand of a self- 
declared assassin on the ground that knives could also be used 
for peeling potatoes. (70) 
A measure of growth and achievement 
Throughout this period Pax was steadily attracting more 
members and other significant indications of support. The 
combination of a number of inter-related factors meant that 
the society's prospects had never looked more promising. One 
of these was the unpredictable but timely mood of concern and 
interest in the nuclear question. The constant flow of 
letters in the press meant that, for example, between one 
issue of the Pax Bulletin and the next, Pax received as many 
as 50-80 enquiries about membership. (71) The financial 
position improved with a turnover of about £250 p. a. In 1957 
(67) Catholic Herald 19.2.60 
(68) Catholic Herald 26.2.60 
(69) Pax Bulletin no. 85 January 1961 
Dr. P. E. Hodgson, Just War? - Papal teaching on nuclear 
warfare with a scientific commentary a Sword of the 
Spirit pamphlet, 1959 
(70) Catholic Times 4.11.60 
(71) Pax Bulletin nos. 77 and 80, June 1958 and May 1959 
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40 new members enrolled in Pax; 80 in 1958; 150 in 1959, and 
the numbers continued to rise. (72) The all-time peak was 
reached in 1961 when the annual meeting was informed that 
membership stood at 610 for Great Britain and Ireland and 260 
overseas. The Pax Bulletin was sent free to 184 bishops and 
other societies -a total circulation of 1054. (73) To reach 
younger people a junior Pax club was started for the 8-15 year 
olds. (74) 
For the first time since the war local Pax groups became 
viable and were set up in a number of localities outside 
London. In January 1961 there were groups already functioning 
or being formed in Leeds, Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester, 
Cardiff, at Hull university and at St Mary's college, 
Strawberry Hill, Twickenham. (75) In Birmingham a study group 
was started by Brian Wicker and Francis Thompson. About 10 
people came to the first meeting in February 1960 for which 
Wicker had prepared a paper based-on Fr Rdgamey's latest book 
on nonviolence. Francis Thompson had also given a talk at 
Nottingham university on nonviolent attitudes to war. (76) In 
Leeds the Pax group was centred on the university where the 
key members were the Professor of Philosophy, -James Cameron, 
Walter Stein of-the English department, and Bob Eccles, who 
had been active in local CND activities. He had ordered 
copies of the Pax War and Peace booklet to distribute as part 
of a 'Disarmament in the Villages' campaign. (77) At a public 
meeting held by the Leeds Pax group, and reported in the 
Catholic press, Professor Cameron outlined four reactions of 
Catholics to nuclear weapons: some justified their use in 
opposing communism; some thought modern war so evil that total 
refusal to participate was their only course; a third group 
rejected nuclear weapons on traditional grounds but accepted 
conventional war; and the fourth group, represented by Fr 
McReavy, held that the character of future war was too 
(72) Pax Bul letin nos. 79 and 82, February 1959 and January 
1960, Minutes 5.11.60 and 28.10.61 
(73) Minutes 28.10.61 
(74) Junior Pax leaflet December 1959 
(75) Pax Bul letin no. 85 January 1961 
(76) Francis Thompson to Charles Thompson 19.2.60 
(77) Minutes 7.9.59 
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hypothetical for anyone to decide beforehand that it would 
necessarily be immoral. Professor Cameron said that the 
Church had left the laity to take a responsible decision 
themselves-. He found himself in the third of these categories 
and felt that if this meant advising conscientious objection 
it was not such a revolutionary attitude: Vitoria had 
advocated it-centuries before. (78) In several other places 
Pax members advertised for others to contact them with a view 
to starting groups. In Stroud Laurie Hislam distributed the 
Pax Bulletin; in Nottingham there was a recruitment drive. 
Success varied. It was difficult to sustain the groups and by 
the end of 1961'many were in a state of 'suspended animation'. 
Leeds lost its leading activist, Bob Eccles, when he joined 
the Dominicans. (79) In London the monthly meetings at the 
French Church, with a Mass for Peace followed by a talk, 
became an established and enduring institution with an average 
of 20 or so in the audience. The talks were often given by 
the members themselves - Barbara Wall on pacifism in the early 
Church, Adrian Cunningham on lay communities, Peter Lumsden 
on CND - and sometimes by visiting speakers from other 
organisations - the Committee of 100, International Voluntary 
Service. 'First Fridays' at the French Church became a forum 
to which newcomers and guests from abroad could be invited. 
Undoubtedly the regularity of local meetings - and especially 
this gathering in London - helped to bind Catholic peace 
activists together into a closer community and created a more 
effective working relationship between the individuals and 
groups. The animosities of the previous decade were no longer 
apparent, and the impression one gains of the atmosphere 
within Pax is of friendship and purposeful commitment, warmly 
extended to any international visitors who happened to be 
visiting Britain. When Robert Steed of the Catholic Worker 
came to England Charles Thompson went to Southampton to meet 
him, then gave him hospitality at his home in surrey. The 
Goss-Mayrs from Austria were given a wärm welcome by members 
of Pax and of the Fellowship of Reconciliation who met them at 
Victoria station and took them back to Audrey Henson's house, 
(78) Catholic Herald 20.5.60 
(79) Minutes 28.10.61 and 20.9.61 
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where others were waiting to greet them. (80) Such visits 
helped to foster the sociable and enjoyable side to membership 
of Pax which of course added to its attraction. With a larger 
pool of members Pax was able to sustain a more varied 
programme of activities. In the summer of 1961, for example, 
about a dozen members went on an outing together to the Gill 
family home at Pigotts, near High Wycombe. The group included 
Charles Thompson with his family, Margaret Maison and her 
daughter, Adrian Cunningham, Philip Philpott, and some of the 
other Pax regulars. They visited Gill's grave and met his 
daughters, Petra Tegetmeier and Joan Hague and their families. 
Joan and Rend Hague had been amongst the earliest members of 
Pax. (81) 
This visit was arranged by Barbara Wall who had become an 
energetic force within Pax and was key to many of its 
activities. Her home was the venue for a Silver Jubilee party 
held in September 1961 to mark the anniversary of the founding 
of Pax. (82) The occasion was also commemorated in a special 
16-page issue of the Pax Bulletin with reprints of articles by 
Eric Gill, Conrad Pepler, the 1950 statement of the French 
hierarchy, the influential passage from Cardinal Ottaviani's 
legal work, which had been quoted so often by Pax, and other 
key texts. (83) 
Sponsors and Dominicans 
The improvement in Pax's standing can be attributed to two 
groups of people in particular, the first being the Pax 
sponsors. The fact that a person like Archbishop Roberts was 
prepared to be publicly associated with it was an enormous 
step forward, and the organisers created a way of making the 
most of their new-found status. At the end of 1958 they began 
to invite some better-known Catholics to be sponsors of Pax. 
The first were Donald Attwater, E. I. Watkin, Clare Sheridan, 
Christopher Hollis and Sir Compton Mackenzie. Their names 
(80) Minutes 2.2.60 
(81) Minutes 21.6.61 
(82) Minutes 21.6.61 
(83) Pax Bulletin no. 87 September 1961 
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were displayed on the front of the Pax Bulletin and soon the 
list grew. In 1959 Fr Henry St John OP, by then the Dominican 
Provincial, permitted his name to appear once he saw 
Archbishop Roberts' there; (84) so did Bede Griffiths and 
Pamela Frankau. Each year others joined until the full list 
numbered 27. (85) Their sponsorship of Pax was not simply a 
matter of, lending their names to the cause: nearly all of them 
were actively involved in one way or another. 
The second group whose influence was of great value to Pax 
were the Dominicans. One of the most noticeable threads 
running through the history of Pax is the constant presence of 
Dominican support on a scale unmatched by any other religious 
order. Why this should be so must have something to do with 
the-Dominicans' particular ethos. Brian Wicker has attributed 
it to their having been founded in the Middle Ages with a 
particular commitment to intellectual clarity and a medieval 
sense of a social order built according to a divine framework. 
Founded on 'just war' principles, Pax was born of a similar 
medieval approach to order. From its beginnings there were 
close links with Dominican spirituality, ideas and people. 
Eric Gill, Donald Attwater and-others of the-first generation 
were lay Dominicans. ' Then too, like the peace movement, the 
Order of Preachers was home to the sort of people who rejected 
convention to act against the norm, 'the awkward squad' Wicker 
calls them. When he first encountered the Dominicans as a 
student in Oxford in the early 1950s he was struck by the 
contrast between the atmosphere at Blackfriars and that of the 
Jesuit house in Oxford. In the case of the Jesuits, known for 
their emphasis on military-style obedience to instructions 
from headquarters, a uniform clerical properness masked 
individual personalities. At Blackfriars individual styles 
(84) St John to Thompson 25.4.59 
(85) The 27 Pax sponsors were: Professor A. H. Armstrong, 
Donald Attwater, Michael de la Bedoyere, Dr Charles 
Burns, Bishop Butler, Professor Cameron, John Lyle 
Cameron, Dorothy Day, Hugh Delargy MP, Pamela Frankau, 
Bishop Grant, Bede Griffiths OSB, Christopher Hollis, 
Archbishop Hurley, Mgr Bruce Kent, Sir Compton 
Mackenzie, Fr Martindale SJ, Thomas Merton, Archbishop 
Roberts, Brocard Sewell O. Carm., Rosemary Sheed, Clare 
Sheridan, Robert Speaight, Henry St John OP, Francis 
Stratmann OP, John Todd and E. I. Watkin 
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and eccentricities were only too evident, but an unobtrusive 
strength hidden in the background was the community 
organisation and discipline which produced a cohesive and 
effective ministry out of what seemed disorganised and 
haphazard. (86) 
Whatever the underlying reasons, the fact-remains that the 
Dominican connection to the peace movement was a continuous 
influence. From abroad Pax was inspired and instructed by 
Stratmann and Rdgamey. In England they could count on the 
regular support of Gerald Vann, Ilitud Evans, Conrad Pepler, 
Henry St John, Laurence Bright, Simon Blake, and-the more 
occasional involvement of many others: Murdock Scott, for 
example, who had helped Charles Thompson to clarify his 
thinking soon after he first went to Spode meetings; or Ronald 
Torbet who referred young national servicemen to Pax when they 
were inclining towards conscientious objection. (87) The 
Dominicans were obviously known to be concerned with these 
issues, especially after their broadcast Disputation had made 
such an impact. They had also regularly organised study days 
at the Aquinas Centre in north London and preached retreats 
for peace activists. Blackfriars, the journal, often covered 
the subject of war and peace. In the Catholic Herald Michael 
de la Bedoyere turned frequently to the Dominicans for an 
opinion on nuclear developments. In 1956 he asked Illtud 
Evans for guidance about the right Catholic response to the H- 
bomb tests. (88) In July 1959 Henry St John was invited to 
comment on the repercussions for British Services personnel of 
a recent statement by Pastor Niemöller recommending that 
members of the armed forces in'West Germany should-have the 
right to refuse to handle ABC weapons. St John went into some 
detail, emphasizing that he was speaking in a personal 
capacity and not for the order or the Church as a whole. He 
outlined the factors which would make nuclear or 
bacteriological war 'unjust', and the problem of a 'just' war 
escalating to the use of immoral means. By adding some legal 
(86) Brian Wicker, 'Making Peace at Spode' New Blackfriars 
vol. 62 no. 733/734 July/August 1981 pp. 311-320 
(87) Torbet to Thompson 11.3.58 
(88) Catholic Herald 15.6.56 
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information from the Central Board for Conscientious Objectors 
the Catholic Herald was in this article all but telling its 
readers how to go about applying to become a CO. (89) 
Even while being so outspoken the Dominicans were obliged to 
exercise a certain prudence. At times they were obviously 
proceeding cautiously while keeping a wary eye on episcopal 
reactions. When, for example, Illtud Evans was invited to 
become a Pax sponsor he declined because Henry St John, as 
Provincial, felt that 'one OP is probably enough on the list 
of sponsors! A pity if an impression were given that Peace 
were a Dominican monopoly - or peculiarity! ' The papers that 
Evans and Laurence Bright had recently given at Spode were not 
to be published either. Evans emphasized that it was not, of 
course, that they did not wish to stand up publicly, but that, 
our primary work at this juncture must be informal, 
helping individuals or groups, as at Spode, to 
formulate their views and inform their consciences. 
... granted the extremely difficult situation vis & 
vis the Bishops, it is very important that nothing 
should be done unnecessarily to aggravate that 
situation. (90) 
Council of Survival 
Nowhere was co-operation between the Dominicans and Pax more 
obvious or more fruitful than in the annual peace weekends at 
Spode House, yet at one point these had almost been cancelled 
for lack of interest. For the first four years, 1954-57, the 
conferences had been chiefly a Dominican initiative, but in 
1957 when the attendance dropped they lost confidence. Charles 
Thompson wrote to the Prior at Hawkesyard, Columba Ryan, who 
had himself been a speaker at one of the earlier"peace 
weekends, urging him not to abandon the annual event. He felt 
the conferences could be invigorated provided they were better 
advertised and provided they started to take a more practical 
approach to the issue of war. Participants had been 
dissatisfied by the academic and abstract nature of the 
content, however excellent some talks were. (91) Despite 
(89) Catholic Herald 24.7.59 
(90) Evans to Thompson 15.11.60 
(91) Thompson to Ryan 31.12.57 
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Thompson's optimism no conference was organised in 1958, to 
his disappointment and that of Conrad Pepler, who shared the 
view that something could have been made of the weekend if 
matters had not been taken out of his hands. (92) Pepler felt 
unable to push the project as much as he might wish within the 
Order because he was thought to be 'a little suspect on the 
business', but early in 1959 he urged Thompson to make another 
approach, this time to Henry St John, the recently-elected 
Provincial. (93) St John sent a very positive reply (it was 
then, too that he agreed to join and sponsor Pax) and 
forwarded the suggestion to Conrad Pepler at Spode. (94) 
As a result Pax, through Charles Thompson, became heavily 
involved in organising the Spode peace weekend, in booking 
speakers, fixing subjects, advertising and recruiting 
participants, and writing dozens of letters in liaison with Fr 
Pepler. The first coup was to secure Archbishop Roberts as a 
speaker for the 1959 conference, and this fact alone was 
probably, enough to set the style for what the Spode peace 
conferences became from then on: the central meeting place 
where the latest progress on the peace cause within the Church 
was reviewed, and campaigning strategy planned. The already 
stimulating environment acquired an extra dimension of 
excitement and drama once it became known that Pope John XXIII 
was going to summon an Ecumenical - or Universal - Council of 
the Church. (The Council which opened in 1962 has gone into 
history as the Second Vatican Council. ) 
This surprising announcement was made early in 1959. 
Archbishop Roberts, lecturing at Gonzaga university, had been 
invited that March to speak at an interconfessional peace 
conference at Spokane, Washington, and he made this the 
occasion to put forward a major proposal. His suggestion was 
that the best practical method for Christians to prepare for 
the Council, and to respond to the Pope's call for unity would 
be for them to co-operate intensively on the questions of 
peace and social justice on which there was already common 
(92) Pepler to Thompson 16.7.58 
(93) Pepler to Thompson 3.4.59 
(94) St John to Thompson 11.4.59 
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ground and an urgent motivation. Everyone was concerned about 
survival and so this should be a topic which the other 
denominations, even if they were wary of Rome's, claims to 
superiority, could discuss as equals. Roberts' proposal was 
that the Pope should be petitioned to set up a pre-conciliar 
or extra-conciliar commission, a 'Council of Survival'. Its 
agenda would include discussion of finances: the money 
consecrated to destruction while millions of people were 
starving; the vested interests of those who benefitted, by arms 
expenditure; the alternatives to war such as those studied by 
King-Hall, Rdgamey, and others. All the resources of the 
different Christian traditions should be united in solving 
these desperate world problems in a forum where soldiers and 
scientists might confer with theologians. Then the debate by 
bishops at the-Ecumenical Council would be all the richer for 
the advice and encouragement being shouted by the spectators 
on the sidelines. This was Roberts' vision. (95) 
Archbishop Roberts' Spokane speech was reported by the 
Catholic press in England and the text published in the F-m 
Bulletin. Thousands of extra copies were circulated in 
leaflet form by Pax and by Kathleen Rowland, aýfriend of 
Roberts and_a journalist on The Universe, who now became more 
involved in Pax herself. (96) The project soon involved much 
of Roberts' time as the idea was taken up in different parts 
of the world, and his letters, written in a rather breathless 
shorthand, were full of the developments. He had, for 
example, heard that among those who wrote to the Pope was the 
Chief Rabbi of Jewish Reform in New York. (97) Roberts had 
sent the proposal to his successor in Bombay, Cardinal 
Gracias, whom he expected to meet later in the year in London. 
He asked Pax to back his appeal to Gracias (98) and to 
consider specific questions which might be put before the 
commissions charged with preparing for the Ecumenical Council. 
(95) Archbishop Roberts SJ, 'Council for Survival', leaflet 
March 1959 
see also, David Abner Hurn, Archbishop Roberts SJ p. 58 
(96) Minutes 30.11.59 
(97) Roberts to Thompson 9.4.59 
(98) Roberts to Thompson, Whit Sunday 1959 
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(99) Since many hierarchies, Roberts estimated, including 
those of the UK and US, were committed in advance, the best 
hope of an endorsement or of any useful consideration of peace 
issues would come from the bishops of India, Canada, 
Australia, or Scandinavia. (100) The Indian bishops in 
particular might win prestige at home by proposing the 
synthesis of Christian doctrine and Gandhian technique. (101) 
In receipt of Roberts' letters from the US, Charles Thompson 
relayed this information to"Bede Griffiths in Kerala, who in 
turn echoed the hope that Cardinal Gracias might be 
interested. It would do great good in India if the Church 
were to come out on the side of Gandhi. It had emerged that 
Griffiths, who was coming to England in the autumn, would be 
able to attend the Spode House conference and would like to 
offer some reflections on the subject of nonviolence. (102) 
Once this was known the Spode meeting promised to be even more 
of an international summit to lay plans for the Council. 
Canon Drinkwater, who could not be at the conference, and who" 
thought in any case that it would be impossible to have a 
'serious radical discussion in presence (sic) of the motley 
sort of audience', suggested a private preliminary meeting 
between himself, Roberts, Griffiths and Henry St John, (who 
was to chair the conference) to plan some 'definite anti- 
nuclear action'. (103) Despite strenuous efforts by Thompson, 
this proved impossible to arrange. On the weekend of the 
conference the Catholic Herald reported that in a BBC 
broadcast Cardinal Gracias had suggested that India's special 
contribution to the forthcoming Council might be an'earnest 
study from a Catholic perspective of Gandhian techniques as an 
alternative to war. (104) Archbishop Roberts' meeting with him 
had obviously been an initial success. So was the Spode 
weekend itself, attended by 60 participants, most of whom were 
Pax members. In an opening address Archbishop Roberts upheld 
the right of Catholics to be COs in the'face of modern war and 
(99) Roberts to Thompson 4.7.59 
(100) Roberts to Thompson 31.5.59 
(101) Roberts to Thompson 4.7.59 
(102) Griffiths to Thompson 28.8.59 
(103)! Drinkwater to Thompson 10.9.59 
(104) Pax Bulletin no. 82 January 1960 
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urged that moralists should learn more about Gandhian methods 
of nonviolent resistance. Barbara Wall gave an account of 
recent studies of nonviolence, especially mentioning Fr 
Regamey's book, Nonviolence et"Conscience Chrdtienne, an, 
English edition of which was expected soon. Gandhi's 
instructions to his followers to build up their moral strength 
to resist fear, and love their enemies, were described by Bede 
Griffiths, who also considered the practical elements entailed 
in the risk of Communist domination. Hugh Brock, editor of 
Peace News, spoke of his personal experience of nonviolent 
demonstrations at missile bases, which led into'a discussion 
about the use of force. Speaking on the 'nuclear debate' 
Walter Stein underlined that moral principles were the 
soundest basis on which to judge; those who supported the 
retention of the H-bomb were apt to underestimate the 
unprecedented character and effects of nuclear war, while some 
CND members tended to play down the evil of Communism. 
During the discussion about the forthcoming Council Archbishop 
Roberts disclosed the contents of a letter he had written to 
Cardinal Tardini, Vatican Secretary of State, in response to 
an invitation to all the bishops to send in suggestions for 
its agenda. Roberts proposed that the morality of war and the 
rights of conscience should be a priority because many were 
shocked by the Church's silence or scandalised by conflicting 
answers from hierarchies which echoed the national interests 
of their respective governments. An Ecumenical Council should 
be free to subordinate lesser loyalties to full Christianity. 
He did not expect authoritative pronouncements which might 
court rebellion but repeated his proposal for a preparatory 
council of experts in the fields of science, military 
strategy, history and economics, along the lines outlined in 
his 'Council for Survival' document. The Spode Conference 
decided to write to Cardinal Tardini in support of Roberts' 
proposals, and to write also to the General of the Society of 
Jesus and to the Dominican Master, letters which Roberts and 
St John undertook to convey to Rome. (105) 
(105) Pax Bulletin no. 82 January 1960 
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Those to the heads of the religious orders urged them to 
support the request to Tardini, and to initiate intensive 
study of the problems of peace in their universities, 
colleges, journals and other institutions. (106) The replies 
from the two leaders were fairly non-committal. The Jesuit 
General, J. B. Janssens, evaded the request altogether, falling 
back on the statements of Pius XII and the work already 
undertaken by theologians as being adequate. (107) The 
Dominican Master, Michael Browne, thought that a pronouncement 
which ignored the natural right to self-defence would be risky 
and might be ignored. He would nevertheless have the proposal 
studied by competent assistants. (108) Henry St John was not 
satisfied by this. He had been extremely helpful over the 
initiative and he now sent Thompson extracts from, a letter he 
had written to his Dominican superior which made clear his own 
concern. St John indicated that he had refused some 
Dominicans permission to lend support to any anti-nuclear 
associations which made a condition of membership the belief 
that nuclear weapons had made any future war immoral. He had 
advised them that although this belief might be a matter of 
personal conscience, as it was for him, it went beyond the 
official position of the English hierarchy and of the Vatican. 
What they could do was to offer guidance to individuals in the 
formation of their consciences even if they reached the 
conclusion that it was intrinsically immoral to make, keep, or 
use nuclear weapons. (109) 
Rights of conscience in the Church 
While he was in England in the autumn of 1959 Archbishop 
Roberts fulfilled a busy programme of speaking engagements. 
In addition to the Spode conference he took part, on the 
invitation of Canon John Collins, in a Christian Action 
conference on nuclear war. on 31 October he addressed the AGM 
of Pax, telling those present that they need no longer be 
regarded as 'cranks or crackpots' since more and more people 
(106) Thompson to the Father General of the Society of Jesus 
and to the Master of the Order of Preachers 24.10.59 
(107) Janssens to Thompson 28.11.59 
(108) Browne to Thompson 28.10.59 
(109) St John to Thompson 13.12.59 
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realised that both morally and strategically nuclear war would 
be 'criminal lunacy'. (l10) Before Christmas he gave a talk on 
'The Church and War' at the House of Commons. During this 
meeting, organised by the National Peace Council, he answered 
a question from Christopher Hollis asking him to elaborate on 
his proposal to Cardinal Tardini. 
In making their primary demand of the Ecumenical Council a 
recognition of the rights of conscience in relation to war Pax 
people - none more than Archbishop Roberts - knew that this 
issue was key to many others. If it could be won it was an 
enduring principle which could be applied in changing 
circumstances and would therefore be more useful than a 
condemnation of one particular weapons system. But, more than 
that, the experience of Pax had shown that conscientious 
objection touched many of the other problems with which the 
forthcoming council should be concerned, some of them already 
acknowledged, but many of them veiled in secrecy. There was 
the question of Christian unity which Pope John XXIII deemed a 
priority. Those in Pax knew from the letters they received 
that the failure of the RC church to speak and act 
unequivocally on nuclear war was a cause of scandal to other 
Christians and an obstacle to unity. Charles Thompson had put 
one such letter before Archbishop Roberts for his wise 
consideration. The writer was the non-Catholic partner in a 
'mixed' marriage who had found that 'the problem of 
reconciling my pacifist convictions with the teaching of your 
Church was probably the most serious of my difficulties'. 
(iii) 
Then, as Roberts had pointed out to Tardini, there was the 
confusion and scandal caused by the conflicting pronouncements 
of the various hierarchies, unable to rise above their own 
nationalism to take a global view beyond the interests of 
their particular states. A most pertinent example occurred at 
this time, issuing from the close liaison between Church and 
state in France. Thirty-five priests, serving as reserve 
officers in Algeria, reported to their bishops that the 
(110) Pax Bulletin no. 82 January 1960 
(111) RO to Thompson May 1959 
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conduct of the war there with widespread detention, torture, 
execution of prisoners and wounded, was causing innumerable 
crises of conscience especially among the officers. The 
priests deplored the effect that these appalling acts were 
having on the minds and consciences of young conscripts and 
found their own position intolerable: to reconcile the silence 
imposed on them, the compromises expected of them, with their 
duty to proclaim Christian truths. (112) Soon after their 
protest was published in Tdmoignage Chretien some very 
negative remarks about pacifism were made by Cardinal Feltin 
of Paris. Archbishop Roberts found this a typical reaction 
which illustrated his reasons for relying on the bishops of 
smaller and non-aligned nations when making his appeal for a 
Council of Survival. (113) The following year Feltin, along 
with the other French cardinals and archbishops, responded 
more fully to Catholics troubled by the Algerian war. It was 
for the bishops to decide what the moral issues were and 
'individuals should not feel called upon to make up their own 
minds' they declared. E. I. Watkin was among the Pax members 
most outraged by this pronouncement. (114) Apart from, in 
Pax's estimation, offering entirely the wrong guidance, such 
statements from bishops contradicted yet another tendency 
stirring within the Church and that was the recognition of a 
mature and independent role for the laity. Such an awareness 
had long been a feature in Pax where it was a natural 
corollary to upholding the right and duty to make an 
independent decision about war no matter what bishops said. 
When Simon Blake addressed the Pax AGM on the role of an 
educated laity in modern democratic society he was preaching 
to people who knew from experience that there was still a long 
way to go before the laity were in practice granted that 
freedom by the Church authorities. (115) 
Nationalism and political conformity, along with an atrophying 
subservience to ecclesiastical authority, produced the sort of 
censorship to which Pax and its publications had fallen 
(112) Pax Bulletin no. 80 May 1959 
(113) Roberts to Thompson 4.7.59 
(114) The Tablet 12.11.60 and Watkin to Thompson 21.11.60 
(115) Simon Blake OP, address to Pax AGM, 5.11.60 
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victim. In one of his talks Roberts referred to the fate of 
Fr Rdgamey's rare study, Nonviolence et Conscience Chretienne. 
The published edition was the fourth version: three had been 
rejected by censors who, as priests eligible to conscription, 
were as liable to be conditioned by circumstances as German 
bishops and priests had been during the Second World War. (116) 
Meanwhile in Britain, as Council preparations were under 
discussion, Morals and Missiles had been attacked inTJ1-e 
Clergy Review by Dr McReavy, a theologian who seemed to be 
acting under instructions from his superiors; and Walter Stein 
was anticipating a battle to gain an imprimatur for the new 
volume of essays he was editing: Nuclear Weapons and Christian 
Conscience. (117) 
In Morals and Missiles E. I. Watkin had put his finger on 
another of the reasons why a definite instruction to the 
faithful should not be expected from Rome: the conservatism of 
the papal Curia, the bureaucracy upon which the Pope depended 
for administration. Bureaucrats played for safety, Watkin 
thought, rather than take the risks of 'naked faith', and 
Archbishop Roberts acknowledged that Watkin had offered a 
perfect analysis of the obstacles before them. (118) The issue 
of the rights of conscience threw into relief the contrast 
between English legal practice and the secret, undemocratic 
and sometimes unjust workings of the papal Curia. Roberts 
often pointed out that it was this English Protestant 
tradition which had opened the way to conscientious objection 
as far back as the First World War, while Roman procedure had 
not yet caught up by recognising this legitimate stand. 
In 1960 Roberts became the victim of the worst aspects of this 
underhand and outmoded way of operating when for his peace 
activities he was delated to Rome. In February 1960 Pax 
received a request for five copies of its most recent Pax 
(116) Pax Bulletin no. 79 February 1959 
(117) Stein to Roger Smith 22.8.60 
(118) E. I. Watkin, 'Unjustifiable War', in 
Charles Thompson, ed. Morals and Missiles - Catholic 
Essays on the Problem of War Today (London, James 
Clarke & Co. 1959) p. 61 
see also Roberts to Thompson 31.5.59 
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Bulletin to be sent to the Apostolic Delegate's office in 
London. The January 1960 issue included reports of Roberts' 
remarks to the AGM and to the Spode conference, with the text 
of his letter to Cardinal Tardini. Nothing untoward was 
thought of this unusual request, which was signed 'with all 
good wishes, I remain, dear Mr O'Connor... ' by Mgr T. Holland, 
the Private Secretary. (119) The first that Archbishop Roberts 
knew of any trouble was when he received a letter in Spokane 
in May 1960 from Archbishop O'Hara, the Apostolic Delegate in 
London, telling him that at the instigation of unnamed 
archbishops and bishops he had delated him to Rome, sending 
copies of the accusing letter to five ecclesiastical 
authorities. The bishops had complained about Roberts' 
activities during his recent visit to England and, most 
especially, O'Hara went on: 
I refer to your association with the Pax 
organisation. In 1955 after this society published 
an attack on the work of the Catholic Truth Society, 
Cardinal Griffin wrote to the Secretary that under 
no circumstances was he prepared to give permission 
for priests to serve on the council of Pax nor would 
he allow any priest to associate himself actively 
with the work of Pax. His successor, His Eminence 
Cardinal Godfrey, has not seen fit to change this 
policy. Yet, the Catholic Herald of November 6th 
reports your Grace's presence at a meeting of Pax 
and your address to them. More distressing still 
was the front page story in the same paper (Catholic 
Herald, 23.10.59) of a conference at Spode House 
when your Grace as principal speaker revealed the 
contents of your reply to his Eminence Cardinal 
Tardini about subjects to be discussed at the , 
General Council. Such documents are in any case 
understood to be confidential. You may imagine the 
feelings of the hierarchy with your attack on the 
good faith of bishops who do not happen to share 
your Grace's view about the morality of nuclear 
warfare or who regard the matter as still sub 
judice. 
The Christian Action conference was mentioned, and the bishops 
had also been offended because Roberts did not ask approval 
for matters about which he spoke to the press. It emerged 
from O'Hara's letter that the accusations against Archbishop 
Roberts had already been discussed in Rome - before the 
defendant even knew he had been charged - and the case judged. 
Roberts was essentially being told to keep silent. 
(119) Holland to O'Connor 1.2.60 
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Responding to this shock Roberts replied that he had not-known 
of the ban on priests joining Pax. Since the Spode conference 
was advertised openly-in the Catholic papers he should have 
been informed if he was-even unwittingly supporting a 
subversive organisation. His letter to Cardinal Tardini had 
not disclosed in any way-what the Council might discuss: he 
had merely referred to what were common problems for many 
people. As for the English bishops, he could not attack their 
views on nuclear warfare because he did not know what-they 
thought privately, nor whether there was any agreed collective 
view. He asked for the accusations against him to be 
investigated fully and, if proved false, he expected his 
innocence to be as widely publicised as the charges had been. 
A few months after this first exchange another letter from the 
Apostolic Delegate told Roberts that a plenary session of the 
Holy Office had also found parts of his book Black Popes 
(published in 1954 and about the abuse of authority) to be 
scandalous. Roberts had decided that these charges against 
him served as a perfect example of such abuses of power as 
needed reforming in the Vatican, and that he was in a better 
position to expose the problem than those more vulnerable. He 
therefore resolved to take the case to Pope John XXIII 
himself. To demonstrate the gulf between Roman procedure and 
English standards of legal justice he asked two English 
lawyers to examine the facts as though they were preparing a 
case of criminal libel for an English court. (120) 
These details about the treatment meted out to Archbishop. 
Roberts by the Vatican were not made public until, several 
years afterwards, they were included with his permission in a 
biography. But the inner circle of Pax knew that he was in 
trouble and knew that he would be going to Rome. Apologising 
for his absence from the 1960 Spode conference, the Archbishop 
asked for prayers for the visit-during which, he obliquely 
hinted, the objects of Pax were one of the matters he intended 
to raise with the Holy Father. (121) At Spode in October 1960- 
(120) David Abner Hurn, op. cit. pp. 102-105 
(121) Roberts to Thompson 26.8.60 
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another concerned and packed meeting listened to talks by 
Robert Steed of the Catholic Worker, George Ineson of the 
Taena Community, Illtud Evans OP on 'Christian conscience and 
war' and Laurence Bright OP on 'The layperson's conscience in 
the world'. All the participants endorsed a message of good 
wishes to Archbishop Roberts, recalling with gratitude his 
leadership the previous year. (122) 
In the time that had elapsed since then both Pax and the 
Catholic Nuclear Disarmament Group had been circulating a 
petition to Cardinal Tardini inviting signatories to support 
Roberts' proposals for the agenda of the Vatican Council. It 
had been sent out to all Pax members, and Catholic and non- 
Catholics alike were urged to write to Rome expressing their 
conviction that the question of war should be discussed. (123) 
The 68 Indian bishops were being quite vigorously lobbied by 
Pax with Roberts' encouragement. A dozen copies of Morals and 
Missiles were dispatched for distribution among them, and all 
were sent copies of the Pax Bulletin, Council for Survival 
leaflets and other literature. (124) Visiting India that 
autumn Roberts himself contacted key bishops, lectured to 
students at the seminaries and took part in university 
debates, but found nothing to compare with the British 
preoccupation with the nuclear problem. So he wrote from 
Bombay encouraging the British to take the lead. He expected 
to return by way of Rome, perhaps also visiting Paris to 
continue his campaign there. (125) 
In Rome Archbishop Roberts laid his case before the Pope in 
the course of a sympathetic meeting. The English lawyers had 
separately concluded that Archbishop O'Hara's letter to the 
Roman Curia accusing the Archbishop was, within the meaning of 
English law, defamatory. A jury would have inferred that 
malice was intended by such charges, made without any prior 
attempt to address the accused or to establish the facts. 
Roberts had strong grounds for bringing legal proceedings in 
(122) Thompson and others to Roberts 18.10.60 
(123) Pax Bulletin no. 83 May 1960 
(124) Minutes 6.7.60 and 5.10.60 
(125) Roberts to Thompson 22.10.60 
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the English courts should he so wish. After, listening to this 
John XXIII promised an enquiry but nothing more happened. 
Over the next two years repeated reminders brought no results, 
though Roberts' reputation and work in England had been 
jeopardised. When the press became aware of the story he 
wrote again to the Pope indicating the urgency of an enquiry. 
The principles involved went far beyond his own case. British 
fear of Catholicism was based on just such disregard for the 
checks which safeguarded freedom; on false charges, lack of an 
indictment, judgement without a hearing, failure to provide an 
opportunity for defence, and anonymous witnesses. Reliance on 
obedient submission to authority was a means of silencing the 
victim. After many approaches and another visit to Rome 
Roberts eventually notified Archbishop O'Hara that he could 
see no alternative to seeking permission of. the Holy See to 
obtain redress under English law since. none. was forthcoming 
from Rome. But both Pope John and Archbishop O'Hara died 
before anything further could take place. 
In his private audience with John XXIII in December. 1960 
Roberts had also asked what had happened to the petition, 
which he knew to have been translated and sent in from all 
over the world, pleading for peace to be on the Council's 
agenda. The Pope had never even heard of it. (126) Writing in 
the Silver Jubilee issue of the Pax Bulletin, Archbishop 
Roberts made his subject 'The quest of truth in charity' in 
which he examined the options available to ordinary people for 
making their protest against the government's murderous 
nuclear policy. He recounted the history of the Spode 
conference and petition and the difficulty of making it known. 
Only the Catholic Herald had ventured to publish it. No one 
had received a reply from Rome to the appeals they had 
directed there, and certain developments had become so 
shocking that he had a counter-charge of criminal libel 
pending. His conclusion was that the best way for Pax members 
to proceed was to pursue the truth remorselessly, to inform 
their consciences by studying the alternative means of 
defence, using the climate of freedom they enjoyed in the 
(126) David Abner Hurn, op. cit. p. 58 
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Commonwealth to unite in this quest with all who shared it. 
(127) In submitting this article to the editor Roberts 
reminded Thompson that Archbishop O'Hara's letter had implied 
subversiveness in Pax. It was vital to uncover the secrecy 
and tell the truth. He should not worry about the 
repercussions of printing the article. No names of their 
opponents had been mentioned, and any action taken would 
involve revealing them. (128) 
Even while his case was pending in Rome Archbishop Roberts was 
not deterred from continuing his campaign for peace. He 
appeared again at the October 1961 Spode House conference, 
chairing part of the meeting, renewing his appeal for a 
Council of Survival and encouraging Pax members to attend the 
schools on nonviolence advertised in Peace News. (129) Soon 
after this he was refused permission to take part in a 
Remembrance service in Trafalgar Square organised by CND and 
Christian Action. Canon Collins had invited him to say some 
of the prayers from the plinth. However he was informed by 
Cardinal Godfrey's secretary, Mgr Derek Worlock, that 
Catholics might not take part in non-Catholic or 'joint' 
religious services. (130) 
(127) Pax Bulletin no. 87 September'1961 
(128) Roberts to Thompson 8.5.61 
(129) Pax Bulletin no. 88 January 1962 
(130) David Abner Hurn, op. cit. p. 156 
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9 Nuclear weapons and Christian conscience 1961-1962 
Pax did not have the resources to produce a wide range of 
publications but those it had bore the mark of quality. In 
the 1960s excellent material regularly appeared in the Pax 
Bulletin by Roberts, Griffiths, St John, Frankau, Wicker, 
Stein, Stratmann and others. Morals and Missiles had been 
reprinted more than once and continued to sell well at 
meetings and marches. The American Committee for a Sane 
Nuclear Policy sought permission to include several 
contributions from it in a new volume, God and the H-Bomb, to 
be published in the US. (1) Then Pax was co-distributor for a 
Peace News pamphlet, From Arrows to Atoms, by Ciaran McAnally, 
a Dublin solicitor and Pax member, who came to some of the 
Spode meetings and also wrote for the Pax Bulletin. (2) 
Several classic Pax articles were printed singly after the 
25th Jubilee issue of the journal and these too were 
distributed in quantity. 
In September 1961 Merlin Press brought out the most 
influential book to be published at this time from the 
Christian perspective: Nuclear Weapons and Christian 
Conscience. Though it was not a Pax publication as such it 
was edited by Walter Stein, grew out of the Pax/Spode circle 
and debate, and offered a Roman Catholic approach to the 
problems of Western defence. In his introduction Archbishop 
Roberts commented that the writers' challenge to the Church to 
give effective witness and guidance had not precluded their 
own careful examination of the nuclear issue by the light of 
reason and tradition. No subject would be more crucial for 
the agenda of the Second Vatican Council. 
The five main contributors to Nuclear Weapons and Christian 
Conscience were university lecturers: Walter Stein (Philosophy 
and English Literature, University of Leeds) Elizabeth 
Anscombe (Philosophy, Somerville College, Oxford) Robert 
(1) Donald Keys to Thompson 21.2.61 
(2) Ciaran Mac An Fhaili, From Arrows to Atoms -a Catholic 
voice on the morality of war, (London, Peace News 
pamphlet, c. 1960) 
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Markus (Medieval History, Liverpool) P. T. Geach (Logic, 
Birmingham University) and Roger Smith (Liverpool College of 
Art). As editor Stein had worked extremely hard to make the 
book clear, logical and economical, each chapter following 
neatly from the arguments of the previous author. They had, 
as Roberts said, examined the subject by the light of reason 
and tradition. The tone reflected a detached and clinical 
examination of the truth of the arguments, giving the book its 
particular power. ' Yet the underlying faith of the 
contributors also came through with an appealing and 
unpretentious strength, as in this passage which concludes 
Miss Anscombe's chapter on 'War and Murder': 
It is not a vague faith in the triumph of "the 
spirit" over force (there is little enough warrant 
for that), but a definite faith in the divine 
promises, that makes us believe that the Church 
cannot fail. Those, therefore, who think they must 
be prepared to wage a war with Russia involving the 
deliberate massacre of cities, must be prepared to 
say to God: "We had to break your law, lest your 
Church fail. We could not obey your commandments, 
for we did not believe your promises. " (3) 
Nuclear Weapons and-Christian Conscience won deservedly high 
praise from many of the periodicals in which it was reviewed, 
among them The Times Literary Supplement, Blackfriars, Life of 
the Spirit, New Left Review, Time and Tide, The Guardian, 
Yorkshire Post, and the Catholic weeklies. (4) Two critical 
reviews provoked substantial correspondence, and Stein 
welcomed them for this. In The Observer Norman St John Stevas 
concluded that unilateral nuclear disarmament was not the only 
option-for Christians. The use of nuclear weapons as a last 
resort might be justified because the distinction between 
combatants and non-combatants had been eroded. Moreover 
possession of nuclear weapons offered the only way for Western 
states to defend themselves against 'being sovietised'. The 
Observer received well over 100 letters in reply to this 
review and a selection of them, including letters from 
Christopher Hollis and Denis Knight, were published. (5) 
(3) Stein, -Nuclear Weapons and Christian Conscience pp. 61-62 (4) Stein to Thompson 27.11.61 and Pax Bulletin no. 88 
January 1962 
(5) The Observer 8.10.61 and 15.10.61 
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Reviewing. Stein's book for The Tablet the Bishop of Salford, 
G. A. Beck, relied on Dr McReavy and papal quotations 
justifying self-defence to argue that though an individual 
might urge 'unilateral disarmament' - the book was actually 
about nuclear disarmament - governments did not have the right 
to take such a decision, putting public safety in jeopardy. 
Nor had the Church yet pronounced the possession of nuclear 
weapons to be sinful. He did not feel that the authors had 
adequately established the duty to refuse military service. 
It was not part of Catholic tradition to contract out of 
social obligations and those who advocated unilateral 
disarmament or refusal of military service might be failing in 
justice and duty. (6) Despite this conclusion the bishop 
commended Nuclear Weapons and Christian conscience as 
deserving careful and unbiassed reading, and his positive 
attitude was noted by several Pax correspondents who took 
issue with him in subsequent-weeks, including Henry St-John, 
who reviewed the book for the Pax Bulletin. Pax also brought 
its-readers a selection from the other reviews they might have 
missed. In Blackfriars Anthony Kenny had pointed out that the 
symposiasts had dealt so thoroughly with their thesis . that 
hostile reviewers could only dissent from their views by 
repeating the-arguments which they had already refuted in the 
book! (7) In the Clergy Review Herbert McCabe OP criticised 
the prevalent 'confessional' approach to morality by which 
priests regarded as important only those-, -matters which 
the 
Church had condemned absolutely. This led to an indifferent 
attitude to the rest of life:: -the 
Church failing to offer a 
truly radical alternative to the Western humanistic outlook. 
When it came to nuclear weapons it would be no defence on the 
day of judgement to say that an unequivocal papal 
pronouncement had been lacking. 
The findings of the authors of Nuclear Weapons and Christian 
Conscience, McCabe suggested, might come as a shock to the 
(6) The Tablet 7.10.61 
(7) Anthony Kenny, 'Catholics Against the Bomb' Pax Bulletin 
no. 88 January 1962 and Blackfriars vol. XLII no. 498 
December 1961 pp. 517-521 
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clergy because unilateral nuclear disarmament was associated 
with political parties of the left. While no Catholic priest 
would care to be in the position of Canon Collins, he felt 
that to a certain extent this shock arose from an ingrained 
irresponsibility about political and social questions which 
had been characteristic of-the Church in England. It was to 
the credit of a small number of Catholics - Canon Drinkwater, 
some of the present authors, members of Pax and the CNDG - 
that informed Catholic opinion was at least virtually 
unanimous in believing that the waging of nuclear war was 
absolutely forbidden. Then McCabe contrasted the points on 
which the authors differed from McReavy and other critics of 
their position. (8) In a private letter to E. I. Watkin McCabe 
expressed even more strongly his impatience at double 
standards in the Church which produced cries of horror in the 
Lady Chatterley controversy while remaining silent about 
nuclear stockpiling and testing. He did not expect the 
hierarchy to come out in unanimous support for CND - just to 
say clearly that the use of nuclear-weapons would be devilish. 
Walter Stein's book had been refused an imprimatur by the 
censor not because of any alleged errors of faith or morals 
but because Cardinal Godfrey did not want it published. (9) 
Repercussions from Nuclear Weapons and Christian Conscience 
went on for months. The book was studied in meetings such as 
those of the Pax group at St Mary's College, Strawberry Hill. 
(10) On television in January 1962 it was the subject of a 
discussion between Bishop Beck, Hugh Kay, Robert Markus and 
others. The Universe commented that it was the first time 
that nuclear warfare had been discussed on television purely 
from the moral aspect and praised Bishop Beck for his - 
willingness to engage in public discussion with lay people who 
(8) Pax Bulletin no. 89 May 1962 
(9) McCabe to Watkin (undated but after 8.10.61) 
(10) Pax Bulletin no. 88 January 1962 
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disagreed with him. (This in itself was obviously highly 
unusual. ) (11) 
Pressing the button 
With Nuclear Weapons and Christian conscience in print Walter 
Stein was full of questions and ideas for Pax to take up - 
further efforts to petition Rome to have the nuclear issue 
debated by the Vatican Council; discussions with local clergy; 
letters and deputations to bishops to press them on their 
tacit acceptance of deterrence; study groups to familiarise 
members with the official arguments and to prepare them for- 
meeting the bishops. Then there was a need, Stein felt, for 
serious discussion about the contribution of Pax to CND and, 
more difficult, the Committee of 100.. Perhaps the time had 
come for Pax to incorporate the aims of the CNDG so that, 
instead of appearing to be neutral about the practical 
applications of Church teaching, Pax would be free to 
acknowledge what were already its members' convictions. Such 
a move might help in the organisation of Catholic witness in 
the present campaigns. (12) 
The subject of 'direct action' involving civil disobedience 
was at-, this time being hotly debated within. the peace movement 
nationally and highlighted in the press through the 
disagreements between Bertrand Russell. and Canon Collins. CND 
remained committed to legal methods of action but it 
recognised obstruction at military bases carried out by the 
Direct-Action Committee (DAC) and the mass sit-ins of the 
Committee of 100 to be complementary techniques in the 
campaign. (13) Some Pax and CNDG members were being arrested 
and even going to prison for their part in these 
(11) Catholic Herald 26.1.62 and The Universe 26.1.62 
Since the programme was not shown in the south of 
England from the Midlands Canon Drinkwater speedily 
sent Thompson a resume of the main points made by the 
bishop, whom he found to be 'worried but unflustered, 
doing his honest best with an obviously poor case'. 
(Drinkwater to Thompson 22.1.62) 
(12) Stein to Thompson 10.10.61 
(13) see J. Minnion and P. Bolsover, The CND Story p. 21 and 
Christopher Driver, The Disarmers chapter 5 
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demonstrations and so the issue, " as Stein perceived, was a 
live one for Pax too. At the monthly Pax meeting in London 
supporters of the DAC and Committee of 100 had been invited to 
speak on several occasions. At one of these Laurens Otter 
compared the current campaigns with Gandhi's and raised some 
of the ethical problems connected with resistance, secrecy and 
sabotage. (14) Stein hoped that it would be possible to air 
the subject more fully, and to hear a theological perspective 
on it, at the 1962 Spode conference when 'nonviolence' would 
be the major topic. (15) 
As the months passed before the opening of the Vatican Council 
it became clearer that Archbishop Roberts and Pax were correct 
in making the recognition of conscientious objection to 
military service the focus of their demands. Individual 
conscience and personal responsibility were very much at issue 
during the old Bailey trial in February 1962 of six activists 
in the Committee of 100. Michael Randle, the secretary, and 
four others were the organisers of a mass invasion of the 
Wethersfield air force base in Essex, planned for December 
1961. Helen Allegranza had been looking after'the committee's 
offices when the Special Branch called. Arrested the day 
before the demonstration, all six were charged with conspiracy 
under the official Secrets Act. (16) Among the expert 
witnesses they hoped to call was Archbishop Roberts. He had 
previously refused to join the Committee of 100 but was most 
willing to submit evidence on the moral dimension of nuclear 
deterrence. As soon as the crucial questions were put to him, 
however, the judge ruled them inadmissible: the court was not 
interested in morality. Roberts' evidence was published in 
Peace News instead. (17) But in the course of the trial came 
an, exchange which was most pertinent to Pax's concerns: cross- 
examined by one of the defendants, Pat Pottle, Air Commodore 
Graham Magill admitted plainly that if ordered to 'press the 
button' which would annihilate millions of people he would 
(14) Laurens Otter, 'The Just War, Non-violent Resistance, 
Catholic Pacifism in a Nuclear Age' duplicated talk 
given to Pax, April 1961 
(15) Stein to Thompson 27.11.61 
(16) see Christopher Driver, The Disarmers p. 124 
(17) David Abner Hurn, Archbishop Roberts SJ p. 64 
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obey the order and do so. It was his duty to carry out any 
commands he was given. (18) 
The defendants tried to make a comparison with the decisions 
taken by Nazi officials such as Eichmann during the Second 
World War. Writing afterwards for Pax, Archbishop Roberts 
drew this out. Blind obedience was as much taken for granted 
in England as it. had been condemned by the international 
tribunal at Nuremberg. Everyone was personally accountable, 
hence the crucial importance of conscientious objection. 
Could the Second Vatican Council avoid a decision on this 
vital freedom, he asked, especially when pressure was building 
up for conscientious objection to be declared a human right by 
the United Nations? (19) Preparing to go to Rome, he promised 
to do his best to have it so declared by the Vatican Council 
should Pax forward a request for it to be recognised there. 
(20) 
Adding weight to the obligation of the Church to attend to 
this problem, a new book, German Catholics and Hitler's Wars, 
put in a timely appearance and was reviewed immediately by 
Pax. The author was Gordon Zahn, who had been active in the 
Association of Catholic Conscientious Objectors (ACCO) in the 
United States during the Second World War, and who was now 
Associate Professor of Sociology at Loyola University, 
Chicago. He had joined Pax in 1958 after Thompson, spotting a 
letter from him in Commonweal indicating that he was a likely 
supporter, had sent him information about the society. In 
return Zahn let Thompson have copies of his recent articles, 
including 'He would not Serve' the story of Franz 
Jägerstätter, an Austrian farmer, who had been beheaded in 
Berlin in 1943 for refusing to accept military service under 
the Nazis. Zahn hoped that Pax might be able to make the 
Austrian's martyrdom known to English Catholics. (21) 
(18) Christopher Driver, The Disarmers p. 165 
(19) Pax Bulletin no. 90 September 1962 
(20) Roberts to Thompson 13.8.62 
(21) Zahn to Pax 18.7.58 and Thompson to Zahn 30.7.58 
Gordon C. Zahn, 'He would not Serve', article in 
America vol. XCIX no. 14 5 July 1958 pp. 388-390 
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Jägerstätter was one of just seven Catholic COs about whom 
Zahn could discover any evidence while undertaking the 
research which produced German Catholics and Hitler's Wars. 
Zahn had gone to Germany to find out what had happened to the 
40,000 members of the Friedensbund Deutscher Katholiken, (the 
German Catholic Peace Union) which had existed before the war. 
It became clear, as he documented in his book, that even 
though the German bishops had opposed certain of Hitler's 
policies which most flagrantly violated Christian practice 
they had not questioned the 'patriotic' duty of German 
Christians to bear arms. On the contrary, religious controls 
reinforced social controls to encourage conformity. Two of 
the seven COs, Fr Franz Reinisch and Brother Maurus, were 
actually denied Holy Communion by prison chaplains because of 
their supposed failure in Christian duty! (22) Zahn's 
contention was that in reassessing the relationship between 
Church and state the religious authorities ought to place more 
emphasis on educating people to withold from Caesar what was 
not his. 
The main speaker at the Spode conference held in November 1962 
was Fr Pie Regamey OP whose works on nonviolence, unique in 
Catholic writing up till then, had been reviewed by Pax in 
previous years. Rdgamey had suggested in Non-violence et 
Conscience Chretienne that Christians should start preparing 
themselves for 'possible acts of disobedience', refusing to 
adopt modern techniques of warfare. (23) In 1962 he was 
engaged in efforts to achieve a statute for conscientious 
objectors in France. He had brought out several new 
publications, among which Face ä la violence, written with a 
fellow Dominican, Fr Jolif OP, provided spiritual and moral 
clarification on the eve of the debate in the National 
Assembly about this statute. (24) 
(22) Gordon C. Zahn, German Catholics and Hitler's Wars- a 
Study in Social Control, (New York, Sheed and Ward, 
1962) pp. 17-18 reviewed in Pax Bulletin no. 90 Sept. 1962 
(23) Pax Bulletin no. 78 November 1958 
(24) Pie Rdgamey OP and J-Y Jolif OP, Face a la Violence 
(Paris, Les Editions du Cerf, c. 1963) 
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Rdgamey was surprised and pleased to be asked to address the 
Pax meeting, but it was a few months before he secured the 
permission of his Provincial. (25) Permission was granted and 
so Fr Rdgamey provided Spode with a most memorable discussion. 
His address in French was translated by Simon Blake OP who 
chaired the conference in the absence of Henry St John. There 
were 70 present, the minutes noted, and all the literature in 
both French and English was sold. Among the messages read out 
to the assembly was one from Laurie Hislam and Neil Snelders, 
Pax and CNDG members who were walking on-a peace pilgrimage to 
Rome. (26) 
In Rome Archbishop Roberts was meanwhile taking part in the 
first session of the Vatican Council and sending back witty 
and vivid commentaries for private circulation among his 
friends. The problem of Curial reluctance to release any 
worthwhile information to the press surfaced early; so did the 
turgid and chaotic debating procedure which, before the 
session was completed, drove home many of the bishops from far 
afield. 'After nearly a month on the "liturgy" the heroes are 
those who have not spoken' wrote Roberts. (27) He especially 
delighted in the presence of observers from other Christian 
traditions, and he found time to write a note about the 
Council for the Anglican Pacifist newsletter. (28) Pax people 
followed all the news with eager interest: 54 of those 
attending at Spode signed an appeal which was sent to Rome: 
We, a group of the faithful gathered to study the 
problems of modern war, find that the manifest 
preparations for a war of indiscriminate destruction 
confront Christians with a grave conflict of 
conscience. At the time when the Universal Church 
is in council, we ask our Holy Father that this 
unique opportunity be taken for giving guidance on 
this subject to Christians throughout the world. 
(29) 
After the meeting Fr Rdgamey stayed in London for a few days, 
exhausting his host, Simon Blake, by his inability to relax. 
(25) Regamey to Thompson 12.6.62 
(26) Pax Bulletin no. 91 February 1963 and Minutes 20.2.63 
(27) Archbishop Roberts' newsletter II, November 1962 
(28) The Anglican Pacifist vol. ]. no. Il, November 1962 
(29) Pax to the Holy Father 25.11.62 
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(30) While there he heard from another Dominican colleague, Fr 
Chenu, who was acting as a theological consultant at the 
Council. There were more than 70 schemata or draft documents 
in preparation, Chenu reported, and only the one on the 
liturgy had been debated so far in the first session. A 
schema on international order, including a chapter on war and 
nuclear weapons, had been drafted but it had not been put 
before the central committee which submitted texts to the 
Council itself. If these subjects were ever to reach the main 
agenda Chenu's advice was that the decision would lie with a 
commission of seven cardinals charged with questions 
overlooked by the programme, or with the Pope himself who, it 
was said, had requested the schema on international order. 
Reflecting on these tactical difficulties Regamey told 
Thompson that he regretted the looseness of the appeal members 
had signed at Spode which would only invite evasion. There 
was such a gulf between the actual mentality of most bishops, 
imbued with current conventions about defence, and their 
evangelistic intentions, that he felt all appeals directed at 
them should be clear and specific, demanding that the Council 
should first entreat governments to give top priority to 
disarmament alongside the development of the younger nations, 
and secondly that it should declare nuclear, biological, and 
chemical weapons to be immoral. (31) 
Pax Christi 
It was fortuitous for Pax and for the progress of its concerns 
that the Vatican Council opened at a time when interest in 
peace questions was so intense. Several new Christian peace 
organisations had come into existence, strengthening the 
network of those in Britain who followed developments in Rome. 
As ever Pax worked closely with partners in other European 
countries, while entirely new and hopeful prospects were 
opening up as a result of the growth of the Catholic peace 
movement in the United States. 
(30) Blake to Thompson c. December 1962 
(31) Regamey to Thompson 27.11.62 
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One of the groups which had at last taken root in England was 
Pax Christi. Throughout the 1950s Charles Thompson and a 
handful of other individuals had maintained an interest in 
this international organisation, the headquarters of which 
were still in Paris. Thompson had kept a vigilant watch for 
snippets of news about Pax Christi in other countries which he 
then passed to his colleagues in Pax. What appeared in the 
Catholic press gave tantalising glimpses of the possibilities 
open to peace societies in a different church climate. In 
Salzburg, for example, Pax Christi had been entrusted with the 
care of a new church dedicated to reconciliation, a cause 
symbolically enhanced by the main altar constructed of stone 
from the quarry at Mauthausen. Bishops from Switzerland, 
Austria, and Germany had joined Bishop Thdas of Lourdes for 
the opening ceremony. In 1956 Pax Christi had announced that' 
May 13 would be observed as a day of prayer for peace 
throughout the world. (32) In Austria Pax Christi handed a 
petition to Dag Hammarskjöld urging the UN to adopt a 
resolution banning all further atomic test-explosions, while 
in France Catholic students opened a"Pax Christi hostel to 
welcome international pilgrims to the abbey of Mont St Michel. (33) 
Over 1000 of the movement's members from Spain, France, 
Germany, Belgium, Holland, Italy, and Portugal attended the 
fourth international Pax Christi congress held in Valladolid 
in 1956. (34) 
These hopeful initiatives seemed a distant dream to Pax. In 
actual fact some of the episcopal leaders of Pax Christi held 
very conservative opinions on questions most dear to Pax. Both 
Cardinal Feltin, the international president of Pax Christi, 
and Bishop Charriere, head of the Swiss section of the 
movement, publicly expressed their opposition to conscientious 
objection when the issue confronted their own countries. 
Nevertheless reports of Pax Christi's activities in the mid- 
1950s, alongside its publications on nonviolence, indicated 
that continental Catholics were still receptive to Pax 
(32) Catholic Herald 7.10.55 and 10.2.56 and 
Pax Bulletin no. 70 March 1956 
(33) Catholic Herald 20.7.56 
(34) Catholic Times 14.9.56 
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Christi's message of reconciliation and reconstruction after 
the ravages of war and occupation. 
Regretting the absence of such openness among Catholics at 
home, Charles Thompson grasped any opportunity for developing 
a Pax Christi branch in England. He asked Bishop Beck, the 
notional president of Pax Christi in England, for information 
about its future. (35) Beck had attended several of the 
international meetings, including the one in Valladolid. On 
his return he had reminded the other bishops of England and 
Wales that, the Holy See clearly wished the movement to receive 
official approval from the hierarchies. He invited his 
episcopal colleagues to submit names for a national committee 
of Pax Christi but this cannot have struck a very resonant 
chord because none were sent in. (36) When Beck's successor in 
the diocese of Brentwood, Bishop Wall, took over the 
presidency of Pax Christi even greater apathy followed. Bishop 
Wall accepted the task reluctantly. He was unconvinced of the 
need for the organisation and found that although he was 
deluged with literature from Paris there was no obvious 
interest-from people in England. (37) In 1959 overtures were 
made to try and persuade the Sword of the Spirit to co-operate 
with Pax Christi and somehow take on the role of a national 
branch of the international movement. However the chairman, 
Bob Walsh, (former editor of the English Catholic Worker), 
replied that the Sword already had such a full programme that 
they really could not undertake the organisation of Pax 
Christi projects and pilgrimages as well. (38) 
There the matter rested as far as the hierarchy was concerned. 
It was the persistence of the laity which finally got a Pax 
Christi group started in London. One of the people who had 
written to Bishop Beck and been referred to Bishop Wall but 
received no reply to his enquiries was a young man called John 
Geary. Encouraged by the enthusiasm of friends who had taken 
part in the international Pax Christi pilgrimage in 1955, he 
(35) Thompson to Beck 19.2.56 
(36) Minutes of Low Week and October 1956 meetings of the 
Bishops' Conference, Westminster Diocesan Archives (WDA) 
(37)= Wall to Godfrey 10.8.58 (WDA) 
(38) Walsh to Godfrey 16.7.59 (WDA) 
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had himself gone the following year when the destination was 
Klöster Weingarten in West Germany. He corresponded with 
acquaintances he had made among young people from Germany, 
France, and Spain; and returned for the 'routes' to Oropa, 
Italy, in 1957 and Le Folgoet, Brittany, in 1958. (39) Geary 
was keen to start a Pax Christi group in England but neither 
he nor John Dingle (who had been in correspondence with Paris 
for several years), could get a response from Bishop Wall 
about the current position. Eventually, on the advice of 
Canon Lalande at Pax Christi headquarters, John Dingle put the 
problem before Bishop Craven. This auxiliary bishop for the 
diocese of Westminster spoke fluent French and was evidently 
expected to be more open to international interests. Craven 
also met Colette Glandieres, one of the other Pax Christi 
organisers in Paris. His suggestion to her was that-in the 
absence of clear official support the key to starting Pax 
Christi in an unobtrusive way might be to engage in a project 
to welcome and assist some of the foreign students in London. 
(40) 
In September 1958 John Geary began the first Pax Christi group 
in London with three or four friends. Mlle Glandieres put 
some young French women currently living in London in contact 
with the group. One of them, Genevieve Hatinguais, who had 
held responsibility for Pax Christi in the diocese of Rouen, 
and who was another former 'routier', soon became John Geary's 
wife. 
Members of this first Pax Christi group usually met in each 
other's kitchens and bedsits. They followed a well-known 
Young Christian Worker formula for their meetings: reflection 
on a Gospel passage; discussion of social issues - they 
started by studying a papal encyclical on peace; and some form 
of action. This chiefly involved promoting the Pax Christi 
'routes' and trying to arrange hospitality for overseas 
(39) John Geary, unpublished notes on the origins of Pax 
Christi in England, April 1985 
(40) Geary to Dingle 21.7.57. Dingle to Flessati 6.5.85 
and Dingle to Geary 15.10.57 
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students through London parishes in conjunction with the 
overseas students' chaplaincy. (41) 
The situation vis-ä-vis the bishops remained unclear. In 
November 1960 John Geary and Irene Verwes, another supporter 
who was also an active member of Pax, went to see Bishop Wall, 
surprising him with the news that a Pax Christi group was 
operating in-London. The bishop candidly acknowledged his own 
lack of interest in Pax Christi but gave them permission to 
develop the work further. He promised that at the next 
meeting of the bishops' conference he would request the 
official support of the hierarchy for the movement and that a 
new president-should be appointed to succeed him. (42) Before 
the bishops' meeting Geary provided Bishop Wall with an 
account of the... group's activities. They had organised a mass 
for Peace with an exhibition about Pax Christi in the porch of 
St. Patrick's church, Soho Square; meetings were being held 
every two weeks at which members studied the role of the UN 
agencies in development and peace; French, Spanish, and German 
members of Pax Christi working in London had joined the group. 
In February 1961 the first issue of a duplicated newsletter 
had been produced. (43) When yet again there was no reply from 
Bishop Wall John Dingle sought confirmation from Archbishop's 
House as to whether he was indeed still president. (44) He was 
told that there had been no further developments at the 
official level. (45) 
Uncertainty did not deter the Pax Christi group. -John Geary 
had taken over from John Dingle as the 'correspondent' for Pax 
Christi in England and he sent frequent progress reports to 
Paris. The main concern of the group was to promote 
'horizontal Catholicism' - the phrase had been coined by 
Cardinal Feltin - to strengthen the links between Catholics 
from different countries and thereby foster peace. The 
overseas students and other visitors with whom they shared 
(41) John Geary, Notes; Glandieres to Dingle 30.12.58 and 
Geary to Dingle 5.7.60 
(42) John Geary, Report to Pax Christi International 21.11.60 
(43) Geary to Wall 28.3.61 
(44) Dingle to Worlock 26.4.61 
(45) Worlock to Dingle 28.4.61 
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study meetings and social gatherings were often invited to 
talk about their home countries. Recruiting participants for 
the international 'routes' formed an important element in the 
promotion of peace through friendship. The number of those 
taking part from England grew from two in 1956ýto 20 in 1963. 
(46) The 'routes' gained new supporters for Pax Christi, and 
not least a chaplain for the group. In 1961 two visitors, 
girls from New-Zealand, approached the curate who ran their 
parish youth-club in Kensington, Bruce Kent, asking him for 
ideas as to how they might spend their holiday. Having seen 
an advertisement in the Catholic papers for the Pax Christi 
'route', but knowing nothing about it, he sent them on the 
summer 'route' in Holland. When the girls came back delighted 
he wrote to the London organisers thanking them for their 
enterprise. Encouraged by this rare sign of interest from a 
member of the clergy, John Geary lost no time in visiting Fr 
Kent, asking whether he would become Pax Christi's unofficial 
chaplain. Imagining it would not be too-time-consuming or 
arduous a commitment, Fr Kent agreed. He started attending 
Pax Christi meetings in September 1961. (47) 
As soon as the Pax Christi group became established regular 
information about its activities appeared in the Pax Bulletin. 
Either Peter Stallard, one of the early 'routiers', or John 
Geary attended Pax meetings, and Pax was represented at Pax 
Christi. There was close co-operation over the 'First Friday' 
peace Masses in central London, and over an annual 'Peace 
Sunday' which the international Pax Christi movement had 
initiated with ecclesiastical approval. Encouraged to take 
this up in Britain, one Pax member from Ipswich distributed 
300 copies of a Pax leaflet outside his local church. (48) 
Geary's reports to Paris recorded the progress of Pax Christi. 
At the end of 1962 there were 94 contacts and members in 
Britain, 59 in Ireland, and 250 copies of the newsletter were 
being circulated. In London monthly Pax Christi meetings held 
at Claver House, a Catholic training centre for African 
(46) John Geary, notes on the origins of Pax Christi 
(47) Information from Bruce Kent 
(48) Pax Bulletin no. 82 January 1960 and Minutes 6.7.60 
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students, were interspersed with social evenings for lonely 
foreigners. Among discussion topics they covered was what 
members hoped for from the Vatican Council. Another group had 
formed in oxford where members had been teaching English to 
Pakistani workers, supporting Oxfam projects, and promoting 
the work of Fr Borelli in the slums of Naples. The Archbishop 
of Birmingham gave his permission for a Dominican, Bonaventure 
Perquin, to become chaplain to the oxford group. In Dublin 
Pax Christi members, led by Dorothy D'Alton, held an open 
evening once a month at the Catholic Institute of Sociology. 
They had organised a Mass for Peace and were arranging 
hospitality and holidays with Irish families for overseas 
students including some of the African students from London. 
(49) 
The Christian peace network 
While the embryonic Pax Christi group in England worked to 
forge international relationships which would foster the 
climate for peace the Catholic Nuclear Disarmament Group 
caught the imagination of young Catholics who wanted to devote 
their energies to a more immediate and specific goal. 
Alongside them Christian Action, an older organisation with 
broader aims, led by canon Collins, staged events marking% 
Christian involvement in the ban-the-bomb movement. In May 
1959 Christian Action and the Friends' Peace Committee 
sponsored a programme in the Royal Albert Hall on 'Modern 
war -a challenge to Christians', and a few months later 
Christian Action held a one-day theological conference at St 
Paul's Cathedral chapter house. Collins was in the chair, the 
principal speaker was Archbishop Roberts, and Pax was. 
represented by Barbara Wall, Kathleen Rowland and John 
O'Connor. (50) 
One of the most effective speakers at the Royal Albert Hall 
meeting was the novelist Pamela Frankau. She was soon 
enlisted as a sponsor of Pax and telling Thompson how 
(49) John Geary, Reports to Pax Christi International 
23.10.62 - 28.2.63 and 1.3.63 - 24.6.63 
(50) Minutes 30.11.59 
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fervently she believed that Catholics should act for peace 
before it was too late. (51) The following year she took up 
the leadership of the newly-formed 'Christian group of CND'. 
During the next few years she appeared at meetings of Pax, 
Catholic and Christian CND, played her part in newspaper 
correspondence, and was much in demand as a speaker and writer 
until ill health curtailed her activities. 
Unlike the-Catholic Nuclear Disarmament Group (CNDG), the 
Christian Group of CND - later known as Christian CND - was 
explicitly part of the CND structure, with followers drawn 
from different denominations, and committed to persuading 
fellow Christians to support CND. The first Christian CND 
pamphlet consisted of a series of questions and answers for 
Christians on nuclear disarmament; the second was an open 
letter to a parish priest, written by Pamela Frankau, in which 
she mentioned the Pax Bulletin and quoted from it aparagraph 
by Fr Stratmann. Frankau's letter was direct and practical, 
asking for instruction from the Church about nuclear questions 
- preaching, discussion groups - and for regular prayers. (52) 
CNDG, Christian CND and to a lesser extent Pax Christi: it was 
with these groups that Pax worked most closely in the early 
1960s even though it retained a lively interest in the rest of 
the peace movement. Pax was affilated as always to the 
National Peace Council, and-members promoted its conferences 
and served on the NPC's executive committee. Pax also co- 
operated with the endeavours of the Fellowship of 
Reconciliation as when, for example, the FoR called a 
consultation of the secretaries°of the denominational 
groups. (53) Speakers and participants at many Christian peace 
events at this time were almost interchangeable, with ready 
collaboration and goodwill much in evidence. When the Sword 
of the Spirit addressed the subject of nuclear disarmament at 
a meeting in Caxton Hall Barbara Wall and John O'Connor were 
present selling Pax literature. O'Connor and Kathleen Rowland 
(51) Frankau to Thompson c. 1960 
(52) Questions and Answers for Christians on Nuclear 
Disarmament and Pamela Frankau, Letter to a Parish 
- Priest, Christian CND pamphlets 1&2, c. 1960 
(53) Minutes 7.2.62 
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did the same when Archbishop Roberts and Pamela Frankau spoke 
to the LSE Catholic Society. (54) Pax and CNDG held a joint 
study-day at the Dominican priory in London at which Simon 
Blake was a principal speaker. He was himself becoming more 
closely involved in Christian CND. Almost all of the Roman 
Catholics on the Christian CND speakers' list were already 
supporters of Pax and CNDG. (55) At first most of the meetings 
advertised by the CNDG were arranged by Pax but once Christian 
CND was formed then the two CND groups became natural 
partners. CNDG appealed for Catholic participants in a 
Christian CND pilgrimage to Chichester, (56) and shared a 
Christmas Eve vigil outside Wormwood Scrubs on behalf of all 
those in prison in 1962 for conscience's sake. (57) Pax 
people were among the 60 who attended a Christian CND meeting 
in London at which Archbishop Roberts spoke. The organiser, 
Mrs Maeve Wilkins, was the cornerstone for much of Christian 
CND's work. Another of her projects was to encourage local 
groups to visit all the churches in one area, and the Pax 
committee agreed to tell its members to support Christian CND 
colleagues in this venture. (58) 
Pax in the United States 
In the summer of 1962 one of the young CNDG enthusiasts, 
Philip Philpott, wrote excitedly to his friends, Adrian 
Cunningham and Angela Shubrook, to tell them about an 
'excellent' Pax meeting he had recently attended. It was 
excellent less for the speaker than for the presence of an 
American woman who knew all about the Catholic Worker, and who 
afterwards in the pub had chatted knowledgably about Christian 
and anarchist communities in the United States and France. (59) 
(54) Minutes 19.4.61 
(55) Pax Bulletin no. 89 May 1962 and Christian CND files in 
the CND archives at the London School of Economics 
(56) CNDG newsletter July 1962 
(57) Pax Bulletin no. 91 February 1963 
Michael Randle was a prisoner there at the time. (London 
Region Christian CND newsheet. Christian CND archives at 
the LSE) 
(58) Minutes 8.5.63 and 20.11.63 
(59) Philpott to Cunningham and Shubrook c. 1962 
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The American was Eileen Egan, who had come to see the Pax 
people about the branch of Pax which she was just helping to 
start in the United States. As an'official of the Catholic 
Relief-Services much of her working life after the Second 
World War had been spent attending to the needs of thousands 
of displaced persons in Europe. The experience had given her 
first-hand evidence of the tragedy and division caused by war. 
She had talked at length with Bishop Theas, of Lourdes about 
the Pax Christi movement at the time when he was launching it, 
and in the US she had been associated with Catholic peace 
activities for many years through the Catholic Worker and her 
own close friendship with Dorothy Day. (60) 
By the early 1960s the Catholic Worker had been the focus for 
three decades for what there was of an American Catholic peace 
movement - ever since it had taken the first little Pax group 
under its wing in 1936 and had damaged its own reputation by 
opposing the'Spanish Civil War. When the Association of 
Catholic Conscientious Objectors (ACCO) closed'down after the 
Second World War its concerns--, had been re-absorbed by the CW. 
Apart from journals like Commonweal, the only other 
organisation remotely interested in such questions was the= 
conservative Catholic Association for International Peace 
(CAIP) whose sole gesture of support for the wartime COs had 
been to publish one pamphlet. (61) In 1955 it was Catholic 
Worker people who revived civil disobedience as an element of 
the American dissenting tradition by refusing to take part in 
the annual civil-defence drill. When the nation was organised 
to take cover in a mock nuclear attack -a compulsory exercise 
in New York - Dorothy Day, Ammon Hennacy-with A. J. Muste and 
(60) Eileen Egan, A dialogue with Juli Loesch to mark the 
40th anniversary of Pax Christi, (Antwerp, Pax Christi 
International, ' 1985) 
(61) Cyprian Emanuel OFM, The Morality of Conscientious 
Objection to War, (Washington, The Catholic Association 
for International Peace, 1941) 
In 1960 the editor of the Catholic Messenger of 
Davenport, Iowa, contrasted the urgent tone of a recent 
Pax Spode conference (at which Archbishop Roberts and 
Henry St John had spoken about the need for the Vatican 
Council to consider the morality of modern warfare) 
with the accommodating attitude of papers given at the 
CAIP's annual convention. Pax Bulletin no. 83 May 1960 
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other colleagues from the War Resisters League, ` responded to 
the siren by sitting on the benches of City Hall Park. They 
were arrested that year and every subsequent year that the 
exercise was repeated, remaining a small group of resisters 
until the early 1960s when alarm and concern had become 
widespread. In 1961 2000 dissenters came to City Hall Park, 
and similar demonstrations occurred elsewhere in the United 
States. Compulsory civil-defence practices were eventually 
broughtýto an end. (62) 
Soon after this demonstration took place, in June 1961, 
Charles Thompson received a letter from a young American naval 
officer, James Forest, who asked for various Pax publications. 
Forest enclosed papers relating to his recent application for 
discharge from the US Forces as a conscientious objector. . 
While training at the Naval Weather Station he had begun to" 
accept Christianity. In the course of his religious 
instruction he had been introduced to the Catholic Worker and 
to the people and groups advocating a nonviolent alternative 
to war. Strongly influenced by them, Forest had become both a 
Catholic and a pacifist and decided that he could not continue 
to serve in the navy. (63) With his application pending, he 
became more actively involved in the Catholic Worker movement. 
When he was discharged he joined the staff of the paper, 
pursuing with others the possibility of forming a new American 
Catholic peace group. 
One of those most keen to see this happen was John Heidbrink, 
a Presbyterian minister and the Church Work=secretary of the 
American Fellowship of Reconciliation. Most Christian" 
denominations had their own units within the FoR but not, as 
yet, the Catholics. Heidbrink had been in touch with Charles 
Thompson and John O'Connor, asking-for details of Pax. About 
this time a small group of Catholic pacifists started meeting 
(62) see Tom Cornell, 'The Catholic Church and Witness 
against War' in Thomas A. Shannon, ed. War or Peace? - The Search for New Answers (Maryknoll, NY. Orbis, 1980) 
pp. 204-205 and Forest, Love is the Measure pp. 134-139 
(63) Forest to Thompson 18.6.61 enclosing Forest to Chief of 
Naval Operations 20.5.61 
see also Forest, Love is the Measure p. 203 
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in Eileen Egan's New York apartment to discuss`the-basis for 
an American Catholic group. If it was to be solidly pacifist 
then it might relate more closely to the FOR, while acting as 
a Catholic unit within the inter-religious Fellowship. - The 
'Pax' title-and British model would not be used. If it was 
felt that a group open to both pacifists and non-pacifists 
would be more useful and a Pax group seemed the most suitable 
choice, then, Heidbrink promised Thompson, the organisers 
would keep the new branch in line with the parent body in 
England. (64) 
As it turned out an independent group like Pax became the 
favoured option. Dorothy Day did not feel the group should be 
closely identified with the FOR or any other organisation, 
(65) and those meeting at Eileen Egan's home agreed that it 
would be wiser to forgo the FOR link in order to emphasize the 
orthodoxy of the Catholics involved. The climate of opinion 
was still such that they did not wish to stir up the 
prejudices of bishops, and the Catholic community generally, 
which association with a strongly pacifist and largely 
Protestant organisation might have aroused. (66) 
While the foundations were being laid for American Pax 
Thompson encouraged Jim Forest by sending him extra copies of 
the Pax Bulletin, samples of the Principles, Objects and 
Constitution of Pax, and recent reviews of Stein's book, 
Nuclear Weapons and Christian Conscience. He recounted the 
trials of Pax in the past and commented on how the outlook was 
now changing for the better, with Archbishop Roberts, the 
Dominican Provincial and other clergy taking an interest. 
Even support for unilateral nuclear disarmament was being 
conceded as a tenable attitude for a Catholic as a matter for 
the individual conscience. The prospect of a Pax society in 
America opened up the possibility of a closer link between 
Catholic war-resisters in various countries and of the aX 
(64) Heidbrink to Thompson 10.10.61 
(65) Forest to Thompson 30.10.61 
(66) see Tom Cornell, in War or Peace? p. 206 
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Bulletin being able to draw on an even wider circle of 
international contributors. (67) 
The benefits of this were immediately apparent. That summer 
the Trappist monk and well-known spiritual writer, Thomas 
Merton, had sent Dorothy Day a poem about Auschwitz for 
publication in the Catholic Worker. This was soon followed by 
an article on 'The Root of War', which'Jim Forest then passed 
on to Thompson, one of several Merton pieces to appear 
subsequently in the Pax Bulletin. - Though he said he was not 
theoretically a pacifist' (68) Merton's anti-war attitude had 
been adopted early. In 1934, when he was a student at 
Cambridge, he-had signed the 'Oxford Peace Pledge' not to 
fight for King and-Country. -In New York as, a young convert 
Merton had been influenced by the Catholic Worker. He later 
acknowledged his debt to it as to those representing a similar 
strain of thought: the English Dominicans, Eric Gill, and 
Jacques Maritain. (69) When he was called up in 1941 he 
explained that he was a'partial conscientious objector' and 
applied for non-combatant duties. Twenty years later his 
conscience was consistent. Now he was becoming increasingly 
preoccupied by the enormity of evil epitomised by nuclear 
weapons. In 1961 the danger of war seemed to be drawing 
closer as the Berlin Wall was erected. Writing to Dorothy 
Day, Merton questioned how Catholics could remain so silent 
and apathetic when the fate of the human race was at stake and 
the church under judgement. He could not in conscience 'go on 
writing-just about things like meditation', or bury his head 
in monastic studies, but felt obliged to address such life- 
and-death issues despite the constraints placed upon him by 
his religious superiors who did not think that the world and 
(67) Thompson to Forest 5.11.61 
(68) Merton to Day 16.6.62 
(69) Merton to Day 29.12.65 in Thomas Merton, The Hidden 
Ground of Love: Letters. - edited 
by William H. Shannon 
(New York, Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 1985) p. 151 
see also Michael Mott, The Seven Mountains of Thomas 
Merton, (London, Sheldon Press, 1986) p. 105 and p. 169 
N. B. Most subsequent quotations from Merton's letters 
come from the Shannon edition. Where no such reference 
is given the letters were addressed to Pax. 
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its politics were the proper concern of a contemplative monk. 
(70) 
His abbot at Gethsemani monastery did, however, permit him to 
lend his name as a sponsor of the proposed American Pax group 
when Jim Forest invited his support. (71) The same day that he 
wrote to give Forest this news Merton made his first contact 
with Pax in England, sending $5 for a Pax subscription and a 
copy of Morals and Missiles and offering to help in any way he 
might. (72) Just a few days later he put his anxiety about the 
state of the world before the Pope, explaining that the grave 
threat of nuclear war was compounded by the dependence of the 
economy on the arms industry. American Catholics were among 
the most belligerent supporters of it but, he told John XXIII, 
a small Catholic peace group had recently been started to 
reverse this bias. (73) 
Merton's contact with Catholic peace activists was increasing 
day by day. He agreed to be a sponsor of English Pax, and 
sent Thompson another article, 'Red or Dead', for publication. (74) 
He was most impressed with Nuclear Weapons and Christian 
Conscience. It represented 'exactly the stand I take myself', 
he told Forest, (75) and he wrote to Merlin Press to seek 
permission to reprint the whole collection in a paperback he 
was editing on the nuclear question for New Directions. (76) 
Merton had also heard from Archbishop Roberts who had warned 
him to expect the same kind of trouble from ecclesiastical 
authority as he had himself experienced. (77) 
The involvement of Thomas Merton and the influence of his 
prolific peace writing as it began to appear in published form 
(70) Merton to Day 23.8.61, Shannon p. 139-140 
(71) Merton to Forest 8.11.61, Shannon p. 258 
(72) Merton to Pax 8.11.61 
(73) Merton to John XXIII 11.11.61, Shannon p. 486 
(74) Merton to Thompson 27.11.61 
(75) Merton to Forest 29.11.61, Shannon p. 260 
(76) Breakth rough to Peace - Twelve Views on the Threat of 
Thermon uclear Extermination, introduction by Thomas 
Merton, (New York, New Directions Books, 1962). In fact 
Merton included less of the Stein book than he had 
originally intended. 
(77) Merton to Forest 29.11.61, Shannon p. 260 
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- in the Pax Bulletin, in the Catholic Worker, in Fellowship, 
Jubilee. Blackfriars, Commonweal - as well as in the 
privately-circulated mimeographed copies permitted by the 
Trappist censors gave the newly emerging US Catholic peace 
movement a solid spiritual basis and moral stature. Nor was 
Merton the only figure to lend it support. By the end of 
1961, Forest told Thompson, they had accumulated an impressive 
list of sponsors for an American Pax affiliate, including 
Dorothy Day, Ed Rice (editor of Jubilee), Gordon Zahn, and 
several clergy. (78) Early in 1962 Charles Thompson received a 
letter from the dozen individuals who had formed an acting 
council of American Pax formally requesting permission to 
start an affiliate to Pax which would operate in the United 
States, Canada and Mexico. The letter mentioned the sponsors 
who had been recruited and also the fact that a leaflet was in 
preparation listing the Principles and Objects of Pax. The 
letter was signed by Howard Everngam as chairman, Eileen Egan 
as secretary, Jim Forest as editor of a Pax Bulletin 
supplement, and then the other council members. (79) 
The first year of American Pax was not an easy one. There 
were organisational problems to be sorted out - such as the 
status of the group in New York in relation to other parts of 
the United States. Soon after the New York group was 
announced in the Pax Bulletin (in January 1962) Thompson heard 
from a subscriber in San Francisco, Albert Krebs, who told him 
that for over two years a group of Catholics-had been meeting 
in that. city. They called themselves 'Pax - Bay Area', 
believed that they were affiliated to Pax-in England, and had 
been distributing articles which they had reprinted from the 
English Pax Bulletin. (80) The 35 members had taken part in 
'Women for-Peace' walks, Hiroshima Day--vigils, anti-nuclear- 
test rallies, and were active in the local Catholic Worker as 
(78) Forest to Thompson 29.11.61 
(79) Forest to Thompson 5.1.62 
Eileen Egan thought the choice of Howard Everngam 
particularly appropriate because he made harpsichords 
and was a craftsman as Eric Gill had been. see William 
D. Miller, Dorothy Day -a Biography, (San Francisco, 
Harper and Row, 1982) p. 479 
(80) Krebs to Thompson 14.5.62 
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well as in San Francisco's Catholic Inter-racial Council. (81) 
This information was new to Thompson but he warmly encouraged 
the venture and informed Jim Forest and Eileen Egan, 
diplomatically suggesting that the New York group should 
hesitate before calling itself 'Pax in America'. Perhaps the 
two groups could merge on equal terms with both addresses 
appearing on the letterhead, he suggested. (82) 
As a sympathetic advisor Thompson heard from various sides 
about the progress of American Pax, but communications between 
the Americans themselves were not so smooth. One factor was 
that a change in circumstances had taken Jim Forest away from 
the New York Catholic Worker. He had served a 15-day prison 
sentence after taking part in a protest at the Atomic Energy 
Commission in New York. He then married a CW colleague, and 
started a new job which took him to Nashville. (83) Life at 
the Catholic Worker was especially fraught at this time, and 
as a young and idealistic convert, Forest was astonished at 
the divisions among the staff. With Dorothy Day often away on 
speaking trips, or writing in the quieter milieu of Staten 
Island, factions flourished-in such an unstructured: and 
diverse community. There were the enthusiastic zealots, 
seeming to cast judgement on others less ready to share 
everything with the poor; and in the heady, anti-authoritarian 
atmosphere of the 1960s the Catholic Worker attracted young 
people who had little regard for the traditional mores of the 
Church which Day herself held so dear. She found this very 
distressing. She had struggled alone for many years to 
convince Catholic authorities of the Catholic Worker's 
credentials as an authentic apostolate which conformed to 
Church teaching. (84) The easy-going behaviour of some 
individuals might jeopardise the essential cause. In an 
unprecedented gesture she one day turned out a number of 
volunteer helpers whose moral standards provoked her wrath. 
Some of the young men and women had been sharing rooms; others 
had published a literary magazine which she termed, 
(81) Krebs, article about Pax Bay Area, 30.7.62 
(82) Thompson to Forest 19.5.62 and Thompson to Egan 29.5.62 
(83) Forest to Thompson 9.4.62 
(84) Forest to Flessati 14.3.89 and Rosalie Riegle Troester, 
transcript of interview with Jim Forest, Alkmaar, 1988 
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pornographic. In the ensuing row in which Day was accused of 
autocratic behaviour Forest was among those who left. (85) 
Although Forest was in contact with Thompson he was out of 
touch with the New York Pax committee for several months. His 
colleagues did not know whether their request to form a Pax 
affiliate had been accepted or not, so Eileen Egan wrote in 
May 1962 explaining that the mail had been misdirected and 
asking Thompson to confirm approval for the Pax group. Forest 
was still expected to edit a newsletter when it was produced 
later in the year. (86) 
Another organisational problem concerned the relationship 
between the American group and its parent body in England. 
Thompson had provided the names and addresses of all those in 
America who already subscribed to English Pax. They, and any 
new American members, would receive the Pax Bulletin as well 
as any supplement produced by American Pax, so a portion of 
each new subscription would be sent to England where the 
English Pax committee looked forward hopefully to an influx of 
funds. The American officers were almost reverential in their 
respect for the English society but their initiative raised 
the question of how independent new groups might be. Should 
Pax foundations, in other countries be autonomous or should 
they all be branches of the English root, subscribing to the 
English journal and submitting their decisions to the English 
committee? (87) 
These and related constitutional questions about elections and 
membership of the council emerged during the initial meetings 
of the New York Pax committee. Thompson's opinion was that 
only when a matter of concerted international action arose 
might it be necessary to consult English Pax colleagues. (88) 
In the summer of 1962 there occurred an opportunity to discuss 
the practical arrangements in person with Eileen Egan who was 
able to visit London for a few days after completing some 
(85) see Miller, Dorothy Day -a Biography p. 484 
(86) Egan to Thompson 23.5.62 
(87) Everngam to Thompson 27.6.62 
(88) Thompson to Everngam 14.7.62 
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engagements in Germany. She was warmly received in the Pax 
circle, joining the 'First Friday' gathering at the French 
Church near Leicester Square. (89) Friendly links with the 
American branch were further bonded a few weeks later when 
Gordon Zahn visited Charles Thompson and his family during a 
brief stay in England. (90) 
As with any new venture there were well-wishers who had looked 
forward eagerly to the birth of the new peace group but were 
not entirely satisfied with what they observed of its early 
development. Thomas Merton asked anxiously what had happened 
to Pax when Jim Forest dropped out of the Catholic Worker? He 
hoped it would not die stillborn. (91) As the months went by 
he heard reports that things were not advancing as quickly as 
had been hoped. Tension over the relationship with the FoR 
was not resolved yet, and John Heidbrink, concerned to see a 
Catholic group in action, was keen to help. But the New York 
Pax committee was extremely cautious. It rejected an offer 
from the FoR to produce a booklet containing two essays by 
Merton. This would have been a Pax publication but the FOR 
would have paid for the printing and distribution. Ed Rice 
convinced the others on the committee that were this link to 
be discovered it would scotch the future prospects of their 
tender seedling. Such hesitations shocked Forest who reported 
his exasperation to Merton. (92) After this episode Forest 
stopped attending the Pax meetings, thinking that if 
colleagues could not even collaborate with sympathetic 
Protestants what hope was there that this new peace group 
might contribute to a wider reconciliation? Coming from a 
background of left-wing politics, well-used to dissent and 
protest, Forest'recalls that he simply couldn't comprehend 
their caution. (93) As a recent convert Forest was probably 
less sensitive to the implications of association with the 
FoR, and more impatient to see things moving ahead quickly, 
than were older members of the Pax group. But his critical 
attitude may also have been coloured by his own distancing 
(89) Egan to Thompson 20.6.62 
(90) Thompson to Egan 24.7.62 
(91) Merton to Day 9.4.62, Shannon p. 144-145 
(92) Merton to Heidbrink 11.5.62, Shannon p. 408 
(93) Forest to Flessati 14.3.89 
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from the Catholic Worker, by the close association between 
Eileen Egan and Dorothy Day, and similar intangible factors. 
Another point at issue was the style and activities of 
American Pax. The statement of Principles and Objects that 
had been devised conformed in many ways to its British 
counterpart with two significant changes: on conscientious 
objection the American version was more explicit in its offer 
of guidance and support; where the English Pax statement 
simply declared that it had no connection with political 
parties the US version added that Pax did not engage in public 
demonstrations. (94) Civil disobedience had been a key debate 
in the Bay Area Pax group. Krebs was among the 'actionists' 
who wanted members to commit themselves to it. Carole Gorgen, 
a Bay Area member in correspondence with Charles Thompson, was 
among those who opposed Pax being 'dragged into civil 
disobedience demonstrations'. She reported great interest- 
among young people. Having written a pamphlet on 
conscientious objection, she was busy counselling three 
Catholic COs. (95), 
The indications are, that Forest, Merton and Heidbrink had 
hopes of a more. publicly active Pax, quickly alert to issues 
like this. Writing to Heidbrink, Merton commented that a 
fellow Pax sponsor, Fr McDole, had confirmed his pessimistic 
impression of the New York Pax group. Things seemed to be 
much more lively on the West Coast. (96) But Merton was also 
keen to bring Pax to life and he told Heidbrink that as soon 
as he heard there was a bulletin he would contribute something 
to it. (97) Meanwhile he exchanged more letters with Thompson, 
noting the confusion that hung over the development of Pax in 
America, but-expressing his wish to keep in touch 'with all of 
you in England who are it seems to me taking the honest and 
Christian position in this war thing'. He very much admired 
what he had read of Archbishop Roberts; he admired Stein's 
book,. and felt inspired by the faith and common sense he 
(94) American Pax Association leaflet, c. 1962 
(95) Gorgen to Thompson 22.9.62 and 7.11.62 
(96) Merton to Heidbrink 8.8.62,. Shannon p. 410 
(97) Merton to Heidbrink 11.5.62, Shannon p. 408 
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perceived in English Catholicism as represented by groups like 
Pax. Liberty and truth, he thought, had a better chance of 
survival in England than in an America geared up to business 
interests and public relations. (98) 
Merton had been writing a book which he entitled Peace in the 
Post-Christian Era. Before it could be published however the 
trouble he had been anticipating for some time from his 
religious superiors broke. He was ordered not to write or 
publish anything further on war and peace on the grounds that 
to write on the world's crises rather than just to pray about 
them falsified the message of monasticism. (99) Although he 
felt that this ban reflected an astounding incomprehension of 
the seriousness of the situation, Merton thought that any kind 
of rebellion on his part would close the door even more firmly 
against his superiors' future enlightenment and would only 
serve to endorse their prejudices against the peace movement. 
(100) Merton explained this attitude to his religious 
obedience when he sent duplicated copies of Peace in the Post- 
Christian Era to Forest, Thompson and others, with 
instructions not t6 publish any of it apart from sections 
which had already appeared in article form on previous 
occasions. He told Thompson that because the Pax Bulletin 
would be considered a very small publication the occasional 
paragraph might on exception be printed provided it was not 
identified, and he went into meticulous detail about which 
pages of his text might be used. (101) One chapter, 'The Dance 
of Death, ' was printed in the Pax Bulletin for September 1962. 
(It had already appeared in Breakthrough to Peace, the book 
Merton'had finished editing before the ban was imposed. ) 
At the end of October 1962 the Vatican Council was in the 
early stages of its first session when the drama of the Cuban 
missile crisis erupted. At the height of the tension, on a 
weekend when thousands were marching through New York to the 
United Nations headquarters, the first annual meeting of 
(98) Merton to Thompson 19.7.62 
(99) Mott, The Seven Mountains of Thomas Merton pp. 378-380 
(100) Merton to Forest 29.4.62, Shannon pp. 266-267 
(101) Merton to Thompson 19.7.62 and 27.9.62 
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American Pax was also taking place in a New York hotel. (102) 
Forty participants heard Joseph E. Cunneen, editor of Cross 
Currents, tell them that American Catholics had given their 
government a blank cheque in regard to defence planning. 
Arthur Sheehan, the other speaker, then illustrated the 
tradition from which Pax grew, describing the first appearance 
of-Pax in New York in 1936. In 1940 he had been asked by 
Dorothy Day and Peter Maurin to deal with over 900 letters to 
the Catholic Worker from young men worried about the draft: 
the situation which gave birth to the Catholic camp for COs at 
Stoddard, New Hampshire, and the founding of ACCO, the 
Association of Catholic Conscientious Objectors. (103) 
A few weeks after the Pax annual meeting Eileen Egan was in 
England again, alongside Fr Rdgamey and the other speakers, 
giving an account of the new Pax branch to those at Spode 
House for the Pax conference. There were already 110 members 
of American Pax, she reported. War, she told her audience, 
reversed the traditional works of mercy which were a Christian 
duty, and she signed the appeal to the Vatican Council which 
the conference endorsed. To underline the new American 
connection a message from Thomas Merton was also delivered to 
the conference. After Spode Eileen Egan fulfilled several 
speaking engagements arranged by members of Pax - at Keele 
University where Roy Shaw had asked her to address the Aquinas 
Society; in Cambridge to a group led by Adrian Cunningham; and 
at a Catholic club in London. She also met Hildegard and Jean 
Goss-Mayr who had been in Rome lobbying the bishops, and she 
took in another of Pax's First Friday meetings when her 
homebound flight was delayed for four days because of 'smog' 
at London Airport. (104) 
(102) Egan to Thompson 31.10.62 
(103) Pax Bulletin no-91 February 1963 
(104) Pax Bulletin no. 91 February 1963; also Egan to Thompson 
31.10.62,13.12.62 and Minutes 20.2.63 
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10 Influencing Vatican policy 1963-1965 
'Pacem in Terris' 
From his address to diplomatic envoys in Rome for the opening 
of the Second Vatican Council it was clear that Pope John 
XXIII expected the Council to play its part in removing the 
danger of war. It was time something decisive was done, he 
said, to establish peace on earth. (1) Yet by the end of the 
first session, in December 1962, the subject had not been put 
before the body of the council despite the urgency of the 
situation - as the Cuban crisis had so manifestly 
illustrated - and despite the petitions of Archbishop Roberts, 
the Pax people and others on both'sides of the Atlantic. 
(Indeed, Michael de la Bedoyere pointed out that had it not 
been for them the problem of war would not even have been 
mentioned in connection with the Council. (2)) 
Such an obvious omission had positive effects. As 1962 moved 
into 1963 the clamour of international voices calling on the 
Church to speak out grew in strength and unity. Pax received 
sponsorship from a second bishop, Denis Hurley, the Archbishop 
of Durban. Having met Archbishop Roberts at the Council he 
wanted to get to know Pax and its associates. As he was 
trying to clarify his own ideas about the' compatibility of 
loving one's enemies and the natural right to self-defence he 
hoped to have further' exchanges with Roberts during the next 
session of the Council. (3) Many people also had encountered 
the zeal of Hildegard and Jean Goss-Mayr in their tireless 
efforts to get something done at the Council. Fr Chenu had 
come'across them in"Rome, and Thomas Merton hoped that their 
lobbying would be successful, though he was sceptical about 
the prospects. (4) Another person who was busily making 
international contacts and following the progress of the peace 
issue was a young American, Jim Douglass, who in 1963 was 
(1) John XXIII, Address to Government Envoys 13.10.62 
(2) Search, independent Christian newsletter, November 1962; 
Pax Bulletin no. 91 February 1963 
(3) Hurley to Thompson 21.12.62,25.4.63 and 30.8.63 
(4) Rdgamey to Thompson 27.11.62 and 
Merton to Thompson 17.3.62 
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studying at the Gregorian University in Rome. He started 
sending Charles Thompson some of his articles in which he 
defined the eschatalogical character of nuclear war as its 
ability to end the human race and explored the potential of 
nonviolence as the most-appropriate Christian response to 
this. (5) 
Other Pax supporters kept up the pressure in Britain. Laurie 
Hislam wrote to the Catholic Herald that since the first 
session had overlooked the problem of war those concerned that 
it should be addressed in the second session should write to 
Cardinal Bea, President of the Secretariat for Extraneous 
Affairs. (6) Clear information about when the subject might be 
treated was hard to come by, and Brian Wicker remarked on its 
absence from the agenda of schemata published in the Catholic 
Herald in March 1963. Since it was already four years since 
he and others had signed a plea for a discussion on modern 
warfare when could they expect the Council to include it? (7) 
In The Tablet Walter Stein echoed these appeals, urging 
readers to petition the Council. (8) The latest rumours from 
Rome suggested that the propositions directed to Cardinals Bea 
and Ottaviani might be incorporated into the last of the 17 
revised schemata: the one which dealt with the Church! s role 
in society. (9) Writing to E. I. Watkin, Merton observed that 
the bishops generally were so committed to national 
sovereignty that they were blind to the urgency of the nuclear 
problem. The Council had so far succeeded in waking some of 
them up, but even those still saw the issue as peripheral and 
secondary to such matters as the liturgy. (10) 
The bishops and clergy arranging the-Council might have had a 
different order of priorities but the subject of peace was top 
of the agenda for the Bishop of Rome. - In April 1963 he 
published his encyclical, Pacem in Terris - the document which 
(5) Douglass to Thompson 5.7.63 and 16.11.63 
(6) Catholic Herald 15.3.63 - 
(7) Catholic Herald 29.3.63 
(8) The Tablet 4.5.63 
(9) Catholic Herald 5.4.63 
(10) Merton to Watkin 7.5.63, Shannon p. 582 
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became known as his last testament because he died just two 
months after it appeared. 
In a pontificate of less than five years John XXIII had 
changed the longstanding course of Vatican relations with 
Eastern Europe. His approach, dating back through a 
lifetime's experience as a papal diplomat in very different 
religious and political cultures, was essentially the one he 
had first established for himself when he went as apostolic 
visitor to Bulgaria in the 1920s. It was an approach guided 
by realism and charity. At the end of his life he 
acknowledged that it was in Bulgaria that he had first come to 
understand and love the Slav people and to study their 
languages, including Russian. As Pope this positive attitude 
had informed his outlook and led him to encourage others to 
distinguish between the Russian people, with their rich 
spiritual heritage, and the error of political systems which 
the Church opposed. It was in this spirit that he engaged in 
dialogue. In the interests of alleviating injustice and 
establishing peace John XXIII showed himself ready to talk to 
Communists and to collaborate with non-believers. He did this 
by means of a series of significant gestures (such as 
withdrawing in 1958 the Vatican envoy to the pre-war Polish 
government by then in exile) and by avoiding the heavy 
condemnations which other Vatican officials - with their eyes 
on the anti-Communist vote in Italy or their persecuted 
colleagues abroad - were urging him to express. 
Pacem in Terris epitomised this openness to the whole world. 
The encyclical was apparently conceived during the Cuban 
missile crisis of October 1962 when the Pope was able to play 
a reconciling part precisely because he had earned respect for 
having softened the Vatican tone on Eastern Europe. When 
relations between the Soviet Union and the United States were 
at their most strained the Pope had sent to the Soviet Embassy 
in Rome, and also broadcast on Vatican Radio, a message 
praising statesmen who safeguarded world peace. This gave 
Krushchev added incentive to withdraw the Soviet missiles from 
Cuba and, by posing in the role of peacemaker, to do so 
without loss of face. In a hitherto unheard of compliment to 
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the peacemaking potential of the papacy Krushchev subsequently 
admitted that the Pope's message had offered the only glimmer 
of hope. President Kennedy also thanked John XXIII for his 
intervention. (11) 
The view of the precipice presented by the Cuban crisis 
compelled the Pope to write Pacem in Terris, but as it was 
being drafted he was preoccupied by both historic and 
contemporary demands for peace. The historic image that 
haunted him was that of a wounded and screaming Austrian in 
the Caporetto hospital where he had been an orderly during the 
First-World War. (12) The contemporary imperative was the 
developing dialogue with Moscow. In February 1963 delicate 
negotiations culminated in the release from a Siberian prison 
camp of the Ukrainian Metropolitan Slipyi, who was then 
brought to Rome. A few weeks later, and despite objections 
from his Curial advisors, John XXIII received Krushchev's 
daughter and son-in-law, who was editor of Izvestia, in the 
most significant gesture of East-West rapprochement to date. 
(13) 
Pacem in Terris was part of this continuing exchange and as 
such was addressed not only to Catholics but to all people of 
good will, appealing to individuals and nations to treat each 
other with the respect and charity which, from the Pope's own 
experience, had been seen to work. The encyclical was 
visionary in scope and scale, describing a peaceful world 
order based on human rights applied in all their dimensions. 
Traditional Catholic social principles were put into a modern 
context, taking account of the changing times marked by the 
trend towards equality. Social and economic conditions having 
improved, working people were claiming their right to be 
treated with dignity. Women were no longer prepared to accept 
(11) see Peter Hebblethwaite, John XXIII - Pope of the 
Council, (London, Geoffrey Chapman, 1984) p. 447 
also, Francis Sweeney SJ, ed. The Vatican and World 
Peace, a Boston College Symposium, (Gerrards Cross, 
Colin Smythe Ltd. 1970) pp. 67-68 
(12) John XXIII quoted in James W. Douglass, The Non-Violent 
Cross -A Theology of Revolution and Peace, (New York, 
Macmillan, 1969) p. 97 
(13) see Hebblethwaite, op. cit. pp. 474-483 
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second-class status and were becoming more active in political 
life. The age of imperialism was rapidly disappearing as 
nations gained independence. So the encyclical went on to 
examine the relationships between individuals and the state, 
between states, and within the world community. 
There was much in this document to encourage Pax people. The 
services and duties expected of governments were set firmly in 
the context of justice and the common good to which the 
citizen consented and contributed. Laws which contravened the 
moral order could not bind the individual conscience, the 
supremacy of which was upheld even though the issue of 
conscientious objection as such was not addressed. But in his 
discussion of war the Pope took papal comment into a new 
realm. One of the characteristics of the modern day was that 
nations had come to accept a permanent state of fear as the 
basis of a precarious peace. This was fuelled by a competitive 
and wasteful arms race which deprived the poor of the help 
they needed for development. The risk of a war being caused 
by accident was a real one, 'and even the testing of nuclear 
weapons could have disastrous consequences for the global 
environment. The Pope's conclusion was unequivocal: nuclear 
weapons must be banned and arms stockpiles reduced 'all round 
and simultaneously'. In the atomic age-war was no longer a 
suitable method for repairing the violation of justice, and so 
peace must in future rely on a new basis of mutual trust and 
co-operation. Recognising that science, technology, travel 
and economy - quite apart from the need for security - were 
making-human communities more interdependent, the Pope 
endorsed the United Nations as the prototype of a universal 
authority required to regulate and safeguard a just 
international order. 
Towards the end of his encyclical John XXIII obliquely 
answered his critics who sought a strong condemnation of 
Communism. Without mentioning any specific ideology he said 
it was always perfectly justifiable to distinguish between 
error and the person who was misled by it. The human person 
retained an undying capacity to seek and rediscover the truth 
and Catholics who collaborated with unbelievers for a 
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worthwhile end might assist in that process. As for political 
dialogue, since there were commendable features even in a 
political programme based on false philosophy, and since 
everything is subject to change, the Pope suggested that the 
moment might be ripe for such meetings and co-operation. (14) 
The tone and style of Pacem in Terris matched its contents and 
were also touched by the spirit of equality which seemed to 
have dispelled past attitudes of superiority and disdain for 
the world. Instead there was a warm acceptance of the 
twentieth century's achievements, of co-existence and 
diversity. The message is offered humbly to whoever will 
listen as an ancient wisdom which might provide a remedy for 
international problems of mutual concern. From the Vatican 
this was new, and Pacem in Terris was greeted with 
unprecedented international acclaim. Press reporters queued 
up at the Vatican to obtain copies. U Thant, Secretary- 
General of the United Nations, said it was a 'noble call'; 
President Kennedy was 'proud of it' and the US State 
Department welcomed the document; the Chief Rabbi of Israel 
considered that it would meet the agreement of Jewry as a 
whole; and excerpts from the text were published in Izvestia, 
the Soviet paper edited by the Krushchev son-in-law who had 
recently been received by the Pope. The Daily Telegraph 
commented that if the Pope's advisors in communist-controlled 
countries now felt it was safe for him to stretch out a hand 
to Krushchev then it would be wise to take these indications 
seriously. In the House of Commons six non-Catholic Labour 
MPs associated with the anti-nuclear movement tabled a motion 
urging the Government to respond sympathetically to the Pope's 
call for an end to nuclear testing. (15) 
As for Pax, the encyclical could hardly have provided greater 
vindication of its cause or methods, and particularly of the 
place of collaboration with other Christian or non-religious 
(14) John XXIII, Peace on Earth, encyclical letter 
Pacem in Terris 1963 (London, Catholic Truth Society, 
1965) 
(15) Catholic Herald 18.4.63 The Tablet 20.4.63,27.4.63 
and 4.5.63; The Old Palace, magazine of Catholic 
students in oxford, fourth issue, no. 30 1962 
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organisations which had so often made Pax the object'of 
suspicion amongst bishops and conservative lay-Catholics. 
When Pacem in Terris was published at Easter 1963 it was 
immediately brought in to fuel yet another stage of the debate 
about nuclear weapons which had been smouldering almost 
continuously since Walter Stein's book, Nuclear Weapons and 
Christian Conscience, had appeared in 1961. When the 
immediate furore of that had died down, Stein-had reflected 
ruefully on the depressing survival of the argument that a 
'fleet at sea' was a legitimate target justifying the 
possession and use of nuclear weapons. Despite the book, and 
despite exhaustive correspondence in the press, the myth 
endured. (16) In The Clergy Review at the end of 1962 Fr 
Anthony Kenny also took issue with the 'fleet'at sea' 
justification which was being repeatedly used. It was 
lamentable, he commented, that while Catholics were known to 
have extraordinary views on abortion, on war they were not 
expected to think any differently from their fellow citizens. 
Catholics must, on the contrary, believe that 'there are no 
values which can be defended at the cost of intentionally 
killing non-combatants'. They could not presume that their 
government's military policies were acceptable in moral terms. 
With quotations from Government White Papers, NATO discussions 
and American politicians, Fr Kenny then developed his 
argument, showing that the reality behind NATO's policy - and 
therefore British military strategy - necessarily involved the 
possibility of nuclear attacks on cities. The current 
military jargon used by the American Defence Secretary, Robert 
McNamara, who with-others talked of 'counter-force' (against 
strategic forces) and 'counter-value' (against cities), 
suggested a distinction of targets which might seem to be 
acceptable. In reality it did not exist. The British 
Minister of Defence had said, that in Britain nuclear and 
civilian targets were too close together anyway for the 
distinction to be valid; and, more immediately, at the time of 
the Cuban crisis nothing had been heard'of such a distinction. 
Kennedy simply threatened full retaliation on Russia, and no 
one suggested that he was bluffing. The truth-was that 
(16) Pax Bulletin no. 90 September 1962 
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official NATO policy allowed for the use of nuclear weapons on 
civilians in certain circumstances. Deterrence was based on 
this threat of unlawful and murderous use of the weapons: the 
obliteration of Russian cities. Kenny concluded that no 
Catholic might play any part therefore in maintaining the NATO 
deterrent or in supporting deterrence policy. (17) 
Kenny was one of the main contributors to a debate that was 
vigorous and sharp and conducted through much of the Catholic 
press. Meanwhile negotiations for a nuclear test-ban were in 
progress. There was popular outrage in Britain against 
General de Gaulle whose grand dream of a third, European, 
world power led by France blocked Britain's entry to the 
Common Market. Yet the British Government at the same time 
revealed just such 'costly and useless pretensions' (said a 
Catholic Herald editorial) by its decision to obtain a fleet 
of five or six submarines armed with Polaris nuclear 
missiles. (18) The Catholic Herald invited Walter Stein and 
Hugh Kay to debate the question 'Would you press the button? ' 
Hugh Kay conceded that he would. (19) Their dialogue led to a 
stream of correspondence with interjections by several Pax 
members, and a similar exchange followed in The Tablet in 
which Walter Stein was again dominant. He had challenged Te 
Tablet's-assertion that the essential purpose of nuclear. 
weapons-was disarmament. Their essential purpose was 
destruction, he said. Whatever-the ultimate intentions behind 
maintaining a stockpile of nuclear weapons they could not be 
retained without the immediate evil intention of being ready 
to bomb cities. Despite his own book, despite Kenny's 
article, or the evidence of Air Commodore Magill under oath at 
the Committee of 100 Secrets Trial, no one had yet answered 
this objection and provided evidence that the intentions 
behind deterrence policy were valid. 
Stein recalled that the most distinguished British theologian 
to have justified deterrence, Dr McReavy, (on whom the 
(17) Anthony Kenny, 'Counterforce and Countervalue' in 
The Clergy Review, vol. XLVII no. 12 December 1962, 
p. 721-731 reprinted in Pax Bulletin no. 91 February 1963 
(18) Catholic Herald 1.2.63 
(19) Catholic Herald 11.4.63 
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hierarchy relied for guidance on this matter) did so for two 
reasons: he still believed that there were legitimate targets 
which did not involve indiscriminate killing of civilians; and 
that Pope Pius XII never directly condemned the use of nuclear 
weapons because he thought cases of justified use might still 
occur. Now that John XXIII in Pacem in Terris had declared 
that in the atomic era war could no longer be regarded as a 
fitting instrument of justice Stein asked'whether McReavy did 
not now agree that this had helped to resolve the dilemma by 
directly condemning nuclear weapons and any future war? (20) 
Thus drawn in, Dr McReavy replied that on the contrary the new 
encyclical only confirmed his opinion, which was that if 
leaders seriously intended to counter mass-murder with mass- 
murder then they were bound to abandon this sinful intention, 
but not necessarily the possession of nuclear weapons which 
might serve an honest purpose (such as deterrence). He 
believed that although possessing them was 'a proximate 
occasion of grave sin' it was necessary until multilateral 
disarmament had been achieved. This view he felt was upheld 
by the Pope, who advocated mutual and simultaneous 
disarmament. (21) 
Christopher Derrick provided further evidence of government 
intentions by quoting a high-ranking RAF officer whom he had 
heard quite explicitly lecturing young military personnel on 
the need for absolute readiness to carry out the threat to use 
nuclear weapons. (22) McReavy replied that it should not be 
assumed that the officer meant 'mass destruction of that 
immoral kind' since NATO policy involved a strategy of 
counterforce against military targets, missile stores, etc. 
Even with 'heavy incidental loss of innocent lives' mass 
destruction of such an area could be justified. (23) 
These arguments ran into other journals in a seemingly 
continuous dialogue. To Search, a small monthly journal 
(20) The Tablet 20.4.63 and 4.5.63 
(21) The Tablet 11.5.63 
(22) The Tablet 25.5.63 
(23) The Tablet 1.6.63 
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produced by Michael de la Bedoyere, which was the forum for 
'progressive' Catholics in the vanguard of the Vatican 
Council, Audrey Henson contributed the following lines: 
Here lies man, ten million strong 
Dead from the deadly atom bomb. 
'Twas not intended - just double effect 
So who could possibly object? 
E. I. Watkin, as ever the most penetrating Christian writer on 
this issue, commented in Search on the Stein/Kay discussion. 
Catholics who believed it was better to massacre civilians 
than submit to Communism had already been defeated by the 
fundamental lie of materialism, he felt, by accepting that the 
ultimate force more powerful than God was the material force 
of exploded atoms. (24) In Blackfriars Stan Windass examined 
'Double Think and Double Effect' (25) and Brian Midgley picked 
up on Dr McReavy's tolerance of deterrence as a necessary 
'proximate occasion of grave sin'. Even if the nation's 
leaders and military personnel were privately committed to 
McReavy's moral limits never to directly attack civilian 
centres, deterrence relied on their intentions being concealed 
and so remained a serious cause of scandal to the general 
population. No one really supposed that the nation - or any 
nuclear power - was committed to the moral limits he outlined 
or to the duty to avoid sin and scandal. Nor was there any 
evidence that the proximate occasion of grave sin was even 
being entered into with the rigorous spiritual preparation 
recommended in the textbooks. Midgley asked: 
Where are those prayers for grace to refuse unlawful 
orders? Where are those courses in moral theology 
for government leaders and service chiefs? Where 
are those retreats for servicemen to encourage them 
to form their wills to refuse to make "direct" 
attacks on populations? (26) 
There seemed to be little meeting of minds in the discussion 
arising from Pacem in Terris. The fact that Stein and 
McReavy, Kennedy and Krushchev, all found confirmation of 
their position in the document indicated some of the 
(24) Search May 1963 
(25) Stanley Windass, 'Double Think and Double Effect' in 
Blackfriars vol. XLIV no. 516 June 1963 pp. 257-266 
(26) Brian Midgley, 'Nuclear Deterrents: Intention and 
Scandal' Blackfriars vol. XLIV no. 519 Sept. 1963 pp. 363-72 
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ambiguities in the wording at the very points where John XXIII 
was advancing papal teaching into new territory. Anthony 
Kenny summarised some of these in the Catholic Herald. There 
was ambiguity, for example, in the Pope's remarks on 
disarmament. The multilateralists felt supported by his 
recommendation that arms be reduced equally and 
simultaneously, the unilateralists by his declaration that the 
arms race was unjust and that one must have no part in it. (27) 
In The Tablet Canon Drinkwater suggested that the apparent 
discrepancy arose because the Pope was sometimes pointing out 
the universal moral imperative and at other times was 
appealing to rulers operating within the constraints of 
practical politics. (28)b In an extensive examination of the 
contribution of Pacem in Terris to the Christian tradition on 
war and to the twentieth-century world crisis Thomas Merton 
recognised its prophetic value. In a prevailing climate of 
opinion in which it was almost impossible to solve 
international problems except by resorting to violence the 
Pope's purpose was not to provide casuistic answers to complex 
questions but to supply a breath of fresh air. By recalling 
to mind the fundamental principles of peace he was helping to 
re-create an atmosphere in which it was possible to see human 
objectives in a hopeful light, to imagine and to consider 
peaceful solutions. Many gestures and advances towards peace 
followed in-the wake of Pacem in Terris, significantly 
reducing the tension between the United States and the Soviet 
Union. (29) 
The propagandists for peace recognised that Pacem in Terris 
began to have an immediate and favourable effect on their 
work. Merton himself wrote to his abbot general to say what a 
good thing it was that Pope John did not have to get his 
encyclical through the Trappist censors. He asked whether-he 
might resume his own writing on peace questions? (30) To 
(27) Catholic Herald 14.6.63 
(28) The Tablet 27.4.63 
(29) Thomas Merton, 'The Christian in World Crisis' in 
The Nonviolent Alternative (revised edition of Thomas 
Merton on Peace) ed. Gordon C. Zahn (New York, Farrar, 
Straus, Giroux, 1980) pp. 20-62 
(30) Merton to Watkin 7.5.63, Shannon p. 582 
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Gordon Zahn, Merton reflected that the most momentous part of 
the encyclical was not the section on nuclear weapons but the 
part about co-operation even with Communists in working for 
peace. This posed the greatest challenge to the American anti- 
Communist creed. (31) Zahn had found it a new and comforting 
experience to be able to use a papal document to support his 
arguments during a lecture tour of California and the West 
Coast. (32) At about the same time, Spring 1963, Dorothy Day 
was with a delegation of American women on an international 
peace pilgrimage to Rome. Protestants, Jews, Russian Orthodox 
and non-believers as well as Catholics, they wanted to thank 
the Pope for his encyclical and to pledge themselves to work 
for peace. Although they did not see him privately he greeted 
the peace pilgrims during his audience and they did have some 
detailed discussions with Cardinal Bea, head of the Vatican 
Secretariat for Christian Unity. (33) In New York the Pax 
group held a panel discussion on Pacem in Terris which was 
attended by 60 participants. (34) Eileen Egan told Charles 
Thompson that the encyclical had considerably changed the 
climate in which they conducted their work. (35) 
Pacem in Terris was published - and Pope John died - between 
the first and second sessions of the Vatican Council. The 
encyclical had built up the hopes of Pax people on both sides 
of the Atlantic that surely the Council must sooner or later 
address the question of war and peace and this current of 
anticipation ran through all their activities at this time. 
In Britain Pax's main response in print was to publish with 
the Catholic Group for Nuclear Disarmament a fairly 
unremarkable commentary on the encyclical by a Norwegian 
priest, Edvard D. Vogt. (36) In the summer of 1963 Pax co- 
sponsored another symposium at the Dominican Aquinas Centre in 
London. Archbishop Roberts spoke on the background to Pacem 
in Terris, its immediate effects and the possible consequences 
(31) Merton to Zahn 30.4.63, Shannon p. 650 
(32) Zahn to Thompson 13.5.63 
(33) Peace vol. 1 no. 1/2 July 1963, see also Forest, 
Love is the Measure p. 151 
(34) Peace vol. 1 no. 3 November 1963 
(35) Egan to Thompson 3.8.63 
(36) Edvard D. Vogt, 'A Perspective on Pope John's Peace on 
Earth', (London, CNDG and Pax, 1963) 
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for the Vatican Council. Simon Blake spoke about Fr Regamey's 
book on nonviolence, and then Walter Stein and Hugh Kay 
resumed their Catholic Herald partnership to debate 'Must we 
give up the deterrent? ' (37) 
Suenens and Spode 
One of the key figures in the organisation of the rest of the 
Vatican Council's agenda was Cardinal Suenens, the Primate of 
Belgium. At the end of the first session of the Council he 
had, with papal approval, put forward a proposal as to how the 
many schemata still 'outstanding might be combined and ordered. (38) 
One of the suggestions was for a preparatory commission to 
deal with questions concerning the Church and the world, 
including the morality of modern warfare. When the Pax 
council heard about this they decided to write to the Belgian 
cardinal, welcoming his initiative and appealing once again 
for unequivocal guidance from the assembled bishops. (39) As 
it happened the opportunity arose for the letter to be 
delivered in person by Barbara Wall who was prepared to make a 
detour on a journey to Paris. She met Suenens in August 1963 
at his Renaissance palace in Malines. He was both welcoming 
and businesslike, expressing his interest in Pax, which he 
felt was-in good hands if-Archbishop Roberts was its guardian. 
Accepting the letter from Pax he promised to study it later. 
In the letter Pax had reminded Suenens of the°similarity 
between his recent proposal and that made by Archbishop 
Roberts four years earlier. Hundreds of people in America, 
Germany and Britain had written to the Holy See in support of 
Roberts' 'Council of Survival'. The enthusiastic reception 
given to Pacem in Terris indicated that-the time was ripe for 
authoritative teaching onrwar from the Vatican Council, and so 
now Pax requested the Council to endorse complete freedom of 
conscience in respect to war, the individual right to 
conscientious objection, and to free discussion of the 
alternatives to war. Such-a pronouncement would have a great 
(37) Pax Bulletin no. 92 June 1963 and no-93 January 1964 
(38) see Hebblethwaite, John XXIII p. 461 ff. 
(39) Minutes 17.7.63 
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moral effect, strengthening the United Nations; and fortifying 
individuals who had been discouraged by church and state 
authorities. Pax believed that Christian lethargy on this 
issue had been a cause of scandal, whilst to work together now 
for peace would be a doubly valuable ecumenical activity. (40) 
For Pax the next major opportunity to discuss future plans was 
at the Spode House conference in the autumn of 1963. Dom Bede 
Griffiths was already expected as one of the speakers when 
Charles Thompson heard that both Eileen Egan and Dorothy Day 
hoped to come to England for the conference and to make a few 
other-visits afterwards. Eileen Egan's letter brought news 
too that as the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty was being discussed by 
the Senate committees Martin Luther King had given'a memorable 
address at the Lincoln Memorial in Washington. To the 
marchers for jobs and freedom he had preached the message that 
'unearned suffering is redemptive and creative'. (41) 
Dorothy Day's visit to England - 40 years after her previous 
one - was the cause of great excitement for Pax. She arrived 
at Southampton with Eileen Egan on 15 October. Charles 
Thompson met them at Waterloo station and took them to Audrey 
Henson's, who, with Kathleen Rowland, had offered hospitality 
in London. (42) The following weekend at Spode, the illustrious 
panel of speakers attracted a capacity audience of over 70 
people. Stan Windass, at that time a lecturer at University 
College, Dublin, talked about justice and charity as the two 
'eyes' of conscience. He traced how the development of the 
'just war' theory had become divorced from the two concepts 
which were sorely needed in international relations. Eileen 
Egan recommended a new emphasis on the Beatitudes and the 
works of mercy in this process and spoke about the 
demonstrations of-nonviolent 'soul-force' by America's black 
population. 'Resplendent in saffron robes' (according to the 
Catholic Herald) Bede Griffiths described the place of 
nonviolence and neutrality in India's current political 
circumstances. While he recognised the validity of police 
(40) Pax Bulletin no. 93 January 1964 
(41) Egan to Thompson 29.8.63 
(42) Thompson to Egan 28.9.63 
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action by an army in a local war world war was different. Pax 
should insist, he said, on the rights of the individual 
conscience which were not recognised in so many countries. 
Dorothy Day herself spoke in her usual anecdotal style, about 
people and experiences in her life, the development of the 
Catholic Worker, and of the demands made by the practice of 
poverty, nonviolence and the works of mercy. 
Since Archbishop Roberts was in Rome, and Fr Henry St John 
busy elsewhere, the conference chairman, Fr Simon Blake, 
conveyed messages from the absentees. During the weekend at 
Spode participants witnessed an unusual event when Bede 
Griffiths celebrated Mass according to his own Syro- 
Malankarese rite, which used the vernacular. The Mass was 
wholly in English apart from the prayers of consecration which 
were spoken, in Syriac. The liturgy included the exchange of 
the sign of peace, and both hosts and chalice were offered to 
communicants.. These practices were unfamiliar to Catholics of 
the Roman rite at that time, and the Pax people found the 
immediacy of the language very moving. (43) 
The 1963 Spode House conference was 'well covered in the 
Catholic press. The Catholic Herald went into detail about 
the participants, among whom were Brian Wicker, 'the young 
author of Culture and the Liturgy', Fr Herbert McCabe OP, Dr 
Cecil Gill, Walter Stein and Dr Charles Burns, the consultant 
psychiatrist. For the first time ever a photograph was 
printed in the Pax Bulletin - of Bede Griffiths and Dorothy 
Day. Talks were duplicated for wider circulation. (44) 
For the benefit of Pax members who had not managed to get to 
Spode there was almost a repeat performance the following week 
when Bede Griffiths, Dorothy Day and Eileen Egan addressed the 
Pax annual meeting held at Sion convent in London. Dom Bede 
(43) Pax Bulletin no. 93 January 1964 and Catholic Herald 
25.10.63 When Dom Bede celebrated Mass at the Pax AGM 
ten days later the Catholic press reported that it was 
only the second time that Mass was said in English in 
the country. (Catholic Herald 1.11.63) So Spode must 
have been the first public occasion. 
(44) Catholic Herald 25.10.63 and Minutes 20.11.63 
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talked about Gandhi, and Dorothy Day about her recent visit to 
Cuba, where she had gone to-investigate Castro's new regime. 
She urged her audience to pray for Krushchev and Castro. As 
part of the business that day Charles Thompson was elected to 
the chair of Pax. - He had recently handed over editorship of 
the Pax Bulletin to Graham Jenkins, having found it too 
burdensome after eight years as editor. (45) 
While they were in Britain Dorothy Day and Eileen Egan 
travelled all over to visit friends and-communities. In 
Gloucestershire, staying with the Taena Community, Dorothy Day 
enjoyed talking about the role of such farming communities 
amid the problems of large-scale agriculture, migrant labour, 
unemployment and automation. In-Penzance she saw Donald 
Attwater and his family; in Tunbridge Wells she visited the 
Knight family. She went to Stanbrook abbey to see a Catholic 
Worker friend, and to Cardiff to visit, Cecil Gill. Canon 
Drinkwater took her to the Birmingham Oratory, dear to her 
because of. its association with cardinal Newman. She spoke at 
several other gatherings apart from Pax meetings: in oxford at 
Bob and Molly Walsh! s; in a London pub to an anarchist group. 
In London she had lunch at the House of Lords with Lord 
Longford; visited Highgate Cemetery to pray at the grave of 
Karl Marx; met Vera Brittain and Victor Gollancz; and went 
with Hugh Brock, editor of Peace News, to call on Muriel 
Lester who had-visited the Catholic Worker 20 years before. 
When she departed for the United States a party of-20 well- 
wishers saw her and Eileen Egan off at Waterloo. (46) 
The visit had been a great success and had done Pax much good 
in terms of publicity and recognition. One of the by-products 
was that Dorothy Day was so impressed by Spode House and the 
concept of the country-house conference centre that she set 
out to create an American version as soon as an opportunity 
arose a few months later. In keeping with Peter'Maurin's 
(45) Pax Bulletin no. 93 January 1964 and Minutes 8.5.63 
(46) Dorothy Day, On Pilgrimage: the Sixties (New York, 
Curtis Books, 1972) pp. 160-164 
Eileen Egan, Dorothy Day and the Permanent Revolution 
(Erie, Benet Press, 1983) pp. 13-14 
Minutes 20.11.63 
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philosophy, ever since 1936 the Catholic Worker had maintained 
a farming commune as well as its city houses of hospitality. 
The latest of these, Peter Maurin Farm on Staten Island, had 
been a source of endless problems over building and fire 
regulations-so the decision was made to sell it. Rather than 
see the unexpected profits from this sale contribute to 
federal defence taxes Day swiftly bought a 65-acre estate at 
Tivoli, north of New York, and, joined by three new families, 
the Staten Island community moved there in April 1964. Extra 
buildings at Tivoli would be used for retreats and courses, 
and American Pax was one of the groups to take advantage of 
this by holding its annual conferences there. (47) 
Conscientious objection and the bishops 
One of the British Pax members who most regretted missing the 
excitement of Dorothy Day's visit was Barbara Wall. She was 
in Rome in the autumn of 1963 with her husband, Bernard, who 
had been commissioned to write a book about the Vatican 
Council. Her Vatican press-card enabled her to attend the 
many 'fringe' meetings and press conferences which took place 
in the afternoon once the plenary Council session of the day 
was over. From this perspective Mrs Wall appreciated how 
dominating a figure Cardinal Suenens was - and how much more 
sought-after Archbishop Roberts was than in London. In 
contrast to some other ecclesiastical figures when Roberts 
spoke the room was packed, his reputation as a rebel having 
gone before him. (48) 
In Rome peace' campaigners from around the world met each 
other. Barbara Wall spent some time with Jim Douglass who had 
recently distributed among the bishops 500 copies of an 
article by Dr Belden (founder of the other, English, 'Pax 
Christi') in the hope that it would 'plant a few seeds for the 
eventual debate on the war question'. Another visitor who 
called on Douglass was the Jesuit poet and pacifist, Daniel 
(47) Egan, ibid p. 14; Day, ibid pp. 173-176; Egan to 
Thompson 25.4.64 
(48) Wall to Thompson 31.10.63 
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Berrigan, at that time on sabbatical leave in Paris. (49) -Fr 
Berrigan had wanted to involve himself more deeply in the 
civil rights movement in the United States and was attracted 
to the concept of civil disobedience. When instead of being 
permitted to go to Birmingham, Alabama, his religious 
superiors sent him to Europe Berrigan was consoled by Merton 
who encouraged him to use the opportunity to meet Fr Regamey, 
the Goss-Mayrs, and others. Through them he might reach 
clarification in his thinking about the conflicting duties of 
obedience and prophecy. (50) 
The second session of the Vatican Council, held in 1963, did 
not address the question of war and peace, but Pax continued 
to prepare the ground for the day when it would. The Spode 
conference had adopted an important resolution on 
conscientious objection. Using the new statement from Pacem 
in Terris about the rights of conscience - that civil laws 
which were contrary to divine law could not be binding on 
consciences - Pax referred to the declared intention-of 
nuclear powers to use indiscriminate weapons in certain 
circumstances; to the abandonment in the Second World War of 
the immunity of civilians from attack, and to the conflict of 
conscience that this created. The conference therefore urged 
the bishops to give more explicit guidance for the formation 
of consciences and to acknowledge the right-of individuals to 
refuse participation in wars that were contrary to conscience. 
After the conference the resolution was sent to all the 
bishops of England, Wales and Scotland, to Cardinal Bea and 
Cardinal Suenens, with copies for information to Archbishop 
Roberts, Simon Blake, Archbishop Hurley, Thomas Merton, and 
Gordon Zahn amongst others. (51) From Merton, Roberts and 
these other sympathisers there was a predictably positive 
response but from most of the bishops Pax received no response 
at all; Cardinal Heenan's secretary, the Pax Christi chaplain, 
Bruce Kent, sent a cool one-line acknowledgement (52); but 
(49) Douglass to Thompson 16.11.63 and 15.1.64 
(50) Merton to Berrigan 25.6.63, Shannon pp. 76-79 
(51) Thompson to the Bishops 3.1.64 
(52) Kent to Thompson 7.1.64 
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from a handful of bishops the replies were most encouraging. 
Cardinal Suenens assured Pax that he followed their 
initiatives with attentive interest (53); the Archbishop of'St 
Andrews and Edinburgh, Gordon Gray, promised that he would 
study the resolution carefully; Bishop Beck of Salford and 
several others said as much (54); Archbishop Hurley wrote from 
Durban to thank Pax for its 'excellent job in keeping these 
burning issues before the Church'. He hoped the subject would 
gain substantial treatment when the draft document on the 
Church and'the'world was considered by the Council. (55) 
The longest and most significant reply came from' the Bishop of 
Leeds, G. P. Dwyer, who was warm in his praise of Pax for 
raising the issue for serious discussion by Catholics. Dwyer 
. agreed entirely that the 
individual had the right to refuse 
participation in any war that was contrary to his conscience. 
But he could not justify telling those who conscientiously 
believed that they were bound to take up arms that because of 
the immorality of nuclear weapons they might never take part 
in future war - or even join the army. Dwyer admitted to 
giving these questions a great deal of 'anxious thought', as 
his long letter clearly indicated. (56) When he saw all the 
replies Archbishop Roberts told Thompson that they proved that 
the seed sown over the years was coming to fruition. As for 
the Council he did not expect it to go beyond Pacem in Terris 
in its declarations on war: 'We must slog away at Rights of 
Conscience' he concluded. (57) In thanking Thompson for a 
copy of the Pax resolution Merton rather agreed. He saw 
conscientious objection as a very important first step because 
once it was clearly recognised Catholics would be able to take 
an unequivocal stand in opposing nuclear war. (58) 
The matter was coming to a head in European countries of the 
Latin/Catholic culture as demands for legal recognition of 
conscientious objection became more pressing. In France 
(53) Cogels to Thompson 16.1.64 
(54) Gray to Thompson 9.1.64 Beck to Thompson 4.1.64 
(55) Hurley to Thompson 21.2.64 
(56) Dwyer to Thompson 31.1.64 
(57) Roberts to Thompson 9.2.64 
(58) Merton to Thompson 10.1.64 
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Cardinal Lienart, Archbishop of Lille, lent his support to the 
campaign for a statute for conscientious objectors. Bishop 
Guilhem of Laval spoke of 'spiritual resistance' against any 
possible invader, and called nuclear deterrence a collective 
madness. (59) These bishops were the exception. In general, 
as Archbishop Roberts had observed in Rome, the French Bishops 
did not adhere any longer to the critical stance they had once 
adopted in their 1950 statement on nuclear weapons. (60) 
In Italy the imprisonment in January 1963 of Giuseppe Gozzini, 
a young lawyer and the first Catholic CO there, had 
significant repercussions for the Church. A former military 
chaplain attacked Gozzini for having disobeyed not only 
Italian law but also, in his view, the moral law of Christ and 
the Church. In response a Florence newspaper published an 
article by 'a well-known philosopher, Fr Ernesto Balducci, who 
defended conscientious objection and suggested that it might 
even be a duty in the age of nuclear weapons. Both Fr 
Balducci and his publisher were prosecuted for inciting 
soldiers to desert. At first they were acquitted but after a 
prosecution appeal they were convicted and sentenced to 
several months' imprisonment - suspended sentences which were 
upheld at a subsequent court hearing in June 1964. Balducci's 
celebrated case was in process while the bishops met in Rome 
in 1963 and must surely. have been a subject of discussion 
among them. (61) On a speaking tour of the United States in 
1964 as a 
, 
guest of the ecumenical Fellowship of Reconciliation 
Archbishop Roberts used-the Balducci trial to illustrate how a 
decision by the Vatican Council might encourage legislation in 
countries influenced by a , Catholic tradition which hitherto 
had lagged behind countries with an English Protestant 
acceptance of legal provision for conscientious-objection. 
Roberts went on to say that he preferred to talk about 
conscientious abstention rather than objection because the 
question now went beyond military service to include 
(59) Peace News 8.3.63, Pax Bulletin no 92 June 1963 and 
no. 94 May 1964 
(60) Archbishop T. D. Roberts, 'Christian conscience and war 
Today' in Peace, vol. 1 no. 6 Fall 1964 
(61) Pax Bulletin no. 94 May 1964 and no. 95 September 1964 
see also Musto, The Catholic Peace Tradition p. 196 
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abstention from paying taxes - for these were amongst the 
preparations for nuclear war which one might consider immoral. 
(62) 
The Catholic Peace Fellowship 
It was significant that Archbishop Roberts' tour of the United 
States had this time been arranged by the FoR, which was a far 
larger and more established organisation than the embryonic 
Pax. John Heidbrink of the FoR had become increasingly 
impatient with the New York Pax group which was, he complained 
to Charles Thompson, 'terribly fuzzy and disorganized' and 
utterly lacking in theological orientation regarding a 
Christian view of peace. Writing in May 1963 Heidbrink asked 
Thompson's advice because Pax members insisted on an 
independent identity and rejected FoR help but in fact did 
nothing but meet in a small group to 'discuss their woes'. 
With growing sensitivity to peace issues on the part of 
American Catholics, Heidbrink explained that Catholics within 
the FoR were anxious to get some definite action underway 
within a few months: to hold retreats, and to publish 
educational materials for parishes and universities. 
Furthermore Heidbrink felt that an ecumenical movement was 
more in keeping with the times than an exclusively RC group, 
and that if the 'nebulous Pax group in NY' remained aloof then 
things would go ahead without it. (63) 
Thompson replied in characteristically co-operative manner. He 
felt that given the work that needed doing, and the vast 
numbers of people still to be reached, there was no reason why 
the FoR should not press on with action amongst Catholics and 
complement the work of-Pax by contributing its own 
perspective, its predominantly Protestant tradition and 
(62) Peace,, vol. 1 no. 6 Fall 1964 Roberts' tour took him all 
over the United States except to California where the 
bishops banned him from speaking. (Catholic Peace 
Fellowship report, October 1964) Apart from the 
nuclear issue he was outspokenly honest in the Catholic 
contraception controversy and this increased his 
isolation in conservative Church circles. 
(63) Heidbrink to Thompson 15.5.63 
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theology. (64) Saying as much to Eileen Egan, Thompson added 
that experience in England made him doubtful that the FoR 
could prove an effective medium for Catholics. (65) 
Different perceptions about the pace and development of 
American Pax are difficult to assess. Thompson tried to 
prevent Heidbrink from being too pessimistic about its future. 
The first issue of Peace, the American Pax journal, had just 
appeared and seemed to him a worthwhile vehicle for gaining 
wider support. 
That was quite true. Peace was a well-printed and impressive 
journal, 
-suggesting to the reader that its sponsors had a 
clear sense of purpose. The contents of the first few issues, 
taken alongside Eileen Egan's letters, convey a picture of 
American Pax as active and growing. There were proposals for 
a Campus Pax Association, new 'chapters' were being formed in 
Boston and Philadelphia, and there were reports of Pax 
projects and meetings in Washington,. New York, San Francisco 
and Chicago, with speakers who included Gordon Zahn and Fr 
Philip Berrigan. In New York and San Francisco Pax members 
organised religious observance of the 18th anniversary of the 
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. In San, Francisco Bede 
Griffiths, en route for the 1963 Spode conference in England, 
was the principal speaker. Also in San Francisco Carole 
Gorgen was busy with a counselling service for COs. Pax 
members in-most places were obviously in close touch with the 
wider peace movement: at this time, for example, there were a 
number of ecumenical and inter-faith conferences based on 
Pacem in Terris., Pax members participated in several events 
organised by an initiative called 'Turn Toward Peace'. At one 
of these, a student leaders' conference on alternatives, to the 
Cold War, Eileen Egan and Howard Everngam contributed a 
seminar on moral and social aspects. Pax was invited to 
arrange the peace workshops at the national Catholic Social 
Action gathering, and that summer of 1964 the first Pax annual 
conference was held at the new Catholic Worker Farm at Tivoli, 
the centre inspired by Spode. About 100 people took part, 
(64) Thompson to Heidbrink 31.7.63 
(65) Thompson to Egan 17.6.63 
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hearing Archbishop Roberts speak on 'Christian Conscience and 
War', and Seymour Melman, Professor of,, Industrial and . 
Management Engineering at Columbia University, whose subject 
was 'Disarmament and the War on Poverty'. 
In the opening issue of Peace the purpose of American Pax was 
reiterated: to stand as a constant witness to the Christian 
principles about the ethics of war. Pax hoped to provide a 
forum for the development of Catholic ideas about peace 
because even the prospect of a nuclear holocaust had so far 
failed to evoke much response among Catholics. Realising that 
its views were, at present those of a minority of Christians, 
Pax nevertheless looked forward. to the day when that would no 
longer be the case. The subjects addressed in the pages of 
Peace during its first year included the duty of resistance, 
the-Test Ban Treaty,. the implications of Zahn's research on 
Catholics in Nazi Germany, the myth of America as a 'Sacred 
Nation', and the confrontation between evil and nonviolence. 
This last was the text of a speech by Martin Luther King in 
acceptance of a peace medal awarded by. the Third Order of St 
Francis. (66) 
However American Pax was developing its style and loyalties 
were simply not what Jim Forest and John Heidbrink had 
originally had in-mind. Forest had become disillusioned with 
Pax soon after it started, his criticism being that Pax was 
'way too tame'. It would never, he felt, reach more people or 
have an impact on the scale he envisaged if-it continued to 
operate in such a low-key. fashion. (67) As for Heidbrink his 
initial notion had been that a Catholic branch of the FoR was 
needed to match the Methodist, Episcopal and other 
denominational groups within the Fellowship. He too had been 
critical of Pax almost'since its inception - as soon, in fact 
as it became clear that the group had decided to steer away 
from any FOR connection - and there was still no Catholic 
section within the FoR. 
(66) Peace vol. 1 no. 1/2, July 1963, no. 3, November 1963, 
no. 4, March 1964 and no. 5, July 1964 
see also Egan to Thompson 26.8.64 
(67) Forest to Flessati 14.3.89 
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Pax might well have moved ahead more boldly and publicly but 
one senses that even as its programme began to develop its 
actual record became almost irrelevant. By early 1964 
Heidbrink and Forest had convinced themselves, and Thomas 
Merton, that a Catholic Peace Fellowship was needed. 'The 
Peace Fellowship sounds good but I hate to see things multiply 
when one ought to be able to do it. I suppose Pax just 
isn't, ' wrote Merton to Forest. (68) 
The decision to form a Catholic Peace Fellowship (CPF) was 
taken by Heidbrink, Forest and Fr Daniel Berrigan while they 
were at the Prague assembly of the Christian Peace Conference 
in 1964. (69) Another of the hidden factors behind the 
founding of the CPF seems to have been connected with the 
tensions at the Catholic Worker. (70) As recounted earlier 
there was a gulf between Dorothy Day's strict Catholic moral 
code and the freer attitude of some of the young Catholic 
Workers. Their affiliation to the Church was looser, and 
while they counted themselves as practising Catholics they 
felt alienated from its outmoded structures. To some of this 
younger group Pax seemed too wedded to a traditional and 
careful approach, too committed to the slow, institutional 
method of working with ordinary Catholics through parishes and 
dioceses, too attendant on Rome's pronouncements, whereas they 
wanted to get on, taking things into their own hands by bold, 
heroic and even controversial action. A parallel might be 
drawn between the starting of the Catholic Group for Nuclear 
Disarmament, by younger people who by-passed Pax in England, ' 
(68) Merton to Forest 27.2.64, Shannon p. 279 
(69) see William Shannon, ed. The Hidden Ground of Love, p. 80 
This was the second assembly of the CPC, a largely 
.. 
Protestant body founded by a Protestant theologian, 
Josef Hromadka. Debates between East European official 
church representatives and more independent Western 
individuals became increasingly open as trust was 
established, though conference papers reflected the 
constraints of the East European context. Because of 
the CPC's association with the 'Prague Spring', its 
leaders were replaced after 1968 and conformity to 
Moscow imposed. (Trevor Beeson, Discretion and Valour - 
Religious Conditions in Russia and Eastern Europe, 
Glasgow, Fontana, 1974, pp. 331-334) 
(70) William Miller, Dorothy Day -a Biography, pp. 485-6 
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and the founding of the. Catholic Peace Fellowship in the 
United States a few years later. 
In July 1964 Pax members welcomed Jim Forest and his wife to 
their committee meeting in London. Forest told them about the 
Prague assembly. The committee also heard that the organisers 
of American Pax were finding it difficult to keep things 
going, and that financially they were in bad straits. The 
journal must have been a considerable drain on their 
resources, and there was in addition a great financial muddle 
between American and English Pax over the dual membership 
arrangements. Americans who had in the past subscribed to 
English Pax were sending their renewal fees to American Pax 
even though they were being sent the English bulletin. 
Meanwhile American Pax was supposed to be sending a proportion 
both of new subs and of renewals to England to cover the cost 
of its dispatch. There was ample room for confusion in the 
imprecise management of these records. (71) 
The first promotional brochure announcing the 'Roman Catholic 
Peace Fellowship' indicated its close connection with the FoR: 
the, way for Catholics to show their support was to join the 
FOR. Much of the work would be done by the FOR office. 
Structure would be minimal. The intention was to work 'on 
service lines rather than institutional ones', and three co- 
chairmen - Jim Forest, Daniel Berrigan's brother, Fr Philip 
Berrigan, and Martin Corbin - would hold it together. (72) By 
October 1964 the name of the new group had been settled: the 
Catholic Peace Fellowship. A circular from Jim Forest placed 
the four-month-old CPF in the context of radical Christian 
renewal and linked it to the French worker-priest movement, 
the Catholic Worker, and to Pax, all of which strived to 
transform the world. (73) Accompanying Forest's circular was a 
memorandum to those who had expressed interest - 500 had 
already asked to go on the mailing list. It explained the 
three-point programme envisaged by the CPF's leaders. The 
(71) Minutes 8.7.64 
Egan to Thompson 25.4.64, Everngam to Thompson 20.7.64 
(72) ! The Roman Catholic Peace Fellowship', leaflet, undated 
(73) circular letter from Jim Forest, October 1964 
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first aim was to provide a single address from which a 
comprehensive collection of Catholic peace literature could be 
obtained and to publish occasional papers and booklets. The 
second was to arrange lecture tours around the United States 
similar to the one recently completed by Archbishop Roberts. 
Apart from Americans the list of those who might be invited 
included Simon Blake OP, Fr Rdgamey, Hildegard Goss-Mayr, 
Canon, Drinkwater and others in the Pax circle. The third aim 
of the CPF programme was to make the tradition of Catholic 
conscientious objection more widely known by means of a 
booklet for high schools and colleges, and by offering 
counselling. services to would-be COs. The eight-page CPF 
memorandum appealed for funds to cover the expenses for all 
these projects and ended with a declaration that the 
proponents had no intention of starting another organisation 
or committee. They wished to support and remain a part of 
'the Catholic Worker matrix', American Pax, and the rest of 
the peace movement, but to refine and marshall what already 
existed for a more effective thrust towards world peace. (74) 
Despite such assurances it was difficult for American Pax 
people not to feel somewhat rejected. Eileen Egan wrote of 
her reaction to the starting of the CPF, 'It came as a 
complete surprise to Pax. There is certainly much work to do. 
We feel that only Pax can really begin to penetrate the 
Catholic community of the US. ' (75) That much she admitted to 
Charles Thompson, but as the CPF got underway the relationship 
between the two groups was quite cordial and complementary 
because there was indeed much work to do. (76) In 1964 
Catholic peace activists were beginning to express to one 
another their revulsion at American interference in Vietnam. 
To Jim Forest Merton wrote: 'There is not a shred of 
justification for war there. It is pure power play... ' (77) 
The future role of religious peace activists was honed during 
a unique retreat which took place that November at Gethsemani, 
(74) memorandum on the Catholic Peace Fellowship signed by 
Jim Forest, Philip Berrigan and Martin Corbin, 
October 1964 
(75) Egan to Thompson 26.9.64 
(76) Forest to Flessati 14.3.89 
(77) Merton to'Forest 22.7.64, Shannon p. 281 
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Thomas Merton's monastery in Kentucky. `The retreat'arranged by 
the FOR on 'The Spiritual Roots of Protest' was a formative 
experience for those attending, who included John Howard 
Yoder, the Mennonite theologian; A. J. Muste, Presbyterian 
minister and leader of the War Resisters League; Jim Forest; 
Daniel and Philip Berrigan; and Tom Cornell. It gave Merton 
the chance to meet some leading figures in the peace'movement, 
and he' emerged from it, he recorded, with an awesome sense of 
the seriousness of the world situation but'a deeper sense of 
hope. (78) 
Pax's place in the 'progressive' Church 
In Britain the heated public debate about nuclear weapons was 
beginning to cool down in the aftermath of the Partial Test 
Ban Treaty, the Cuban crisis of"1962 and the 1964 election-of 
a Labour Government, 'all of which played their part in shaping 
a climate of resignation or complacency, depending on one's 
point of view. The-'Christian peace organisations remained 
very active'however, -and more than ever Pax enjoyed a close 
and easy working relationship with colleagues. Christian CND 
kept up a busy programme under the leadership of Fr Simon 
Blake and Sidney Hinkes, while Maeve Wilkins and Denis Knight 
edited the first number of a new Christian CND journal', 
Rushlight, which appeared early in 1964. --Several Pax members 
took part in Christian CND's Easter procession round London 
churches and supported a Whitsun pilgrimage from Southwark to 
Canterbury. John O'Connor, still the secretary of Pax, was the 
main link with other groups at which he tirelessly represented 
Pax. He was at a Trafalgar Square rally to mark the golden 
jubilee of the FoR; he-served on the Christian CND executive 
committee, replaced Barbara Wall and-Kathleen Rowland on the 
National Peace Council, and often fulfilled speaking 
engagements for Pax. Closer relations with Pax Christi were 
also developing, and John Geary, the founder of the'small Pax 
(78) Merton to Heidbrink 26.11.64, Shannon p. 417 (Heidbrink 
was not well and unable to attend). See also Mott, 
The Seven Mountains of Thomas Merton pp. 406-407 
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Christi group in London, began to attend Pax committee 
meetings more regularly after March 1964. (79) 
Collaboration of this kind was essential because fluctuations 
in political fashion did affect the number of people involving 
themselves in Pax, and the older generation of members was 
dying. Thomas Whitton, Gerald Vann OP, Charles Burns, John 
Lyle Cameron had all died in 1963-64. (80) Few new names 
appeared among the council members; after the spurt of recent 
years subscriptions were falling off. (81) There was talk of 
asking the FOR or the Sword of the Spirit to combine with Pax 
in the organisation of the Spode weekends. (82) As for the 
local groups, their fortunes varied. At Digby Stuart training 
college in Roehampton the Pax group had ceased to function 
whereas the one at nearby St Mary's, Strawberry Hill, 
survived: it had been founded in 1961 and kept going despite 
the hostility of a conservative students' union which 
suspected the Pax group of being simply a CND mouthpiece. The 
group supported 'Catholic CND' but debated other social 
issues, such as apartheid and domestic racial problems. Led 
by a member of staff, Frank Goodridge, the St Mary's Pax group 
was one of the last remaining by 1964, and the Pax council 
looked to it to support the 'First Friday' meetings in central 
London. (83)' Month by month this programme at the French 
Church attracted about 25 people to hear a succession of 
speakers: Barbara Wall reporting on the Vatican Council, John 
Geary on Pax Christi, Brian Midgley on the Personal Aspect of 
the Nuclear Deterrent, Peter Benenson on Legal Rights of 
Conscientious objection, and-so on. (84) 
The marked difference between Pax and the rest of the peace 
movement at this time was that Pax had the Vatican Council 
prominently on its agenda to stimulate flagging energy and. to 
keep the debate alive and interesting. Because the issue of 
war was among those under consideration at the Council Pax 
(79) Minutes 11.3.64,13.5.64 and 2.12.64 
(80) Pax Bulletin no. 95 September 1964 
(81) Thompson to Egan 30.8.63 
(82) Minutes 10.2.65 
(83) Pax Bulletin no. 93 January 1964 and Minutes 11.3.64 
(84) Pax Bulletin no. 93 January 1964 and no. 98 September 1965 
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took its place by association amid the 'progressives' in the 
Church who hoped for a re-evaluation of Church attitudes on a 
whole range of sensitive subjects from sex to the Jews. 
Michael de la Bedoyere's privately published Search newsletter 
epitomised the progressive wing. In a typical issue of Search 
a report about Pax's letter to Cardinal Suenens appeared with 
other news items and comments on the liturgy, church unity, 
the tension between freedom and authority'in the Church, 
criticism of the Spanish political regime from the abbot of 
Montserrat, letters about marriage, birth control, the status 
of women, and the limited role allocated to the laity. (85) 
It was in the pages of Search that Archbishop Roberts 
explained why he remained unconvinced by official Church 
condemnation of contraception on grounds of 'natural' law. 
His outspokeness provoked an outcry from conservative 
Catholics, while the English bishops tried to stifle further 
debate by declaring that contraception was not an 'open' 
question for Catholics. Undaunted, Roberts continued to 
discuss it publicly alongside the issue of nuclear weapons - 
and never more publicly than in a 'Face to Face' interview 
with James Mossman, broadcast on BBC television late in 1964. 
(86) He also contributed to a widely-reviewed book, 
Objections to Roman Catholicism, edited by Michael de la 
Bedoyere, in which influential Catholics criticised the 
worldliness, legalism, censorship and autocratic power which 
they found intolerable in their church. (87) 
These opportunities gave Archbishop Roberts the chance to 
explain how he saw the role of conscience in determining the 
individual response to moral questions. Such clarification 
from their revered leader must have helped many Pax members to 
make the connections with other problems too. When the 
scheduled speaker failed to arrive for one Pax 'First Friday' 
meeting there quickly developed a lively discussion on a 
recent Tablet article on 'The Pill'. (88) This was 
(85) Search vol. II no. 10 February 1964 
(86) Pax Bulletin no. 96 January 1965 - part of an interview 
from The Listener 
(87) Michael de la Bedoyere, ed. Objections to Roman 
Catholicism, (London, Constable, 1964) 
(88) Minutes 13.5.64 
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exceptional, however. Pax was never used as a campaigning 
vehicle for the wider matters being debated in the Church at 
the time, but was wisely focussed on its own specific 
objectives. As educated, thoughtful and vocal Catholics, some 
individual Pax members did play an active part in encouraging 
broader change, and their role enhanced the impression that 
Pax was full of 'progressives'. Graham Jenkins, editor of the 
Pax-Bulletin, for example, had been a supporter of the 
erstwhile Vernacular Society, which had worked for the day 
when the Catholic liturgy would be spoken in English, but 
which the bishops had attempted to suppress before that day 
came. (89) Jenkins,, who worked for Burns and Oates, was but 
one of many links between Pax and the major religious 
publishers. Geoffrey Chapman was a Pax member (90) while John 
Todd (of Darton, Longman and Todd) and Rosemary Sheed 
(daughter of Sheed and Ward) were both Pax sponsors, as was 
Michael de la Bedoyere. 
The literary connections were reminiscent of the earliest days 
of Pax. Caught up in a fresh and exciting period for Catholic 
publishing, key Pax members were in a position to influence 
ideas as both contributors and publishers. Search had proved 
that there was a ready market among educated Catholics, -who as 
parents, teachers and pastors had long been waiting for the 
aggiornamento in the Church's ideas and practices, for the 
stimulating material which was now becoming available. For 
the first time lay people such as Brian Wicker and Walter 
Stein, qualified in other academic disciplines, were making a 
contribution by writing not apologetics but theology, and 
being published by Sheed and Ward, or in journals like 
(89) Founded before the Second World War, the Vernacular 
Society began to experience problems with the English 
bishops in the early 1960s - shortly before the use of 
the vernacular in the liturgy was adopted by the Vatican 
Council. After members had sent a statement of their 
views to Rome priests involved in the society were asked 
to resign from it, and the imprimatur was withdrawn from 
the society's journal. (Graham Jenkins interview with 
VF, September 1990) 
(90) Minutes 28.12.62 
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Blackfriars. (91) New journals were started. Concilium and 
Herder Correspondence provided an international perspective on 
theological debate, and background documentation about 
developments at the Council or in the Church worldwide. Slant 
was home-grown: a new grouping and journal formed by Adrian 
Cunningham and other students at Cambridge who sought a 
synthesis of Marxism and Christianity. It was expected that 
Slant would find sympathisers within the Pax constituency so 
it was advertised in the Pax Bulletin. (92) 
As we have seen the course of the struggle for peace had 
inevitably opened the eyes of Pax members to the problem of 
church structures and authority, and lay participation ever 
since the days when E. I. Watkin and Donald Attwater had 
challenged the Archbishop of Westminster and his theologians 
over the right to decide on the morality of a particular war. 
Pax had long been a herald of Vatican Council approaches and 
thinking. In two articles in Blackfriars entitled 'Keep Left 
for the Church' Brian Wicker suggested that what was 
fundamentally at issue was that the Church had yet to 
establish for itself a proper tension with 'the world'. The 
tension had been reduced to the level of individual Catholic 
oddity - fish on Fridays, large families, special schools, and 
so on. By remaining aloof and largely negative to 'the world' 
the Church had forfeited the opportunity of presenting an 
effective and structural challenge to the way society 
operated. Using Fr Rdgamey's book on nonviolence as an 
example Wicker showed how valuable new moral theology would 
emerge not from a legalistic and minimal code, weighing 
theoretically the acceptability of individual acts, but from a 
thorough engagement with the practical problems of the world. 
(93) He was able to develop this theme further in an article 
in The Guardian at Easter 1964. In 'Faith and the Bomb' he 
contrasted the superabundance of episcopal advice about 
(91) see Bernard Sharratt, 'English Catholicism in the 
1960s' in Adrian Hastings, ed. Bishops and Writers 
(Wheathampstead, Anthony Clarke, 1977) pp. 127-158 
(92) Pax Bulletin no. 94 May 1964 
(93) Brian Wicker, 'Keep Left for the Church' Blackfriars 
vol. XLIV no. 516 June 1963 pp. 251-256 and vol. XLIV 
nos. 517/518 July/August 1963 pp. 317-325 
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contraception with the 'major scandal' represented by the 
absence of almost any public guidance about nuclear weapons. 
This arose, Wicker deduced, from the Church's characteristic 
lack of contact with reality. Since the traditional Catholic 
stand against killing non-combatants was irreconcilable with 
government defence policy, the bishops ought to say publicly 
and honestly that Catholics would have to disobey orders 
rather than participate in massive retaliation against Moscow 
or Peking. Catholics volunteering for branches of the armed 
forces serving nuclear strategy would be in conflict with the 
demands of their faith. (94) 
'Faith and the Bomb' was reproduced and sent to all Pax 
members in England. It was also reprinted in the American Pax 
journal, Peace, in the summer of 1964. (95) With the next 
session of the Vatican Council approaching the Pax Bulletin 
published reviews of Dr McReavy's latest contribution to the 
nuclear debate, a pamphlet called Peace and War in Catholic 
Doctrine, published by the Catholic Social Guild. It provided 
a good indicator of the sort of advice to which the English 
hierarchy listened with respect. In the pamphlet McReavy 
supported conscientious objection and upheld the view that 
individuals were well able to acquire enough information to 
judge for themselves as to the justice of their nation's cause 
or the morality of particular orders. He dismissed pacifism 
as being in clear contradiction to Catholic teaching. This of 
course Pax found unacceptable. But it was on nuclear 
deterrence that he remained ambiguous: opposing preventive or 
offensive wars, or the nuclear bombing of cities, but 
accepting the concept of a limited nuclear war using tactical 
weapons on military targets or on areas where civilians might 
be mixed in with the military targets. Pax regarded as 
hopelessly unrealistic McReavy's stipulation that governments 
which'intended to use nuclear weapons for morally evil 
purposes should reform their intentions but could still retain 
nuclear weapons for legitimate purposes. (96) 
(94) The Guardian 2.4.64 
(95) Thompson to Egan 10.6.64 
(96) Mgr L. L. McReavy, Peace and War in Catholic-Doctrine 
(Oxford, Catholic Social Guild, 1963) reviewed in the 
Pax Bulletin no. 95 September 1964 
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Peace debate at the Vatican Council 1964 
0 
With the opening of the third session of the Vatican Council 
the intensity of expectation quickened. Pax had its own 
witnesses in Rome for the occasion. Barbara Wall was there 
once again, this time reporting for The Spectator. The annual 
general meeting of Pax sent greetings to Archbishop Roberts 
who was of course present, as was Gordon Zahn. Zahn was 
supposed to be a speaker at the Spode conference but was 
urgently summoned to Rome to assist Archbishop Roberts with 
his submission to the Council. (97) 
On November 9 1964 a statement on peace and war was at last 
introduced into the Council. There was only time for the 
briefest discussion of the text 'On Making Lasting Peace' 
which was known as Article 25 of Schema 13, the proposed 
document on the Church in the Modern World. A number of 
speakers were chosen to make opening statements on the text. 
The only real point of contention between them was over the 
passage about nuclear weapons. In the draft this read: 
the use of arms, especially nuclear weapons, whose 
effects are greater than can be calculated and hence 
cannot be rationally controlled by men, exceeds all 
just proportion and therefore must be judged before 
God and men as most wicked. (98) 
Cardinal Feltin of Paris and Cardinal Alfrink of Utrecht 
(respectively the International President of Pax Christi and 
the President of Pax Christi in the Netherlands) both compared 
the draft with the encyclical, Pacem in Terris. Feltin 
thought the new text was sufficiently strong to outlaw ABC 
weapons. Alf rink sought a more definite denunciation of the 
arms race, and clarification so that the condemnation of 
nuclear weapons should plainly include what had been called 
the 'clean bomb' - one with supposedly controllable effects. 
A German, Bishop Hengsback, and two French bishops who then 
spoke, Auxiliary Bishop Ancel of Lyons and Bishop Guilhem of 
Laval, all supported a strong statement. Ancel thought all 
(97) Minutes 8.10.64 and 2.12.64 
(98) Catholic-Worker, July/August 1965 
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nations should renounce their right to war and turn over their 
weapons to an international authority. Guilhem wanted an 
absolute prohibition on nuclear weapons because the 
consequences of their use were out of all proportion to any 
desired good effect. He linked a reduction in military 
expenditure with the advances that could be made in tackling 
the problem of world hunger -a point underlined by the 
Patriarch of Antioch and Alexandria, Maximos IV. In a 
stirring intervention the Patriarch pressed the bishops to use 
their influence to make the strongest appeal to world opinion 
to avert the threatening disaster. What was the point of the 
Church being so concerned about developing its pastoral life 
if future generations were going to be destroyed? He begged 
his colleagues to make aýsolemn and energetic condemnation of 
all atomic, bacteriological and chemical weapons. (99) Other 
non-Western bishops spoke up. The Bishop of Acre called for 
ABC weapons to be denounced and a bishop from Costa Rica, 
seeking a substantial reduction of military expenditure, gave 
his own country as an example since it kept no army. (100) 
The two dissenting voices in this brief preliminary debate 
were those of Archbishop Beck of Liverpool and Bishop Hannan 
of Washington DC. Given in the name of several bishops of 
England and Wales, the position outlined by Beck was a 
confused one - not dissimilar to that of Dr McReavy in fact. 
Beck thought the Council should maintain the traditional 
principle that indiscriminate slaughter of the innocent was 
murder. Nevertheless, the believed the 'balance of terror' was 
the only way to keep the peace and that there were targets - 
for example in outer space - which could be legitimate, and 
therefore the Council should not condemn the possession and 
use of nuclear weapons in all cases, nor demand that 
governments' should abandon the weapons unilaterally. Bishop 
Hannan also picked up on the technical loopholes in the draft 
text, arguing that the effects of the weapons were now 
calculable and controllable by scientists. He urged his 
(99) Pax Bulletin no. 96 January 1965 and Catholic Worker 
January 1965 
(100) Floyd Anderson, ed. Council Daybook - Vatican II 
Session 3, September 14 - November 21 1964, (Washington, 
National Catholic Welfare Conference, 1965) p. 248 
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episcopal colleagues to be humble in their reliance on 
military experts and on the 'proven capacity and wisdom of our 
leaders'. Hannan's intervention corresponded on several 
points to a critique of Schema 13 submitted to the preparatory 
commission by a group of Catholics who worked for the American 
State and Defence Departments, and were also involved in the 
Catholic Association for International Peace. Though they 
claimed to speak only as individuals, theirs were the sort of 
opinions to which the American hierarchy, impressed by 
scientific expertise, would give weight. They complained that 
the approach adopted in the draft was amateurish, taking no 
account of up-to-date developments and distinctions between 
clumsy strategic bombs and precise new tactical ones like the 
Davy Crockett missile, then in vogue. The schema should not 
reject nuclear weapons-outright because that would create a 
crisis of conscience for 50-million American Catholics. (101) 
The problem with the draft text of Article 25, as Beck, Hannan 
and the Catholic defence specialists had pinpointed, was that 
it had introduced the notion that judgements should be made on 
the basis of calculation and controllability of the weapons - 
technical criteria about which the bishops at the Council 
would doubtless feel unqualified to pronounce. What was 
needed was a formula by which the Council could make a 
declaration based on traditional principles of moral theology. 
Such a solution was contained in a late, written submission, 
drawn up with the help of Jim Douglass by Bishop Taylor, the 
American bishop of Stockholm. It was supported by Archbishop 
Flahiff of Winnipeg, Bishop Gordon Wheeler of Middlesbrough, 
and Bishop Grant of Northampton. Taylor put his emphasis on 
the Church's age-old insistence on the protection of innocent 
life. Discrimination between combatant and civilian must be 
affirmed and upheld more than ever. In his view for a nation 
to prepare methods of total war and threaten to use them 
deserved condemnation along with the actual deed. Christians 
could not surrender their moral judgement on war to civil 
(101) Pax Bulletin no. 96 January 1965; Peace vol. I no. 6 Fall 
1964; Catholic Herald 13.11.64; Catholic Worker January 
1965, July-August 1965; Gordon C Zahn, "Davy Crockett" 
and the Bishop' in Ramparts, March 1965 pp. 62-65 
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authorities but had to examine all orders in the light of 
conscience. Taylor's intervention concluded by suggesting 
that the modern age of total war demanded a-deeper exploration 
of Christ's teaching about love and nonviolence as a 
replacement for violence and even for the 'just' use of force. 
(102) 
These were the initial points expressed in the debate on 
nuclear weapons. Another contribution, submitted in writing 
because he was not called upon to address the Council, came 
from Archbishop Roberts. Devoting his remarks to the rights 
of conscience, he asked whether the stress should not be taken 
off weapons and placed on the individual? It was disturbing 
to note that as Catholic bishops they had never yet accepted 
the right , to conscientious absention from 'unjust' war even 
though it had been accepted in English law for 50-years and 
would quite naturally be endorsed by the Protestants who were 
guests at the Council. Catholic indifference found 
illustration in the cases of Franz Jägerstätter and other 
martyrs of conscience who had received no support from Church 
leaders. Archbishop Roberts urged that conscientious 
objection should be addressed firmly and directly in the 
schema: thus the Council might show its practical concern for 
freedom of conscience. (103) Writing to Charles Thompson a few 
days after the 1964 debate Roberts was optimistic about the 
prospects. He remained convinced that the practicable minimum 
open to, and required of, the Church was the recognition of 
conscientious objection. Typically he congratulated Pax for 
'its longýand brave struggle, about to bear some fruit at 
last'. (104) 
The battle for Schema 13 
Reactions and expectations were many, and the campaign to win 
the right wording in the next, and possibly final, session of 
the Council was waged throughout 1965 while the schema was 
(102) see Douglass, The Non-Violent Cross pp. 105-107 and 
Catholic Worker July-August 1965 
(103) Pax Bulletin no. 96 January 1965 
(104) Roberts to Thompson 21.11.64 
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being revised by the sub-commissions in Rome. Early in 1965 
Eileen Egan wrote to Charles Thompson with what was known of 
the time-schedule. The sub-commissions would begin their 
revisions in February amd then share these with bishops round 
the world. In May or June a final draft would be voted on and 
this would be presented to the Council in the autumn. Egan 
encouraged Thompson to send a Pax statement on Schema 13 to 
members of the drafting group, including Fr-Riedmatten OP-in 
Geneva and Fr Pierre Haubtmann in Paris, and to whatever other 
names Archbishop Roberts could supply. She recommended that 
Thompson get in touch with Douglas Steere in Birmingham, a 
Quaker observer at the Council, who had given Dorothy Day an 
interesting account of the 1964 session and-could probably 
suggest some more sympathisers-to contact. American Pax felt 
that the pro-nuclear bishops and laymen had captured the 
headlines in November 1964 and that the alternative viewpoint 
had to be pressed urgently so that it would be given due 
consideration during the revision stage. Dorothy Day would be 
sending a statement from the Catholic Worker; Jim Forest was 
sending one from the Catholic Peace Fellowship; and Eileen 
Egan enclosed a copy of the American Pax memorandum to Fr 
Riedmatten, which they were keeping completely confidential so 
that Catholic supporters of the nuclear deterrent would not be 
roused to a counter-attack. 
The American-Pax memorandum to the drafting committee began by 
associating Pax, with the spirit and aims of the present draft 
of Article 25. Pax agreed that countless works of social 
justice were stillborn because expenditure was poured into 
weapons. If the article. was to be changed Pax members would 
favour the recommendations of Patriarch Maximos, -Cardinal 
Alf rink, Archbishop Roberts, Bishops, Ancel andGuilhem, who 
had called for more explicit rejection of, -ABC warfare, re- 
affirmation of the inviolability of non-combatants, and 
support for the rights of conscience. The two primary 
questions were whether any act or policy of indiscriminate 
killing of civilians should be condemned; and whether each 
individual had the right and duty to abstain from 
participation in any war or killing which did not meet the 
requirements of reason or morality? 
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The memorandum went on to dissociate Pax from the 'nationalism 
of the nuclear powers' who wanted the Council Fathers to 
sanction nuclear deterrence. It was incumbent upon those 
bishops who supported the theory of a restricted, and 
hypothetically moral, use of nuclear weapons to give 
guarantees that governments accepted such restrictions. It 
was evident that no government dc adhere to such a policy, 
whilst the principle of discrimination had been constantly 
violated in the latter part of the Second World War. Finally 
American Pax urged the Council not to go back in any way on 
Pacem in Terris, which had already been so beneficial for the 
human race. The efficacy of a Council declaration on the 
principles regarding modern war depended on those principles 
being actively promulgated day after day in churches, schools 
and the mass-media. (105) 
There is no evidence that-English Pax reacted at all to the 
American initiative. The letter arrived in between council 
meetings which were occupied by other matters., Minutes of the 
Pax council in these years are full of the minutiae of 
organising events, advertising and publicity, links with other 
organisations and so on, all recorded in short factual notes. 
There is no reference to the substance of more weighty 
discussions, nor is there any hint of passionate disagreements 
or drama such as occurred in Pax's early years. It would seem 
that ideological debates were reserved for the gatherings at 
the French Church or Spode, when such indulgence was 
appropriate, while council meetings kept strictly to business. 
In February 1965 a report by a Catholic Herald correspondent 
in Rome suggested that the revised draft of Schema 13 would 
reflect the conservative criticisms made a few months before. 
A peritus (as the theological advisors called in to guide the 
bishops were called) had told the Catholic Herald journalist 
that the revisions sub-commission had benefitted from 
(105) Egan to Thompson 21.1.65 and 24.1.65 
Everngam to Riedmatten and Statement on Article 25 'On 
Making Lasting Peace' in Schema 13, -'The Church in the Modern World', duplicated leaflet, American Pax 
Association, 1965 
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technical advice so that the Church should not appear foolish 
in the eyes of those with scientific knowledge of nuclear 
weapons. The new draft would distinguish between different 
sorts of nuclear weapons and their possible uses because of 
the reproach that some nuclear weapons could be used like 
conventional ones. The Council would avoid complete 
condemnations and would not create a crisis of conscience for 
Catholics working for military and government agencies. 
All this was rather ominous from the Pax point of view 
although the newspaper also reported that, thanks to Bishop 
Wright of Pittsburgh, the sub-commission had accepted a far 
more favourable treatment of conscientious objection in the 
document. (106) 
Pax was not the only pressure group trying to sway opinion in 
Rome: the Catholic Association for International Peace (CAIP) 
in particular had set out some time before to challenge 
'European pacifist' influences. Evidence of their intention 
appears in a letter about nuclear warfare from the President 
of the CAIP, Henry W. Flannery, to one of the other members: 
I am pleased to hear that you are planning to try to 
get something out of the Council. The European 
pacifist influence in Rome may need to be offset. 
Here, too, we need to speak out because of the 
formation of PAX. Like all extremists, they may 
have most persistent, devoted and possibly 
persuasive adherents. (107) 
The effects of this policy were now being felt - and 
countered. One such persistent and persuasive adherent, 
Gordon Zahn, delivered a spirited attack on the Catholic 
nuclear experts to whom the periti and episcopal draftees were 
giving credit. His article "'Davy Crockett" and the Bishop' 
was published in the March 1965 issue of Ramparts. It was a 
response to what had happened at the 1964 debate. Zahn was 
scathing about the confidence displayed by Bishop Hannan in 
(106) Catholic Herald 26.2.65 
(107) Harry W. Flannery to Victor C. Ferkiss, 14.3.63 
CAIP Collection, Archives of Marquette University 
quoted p. 195 Patricia McNeal, The American Catholic,. 
Peace Movement 1928-72 (New York, Arno Press, 1978) 
which gives a full account of the history of the CAIP. 
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the 'proven capacity and wisdom' of military experts and 
political leaders, comparing it to the deference shown by 
wartime German bishops to the leadership of the Third Reich. 
Making allowances for tactical weapons in the schema, the 
experts omitted to mention the fact that most nuclear weapons 
were designed to destroy whole societies. Moreover, in trying 
to accommodate them alongside conventional weapons within the 
'just war' theory, people had forgotten that the justification 
even for modern conventional warfare was now questionable, as 
Cardinal Alfrink's speech had implied. On grounds of 
limitation and discrimination Zahn rejected the suggestion 
that tactical weapons were acceptable, and referred readers to 
a 1941 pamphlet which had set out those grounds. The pamphlet 
had been published by CAIP and so Zahn cleverly alluded to the 
association's role in criticising the schema. It was of the 
utmost importance, he concluded, that individuals and groups 
like Pax or the Catholic Peace Fellowship should remind the 
bishops'that their duty was to judge the issues as moral 
experts and not to be diverted by the 'frantic protests' of 
military experts anxious to safeguard the future of 
battlefield weapons. The next Council session might provide 
the final opportunity for the Church to assert moral 
leadership by facing the full challenge of modern warfare, 
with the threat to humanity posed by acceptance of any form of 
nuclear destruction as being legitimate. (108) 
A similarly detailed examination of the positions outlined in 
the brief 1964 debate was made by James Douglass in an article 
in Commonweal: 'The Council and the Bomb'. His conclusion was 
that to the extent that nations were committed to murderous 
methods of defence the moral order had parted from the 
political order. To redress this the Council should not only 
recognise conscientious objection but should direct Christians 
towards the gospel injunction in favour of peace: the call to 
nonviolent love which scholastic 'just war' ethics had long 
obscured. (109) 
(108) Gordon C. Zahn, "'Davy Crockett" and the Bishop' in 
Ramparts March 1965 
(109) James W. Douglass, 'The Council and the Bomb' in 
Commonweal 5.3.65 reprinted in the Catholic Worker 
July-August 1965 
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These articles appeared in the United States. In London an 
account of the situation facing the Council was given by 
Archbishop Roberts when 80 people came to hear him at a Pax 
'First Friday' meeting after Mass in the French Church. 
Gordon Zahn contributed too. (110) He was living in England 
for an academic year as a Research Fellow at the University of 
Manchester where he was studying the role of military 
chaplains in the RAF. (111) Zahn's presence helped to achieve 
the cross-fertilization of information and ideas needed if the 
two branches of Pax were to have an effect on proceedings at 
the Council. It meant that he was on hand to respond to 
further press reports that the revised schema on war would 
accept deterrence. The Catholic Herald reported in May that 
the sub-commission seemed to have accepted the charge that the 
previous-draft was 'radically pacifist'. (112) Zahn's reply to 
the Catholic Herald was also reprinted in the Pax Bulletin. 
Whether the Council condemned nuclear weapons outright or not 
the very least that could be asked of the bishops was 
repudiation of weapons which violated the principles of 
discrimination and limitation. (113) 
Similarly concerned by rumours about revisions to the text of 
Article 25, Thomas Merton prepared some notes on the schema 
which he forwarded to Bishop Wright of Pittsburg, Archbishop 
Flahiff of Winnipeg, and made available for further 
circulation by Fr Dan Berrigan and Jim Douglass. He told the 
two sympathetic bishops that the article on war was a sort of 
'exposed nerve' testing the reality of church renewal. 
Invited by Archbishop Flahiff to comment on the draft Merton 
provided detailed re-phrasing to strengthen conscientious 
objection as a positive choice in favour of Christian 
resistance rather than as an exception for those emotionally 
indisposed to fighting. (114) By this time Douglass was 
(110) Minutes 29.4.65 
(111) His findings were published in Gordon C. Zahn, 
Chaplains in the RAF: A Study in Role Tension 
(Manchester, Manchester University Press, 1969) 
(112) Catholic Herald 28.5.65 
(113) Catholic Herald 4.6.65 
(114) Merton to Berrigan 18.5.65, Shannon p. 87; Merton to 
Flahiff 17.7.65 and 13.8.65, pp. 245-248; Merton to 
Wright 17.7.65, pp. 610-611 
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teaching at Bellarmine College, Louisville, not far from 
Merton's monastery, so he and Fr Berrigan visited Merton to 
discuss developments. 'The big thing at the moment is not to 
let the Council get away with a very weakened and diluted 
chapter-on war in Schema 13' Merton told John Heidbrink. (115) 
Further unsolicited advice to the Vatican Council was offered 
in a symposium, Peace, the Churches and the Bomb, published by 
an American body, the Council on Religion and International 
Affairs. Walter Stein was one of four authorities asked to 
reflect on Article 25 and the 1964 debate. From very 
different perspectives the contributors nevertheless agreed 
that the fundamental task for the Vatican Council was to 
address itself to the realities of nuclear deterrence in 
actual fact, not in hypothetical possibilities. Most of 
Stein's essay was based on Air Commodore Magill's by now 
famous statement in court that he would be prepared to 'press 
the button' if ordered to. Stein used this to illustrate that 
the 'Deterrence State' rested on this immoral commitment and 
that the draft schema did not go far enough' in confronting 
this fact. (116) 
At the American Pax study weekend at Tivoli at the end of July 
Jim Douglass drew 'a distinction between a catholic approach to 
peace and a national one. The former was represented by Pope 
Paul VI's hopes that the Church might mediate in international 
negotiations and act as a universal force for reconciliation. 
By contrast certain bishops and factions wanted the Church to 
come out witha statement which would simply shore up Western 
political interests and military policy. Peace still needed 
to be explored and examined and felt to an extent that only a 
handful of bishops had done so far, thought Douglass. (117) 
Though few in number members of. the New York Pax group had a 
very active year preparing for the Council. In the spring 
they were among 2000 people from 20 nations and all faiths who 
(115) Merton to Heidbrink 16.6.65, Shannon p. 420 
(116) Peace, the Churches and the Bomb, (New York, Council on 
Religion and International Affairs, 1965) 
(117) Peace, vol. Il no. 2 Summer 1965 
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gathered in New York for an international convocation on Pace 
in Terris. Eileen Egan and Howard Everngam led workshops in 
colleges, and courses at summer schools. Everngam took part 
in a radio discussion on peace and the Catholic conscience. 
There was the Tivoli weekend and a memorial Mass to 
commemorate the twentieth anniversary of the atomic bombing of 
Japan. (118) 
Apart from their routine programme American Pax took on a 
major project by mailing a special-issue of the Catholic 
Worker to all the Catholic bishops in the world. At Dorothy 
Day's invitation the issue for July/August 1965 was edited by 
Eileen Egan and devoted to War and Peace at the Vatican 
Council. It included the American Pax memorandum to the 
drafting-committee, Douglass's Commonweal article on 'The 
Council and the Bomb', extracts from the chief peace speeches 
of the last session, along with the first draft of Article 25. 
In 'American Experts and Schema 13', Gordon Zahn criticised in 
detail the statement of the 'expert' civil servants which was 
now being circulated in the name of the Catholic Association 
for International Peace. Zahn took this so seriously because 
their point of view had been reflected in the only 
intervention on this subject by an American bishop at the 1964 
session. Furthermore, coming from an association sponsored by 
the American Bishops' National Catholic Welfare Council, the 
CAIP statement bore an aura of respectability which gave the 
impression that it had more authoritative status as an 
official Catholic document than it had. Nor did its 
presentation reveal that the authors on the CAIP's Sub- 
committee on Arms Control were involved in the military and 
diplomatic establishment. 
This special edition of the CW included a review by Dorothy 
Day of Zahn's new book, In Solitary Witness, and a strong 
affirmation from her of the CW belief in a pacifism which 
relied on the 'weapons of the spirit' as ultimately the only 
way to stop wars. A secular plea to the bishops was provided 
by Dr Benjamin Spock, the paediatrician, who was Co-chair of 
(118) Peace, vol. II no. 1 Spring 1965 and no-2 Summer 1965 
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SANE, the committee for a 'Sane' nuclear policy. Specifically 
addressing the international episcopate in her editorial Egan 
set out the history of the Church's attitude to war and 
explained the CW/Pax approach to the sensitive questions of 
deterrence and conscientious objection. (119) 
This issue of the Catholic Worker went to 80,000 people around 
the world, and the funds for mailing a copy to every bishop 
were provided by the CW and Pax. Egan recalls that Pax 
members spent much of the hot New York summer of 1965 sending 
out the paper. 'It was probably the first time that lay 
people had gone directly to the teaching church on a world 
scale. ' (120) The covering letter in English and Latin which 
Pax sent to the bishops summed up their hopes: 
We pray that Schema 13... will speak out clearly 
against both indiscriminate war and an unjust 
deterrent. We pray that the responsibility and 
privilege of each individual conscience to refuse to 
support such war and deterrence will be stated and 
defended. (121) 
Sending Charles Thompson a copy of this letter Eileen Egan 
apologised to her English colleague for the fact that American 
Pax had been so negligent of domestic problems such as the 
confusion over membership subscriptions. The 'big mailing' 
had totally absorbed their spare time and energy. They had, 
she thought, nothing to show for it - and maybe there would be 
no more in the end - but they had 'made a quiet witness within 
the Church'. She had also heard that Canon Drinkwater was 
sending specially marked copies of the to the English 
bishops. (122) Egan enclosed a carbon copy of the unofficial 
translation of the latest version of the schema - the one to 
be voted on at the final session - and marked the passages 
which Pax contested. 
(119) Catholic Worker, July/August 1965 
(120) Eileen Egan, Dorothy Day and the Permanent Revolution 
-p. 14 and Egan, 'Catholic Peace Teaching and the Catholic 
Peace Movement' unpublished paper given at 40th 
anniversary meeting of Pax Christi International, 
Bruges, 15.6.85 
(121) Everngam, on behalf of Pax, to the bishops 22.8.65 
(122) Egan to Thompson 18.9.65 
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These corresponded to, the three sections picked out in the CW 
editorial and in the special Vatican Council issue of Peace 
which--Egan had also been working on. The new draft had indeed 
left out judgements based on the 'controlability' of weapons 
and based its case on the traditional principle of the 
inviolability of non-combatants. Indiscriminate warfare was 
condemned, and it advocated that modern destructive weapons 
should be completely outlawed. However Pax felt that this was 
negated by the following concession: 
As long as international associations are not able 
sufficiently to safeguard peace, the possession of 
those weapons as a means of deterring an enemy 
equipped with the same weapons cannot be-branded as 
in itself immoral. 
Pax wanted this apology for nuclear deterrence to be omitted 
altogether. Possession implied willingness to use - as 
Roberts, Stein, Zahn and others had consistently striven to 
prove. Spiritual leaders should not be providing political 
ones with moral excuses. 
The next problem with the new draft concerned its indulgent 
approach to governments: 
Where violation of the law of God is not manifestly 
clear, presumption of right must be acknowledged to 
lawful authority and its commands must be obeyed. 
Pax thought this was outdated nonsense. It.: was the 
presumption of right in favour of political authority that had 
enabled Nazism and Fascism to. dragoon Catholic citizens into 
obedience. 'A presumption of injustice by the Christian 
citizen would help keep the nation state closer to moral 
norms, especially in wartime' concluded Egan. (123) 
The third recommendation of Pax was that the schema's comment 
about conscientious objection should be strengthened. The 
text read: 
it is most in order-that laws positively favour 
those who because of known Christian merciful 
attitude, or because of their reverence for human 
life, or who from a sincere abhorrence of all use of 
force, conscientiously refuse military service or 
certain activities which lead to enormous cruelty in 
war. 
(123) Catholic Worker July/August 1965 
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Pax wanted this recommendation to secular law-makers to be 
supplemented by an unequivocal expression of the Church's full 
support for freedom of conscience. (124) 
Alongside the concern of Pax members about these crucial 
questions, their petitions and their lobbying, other events 
were adding to the pressure on the bishops heading for Rome to 
convince them that a statement on war was urgent. In Italy 
1965 saw another controversy over conscientious objection very 
similar to the Balducci case of two years before. (125) A 
group. of former military chaplains in Tuscany had publicly 
attacked conscientious objection as 'an insult to the 
Fatherland and to its Fallen, as something alien to the 
Christian commandment to love and as an expression of 
cowardice'. There were at the time about 30 convicted COs in 
prison. To their defence sprang Fr Lorenzo Milani, a highly 
individual and rather truculent priest, who with great 
devotion ran a village school in a poor mountain parish north 
of Florence. He and his pupils composed a reply to the 
chaplains which they sent to all the clergy in the diocese, to 
newspapers and magazines. It was published in La Rinascita, a 
magazine sponsored by the Communist Party. Surveying Italian 
history, the article questioned the honour of fighting for the 
Fatherland and told the chaplains that Italian law already 
recognised conscientious objection - in the concordat between 
the Vatican and the Italian state which granted that right to 
members of the clergy. Since the Church had not yet 
pronounced for or against conscientious objection the 
chaplains would do well to wait and see whether the-COs in 
prison were not prophets rather than cowards. 
Milani's was not the only such response, but his was taken up 
by an association of war veterans who filed a formal 
complaint, demanding that he be prosecuted-for breaking the 
(124) Egan to Thompson 18.9.65 and Peace, vol. II no. 2 
Summer 1965 
(125) see Pietro Pinna, 'Conscientious Objection in Italy' 
in War Resistance, 3rd quarter 1965, vol. 2 no. 14, 
pp. 3-8 (War. Resisters International) 
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law, along with the editor of La Rinascita. (126) The 
Archbishop of Florence, Cardinal Florit, concurred. He warned 
his diocesan clergy that acceptance of conscientious objection 
could lead to anarchy, since the individual could not possibly 
evaluate the morality of a war. The presumption of right lay 
with the state authority. It was deplorable, therefore, for 
clergy to speak in favour of conscientious objection. (127) 
When Milani's case came to the attention of Pax a note 
inviting readers to write to him was published in the ax 
Bulletin. (128) In an unusually sympathetic editorial The 
Tablet referred to the current outcry in Italy while calling 
on the Vatican Council to endorse the right to conscientious 
objection. This could be one of the simplest and most obvious 
decisions the Council might reach, the editorial suggested, 
especially since in the context of ecumenism there had been 
such a resounding assertion of freedom of conscience. This 
editorial of March 1965 reveals how acceptable and obvious the 
unpopular position adopted by the earliest Pax members had 
become after 30 years. Hitler had benefitted from the long 
Catholic tradition of almost unquestioning obedience to lawful 
authority, said The Tablet. Several other developments now 
strengthened the case for conscientious objection: the advent 
of weapons of mass destruction; the fact that conscription was 
the norm in a dominant political climate which gave the 
dissenter little protection from the claims of the majority; 
constitutional safeguards could so easily be swept aside and 
tyrannies established; wars were seldom clear-cut anyway. 
Even if in the past the Church had sided with governments, it 
was now time to fortify respect for the individual conscience. 
(129) 
(126) James Tunstead Burtchaell CSC, ed. A Just War No Longer 
Exists - the Teaching and Trial of Don Lorenzo Milani 
(Notre Dame, Indiana, University of Notre Dame Press, 
1988) 
(127) George C. Higgins, 'Should the Council support 
Conscientious Objectors? ' CAIP News July/August 1965, 
reprinted as a supplement to Pax Bulletin no 98 
September 1965 
(128) Pax Bulletin no. 97 May 1965 
(129) The Tablet 27.3.65 
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In the United States the Catholic Association for 
International Peace published a similarly unexpected defence 
of Milani in its summer newsletter. After describing Cardinal 
Florit's attitude, the author of the article, Mgr Higgins, 
expressed his unity with the editors of The Tablet, Dutch 
colleagues, and the many Catholics around the world who hoped 
and prayed for a clear endorsement of conscientious objection 
from the Vatican Council's final session. (130) Delighted with 
The Tablet and the CAIP articles, English Pax reprinted both 
for distribution to members. In The Guardian meanwhile Brian 
Wicker selected the unequivocal assertion of the right to 
conscientious objection as the single most important thing the 
Council must do. If the Church shirked the issue then the 
cosmetic streamlining of canon law, the liturgy, the theology 
of marriage, clergy training, and so on, would produce only 
political and moral cynicism because the Church would have 
failed the test of a radical reorientation towards the world. 
Interim indications of a reversion from Pacem in Terris were 
alarming. Once the Labour Party had failed to give a lead in 
nuclear disarmament, the Vatican Council was the last hope for 
many awaiting a principled stand. (131) 
Encouraged perhaps by The Tablet editorial the Pax council 
considered whether a small group should not arrange to see 
Cardinal Heenan, the Archbishop of Westminster, to discuss his 
views on conscientious objection. On the advice of Archbishop 
Roberts, however, the idea was abandoned. (132) Roberts 
evidently felt that such pressure might do more harm than 
good. 
With admirably appropriate timing, which Eileen Egan hailed as 
'providential', Gordon Zahn's latest book was published a few 
months before the Council was to deliberate on conscientious 
objection. In Solitary Witness told the story of Franz 
Jägerstätter, an Austrian farmer executed by the Nazis in 1943 
as an 'enemy of the state'. After reading a passing reference 
(130) George G. Higgins, op. cit. 
(131) Brian Wicker, 'Streamlined Cynicism' in The Guardian, 
May 1965, reprinted in Pax Bulletin no. 98 September 1965 
(132) Minutes 1.9.65 
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to this unknown hero when he was researching his earlier book 
on German Catholics and Hitler's Wars Zahn had returned to 
Austria to follow a trail which took him to Jägerstätter's 
village, to his widow, to his bishop and parish priest. What 
emerged was the drama of a man whose uncontaminated faith told 
him that since Hitler's wars were unjust it would be sinful to 
take any part in them. He clung to this belief while 
subjected to every pressure from family and friends, from 
church, legal and military authorities, all anxious to save 
his life. He refused to take the military oath when called up 
and was taken to a Berlin prison. He could have saved his 
life by accepting non-combatant service but he would not offer 
any legitimacy to the Third Reich. (133) 
Reviewing the biography in 1965, as the Council approached, 
both Merton and Egan reflected on the poignancy of 
Jägerstätter's isolation in a Church which granted the 
'presumption of justice' to the state and saw the CO as 
erroneous. In prison the belief that he might be sinning in 
the eyes of the Church caused Jägerstätter great anguish until 
a prison chaplain told him that a priest (Fr Reinisch) had 
been executed before him for the same reason. (134) 
Jägerstätter was a compelling example to use, as Archbishop 
Roberts had already done in his written submission to the 1964 
session of the Council, to illustrate the responsibility of 
the Church for the formation of consciences - and-the 
consequences of its failure to do so. 
(133) The text of the military oath was as follows: 'I swear 
before God this sacred oath that I will render 
unconditional obedience to the Führer of the German 
nation and Volk, Adolf Hitler, the Supreme Commander of 
the armed forces, and that, as a brave soldier, I will 
be ready at all times to stake my life in fulfillment of 
this oath. ' (quoted in Zahn, German Catholics and 
Hitler's Wars p. 56) 
(134) Gordon C. Zahn, In Solitary Witness - the Life and 
Death of Franz Jägerstätter (New York, Holt, Rinehart 
and Winston, 1964) pp. 96-97 Book reviewed by Eileen Egan 
in Peace vol. II no. 2 Summer 1965 and Thomas Merton in 
Pax Bulletin no. 97 May 1965 (reprinted from Peace News) 
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Vietnam: challenge to conscience 
As Merton had written, the Jägerstätter story had raised the 
question of the Church's own mission of protest and prophecy 
in the gravest of spiritual crises: a pertinent matter in 1965 
in the United States where racial discrimination and the 
Vietnam war provided the immediate challenge to consciences. 
Pax, Catholic Worker and CPF people were among the Catholics 
who took the challenge seriously. 
In March 1965, after the violent battering of civilians 
marching in Selma to claim their voting rights, Martin Luther 
King appealed to religious leaders to join him in a nonviolent 
march for freedom. One of the ministers who responded, a 
Unitarian called James Reeb, was beaten to death a few days 
later. Clergy from all over the country went to Selma, and 
for the first time large numbers of nuns took to the streets 
in protest demonstrations. Eileen Egan and Tom Cornell 
accompanied the first organised delegation from the 
archdiocese of New York - the priests included the Berrigan 
brothers - heading for a memorial service and march in 
Georgia. In Peace she described in vivid detail the memorable 
day when bishops of all denominations joined rabbis and 
Quakers, Orthodox prelates and Mother Superiors of convents in 
an-unprecedented expression of solidarity in the cause of 
racial justice. (135) Such experiences had a radicalising 
effect on priests and religious - especially on the nuns, who 
were already responding wholeheartedly to the liberating 
changes being wrought by the Council on convent rules which 
had often been antiquated and over-protective. (136) 
The war in Vietnam accelerated this process and provoked what 
came to be seen as something of a Catholic peace conspiracy. 
Early in 1965 President Johnson ordered retaliatory bombing 
strikes on North Vietnam, and the first major public 
demonstrations against the war were held. As the year 
(135) Peace vol. II no. l Spring 1965 
(136) Even the secular world noticed their presence. An 
article in Harper's magazine drew attention to the nuns 
at Selma as indicative of the growing emancipation of 
women religious. (reported in Search November 1965) 
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progressed Catholic protest took on more dramatic forms which 
began to politicise thoughtful Catholics yet further. For as 
Thomas Merton had pointed out to Archbishop Flahiff the war 
confronted them most horribly with a practical test for the 
teachings being formulated in Rome. How, he asked, could one 
give the benefit of the doubt to the Johnson administration 
when the justice of the war was so dubious? Catholic 
consciences must be free to protest and the objectors who did 
were facing difficulties with draft boards which only 
recognised conscientious objection based on religious 
rejection of 1, war. The wording of any Vatican statement 
would be crucial to the admission of selective Catholic 
conscientious objection to 'unjust' wars. (137) It was a hot 
political issue as well as a pastoral one. A group of nine 
American bishops warned in vain that any bombing of civilians 
by either side would violate Christian ethics. Most bishops 
were silent. Despite the fact that Pope Paul VI made several 
appeals for peace in Vietnam there was a heavy traditional 
bias against American Catholics criticising their nation for a 
war which set out to defend a democratic government, however 
corrupt, against: Communism. At this stage public-opinion 
polls showed that Catholics were slightly more inclined to 
support the war, and slightly less inclined to oppose it, than 
the population as a whole. Even liberal papers such as the 
recently-established National Catholic Reporter sanctioned the 
use of force as a short-term means of persuading the Viet Cong 
to stop fighting. (138) 
It was left to the peace activists of the Catholic Worker, 
Catholic Peace Fellowship and Pax circle to apply 'just war' 
teaching critically to what was going on. On behalf of the 
CPF Gordon Zahn appealed for signatories to an advertisement 
which would publicly indicate the grounds of Catholic 
opposition to the war. These were that, given its human 
rights record, the moral legitimacy of the government of South 
Vietnam was questionable; that the United States, by refusing 
(137) Merton to Flahiff 13.8.65,30.12.65, Shannon pp. 246-249 
(138) see David J. O'Brien, 'Catholic Opposition to the 
Vietnam War' in Thomas A. Shannon ed. War or Peace? - 
The Search for New Answers (Maryknoll, New York, Orbis 
Books, 1980) pp. 119-150 
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to negotiate with the National Liberation Front (Viet Cong), 
had failed to explore other means of achieving a settlement; 
and that disproportionate methods including the murder of 
civilians, torture of prisoners and indiscriminate bombing 
were consistently violating moral norms. The statement 
offered assistance to Catholics who refused to serve in the 
war, called for negotiations with the-Viet Cong, for UN 
intervention to create an independent non-aligned Vietnam, for 
an end to all bombing raids and protection of refugees. - 
Originally intended for the New York Times the advertisements 
eventually appeared, with 70 names attached, in Commonweal, 
the National Catholic Reporter, and other journals. (139) 
The CPF was already carrying out part of its expected 
programme in reprinting and distributing literature about the 
war. Fr Philip Berrigan was already in trouble with his 
religious superiors for his outspokenness, while his brother 
Daniel was active with Rabbi Abraham Heschel and others in 
forming an influential new coalition: Clergy Concerned about 
Vietnam - later called Clergy and Laity Concerned. (140) 
Young men from the Catholic Worker hit the headlines by 
burning draft cards. This was something they had done 
frequently as a gesture of protest, but when aphotograph of 
one card-burning Catholic Worker appeared in Life magazine 
alongside pictures of other demonstrations there was a 
hysterical reaction. Legislation rushed through the Senate 
made it a federal offence to destroy a draft card, and 
overnight the symbolism was enhanced: burning Vietnamese 
children was officially sanctioned; burning-draft cards was 
criminal. In September the Catholic. -Worker advocated that 
public destruction of cards was the best-response to such a 
law. (141) 
(139) Catholic Peace Fellowship circular and letter 1.9.65 
advertisement reprinted from Commonweal, 10.12.65 
(140) For a full account of the Berrigans' activities see 
Patricia McNeal, The American Catholic Peace Movement 
1928-72 (New York, Arno Press, 1978) 
and Francine du Plessix Gray, Divine Disobedience - 
Profiles in Catholic Radicalism, (London, Hamish 
Hamilton, 1970) 
(141) Tom Cornell 'The Catholic Church and witness against 
War' in Thomas A. Shannon, War or Peaces pp. 208-209 
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The final session 1965 
As Catholic opposition to Vietnam mounted in the United States 
Catholic peace people began to gather once again in Rome for 
the final session of the Vatican Council. This time Dorothy 
Day joined them. She began lobbying on board ship where there 
were also 35 bishops. There was ample opportunity to talk to 
them about Schema 13 during the voyage. She had brought with 
her 300 copies of the Catholic Worker on Peace and the 
Council. 
In Rome the peace lobbyists worked at their task with 
dedication and enthusiasm. There were meals with sympathetic 
journalists, bishops and their secretaries. One day Jim 
Douglass and Dorothy Day dined with Bishop Wright; on another 
she went with Archbishop Roberts and his assistant, Richard 
Carbray, to visit Patriarch Maximos; on yet another Gordon 
Zahn and Dorothy Day were the guests of some Canadian nuns at 
a celebration in honour of Archbishop Roberts. There were 
lectures, press briefings and daily English-language Masses. 
Dorothy Day expressed her pleasure at meeting Barbara Wall - 
for the first time even though Bernard and Barbara Wall had 
started the English Catholic Worker many years before. (142) 
In the Pax Bulletin Barbara Wall gave Pax readers a vivid 
picture of how the peace people operated. She described how 
Day went about Rome, tall and dignified on her stick, 
invariably trailed by an American journalist, but her mind 
always on the poor at home even while she enjoyed the 
splendour of her surroundings. Together they had attended a 
conference at Cardinal Suenens' headquarters. During the 
discussion Day 
gives a highly relevant account of her periods in 
prison, having stated who she is, and as a result 
Cardinal Suenens makes a bee-line for her when the 
meeting is over and the biscuits and coca-cola are 
distributed. But so little does she ever forget her 
mission that she immediately pulls from her 
weathered bag a leaflet on the conscientious 
(142) Dorothy Day, On Pilgrimage: The Sixties pp. 248-249 
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objection issue, so that the beaming smile somewhat 
fades from the Cardinal's face... (143) 
On 1 October 1965 Dorothy Day, Barbara Wall and Eileen Egan 
went to Mass together at St Peter's, and then Day went on to 
the outskirts of Rome, to the Cenacle convent, to start a 10- 
day fast for peace. The fast had been initiated by 
Chanterelle, wife of Lanzo del Vasto, of the French Community 
of the Ark which was committed to Gandhian nonviolence. While 
the bishops deliberated over the crucial problems of their 
times 20 women kept up a round- the-clock vigil of prayer and 
fasting. They read, wrote, listened to talks, sat sewing and 
knitting in the garden, and heard news of the Council from 
other members of the Ark who were organising an exhibition on 
nonviolence. Apart from a doctor giving them a daily medical 
check-up, their visitors included Bishop Shannon of St Paul, 
Minnesota, and the Benedictine Abbot Christopher Butler. 
Dorothy Day experienced considerable pain and discomfort 
during her fast, akin, she felt, to the hunger of the world, 
but she called it 'a small offering ... a widow's mite'. (144) 
Although the women had not sought publicity the Bishops at the 
Council were told of the fast by the Bishop of Verdun, who 
also reminded them of the tragic history of his own diocese. 
(145) 
While Dorothy Day fasted her colleagues went on lobbying. Jim 
Douglass was a persistent visitor of bishops. Eileen Egan 
went from one to the other with the Catholic Worker and the 
Pax critique of the schema. Their particular goal was to 
focus attention on what the English speakers had dubbed 'the 
weasel clause': it permitted possession of nuclear weapons as 
a deterrent for as long as international institutions could 
give no guarantee of peace. On the opening day of the debate 
on Chapter 5, the war and peace chapter of Schema 13, Barbara 
Wall accompanied two American peace activists on a breathless 
tour of Council Fathers. They called on Patriarch Maximos 
(143) Pax Bulletin no. 99 January 1966 
(144) Dorothy Day, On Pilgrimage: The Sixties pp. 250-252 
(145) Bishop Boillon's address reprinted in Eileen Egan, ed. 
TheWarthat is Forbidden - Peace Beyond Vatican II 
(New York, American Pax Association, 1968) pp. 80-81 
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whose auxiliary told them that the Patriarch would not be'-,, 
speaking this time, having said everything he wanted to in the 
1964 session. Along the corridor in the same religious house, 
Cardinal König's secretary told them that König would not be 
speaking on Chapter 5 either. At the North American' College 
they asked to see Cardinal Ritter. His secretary informed 
them that the cardinal was well aware of the offending clause; 
he would be making a written intervention. It was nine in the 
evening when they made their last call, to see Cardinal Leger 
at the Canadian College. He was interrupted while watching 
television with some of the students but he patiently assured 
his visitors that his comments would not disappoint them. (146) 
That was how one group of peace activists spent 5 October' 
1965. , That same day, and with dramatic timing as the peace 
debate opened, Pope Paul VI returned from New York'where he 
had made a speech at the United Nations - the first time a 
pope had been to the UN. Conveying the good wishes of the 
Vatican Council to the General Assembly, he had pledged the 
Catholic Church's endorsement of the UN as an organisation 
representing the world's main hope for civilisation and peace. 
He appealed to the delegates to accept on equal terms newer 
nations and to bring estranged ones back into the UN forum. 
Without being too specific, the Pope called for disarmament 
and renewed an invitation, previously made in Bombay, that 
expenditure saved by reducing arms should be diverted to the 
needs of developing countries. (147) 
Paul VI's speech was warmly received. His endorsement of the 
UN had expressed the Church's concern about contemporary 
affairs. Perhaps, too, it was his way of answering the 
'weasel clause', by increasing the chances of an international 
institution having the power to render weapons obsolete. As 
soon as he got back to Rome he reported to the assembled 
bishops: having solemnly committed the Catholic Church to 
serve the cause of peace 'We must be now more than ever 
(146) Pax Bulletin no. 99 January 1966 
(147) The Pope's Appeal for Peace. Address of Pope Paul VI 
to the United Nations General Assembly 4 October 1965 
(London, Catholic Truth Society, 1965) 
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workers for peace'. (148) Like John XXIII, his predecessor, 
Paul VI obviously wanted the debate on war and peace to go 
well. 
The main declarations from 29 speakers were made over three 
days from 5-7 October. Proceedings were opened by Cardinal 
Alfrink of Utrecht, who had recently become the International 
President of Pax Christi in succession to Cardinal Feltin. 
Alfrink warned that possession of nuclear weapons posed a 
threat in itself and he questioned the duty of civil obedience 
in the circumstances. Many speakers followed him supported 
him in criticising the 'weasel clause' and in asking that the 
validity of conscientious objection be recognised. Four 
English prelates played an impressive and influential part - 
Abbot Butler, Bishops Wheeler, Grant, and Beck. The first 
three wanted the 'weasel clause' to be omitted altogether. It 
was unrealistic to talk of merely 'possessing' nuclear weapons 
when there was a system of preparation which clearly involved 
the intention to use them. Grant pointed out the ambiguity in 
condemning as a crime against God the destruction of cities 
while condoning the 'balance of terror': 
According to the rules of Moral Theology in which we 
were all born and brought up, it follows that all 
intention to commit such a crime, whatever may be 
its purpose, whatever may be the provocation, is in 
itself illegitimate. 
While not going quite so far, Archbishop Beck's intervention 
showed that he had not stopped reflecting on the problem since 
his 1964 speech. It could be argued that nations had to 
accept nuclear deterrence as a 'proximate occasion of sin' 
pending the creation of a balance of trust. Even so he 
thought the bishops should remind the nations that they had a 
grave obligation to make the 'occasion of sin' remote by 
accepting limitations on their national sovereignty as a 
necessary step to the creation of an effective international 
authority. Beck criticised aspects of nationalism - including 
the teaching of history - which could block the effectiveness 
of international institutions. 
(148) Floyd Anderson ed. Council Daybook - Vatican 2 
Session 4 September 14 - December 8 1965 (Washington, 
National Catholic Welfare Conference 1966) p. 97 
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The English made an equally significant contribution to the 
discussion about conscientious objection. Butler and Wheeler 
both disliked the concession to governments and referred to 
the crimes which had been committed in the name of obedience 
to lawful authority. The legal presumption in favour of 
governments should be reviewed in relation to one's duty to 
the international community and to a future world authority 
committed-to the common good. It would be more helpful, 
Butler thought, to emphasize that duty sometimes obliged one 
to withold obedience. Beck wanted the text to state 'what a 
public authority must never do or threaten to do under pain of 
losing its right to the obedience of its subjects'. In 
keeping with the Declaration on Religious Liberty which the 
Council had just approved, all four urged that the positive 
right to conscientious objection should be affirmed as a 
valuable and even prophetic witness. The draft text was weak 
and patronising, they felt, and it suggested that COs were 
somehow morally immature. Many people were now convinced that 
some forms of modern warfare were gravely evil and rulers 
should respect the consciences of those who would not 
participate in-them. -(149) 
In other speeches useful additions to these basic points were 
made. Cardinal-Ottaviani, Head of the Holy office, whose 
analysis of international--and canon law on war had been 
reprinted by Pax many years before, spoke in favour of 
applying the restrictions on regular warfare to cover 
unorthodox forms such as guerrilla and sabotage, and armed 
revolution. People had the right to reject their own legal 
government if it was leading them into disastrous conflict. 
Ottaviani appealed for a one-world republic and for more 
emphasis on education to prevent war. Bishop Rusch of 
Innsbruck-Feldkirch called for the establishment of a Peace 
Council at the Holy See composed of moral, political and 
military experts - an idea similar to that in Archbishop 
(149) English bishops speeches given in the Catholic Herald 
15.10.65 information also from the Council Daybook 
pp. 99-100 and Xavier Rynne, The»Fourth Session - The 
Debates and Decrees of Vatican Council II September 14 - 
December 8 1965 (London, Faber & Faber, 1965) pp. 111-117 
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Roberts' original proposal for a 'Council of Survival'. (150) 
The Hungarian Bishop Brezanoczy of Eger also hoped for a 
church organisation for the promotion of peace. 
A few European bishops - notably from Spain and Italy - were 
distinctly worried about conscientious objection. Bishop 
Castän Lacoma said the issue was best left to civil 
authorities since theologians could not agree. Another 
Spaniard was anxious that the Church should not give unlimited 
approval to conscientious objection, while the Italian Bishop 
Carli (who campaigned persistently throughout the session for 
a declaration against Communism) thought the Council was not 
competent-to pronounce on the lawfulness of war or 
conscientious objection. (151) 
After three days the open debate was closed and the draft 
returned to the sub-commission for revision during the final 
weeks of the Council. In England Pax members read in the 
press how the English bishops had dominated the debate (152) 
and how Archbishop Roberts had called a special press 
conference in order to deliver the intervention he had 
prepared. Four attempts to address the Council had failed, he 
had protested, yet some cardinals had spoken publicly as many 
as 50 times. Using the Jägerstätter example once again, 
Roberts made his plea for the recognition of conscientious 
objection by the-Church, showing how unwise it was to insist 
that the individual should grant the presumption of justice to 
the secular authority. The injustice of the Nazi cause had 
apparently been unclear to Germany's spiritual leaders even 
though it was manifest to Jägerstätter. (153) 
(150) The Tyrolean Bishop Rusch was a co-founder of the 
Austrian section of Pax Christi. Paper on the history 
of Pax Christi Austria (Antwerp, Pax Christi 
International, 1988) 
(151)_see Xavier Rynne pp. 116-118 and Floyd Anderson, p. 104 
(152) Daily Telegraph 7.10.65 
(153) Daily Telegraph 13.10.65 and Catholic Herald 15.10.65, 
His formal request to speak at the Final Session had 
been submitted in August 1965 and his name was put down 
last but one on the list for the last day of the 
debate. It closed before he was called: even though 
the regulations allowed for extra speakers, if the 
request was endorsed by 70 Council Fathers, 85 
signatures did not secure him the opportunity. 
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As the peace debate ended and the sub-commission resumed its 
task Pax members dispersed from Rome. Eileen Egan wrote to 
tell Charles Thompson what an 'exciting and wonderful week' it 
had been when the work of Pax and the intensive efforts of 
Gordon Zahn had borne fruit. She sent greetings to the Spode 
conference the next weekend and hoped to visit London on her 
way home later. '(154) Zahn was a speaker at Spode which that 
year took the form of'an extra-mural course sponsored by Brian 
Wicker's department at Birmingham University, by the United 
Nations Association and by Pax. The Pax members present sent 
messages of support to Archbishop Beck, Bishop Grant, Bishop 
Wheeler and Abbot Butler for their speeches at the Council and 
to Archbishop Roberts regretting that his opinions-had not 
been heard in the official forum. (155) 
When her fast was over Dorothy Day sailed home. The ship had 
scarcely docked in New York before she was surrounded by 
reporters seeking her comments on the latest Vietnam protest 
by young Catholic Workers. (156) David Miller, a 22-year-old 
staff member, who personified wholesome American youth, had 
set fire to his draft card at a demonstration outside an army 
induction centre in Lower Manhattan. Press interest in this 
first test of-the new legislation was overwhelming and 
unprecedented for the Catholic Worker or the anti-war 
movement. 'Feelings were running very high. The 30,000 people 
who marched through New York in a Vietnam Peace Parade the 
next day were met with angry-and sometimes violent opposition 
from counter-demonstrators. 
Three weeks later, on 6 November, Dorothy Day expressed her 
pride-in, and solidarity with, the draft protestors when she 
and A. J. Muste spoke words of defiant encouragement at a 
demonstration in"Union Square. Over 2000 were present to hear 
them and to watch as five young men first explained why they 
were burning their draft cards and then solemnly did so. One 
of the five was Tom Cornell of the CW, CPF and Pax, who noted 
(154) Egan to Thompson 11.10.65 
(155) Pax Bulletin no. 99 January 1966 
(156) Francine du Plessix Gray, Divine Disobedience p. 99 
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that while Dorothy Day was speaking frenzied opponents chanted 
'Moscow Mary' and 'Burn yourselves, not your cards'. Once 
again the demonstration, and the prominence of Catholic 
Workers in it, received widespread publicity and provoked 
extreme public reactions as the powerful symbolism both 
exposed and accentuated the polarity of views over Vietnam. 
(157) A few days later the Catholic peace movement was itself 
riven by the death of Roger La Porte, a young newcomer to the 
Catholic Worker, who burned himself outside the United Nations 
headquarters. However nobly intended his sacrificial protest, 
it would be misunderstood by many within the Church who 
regarded suicide as a grave sin. Among CW pacifists it caused 
much soul-searching and anguish. As they tried to cope with 
the shock and confusion - journalists from all over the world 
descending on them - one of the most painful reactions came 
from an unexpected quarter. On hearing the news Thomas Merton 
immediately sent telegrams to Jim Forest and Dorothy Day. He 
asked Forest to remove his name from the list of Catholic 
Peace Fellowship sponsors. In a letter which followed he 
explained that the whole nation seemed to be possessed by an 
irrational, demonic spirit which was even infecting the peace 
movement. The card burnings were, he felt, doing harm, 
'fanning up the war fever rather than abating it'. The Church 
had at long last endorsed conscientious objection but instead 
of building constructively on that in a truly nonviolent 
spirit Catholic peace activists would confuse and alienate the 
American bishops by such disturbing manifestations. Things 
were going seriously wrong, and he did not wish to be 
associated with this ugly trend although he did not, he 
assured them, hold them responsible for La Porte's suicide. 
(158) 
Coming at a time of such stress, Jim Forest remembers that 
Merton's reaction 'added to the sense of exhaustion and 
(157) Catholic Worker November 1965 and Tom Cornell in War or 
Peace p. 209. There is a discrepancy between the various 
accounts of these activities as to the exact dates of 
the demonstrations. The Miller card-burning took place 
on either 15 or 16 October 1965 and the Union square 
demonstration on either 5 or 6 November. 
(158) Merton to Forest 11.11.65, Shannon pp. 285-287 
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despair'. (159) To some it seemed like betrayal and desertion. 
Daniel Berrigan, Day and Forest wrote letters describing 
events from their perspective, and Merton retracted. He 
apologised for his hasty response. With their information he 
had been given for the first time a clearer understanding of 
the motives behind the card burning and of the legal reasons 
for it. Merton felt that he was in a very different position 
from his colleagues in New York. He had recently taken up a 
new life of seclusion as a hermit within the monastery 
grounds, and this isolated him even more than before from the 
progress of current. events. Yet, because of his reputation, 
he was often held responsible for whatever the peace movement 
got up to. His fear-was that because of his identification 
with it young people, less clear and conscientious than 
Cornell and Miller, might be drawn into destructive acts. On 
reflection he had decided not to withdraw his sponsorship of 
the CPF but he thought it might be necessary to make his 
position clear in a public statement distancing himself from 
the specific actions'undertaken by the other peace leaders who 
were at the centre of day-to-day policy-making. (160) 
With this exchange of letters the friendships were restored, 
though John Heidbrink in particular seems to have found it 
hard-to sympathise with Merton's awareness that his own 
contribution to the peace movement had to conform-to his 
vocation and to the restrictions imposed by his superiors. 
Merton offered his perceptions about the ultimate benefits of 
religious obedience by way of consolation to Fr Dan Berrigan. 
After La Porte's death Berrigan had celebrated a memorial Mass 
at the Catholic Worker-in-which he had suggested that the 
young man had given his life for others. Coming on top of his 
involvement with Clergy Concerned about Vietnam, his failure 
to condemn the suicide drew further censure from Church 
authorities, and Berrigan was ordered to leave-for Central 
America. Two other-Jesuits were told at the same time. to 
(159) James Forest, Thomas Merton's Struggle with 
Peacemaking, (Erie, Benet Press, c. 1983) p. 31 
(160) Merton to Berrigan 19.11.65, Shannon pp. 88-89; to Forest 
19.11.65 and 3.12.65, pp. 287-290; to Day 20.11.65 and 
29.12.65, pp. 150-151; to Heidbrink 20.11.65 and 4.12.65 
pp. 422-426 
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withdraw their support from Clergy Concerned. A few weeks 
later Cardinal Spellman's headquarters were picketed by 
students from Jesuit-run Fordham University protesting about- 
this, and 1000 Catholics signed an advertisement in the thew 
York Times demanding Berrigan's return from exile. (161) 
In the Catholic Worker for November 1965 the events of the 
previous weeks were described by Tom Cornell and other 
participants. In Dorothy Day's article, 'Suicide or 
Sacrifice?, ",, she discussed the complex issue of self-inflicted 
death and the Church's acceptance of the notion of 'victim 
souls' offering their lives for others. (162) La Porte's death 
sharply expressed the high cost paid by those so dedicated to 
the cause of peace that they become signs of contradiction for 
the Church itself. At this time of crisis others suffered in 
a similar, lonely, if less dramatic, way: Merton and Berrigan 
finding themselves misunderstood by the religious superiors of 
their respective Orders; Dorothy Day having to fend off the 
accusations of conservative Catholics claiming that the CW's 
politics, having always been an evil influence, were now 
manifestly leading young people astray; Fr Milani in Italy, 
publicly opposed by ecclesiastical authorities. (He was unable 
to appear at his trial because of his advancing leukaemia. 
Instead, he submitted a written defence of conscientious 
objection which was published by War Resisters International 
and circulated by Pax. ) 
Aware of what was happening to these individuals in their own 
day Catholic peace activists evoked other examples from the 
past as a reassurance that such controversies go back in 
history., Franz Jägerstätter was one of the chief heroes, 
particularly close to them because his story had been 
uncovered by a Pax member. The autobiography of another, 
Henri Perrin, had just been translated into English by Bernard 
Wall and published as Priest and Worker. In the Pax Bulletin 
Barbara Wall reviewed the life of this prominent spokesman for 
the French worker-priests. The Church had closed down the 
movement in 1953 after some priests had so identified with. 
(161) see Musto, The Catholic Peace Tradition p. 254 
(162) Catholic Worker November 1965 
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fellow workers that they had become involved in union 
struggles. Soon afterwards Perrin died mysteriously, possibly 
by suicide,, in a road accident. (163) In the Catholic Worker 
Canon Drinkwater recalled a similar case from-the beginning of 
the-century - the suppression by Pope Pius X of Marc 
Sangnier's Le Sillon, 'the most promising Catholic social 
movement there had-ever been'. That same Pope had diverted 
the energy of the Church into enthusiasm for liturgical 
renewal, an escape route which, Drinkwater estimated, had been 
used again by the Second Vatican Council. Rather than engage 
with the difficult practical problems of poverty, war, and 
racial hatred, the bishops had wasted precious weeks and 
months over cosmetic liturgical trivialities. But John XXIII 
and Paul VI were determined to make the Church effective in 
the contemporary world, and they would need the support of 
bishops, priests and people to carry the new social teaching 
into action. (164) 
The struggle to get the peace teaching through the Vatican 
Council wasýnot quite over when he wrote this, and 
Drinkwater's point was underlined by the fact that whereas 
liturgy and internal church affairs had taken up most of the 
early sessions the vital sentences about war and peace had to 
be rushed through in the final days of the Council. The vote 
on Schema 13 was actually taken during the last working 
meeting of the final session. On 2 December 1965 Archbishop 
Garrone of Toulouse reported back to the Council-on the'most 
recent changes to the schema made by the sub-commission, and 
at that point Archbishop Hannan (he had recently been 
appointed Archbishop of New Orleans) made a last desperate 
attempt to prevent its adoption. He persuaded ten other 
(163) Pax Bulletin no. 98 September 1965 Among those who 
admired Perrin were the Berrigan brothers. They had read 
about the worker-priests when they were students, and 
Daniel attributed his own political transformation to 
meeting them during a year spent in'France as a young 
Jesuit. (see Francine du Plessix Gray, op. cit. pp. 68-70) 
(164) Catholic Worker November 1965. Le Sillon had attracted 
and influenced Peter Maurin as a young man. He worked 
with the movement in France after leaving the Christian 
Brothers and before going to the United States. see 
Dorothy Day, The Long Loneliness, (New York, Curtis 
Books, 1971/2) p. 202 
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Council Fathers to support his objections to the'document by 
signing a letter sent to all the bishops at the Council on 3 
December. Several 'errors' were detailed by Hannan. The 
sentences in the schema condemning nuclear weapons ignored the 
fact that they had preserved freedom for much of the world. 
The cause of war was not the weapons but injustice. The 
Church upheld the right to self-defence, and in the modern 
world this depended on the possession of nuclear weapons. 
Hannan and the signatories did not accept that recent Popes 
had denounced total war. They felt the Council should not 
pronounce on a matter about which theologians disagreed. They 
recommended their colleagues to vote against Chapter 5 and, if 
the errors were not corrected, to vote against the whole 
schema. (165) 
This ill-timed letter embarrassed the American bishops and 
periti who had advised Hannan against such a gesture. The 
Americans had already been criticised by the press and by the 
Europeans for their lack of interest in the schema. Now the 
press were hastily assured that Hannan's views did not 
represent those of the rest of the hierarchy. He had lined up 
several prominent signatories to the letter, and when they 
realised the position Cardinal Shehan of Baltimore and 
Archbishop O'Boyle of Washington distanced themselves somewhat 
from it. When Archbishop Garrone and Bishop Schröffer, as 
leaders of the sub-commission, gave a detailed response to the 
criticisms Cardinal Spellman also accepted their defence of 
the document. 
Although his support crumbled, Hannan's letter caused such 
confusion that at the very last moment the Pope had to be 
consulted about the wisdom of taking the vote on Schema 13. 
His advice was to go ahead, and although nearly 500 bishops 
voted against the chapter on peace and war 1700 voted in 
favour. So Chapter 5 was passed with the required majority, 
and the document as a , whole was easily carried. (166) The 
schema now became one of the final constitutions promulgated 
(165) Floyd Anderson, op. cit. p. 278 
(166) Xavier Rynne pp. 225-230 and Floyd Anderson pp. 276-279 
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by the Council - the constitution on the Church in the Modern 
World, or Gaudium et Spes for short. 
When she heard the news of its acceptance on the radio, 
Dorothy Day greeted the condemnation of indiscriminate warfare 
as the 'statement for which we had been working and 
praying'. (167) It was hardly in print before Pax members on 
both sides of the Atlantic began their analysis of the final 
wording. Although they were pleased, there had been a mixed 
outcome to the crucial passages about which they had lobbied. 
To their relief the clause to which they had taken such strong 
exception, because it granted the presumption of justice to 
governments, had been entirely dropped from the final text. 
As for conscientious objection, despite the number of bishops 
known to have asked for that clause to be strengthened the 
final version had actually reduced full endorsement to a 
simple request for legal provision to be enacted by 
governments. This was evidence, Barbara Wall thought, of the 
number of bishops who must in writing have cautioned against 
it. (168) Elsewhere in Chapter 5, however, there was praise 
for those who refused immoral military orders, and for those 
who renounced violence altogether in defending their rights - 
a reference which Jim Douglass felt sure must result from the 
indefatiguable efforts of Jean and Hildegard Goss-Mayr of the 
IFoR. (169) 
The 'weasel clause' which had in effect permitted the 
possession of nuclear weapons as a deterrent had been 
eliminated, though the resulting passage was still rather 
ambiguous and did not satisfy the hopes of those who had 
wanted possession to be as clearly condemned as use. Of the 
Council Fathers it was Cardinal Ritter of St Louis who had 
most persuasively argued for this in a written submission, but 
it was rejected by the sub-commission. (170) According to Jim 
Douglass the final version of this section owed much to the 
influence of Abbot Butler whose concern for truth led him in 
(167) Catholic Worker December 1965 
(168) Pax Bulletin no. 99 January 1966 
(169) James W. Douglass, The Non-violent Cross p. 134 
(170) Ritter's statement is given in full in Douglass, Tg 
Non-violent Cross pp. 118-119 
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the last session of the Council to question the text he had 
himself helped to draft as a member of the sub-commission. 
(171) Butler had, come to accept a point made by Douglass in 
correspondence with him:, namely that it was evasive to talk- 
about 'possession' when the actual moral issue was preparation 
for nuclear war. Thus in the final version promulgated in 
Gaudium et Spes the 'weasel clause' was omitted. But there 
followed no clear pronouncement about the legitimacy of 
deterrence as such. In his letters to Butler Douglass had 
also argued that deterrence could only deter on the basis of a 
publicly declared and immoral intention toýuse the weapons in 
certain circumstances. Butler was not convinced that the 
preparations could only mean that. The actual intentions of 
those involved in the chain of command were too uncertain. He 
evidently thought that the forthright condemnation of any act 
of war aimed indiscriminately at the destruction of entire 
cities sufficiently covered any immoral intention too. 'It is 
obvious enough that the intention of waging war unjustly is 
itself unjust. '(172) 
The final text of Chapter 5 bears witness to"the haste and 
even sloppiness forced on the sub-commission-by their - 
pressurised timetable. It is also a warning to would-be 
legislators that words themselves must unambiguously convey 
what the draftees had in mind. Subsequent efforts to clarify 
their meaning will be in vain. Within days of the end-of the 
Council Butler was having to interpret a problematical clause 
of badly-phrased Latin which he admitted would not have been 
passed had it not been a last-minute modification discussed at 
the end of a gruelling week. This passage stated-that 
'disarmament should really begin, -not-indeed unilaterally but 
proceeding by equal steps and'by agreement'. (173) It was 
understood by readers - including Barbara Wall summarising the 
(171) Douglass, The Non-Violent Cross pp. 111-117 
(172) Abbot Butler's speech to the final session of the 
Vatican Council. Reported in the Catholic Herald 
15'. 10.65 
(173) The wording of the American translation, produced 
quickly by the National Catholic Welfare conference, 
differs slightly from the translation-officially 
published in England by the Catholic Truth Society but 
the ambiguity remains. 
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document for the Pax Bulletin - to mean that the Council was 
ruling out unilateral measures. Butler told Douglass that if 
he found the passage being used to exclude unilateralism, or 
to justify the possession of nuclear arms, he should know that 
that was not the intention. (174) In the Pax Bulletin he also 
offered clarification of the 'badly drafted and loosely 
translated sentence'. He had ascertained that neither the 
president of the sub-commission, nor the Dominican who 
composed the text, had thought they were excluding unilateral 
disarmament. The purpose of the sentence was simply to state 
that the most desirable method would be mutual disarmament by 
common agreement. (175) 
Such awkward passages were in the Pax view regrettable., Nor 
did the Constitution go as far as the encyclical Pacem in 
Terris towards suggesting that a new ethic of nonviolence 
would be more appropriate for the age in which warfare had 
outgrown the 'just war' framework. Nevertheless Pax members 
seem to have been well satisfied with what they had gained: an 
official document formulated by a Council of-the Church which 
vindicated their work of many years. Gaudium et Spes 
unequivocally condemned indiscriminate, and therefore nuclear, 
warfare; it recognised conscientious objection; it described 
the arms race as 'no safe way to guarantee peace',. and named 
it as the cause of-intolerable injury to the poor. It dealt 
extensively with improvements to international relations and 
called for a universally-recognised world authority. (176) 
Typically there is no indication of a self-congratulatory mood 
in Pax, but it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that it 
deserved some of the credit for the war and peace section of 
Gaudium et Spes. We have already cited the opinion of Michael 
de-, la Bedoyere that had it not been for Pax the war question 
might never have reached the agenda of the Vatican Council. 
Archbishop Roberts saw the outcome of the Council as the fruit 
(174) Butler to Douglass 12.12.65, see Douglass pp. 124-125 
(175) Pax Bulletin no. 100 May 1966 
(176) see Gaudium et Sues - Pastoral Constitution on the 
Church in the World of Today (London, Catholic Truth 
Society, 1966) 
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of Pax's 'long and brave struggle'. (177) Then there is the 
fact that the English prelates played a prominent role in the 
Vatican debate. Over three decades they, along with other 
British Catholics, must have become aware of the problems so 
persistently raised by Pax - in the press, in publications, at 
meetings. Six years before the bishops would all have read of 
the Pax/Roberts appeal for a Council of Survival, with its 
suggestion that war and peace were the most-vital matters 
facing the world. Then in 1964 they received letters from Pax 
asking them to recognise conscientious objection. Bishop 
Dwyer had replied at length, expressing his sympathy with 
Pax's appeal. There had been personal dialogue with 
Archbishop Beck who in 1962 had appeared in a television 
debate with the authors of Nuclear Weapons and Christian 
Conscience whose book he had reviewed. In addition the 
English would have received, along with all the other Council 
Fathers, copies of the 1965 peace number of the Catholic 
Worker, sent to them by American Pax. 
By the time the Council opened English and American Pax 
members had become experts in the theological and strategic 
aspects of modern warfare. They shared an understanding of 
what the key problems were, so they were able with impressive 
unanimity to pinpoint the areas on which new emphasis was 
required. The points addressed by Abbot Butler exactly 
matched the three picked by Pax. Douglass had worked closely 
with Butler as Zahn had with Roberts. Barbara Wall had 
visited Suenens. Douglass, Wall and Zahn were present in Rome 
as was another key member, Eileen Egan. Their preparatory 
work was enhanced by the charismatic influence of Archbishop 
Roberts, Dorothy Day and, from afar, of Thomas Merton. 
The perspectives of other peace organisations such as the 
Catholic Worker, Lanzo del Vasto's Ark movement, and the IFoR 
complemented that of Pax. As a more official body Pax Christi 
enjoyed a regular working relationship with bishops who were 
vocal in Rome: Alfrink, Feltin, Suenens, Schröffer, Rusch, 
Gouyon, were among those who had been involved with Pax 
(177) Roberts to Thompson 21.11.64 
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Christi internationally or in their own countries. All 
together the circle of Catholic peace people was small but 
their role was crucial. 
The people who had cared and contributed most to Gaudium et 
Ep-es were also the most likely to take up the task of 
spreading its message. By Christmas Merton had prepared a 
commentary for Burns and Oates, the publishers, and in a long 
instruction to Jim Forest he portrayed the role he envisaged 
for the Catholic Peace Fellowship in getting the Constitution 
across to large numbers of American Catholics. 
I still do not think that the dramatic and 
provocative type of witness is what we most need 
now, in the sphere of Catholic peace witness. On the 
contrary, I think what we need is massive and 
undramatic apostolic work to clarify the Church's 
teaching and get it thoroughly known. (178) 
Differences should be played down in the interests of 
conveying the official, non-pacifist conclusions of the Church 
on war. As Merton put it to Douglass: 'Anyone who follows the 
Pentagon line does so now with a bad conscience if he is a 
Catholic and can read'. (179) 
In the winter number of Peace Eileen Egan showed that she too 
had understood the implications the constitution would have 
for Pax's work. The Council Fathers had given the Catholic 
community a 'vast educational task' when they acknowledged 
that weapons technology demanded the 'evaluation of war with 
an entirely new attitude'. (180) Both English and American Pax 
quickly published extracts from Gaudium et Spes in their 
journals. In an optimistic spirit they set about using and 
teaching the document, making the 'vast educational task' 
their own. 
(178) Merton to Forest 29.12.65, Shannon p. 292 
(179) Merton to Douglass 26.12.65, Shannon p. 163 
(180) Peace vol. II no. 4 Winter 1965/66 
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11 A changing climate 1966-1971 
In 1966 Pax's committee set about the task of revising their 
statement of Principles and Objects. The resemblance to the 
very first Pax leaflet produced 30 years earlier was clear, 
but in the wake of the Second Vatican Council Pax was 
operating in a very different Church climate. Now the 
description an association of Catholics and others' was used 
without fear of any repercussions from ecclesiastical 
authorities. Each of the Pax principles, including that of 
conscientious objection, was supported by quotations from 
Pacem in Terris and Gaudium et Spes. Even its objective-'To 
help and encourage those whose fidelity-to these principles 
involves them in difficulties' seemed uncontroversial whereas 
in 1936 it had led to censure by the Archbishop of 
Westminster. (1) 
The new statement was sent to Pax's sponsors for their 
consideration. Compton Mackenzie, Christopher Hollis, John 
Todd and Henry St John OP were-among-those who replied 
favourably (2), and Dom Bede Griffiths told Charles Thompson 
that he had 'never seen the basic principles which all 
Catholics must accept so clearly stated'. He thought they had 
avoided the pitfall of introducing other principles, such as 
that all war is immoral - which only a minority would accept - 
and thereby losing their Catholic basis. Griffiths felt the 
great need was to convince all Catholics of two fundamental- 
principles: that all indiscriminate methods of attack were- 
immoral, and that everyone has a right and a duty to judge 
conscientiously the merits of a war and to refuse to fight-if 
not satisfied about its morality. (3) The wisdom of the 
statement's wording was soon proven. Abbot Butler, -who had 
earlier declined to join Pax's list of sponsors because he was 
not yet convinced that to threaten indiscriminate war came 
under such automatic condemnation as performing or sanctioning 
(1) Pax leaflet-with Revised Draft Statement 1966, see 
Appendix, p. 524 
(2) letters to Charles Thompson June and July 1966 
(3) Griffiths to Thompson 20.7.66 
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such an act, readily agreed to sponsor once he saw what the 
new-wording committed him to. (4) 
Pax's educational role remained obvious after the Vatican 
Council, and the spirit within the Church internationally was 
a hopeful one, but it was still hard for Pax to overcome 
English Catholic apathy in the late 1960s. This contrasted 
with the first part of the decade when peace had been a 
fashionable concern. It also contrasted with the contemporary 
scene in the United States where Catholic peace activity in 
response to the war in-Vietnam was vibrant. While American 
Pax gained in strength and stature and could attract over 200 
people to its annual conference at the Tivoli Catholic Worker 
farm (5) only 15 or 16 members attended the annual general 
meetings of English Pax, and even the numbers at the Spode 
weekends diminished to the point of causing concern. (6) 'All 
the peace societies are passing through difficult times, ' it 
was noted at the 1966 AGM: 'Money is not available for 
projects, and dedicated people are few. '(7) There was little 
change to the number of supporters on the mailing list - 
calculated as being about 1000 - but that included overseas 
subscribers and a quantity of colleges, libraries and 
associated groups to which the Pax Bulletin was sent free of 
charge. (8) 
There is no evidence that any of the local Pax groups had 
survived, and so all the activities in England revolved round 
the relatively small Pax council which met six times a year. 
The council members' names were familiar ones: Charles 
Thompson, John O'Connor, Antony Allison, Barbara Wall, Graham 
Jenkins, Margaret Maison, David Scutt, Kenneth Joy, Kathleen 
Rowland, Mr and Mrs Defoe Baker, Rachel Blake. Most of these 
had already served Pax for many years, and there were no 
newcomers coming forward for election. Drawing on a slightly 
wider circle of members for specific events, this group was 
responsible for maintaining a steady if necessarily limited 
(4) Butler to Thompson 21.2.66 and 7.11.66 
(5) Peace vol. II no. 6 Summer 1966 
(6) Minutes 30.11.68 and 15.11.69 
(7) Minutes 12.11.66 
(8) Minutes 15.11.69 and 28.11.70 
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programme of Pax activities and for representing Pax in co- 
operative ventures with other organisations. 
Despite its varied programme of talks the Pax 'First Friday' 
meetings could only on exceptional occasions muster more than 
20 participants. Eighty came to hear Archbishop Roberts give 
his account of the Vatican Council. (9) Advertisements in the 
Catholic Herald did not help much and so in 1969, after 9 
years of holding this monthly meeting in London, Pax 
reluctantly brought the series to an end. In future public 
meetings would be organised ad hoc when an audience could be 
guaranteed. (10) 
Skip- -meal 
One Pax project which did capture the imagination was the 
'Skip-a-Meal' Fund. The fund had been opened as a means of 
doing something practical as opposed to theorising. Members 
donated the money they saved by a Friday fast or by some other 
gesture of sacrifice for peace. (11) The money was collected 
in a special account, and once a year a project was selected. 
Recipients included International Voluntary Service, 
Archbishop Hurley's diocese in South Africa, Bede Griffiths' 
in India and the Catholic Institute for International 
Relations - the former Sword of the Spirit. One year the work 
of the Belgian Dominican, Fr Dominique Pire, was adopted. He 
had won the Nobel Peace Prize'for his post-war efforts in 
resettling 'displaced persons' in purpose-built European 
villages. 'Pax's gift was warmly received by Fr Pire who was 
busy creating a 'University of Peace' near Liege and 
organising a pilot self-help scheme-in Pakistan which he 
described as an 'Island of Peace'. (12) 
In 1967 Pax undertook an unusually ambitious project for its 
size and resources. At the time Catholic relief agencies were 
sending money and supplies to help victims of the 'six day' 
(9) Minutes 26.4.66 
(10) Minutes 24.9.69 
(11) Pax Bulletin no. 99 January 1966 
(12) Pire to Wall 15.12.62 
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war in the Middle East. Pax's Kathleen Rowland wrote in The 
Universe about an appeal issued by the Apostolic Delegate in 
Britain. He asked English schools to offer free places to 
Palestinian Christian children. (13) This appeal echoed one 
made a year before by Archbishop Hakim of Nazareth who was 
trying to protect the dwindling Christian communities in 
Israel. Freedom of worship was not in question but lack of 
economic and educational . opportunity, and the requisitioning 
of Arab land, meant that many Christian families were leaving 
the country. (14) Kathleen Rowland had been in touch with 
Archbishop Hakim. Speaking at the Pax council about the needs 
as he had described them she persuaded her colleagues to 
sponsor the education at an English convent of an Arab 
schoolgirl. The only cautionary voice raised within Pax was 
that of Graham Jenkins who was anxious that the terms of the 
project should not be 'loaded' against Israel. He feared that 
concern for the Arabs sometimes disguised a strong 
undercurrent of anti-semitism among Catholics. (15) 
So with suitable adjustments to safeguard against this a 
leaflet was quickly. printed and sent out with the Pax Bulletin 
and with Search magazine in July 1967. It suggested that the 
presence of an educated Christian community would reduce 
friction between Arab and. Jew-in Israel. Qualified Christians 
in responsible jobs would be contributing to the good of the 
whole country and encouraging a spirit of mutual trust. The 
plan was to raiseenough money to pay for clothes, personal 
expenses and the fare to bring one Christian Arab girl to 
England. }The Ladies of Mary convent had offered a scholarship 
at their Scarborough boarding school, and Pax asked for offers 
of hospitality for the girl during the holidays. (16) 
Help was needed quickly if the girl was to arrive in time for 
the autumn term, but the response was exceedingly generous. 
By the time the Pax Bulletin was published in September there 
was enough money in the Skip-a-Meal fund to provide for four 
(13) The Universe 16.6.67 
(14) The Universe 3.6.66 
(15) Jenkins to Thompson, c. July 1967 
(16) 'Crisis in the Holy Land' letter from Thompson to Pax 
members July 1967 
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girls - two from Amman in Jordan and two from Nazareth. The 
Scarborough convent had offered another free place, and two 
more had been offered at Virgo Fidelis school in Upper 
Norwood. (17) 
Pax's commitment to the girls was for two years initially 
while they studied for their 'A levels'. Apart from the nuns 
the main responsibility was-shouldered by Kathleen Rowland and 
Barbara Wall who kept in touch with the girls and looked after 
them during the holidays. One was unhappy and went home quite 
soon, but she was replaced and they all settled down. (18) 
Regular reports in the Pax Bulletin maintained the interest of 
members in 'their' students and reminded them about financial 
contributions. A year later the girls' English was improving, 
and the financial burden eased a little as they all found 
summer jobs. (19) one became deputy head-girl of her school; 
(20) another went on a children's camping holiday-to Austria 
arranged by Stormont Murray who was-still active in the Anglo- 
Austrian Society. (21) Eventually three of the Arab girls 
completed their courses hoping to gain further qualifications 
at university and nursing school. Pax decided to keep £50 in 
reserve, in case of emergency, but the girls were by then 
sufficiently independent, with English friends and holiday 
jobs, to be able to look after themselves. The Skip-a-Meal 
fund could revert to other purposes, and so the next few 
collections were allocated to Dom Helder Camara's work-in 
Brazil. (22) About £700 had been raised to sponsor the Arab 
girls' education, and in its ten-year operation the fund 
distributed over £1000 in total to practical peace-directed 
projects. (23) It was no mean achievement for a small 
organisation like Pax. 
(17) Pax Bulletin no. 104 September 1967 
(18) Wall to Thompson 12.10.67 
(19) Pax Bul letin no. 107 September 1968 
(20) Pax Bul letin no. 108 January 1969 
(21) Pax Bul letin no. 109 May 1969 
(22) Pax Bul letin no. 111 January 1970 
(23) Barbara Wall's final report on the Pax Special Fund, 
10.1.72 
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Applying the Vatican council's declarations 
As ever the cornerstone of Pax's work was the Pax Bulletin, 
still appearing three times a year with unfailing regularity. 
The editors, Graham Jenkins and later Barbara Wall, maintained 
the high standard of their predecessors in the range and 
quality of material published. In 1966 the thirtieth 
anniversary of the society was marked by, a personal 
recollection from Christian Hardie (nde Lucas)-who had been 
one of the four founders. (24) From time to time Margaret 
Maison contributed portraits of Victorian peacemakers: David 
Urquhart and his follower Monteith, (25) Lucretia Mott, Lydia 
Sigourney, and Julia Ward Howe. (26) Generous space was always 
allocated to book reviews, and. often the author or subject was 
closely related to Pax. A biography of Archbishop Roberts was 
reviewed in 1966; (27) in 1970 Cecil Gill reviewed a biography 
of his brother written by Donald Attwater. (28) English 
editions of Rdgamey's Non-Violence and the Christian 
Conscience-and of James Douglass' The Non-Violent Cross got 
extensive reviews. (29) 
Pax writers between them produced a creditable number of 
serious books examining peace issues from varying angles but 
most especially in the light of the Vatican Council. Darton, 
Longman and Todd brought out two short books by Stan Windass: 
A Blow for Peace and Man Divided, extracts of-which were 
printed in the Pax Bulletin. (30) Windass contributed, 
alongside Adrian Cunningham, Gordon Zahn and others, to a new 
symposium edited by Walter Stein: Peace on-Earth- the Way 
(24) Pax Bulletin no. 101 September 1966 
(25) Pax Bulletin no. 101 September 1966 and no. 109 May 1969 
Urquhart had issued the 'Appeal of a Protestant to the 
Pope' and prepared material for the schema on war to be 
put before the Vatican Council of 1870. 
(26) Pax Bulletin no. 116 September 1971 
(27) David Abner Hurn, Archbishop Roberts SJ (London, Darton 
Longman and Todd, 1966) reviewed in Pax Bulletin no. 100 
May 1966 
(28) Donald Attwater, A Cell of Good Living -(London 
Geoffrey Chapman, 1969) reviewed Pax Bulletin no. 111 
January 1970 
(29) Pax Bulletin no. 102 January 1967 and no. 109 May 1969 
(30) Pax Bulletin no. 109 May 1969 and no. 111 January 1970 
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Ahead took the discussion forward from the point where Pacem 
in Terris and the Vatican council had left off. Windass' 
chapter was about Christian-Communist dialogue, for example. 
Stein expressed his disappointment with the Council. Despite 
its 'well-meaning truisms', it had evaded the one proclamation 
he felt the world so desperately needed: an unequivocal 'no' 
to nuclear violence whatever the consequences. 'Who knows how 
profoundly the world - and the Church - would have been 
liberated from the disorders that history has built into us, 
if Vatican-Council II had uttered this "No". ' Stein's book 
received high commendation from Pax and from Brian Wicker who 
devoted one of his regular columns in The Guardian to a 
review. (31) On another occasion Wicker gave prominence to the 
Franz Jägerstätter story. In Solitary Witness had just been 
published in England. (32) 
The product of Zahn's latest research into the attitudes of 
Chaplains in the RAF was published by Manchester University 
Press and reviewed for Pax by Rear Admiral Sir Anthony 
Buzzard. Zahn's investigation had begun with the co-operation 
of the principal RAF chaplains, but his plans to interview a 
larger sample of chaplains were thwarted after the Chaplain'in 
Chief received complaints. His questions revealed a 
disturbing conflict between the chaplain's role as military 
officer and as Christian clergyman - questions such as what 
advice a chaplain should give to someone developing a 
conscientious. objection-during a battle, and whether the 
chaplain should ever advise soldiers to disobey orders. Asked 
about these specific dilemmas it was clear that military 
expectations took precedence. (33) 
The intention behind much of what Pax people wrote and did in 
the late 1960s was to bring the teaching of the-Vatican 
Council into the current usage of the Church, making it known, 
(31) Walter-Stein, ed. Peace on Earth - the Way Ahead 
(London, Sheed and Ward, 1966) p. 292 
reviewed in Pax Bulletin no. 101 September 1966; 
The Guardian 4.8.66 
(32) The Guardian 29.9.66 
(33) Gordon C. Zahn, Chaplains in the RAF :a Study in Role 
Tension (Manchester, Manchester University Press, 1969) 
reviewed Pax Bulletin no. 112 May 1970 
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uncovering inconsistencies and drawing out implications. To 
make the teaching known the most obvious thing Pax could do 
was to publish the conclusions of Gaudium et Spes. There was 
a plan to produce jointly with Christian CND a leaflet based 
on it, but after discussion and delay the project was 
abandoned. Pax had printed the text of its peace and war 
chapter in the bulletin but this was thought too wordy to make 
a leaflet suitable for popular use and distribution at- 
demonstrations. (34) Another plan concerned the incorporation 
of new thinking into the educational media of the Church, 
especially into the standard catechism. Pax felt there was a 
lack of specific instruction about the fifth commandment so 
David Scutt and Graham Jenkins contacted Fr Hubert Richards of 
the Catechetical Centre in London to find out what the new 
Australian, German and Dutch catechisms had to say on the 
subject. Eventually they learned that there was no prospect 
of a revised English catechism, and so the matter was dropped. 
(35) 
Pax lost no time in building upon the Vatican council's 
condemnation of -indiscriminate warfare 
by challenging the 
Church to give practical expression to what was now declared 
policy. During the final session of the Council in 1965-the 
Spode conference, co-sponsored on that occasion by the United 
Nations Association and the University of Birmingham, examined 
'The Politics of Peace'. One of the lecturers, Sir Anthony 
Buzzard, a former director of naval intelligence, suggested 
that Britain needed a defence institute 'where church 
representatives could discuss the morality of policies with 
politicians and strategists'. (36) The idea had originally, 
been put forward by Lord Chalfont when he was defence 
correspondent of The Times and it had some support from, 
amongst others, the Anglican Bishop of London. It was thought 
that if some Catholic bishops, against the background of the 
Council's decisions, were to endorse it, this might encourage 
the government to make such an institute a reality. (37) 
(34) Minutes 10.2.66,19.7.66,20.9.66,25.1.67 
(35) Minutes 24.5.66,19.7.66 and 23.1.68- 
(36) Pax Bulletin no. 99 January 1966 
(37) Wicker to Thompson 17.10.65 
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The participants at Spode took to this project with enthusiasm 
and appointed a sub-committee to look into the possibilities. 
Brian Wicker refined the proposal in consultation with Walter 
Stein, John O'Connor, Stan Windass and Charles Thompson and 
after further discussion with Sir Anthony Buzzard. Their 
memorandum outlined the terms for an 'Institute for the Study 
of Disarmament, Peacekeeping and Defence'. It contended that 
in the debate about defence there had been no systematic 
attempt to bring together the policy- makers and the wider 
public. Yet discussion at the British Council of Churches and 
at the Vatican Council showed that at the highest levels of 
opinion there were serious reservations about the morality of 
Western deterrence policy. There was a need in democratic 
society for a forum where real dialogue could take place, and 
so Pax advocated the establishment of an institute with 
government support and funding. It should bring together MPs, 
Ministry of Defence and Foreign office representatives, the 
armed forces, Christian and other groups and individuals who 
could make a useful contribution to the discussion of public 
policy on defence and disarmament. (38) A list was drawn up of 
those to whom this memorandum was to be sent in the hope of 
eliciting initial support for an approach to the government: 
the UNA, the Anglican Bishop of Chichester, the Benedictine 
Abbot of Downside, Cardinal Heenan, the World Council of 
Churches, the Pugwash association of scientists, Royal United 
Services Institute, and the defence committees of the 
parliamentary parties. (39) 
Cardinal Heenan agreed to meet members of Pax's sub-committee 
to discuss the project (40) but nothing definite ever came of 
(38) Pax Memorandum on the Institute for the Study of 
Disarmament, Peacekeeping and Defence, c. 1965 
(39) Wicker to O'Connor 14.12 65 
(40) Heenan to Windass 19.2.66 
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it. (41) Meanwhile in The Guardian Brian Wicker regretted a 
recent government decision to confine defence studies within 
the Ministry of Defence and the universities, and to separate 
defence policy from research on disarmament and peacemaking. 
He used the example of the Vatican Council, where bishops were 
divided among themselves about the moral legitimacy of 
deterrence policy, in order to underline the value of open and 
informed discussion. Behind their disagreements lay a complex 
set of connected problems of concern to moralists-as well as 
to scientists and strategists. (42) 
The conclusions of the Vatican Council about modern warfare 
had no obvious immediate effect on Catholic behaviour at 
institutional level, and had fallen short of any direct 
instruction to Catholics in the armed forces which might have 
had far-reaching political consequences. In 1967 the 
relationship between the Church and the military was brought 
under scrutiny in a lively public correspondence. The 
opportunity arose when HMS Resolution, the first of Britain's 
Polaris submarines, was launched at Barrow in Furness. Among 
those at the quayside service to bless the submarine was the 
Principal Roman Catholic Chaplain to the Fleet. His 
participation was challenged in the letters columns of The 
' es. (43) Mgr Bruce Kent, chaplain to the University of 
London - and still chaplain to Pax Christi - found the naval 
chaplain's presence at the ceremony 'very strange' and he 
quoted paragraph 80 of Gaudium et Spes: 
Any act of war aimed indiscriminately at the 
destruction of entire cities or of extensive areas 
along with their populations is a crime against God 
and man himself. It merits unequivocal and 
unhesitating condemnation. 
(41) During enquiries about this it was suggested that the 
proposal led to the formation of CCADD, the Conference 
on Christian Approaches to Defence and Disarmament, with 
which Sir Anthony Buzzard-was also connected. But CCADD 
was incorporated in September 1965 and therefore pre 
-dates the Pax proposal. It seems odd however that Sir 
Anthony Buzzard should have discussed the matter with 
Pax without mentioning that a very similar scheme was 
already in progress. The origins of CCADD are recounted 
in Timothy Sainsbury, Arms Transfers and Conventional 
Arms Control: an Ethical Approach (CCADD 1989) 
(42) The Guardian 10.3.66 
(43) The Times 3.10.67 
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Was it thought, Mgr Kent asked, that the use of Polaris 
missiles did not involve such an act of war, or did the crew 
not really intend to'use them if so ordered? (44) 
This letter provoked a lengthy correspondence in both The 
Times and the Catholic Herald. " One of the first to join in 
was the Roman Catholic Bishop to the Forces, Gerard Tickle. 
He assured Mgr Kent that 'certainly as far as the British 
Forces are concerned, there will be no indiscriminate use of 
nuclear weapons'. (45) Within a short time Bishop Tickle was 
embarrassingly contradicted by Rear Admiral McGeoch: 'the 
Polaris system can be relied upon to retaliate effectively 
against any attack however devastating and unexpected'. (46) 
Admiral Sir William James dealt swiftly with the second of 
Bruce Kent's questions: 'One cannot imagine an officer or man, 
who is voluntarily serving in a nuclear submarine, refusing to 
use a weapon against the enemy on moral theological 
grounds'. (47) Such bluntness exposed the false premises used 
to justify the military chaplain's role. Other correspondents 
argued that nuclear weapons kept the peace, that the navy's 
function was to keep the peace, that the chaplain's concern 
was men not machines, that 'any act of war' did not include 
launching a deterrent. Bishop Butler - the former abbot - was 
drawn into the discussion and tried to explain to Sir Philip 
de Zulueta, a prominent Catholic, what the Vatican Council had 
really meant about the process of disarmament. (48) In all 17 
letters were published in The Times. Christopher Derrick 
contributed a precise exposition of the moral problem (49) and 
more Pax members - Stein and Wicker included - took the 
chaplains to task in the Catholic Herald, where the 
correspondence had a certain domestic rawness. Bishop Tickle 
was evidently rather aggrieved-that Mgr Kent had raised the 
issue in public rather than in a private letter to himself or 
(44) The Times 7.10.67 
(45) The Times 11.10.67 
(46) The Times 31.10.67 
(47) The Times 19.10.67 
(48) The Times 25.10.67 
(49) The Times 14.10.67 
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the Principal RC Chaplain. (50) A summary of The Times 
correspondence was published in the Pax Bulletin and Mgr Kent, 
who suddenly became the object of many Pax invitations, 
commented on the issues it raised when he addressed a Pax 
meeting that November. (51) He also spoke at a CND protest 
meeting the following March after the fourth and last Polaris 
submarine was launched. (52) In Birkenhead on that occasion a 
score of protesters attempted to disrupt the religious service (53 
while in London Christian CND held a-vigil at St Martin in the 
Fields. (54) 
Vietnam 
Brian Wicker, more than any other British writer, persistently 
and publicly called on the Church to practise what it had 
preached at the Vatican Council about war and peace. In one of 
his Guardian columns he addressed an open letter to Pope Paul 
VI about Vietnam. How, he asked, should the Council's 
statement about indiscriminate warfare be applied? Despite 
official denials targets in cities such as Hanoi and Haiphong 
were known-to involve indiscriminate killing of civilians. 
Did not the Council's statement imply that the Church had to 
take an unambiguous public stand against American policy 
before rather than after tragedy was perpetrated? (55) 
Catholic churches in England were at this time mobilising 
people to oppose David Steel's abortion reform bill and, 
having saluted church leaders for managing to arouse any 
interest among Catholics in the immorality of systematic 
murder, Wicker went on to call for consistency. Christian 
(50) Catholic Herald 10.11.67 
It says something for the tenacity of Pax members that 
one of the writers who defended the principle of non- 
combatant immunity was F. O'Hanlon of Worthing: he 
had been the chief signatory on a petition to the 
hierarchy in 1938 asking the bishops to intervene 
against the bombing of civilians in Spain. 
(Catholic' Herald 5.11.67 and petition 9.2.38) 
(51) Pax Bulletin no. 105 January 1968 and Minutes 28.11.67 
(52') The Universe 22.3.68 
(53) The Times 16.3.68 
(54) undated Christian CND newsletter (CND archives, LSE) 
(55) The Guardian 7.7.66 
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moral intransigence should be revolutionary in"that, by 
closing off certain pragmatic but unacceptable short-term 
solutions, it might generate much more radical thinking about 
the social and political causes of problems. This should-be 
so with abortion but matched by equal attention to all 
violations of human life. To start with he proposed that, led 
by their bishops, Catholics should forgo a day's campaigning 
on the abortion issue in order to join Christian CND's 'Right 
to Life' day in protest at the bombing in Vietnam. (56) 
Pax members took, part with the rest of the peace movement in 
the vigils and processions mounted in opposition to the 
bloodshed in Vietnam. Mary Halton represented Pax at a 
meeting to plan a delegation to Michael Stewart, then Foreign 
Secretary in the Labour government-(57) At a-Paxýmeeting 
chaired by Herbert McCabe OP, Simon Blake OP talked on 'What 
we can do about Vietnam'. He gave graphic examples of 
individual suffering caused by the cruellest modern weapons 
such as white phosphorus and napalm - which the United States 
alone was using. In the subsequent discussion Pax members 
expressed their amazement that Catholic church leaders spoke 
out so little on, Vietnam despite the Vatican council and 
despite the ironical contrast between their concern for unborn 
life and their indifference to the killing of born children in 
Vietnam. The suggestion-was mooted that Pax members should 
withdraw their financial-contributions to the Church. (58) At 
the end of the meeting a collection was taken up for the work 
of the Friends Service Council in Vietnam. (59) 
Simon Blake, Laurence Bright and Bruce Kent were among over 
100 clergymen who took part in a march through the City of 
London appealing for peace in Vietnam. Organised by Bishop 
Butler and the Anglican Bishop of Woolwich, it culminated in a 
service at St Paul's Cathedral. (60) Other Pax members were 
involved in an attempt to enter the target areas in North 
Vietnam to deter American pilots from bombing and to live as a 
(56) The Guardian 24.11.66 
(57) Minutes 10.2.66 
(58) Pax Bulletin no. 103 May 1967 
(59) Minutes 11.4.67 
(60) Pax Bulletin no. 103 May 1967 
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nonviolent presence in the community under attack. Cecily 
Hastings explained the project, 'Nonviolent Action in 
Vietnam', at a Pax meeting, and Rachel Blake, a regular 
attender at the Pax council, appealed for financial support. 
(61) In January 1968 they travelled with a party of 26 
opponents of the war to Cambodia from where Cecily Hastings, 
Gwynfor Evans MP, and the Rev. Michael Scott hoped to enter 
North Vietnam. The rest of the group intended to stay at the 
Cambodian border. Neither government in fact allowed the 
foreigners to carry out their enterprise, but they were able 
to visit Cambodian border villages. They saw the bombing and 
met casualties. Some of the group also demonstrated at the US 
air base in northern Thailand, distributing leaflets to 
servicemen and conducting a brief blockade. Reporting back to 
a Pax meeting Cecily Hastings and Rachel Brown described how 
the nonviolent gesture of their journey had evoked an 
immediate sympathy amongst the Buddhists they met. (62) 
For Catholic peace organisations in the United States the 
Vietnam war provided an urgent focus for the implementation of 
Vatican Council declarations on indiscriminate war and most 
especially on conscientious objection. The peace groups were 
receiving heart-searching enquiries from young men faced with 
an imminent decision about military service and in need of 
practical advice. The American Pax Association's journal, 
Peace, was increasingly given over to this matter. A letter 
from one young Catholic, Patrick Dooling, was used as a means 
of eliciting guidance from several Pax authorities, including 
Zahn and Douglass, on the moral choices as they saw them. (63) 
In another issue readers were provided with an annotated 
bibliography of 74 classic peace texts. (64) Jim Forest of the 
Catholic Peace Fellowship wrote a booklet called Catholics and 
Conscientious Objection which surveyed the history of military 
refusal from apostolic times to the Vatican Council. (65) As 
had been the case during the Second World War prospective COs 
(61) Minutes 28.11.67 
(62) Pax Bulletin no. 106 April 1968 and Minutes 23.7.68 
(63) Peace vol. II no. 5, Spring 1966 
(64) Peace vol. III no. 1/2 Spring/Summer 1967 
(65) James H. Forest, Catholics and Conscientious Objection 
(New York, Catholic Peace Fellowship, 1966) 
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needed just such basic reading matter, and those who were 
fortunate enough to stumble across the CPF or Pax were offered 
more besides. The CPF developed a widespread network of draft 
counsellors to help high school and college students: their 
clients, educated and. highly motivated, had a very good chance 
of convincing the draft board of their conscientious 
objection. (66) Pax furnished support of a different kind by 
engaging in a sustained campaign to win recognition for 
selective conscientious objection, which applied most 
particularly to the Catholic CO applicants. The main thread 
linking the activities of American Pax during the Vietnam era 
is the story of that campaign and the consequent interaction 
between Pax and the American bishops. 
In the summer of 1966.200 participants came to Tivoli for a 
Pax study weekend entitled 'Peace Beyond Vatican II'. Talking 
on 'The War that is Forbidden', Tom Stonier described the 
scientific predictions about the effects of nuclear war. Jim 
Douglass analysed the Council's teaching, and Gordon Zahn 
recounted the results of a supplementary survey he had 
conducted with his RAF chaplains as soon as Schema 13 had been 
promulgated. It revealed that none of the chaplains expected 
the Council's declaration about indiscriminate war to affect 
the course of their work in future. This showed, Zahn 
concluded, that those who wished 
to see the moral principles enunciated by Vatican II 
reflected or at least recognised in our nation's 
policies have the obligation to force discussion of 
these principles at every opportunity. (67) 
Members of Pax voted to send a letter to Cardinal Shehan, 
Archbishop of Baltimore, in appreciation of a pastoral 
letter - the first by an American bishop - which reminded 
Catholics of their duty to follow the Church's teaching about 
the moral limits even to self defence and to use their 
consciences in judging the issues. Citizens had a right to 
know the truth about government decisions for which, in a 
(66) Tom Cornell, 'The Catholic Church and Witness against 
War' in Thomas A. Shannon, War or Peace? p. 212 
(67) Peace vol. II no. 6 Summer 1966 and The War that is 
Forbidden - Peace Beyond Vatican II p. 34 
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democratic society, they were answerable. (68) The Pax letter 
suggested that the quantity of bombs being used on so small a 
country as Vietnam presented an almost inescapable danger of 
indiscriminate warfare. (69) The point was even more 
forcefully made in a Peace editorial which measured the 
Vietnam war against the traditional criteria for a 'just' war 
and against the Vatican Council's proposals for the avoidance 
of war. Pax advocated an immediate settlement by the United 
States - not to abandon the problem, but to set up through the 
United Nations some structure to ensure 'the security of the 
innocent'. (70) 
Cardinal Shehan's pastoral letter said nothing extraordinary 
but as the first comment from a bishop about the moral conduct 
of the war it was warmly received by the peace movement - so 
much so that he felt obliged to repudiate any implication that 
he was an opponent of the war! He thought the reasons for 
involvement in Vietnam were honorable ones. (71) Despite this 
disclaimer, Cardinal Shehan's tone was incomparably more 
moderate than that of Cardinal Spellman who in 1966 delivered 
an even more militaristic Christmas message to American troops 
than he had the previous year: 'Less than victory is 
inconceivable, ' he declared. (72) It is not surprising that 
collectively the American bishops found it difficult to 
achieve anything but an ambivalent judgement in their first 
joint pastoral letter on the war, published in November 1966. 
They found that 'our presence in Vietnam is justified' but 
vaguely suggested that everyone had a duty to search for 
'alternatives'. Citizens should 'clearly protest whenever 
there is a danger that the conflict will be escalated beyond 
morally acceptable limits', but the bishops did not indicate 
when that point might have been reached. (73) 
(68) Pax Bulletin no. 104 September 1967 
(69) Everngam to Shehan 9.8.66 
(70) Peace vol. II no. 6 Summer 1966 
(71) David J. O'Brien, in War or Peace? p. 127 
(72) O'Brien in War or Peace? p. 126 
(73) American Bishops' Peace Statement 18.11.66 
Peace vol. II no. 7/8 Fall/Winter 1966-67 
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Pax was very critical of these generalities. They were no 
help to the young man, drafted for military service, who 
thought that American intervention was already beyond morally 
acceptable limits. Nor did they make explicit the practical 
steps that should be taken: inform and then follow your 
conscience. (74) The bishops' indifference became something of 
an inter-faith scandal when, early in 1967,2500 Christian and 
Jewish ministers came to Washington for a peace assembly 
mobilised by Clergy and Laymen Concerned about Vietnam. Two 
hundred and fifty telegrams were sent to the Catholic bishops 
inviting them to attend. None did. Only 11 replied. 'How 
are we to interpret your almost total silence? ' queried the 
Presbyterian organiser, Dr Robert McAfee Brown, in an open 
letter to the bishops published in Commonweal. (75) 
The Rights of Conscience campaign 
The next meeting of the American Catholic bishops was due to 
take place'in April 1967. The expiry date of current 
legislation on the draft was 1 July. By then the US Congress 
would have to consider revisions and renewal of the Selective 
Service system. With these two dates in mind Pax embarked on 
its 'Rights of Conscience Campaign' to try and win acceptance 
for conscientious objectors to particular wars. A letter was 
sent to every bishop noting that the April meeting presented 
an opportunity for them to, make recommendations about the 
restructuring of the draft. If this matter was not on their 
agenda already, Pax suggested that it merited examination by a 
special committee. Accompanying the letter were two 
memoranda. The first, 'US Draft Law - Unjust to Catholic 
Citizens', explained how the existing law discriminated 
against Catholics brought up on the 'just war' criteria, who 
were not opposed to all war but to a particular one, and to 
any war when it became 'unjust'. Various bodies of the 
Protestant churches had already endorsed the proposal that the 
new draft law should recognise selective conscientious 
objection (SCO), and Pax called on the Catholic bishops to 
expound Catholic teaching about this. They also requested 
(74) Peace vol. II no. 7/8 Fall/Winter 1966-67 
(75) O'Brien p. 128, and Pax Bulletin no. 104 September 1967 
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that the bishops' agency, Catholic Relief Services (CRS), 
should create a staff classification such as 'program aide' so 
as to provide openings for Catholic COs to perform alternative 
service by working for refugees and famine victims. CRS had no 
such category, and so Catholic COs were finding placements in 
organisations like the Vietnam Christian Service where they 
were known as 'Pax-Men'. 
The second memorandum was headed 'Military Conscription and 
the Catholic'. It went beyond the immediate revision of 
legislation to argue for abolition of the draft in favour of a 
volunteer army. Universal conscription violated the Catholic 
concept of individual vocation and had been repeatedly 
condemned since it was introduced in revolutionary France. 
Catholic leaders should offer an alternative. (76) 
It is remarkable that, apart from the language and 
circumstances, these two memoranda offered exactly the same 
arguments about conscription and conscientious objection as 
the first Pax members had propounded in-England before the 
Second World War. 
Given-its limited resources Eileen Egan's philosophy was to 
'try to have Pax do the things that no one else is doing'. 
(77) When the bishops at their April meeting made no reference 
to the revision of draft law it became evident that there 
would be no official Catholic testimony at the Washington 
hearings. Pax therefore sent its memoranda to every member of 
the House of Representatives and started talking to 
Congressmen and their assistants. In fact the SCO case was 
not without more prestigious advocates: John Courtney Murray, 
the influential Jesuit theologian, served on the President's 
Advisory-Commission on Selective Service which was reviewing 
the legislation. He argued that the revised statute should 
provide for such objectors, but the majority of the Commission 
rejected this view. (78) 
(76) Pax to US-Bishops 3.4.67 and accompanying memoranda 
(77) Egan°to Thompson 19.9.67 
(78) McNeal, -The American Catholic Peace Movement, pp. 226-227 
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In July 1967 the draft law was renewed with the discriminatory 
distinction excluding SCO unchanged. However two particularly 
positive responses to its memoranda encouraged Pax to extend 
its campaign. The first was from an archbishop - Paul 
Hallinan of Atlanta - who urged that such discrimination in 
the Selective Service law be ended. The second was from 
Congressman Don Edwards of California who had read the Pax 
material-into the Congressional Record and appealed for 
recognition of conscientious objection based on the 'just war' 
tradition. These two statements were included in the text of 
a Pax petition on Rights of Conscience which was distributed 
widely in the United States in the course of the following 
year as letters were sent out to elicit support for the Pax 
position. (79) 
At the Pax summer conference held at Tivoli in July 1967 
members passed three resolutions on the Vietnam war. The 
first endorsed the campaign for 'Negotiations Now'. The 
second repeated the demand that the United States government 
should recognise SCO and asked the bishops to see that the CRS 
offered placements to COs for overseas service. The third 
also concerned the CRS. Pax encouraged Catholics to aid the 
war victims of North as well as South Vietnam by contributing 
to Caritas International, the Vatican relief agency. The 
national CRS did not operate in North Vietnam. (80) 
The CRS soon experienced much heavier criticism for its role 
in Vietnam. The New York Times and the National Catholic 
Reporter revealed that the largest CRS project in Vietnam was 
the distribution of food to the South Vietnamese militia. 
General, Westmoreland, the American commander in Vietnam, had 
requested such assistance when the Popular Forces did not 
receive an expected payrise from the Saigon government. CRS 
officials defended the arrangement on the grounds that these 
forces-included village elders, families and others unfit to 
fight, but the 10 correspondent photographed the food being 
(79) Peace vol. III no. 3/4 Fall/Winter 1967-68, vol. III no. 5/6 
Spring/Summer 1968, vol. III no-7/8 Fall/Winter 1968-69 
(80) Pax: News, press release, undated but July/August 1967 
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distributed to young, healthy-looking, armed and uniformed 
soldiers. (81) 
The Catholic Peace Fellowship protested vigorously and took 
out a newspaper advertisement calling on Catholics to refuse 
financial support to the CRS until its political bias was 
redressed, 
-and relief 
distributed on a humanitarian basis of 
need in both North and South Vietnam. Meanwhile Catholics 
should make their donations through Caritas International. 
(82) Many prominent. Catholic academics and journalists signed 
the advertisement,, including Thomas Merton and Gordon Zahn, 
but Pax as a whole did not endorse the withdrawal of funds 
from CRS. Since Eileen Egan worked for the CRS it would have 
been especially controversial if it had, and she herself 
thought that 'boycotting a work of mercy' was highly 
regrettable. (83) 
Pax members. maintained a more positive stance in pressing 
their demands on the bishops. They were all sent - as were 
members of Congress -a copy of Pax's latest publication, The 
War that is Forbidden - Peace Beyond Vatican II. It 
reproduced the talks from a previous Pax conference alongside 
key interventions by bishops at the Vatican Council including 
that of Cardinal Ritter, criticising the possession of nuclear 
weapons, which had recently come to light. (84) This book, and 
the tone of Pax's approach was winning the respect of a 
growing number of bishops: more were speaking out individually 
in favour of negotiations and American withdrawal from 
Vietnam. (85) 
Although it had failed to achieve a change in the draft law in 
1967 Pax kept up the momentum to mobilise Catholics in favour 
of Rights of Conscience. Early in 1968 Gordon Zahn was 
elected chairman of American Pax at an annual meeting which 
directed further resolutions at the-hierarchy. Since the 
Church had already condemned indiscriminate bombing Pax asked 
(81) Catholic Peace Fellowship Bulletin December 1967 
(82) National Catholic Reporter 1.11.67 
(83) Egan to Thompson 28.11.67 
(84) Egan to Thompson 28.11.67 
(85) Peace vol. III no. 5/6 Spring/Summer 1968 
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the bishops to state whether it was or was not morally 
permissible to take part in the widespread bombing of a small 
country like Vietnam. Once again members drew attention to 
the fact that the CRS still made no use of COs, and asked the 
bishops to provide a channel for them to work overseas. 
Lastly Pax expressed moral support for those who felt obliged 
to commit acts of civil disobedience such as draft resistance 
and refusing taxes. (86) 
In Peace these matters were discussed in detail. Fr Peter 
Riga examined the report of the Marshall Committee appointed 
by the President to review the draft law. In his view the 
committee had mistakenly classed selective objection as a 
political choice by contrast with the moral position of total 
pacifism. It also alleged that to allow individuals to decide 
the justice or injustice of a particular war would put an 
unknown burden on the soldier, whereas at present the 
government made such a decision for him. Morality and 
politics, Fr Riga and Pax believed, could not be separated, 
and it was precisely their point that the individual was bound 
to make a personal moral judgement about participation in any 
war. (87) Riga was one of a group supporting a young man named 
James McFadden in filing a law suit against the United States 
government on the grounds that Selective Service discriminated 
against Catholics. In seeking to counter the argument that 
allowing different criteria would make the law too difficult 
to administer, Howard Everngam consulted his English 
colleagues., Was it true, he asked Charles Thompson, that the 
only condition required for recognition as a CO in England was 
sincerity? He requested any information that English Pax 
could provide. (88) 
The Rights of Conscience campaign gathered pace in the summer 
of 1968 when Pax received an encouraging response to the 
publication of its petition in Commonweal. Among those who 
signed were many teachers, editors and theologians, and Pax 
proudly announced that seven Catholic bishops had also 
(86) Pax Bulletin no. 106 April 1968 
(87) Peace vol. III no. 5/6 Spring/Summer 1968 
(88) Everngam to Thompson 18.10.67 
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indicated their support. (89) The hierarchy was planning an 
autumn pastoral letter, and peace activists were full of 
expectation. Thomas Merton sent Pax the text of a letter he 
had written to his own bishop advising that they now had to 
confront the facts and make two firm demands: honest efforts 
by the United States to make peace; and abolition of the draft 
law, or at least the acceptance of SCO. If the bishops could 
not agree on that it would be better for them to say nothing 
because platitudes would only add to the resentment of the 
young and the confusion of Catholics who were already 
disturbed by the situation and by the controversial actions of 
the Berrigans and others. (90) (This letter was published by 
Pax as a memorial to Merton after his sudden death in 1968, as 
was the paper he prepared for the Pax conference that summer 
on 'Peace and Revolution'. ) 
It is an indication of the strength of feeling that before the 
American bishops gathered to compile their pastoral letter 
over 600 people attended a Pax meeting in New York on the 
subject of the draft. Bishop Shannon of St Paul and 
Minneapolis told the audience that the CO law should apply to 
all citizens. He was receiving requests from young men all 
over the country hoping for a statement on the Catholic 
position. (91) 
Pax drew up its own list of eight recommendations which were 
forwarded to Bishop Wright who was co-ordinating the 
production of the pastoral letter. In November these were 
issued in the form of an open letter to the National 
Conference of Catholic Bishops and published in Commonweal, 
the National Catholic Reporter the Catholic Worker and Our 
Sunday Visitor. The open letter began by asking the bishops 
to endorse Archbishop Hallinan's proposed amendment to the 
Selective Service Law: 'The consciences of those who follow 
the Just War tradition should be respected'. Pax recommended 
that the bishops extend as much support to COs as they did to 
those accepting military service - by providing chaplains, 
(89) Peace vol. III no. 5/6 Spring/Summer 1968 
(90) Peace vol. III no. 7/8 Fall/Winter 1968-69 
(91) ibid. 
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counselling centres, and alternative work through the CRS. 
Pax asked them to give clear affirmation to the role of 
nonviolence, and to work towards a volunteer army as a 
substitute for conscription. Another recommendation suggested 
that bishops should refrain from taking sides in any specific 
war. Finally Pax turned to nuclear weapons and called on the 
hierarchy to apply the peace message of Gaudium et Spes by 
dissociating themselves from the-immorality of the nuclear 
deterrent and from any form of indiscriminate warfare. To be 
silent would indicate assent. (92) Drawing further attention 
to their appeal, Pax members kept up a , vigil through rain, 
sleet and snow, outside the Washington hotel where the-bishops 
held their four-day conference. Forbidden to carry placards, 
Gordon Zahn, Eileen Egan, Richard McSorley, SJ, and others 
taking part stood with extracts from the open letter attached 
to themselves like sandwich boards. (93) 
In the second chapter of their pastoral letter on 'Human Life 
in our Day' the bishops adopted most of the proposals 
contained in Pax's open letter. At last the bishops 
recommended 
amodification of the Selective Service Act making 
it possible... for so-called selective conscientious 
objectors to refuse - without fear of imprisonment 
or loss of citizenship - to serve in wars which they 
consider unjust or in branches of service (e. g., the 
strategic nuclear forces) which would subject them 
to the performance of actions contrary to deeply 
held moral convictions about indiscriminate killing. 
They acknowledged positively that young COs were justifiably 
finding inspiration and sustenance in the Gospel and modern 
Church teaching; they praised those who renounced violence and 
urged American Catholics to evaluate war with an entirely new 
attitude. Echoing Pax, they called for a 'total review of the 
draft system and the establishment of voluntary. military 
service in a professsional army... ' On the Vietnam war itself 
the bishops had moved from their 1966 justification. Without 
yet declaring it 'unjust', they asked whether the principle of 
proportionality was not now decisive. Questioning the waste 
(92) 'Are you Ready to Commit Instant Auschwitz? ' Pax Open 
Letter in Commonweal 1.11.68 
(93) Peace vol. III no. 7/8 Fall/Winter 1968-69 
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of lives and resources they suggested that one of the lessons 
of Vietnam might be that non-military means were a more 
suitable remedy for social ills and political injustices. 
What Pax did not find in the bishops' statement was any 
practical commitment to provide counselling and chaplaincy 
services or CRS openings for COs; nor any statement 
dissociating them from a fundamental reliance on nuclear 
deterrence. Instead they had reiterated the necessity for 
'balanced' disarmament and their hopes that the Partial Test 
Ban Treaty and the Non-Proliferation Treaty might safeguard 
the future. In conditions of overkill they judged that 
nuclear superiority was meaningless for security. (94) 
'New ground has been broken' declared an editorial in Peace, 
welcoming the pastoral letter while still committing Pax to 
continue to work for the day when the Catholic Church might 
come to be known as one of the 'peace churches' - like the 
Quakers and Mennonites. By virtue of the fact that Pax-had 
conducted. a campaign on SCO its leaders thought they might 
have helped to influence the bishops towards their statement. 
They were encouraged that such efforts as theirs to 
communicate and educate were specifically commended: 'Our 
dependence on responsible writers, informed speakers and 
competent critics is crucial to the cause of peace'. (95) 
American Pax and the bishops 
When on his Christmas visit of 1966 Cardinal Spellman had 
enthusiastically encouraged American troops in Vietnam, 
Dorothy Day had written: 
But what words are those he spoke - going even 
against the Pope, calling for victory, total 
victory? Words are as strong and powerful as bombs, 
as napalm. How much the government counts on those, 
words, pays for those words to exalt our own way of 
life, to build up fear of the enemy. (96) 
(94) Extracts from 'Human Life in Our Day' reprinted in Peace 
vol. III no. 7/8 Fall/Winter 1968-69 
(95) ibid. 
(96) Catholic Worker January 1967 
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The words of bishops were important whether they spoke for or 
against the war. There was a two-way relationship with the 
laity of response and initiative. A concerned bishop would 
find his own awareness raised by the needs expressed among 
people in his diocese. If he identified the moral aspects of 
public affairs, and offered guidance on them, his words would 
stimulate further debate and influence the actions of 
thoughtful people. This process was going on in, many dioceses 
in the United States. Bishop Thomas Gumbleton of Detroit, for 
example, became an outspoken critic of the Vietnam war after 
being involved pastorally with students who were resisting the 
draft. (97) 
The role of Catholic activists in groups like Pax was 
undoubtedly crucial in helping the bishops to apply the 'just 
war' theory and the principles of more recent Catholic 
teaching to the war in Vietnam. Once the bishops started to 
do this - as in 'Human Life in our Day' - they were also 
making history by evaluating a specific war in which their own 
country was a protagonist. Their endorsement of SCO was 
particularly momentous because it provided Catholic COs for 
the first time with an authoritative reference to the effect 
that the non-pacifist Catholic tradition permitted and 
respected the choice of conscientious objection. The figures 
for Catholics achieving classification as COs increased 
significantly after the bishops' statement. Between September 
1967 and November 1968 2.8% of those classified for 
alternative service as COs were RC. In the following year 
from November 1968 until September 1969 Catholics numbered 
7.28% of COs -a higher percentage apparently than any other 
denomination. (98) 
Catholics were prominent too in the frequent acts of civil 
disobedience following the Berrigans' example at Baltimore and 
(97) Pax Christi USA vol. XII no. 2'Summer 1987 
(98) Patricia McNeal, 'Catholic Conscientious objection 
during World War Two' Catholic Historical Review 
vol. LXI no. 2 April 1975 pp. 222-242 
7.8% does not include Catholic COs in prison or 
resisters who fled the country. However, from his 
experience Tom Cornell thinks that even 7.8% is low. 
see Cornell, in War or Peace? pp. 211-212 
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Catonsville where draft files were destroyed. The National 
Catholic Reporter estimated that there had been over 250 
draft-office raids by October 1970 and that priests and 
religious participated in most of them. (99) These protests 
and the ensuing trials attracted the media which dubbed the 
phenomenon 'the great Catholic peace conspiracy'. There were 
disagreements about tactics of course, and those who preferred 
a more Gandhian approach to nonviolence - including Dorothy 
Day and some of the Pax people - were uneasy about the secrecy 
and conspiratorial atmosphere surrounding these actions, -even 
as they admired the courage of the Berrigans and others in 
carrying them out. (100) Later Gordon Zahn pointed out that 
such dramatic demonstrations were but one end of a`scale of 
Catholic dissent, ranging from mild disapproval through 
conscientious objection and tax resistance, but that wherever 
people were on the scale most would have recognised themselves 
as part of an identifiable 'Catholic peace movement' even if 
they never bothered to subscribe formally to an organisation. 
(101) 
One of the casualties of the new phase of peace activity among 
American Catholics was the Catholic Association for 
International Peace (CAIP). The President, William O'Brien, 
announced its dissolution in a letter to members in 1969. It 
had become necessary to disband because many potential young 
members were now 'drawn to the more avowedly anti-war 
organisations'. A recent conference on SCO had been poorly 
attended because, he thought, the older membership found the 
subject too controversial. Moreover, in the past the 
association had relied on its semi-official status as part of 
the Social Action Department of the National Catholic Welfare 
Council'. No other group dealing with international affairs 
enjoyed this connection. But the bishops had recently set up 
their own Division for World Justice and Peace and this body 
had prepared the relevant sections of the 1968 pastoral 
letter. Its role superseded, the CAIP would not be able to 
(99) National Catholic Reporter 2.10.79 quoted by O'Brien 
in War or Peace? p. 138 
(100) Cornell, in War or Peace? pp. 210-211 
(101) Gordon C. Zahn, 'The Future of the Catholic Peace 
Movement' Commonweal 28 December 1973 pp. 337-342 
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survive as a membership organisation and so, after 41 years in 
existence, it was closed down. (102) 
By working in a careful and sustained way on a limited range 
of topics American Pax was acquiring an influence more 
significant than its membership figures might merit. The 
annual programme, still based predominantly in the New York 
area, was framed by an annual general meeting early in the 
year, an annual Mass to commemorate Franz Jägerstätter and 
Hiroshima in August, and the Tivoli study weekend also in 
August. 'First Friday' meetings were held monthly in 
Manhattan, initially at the Paraclete Centre where Pax also 
established a small peace library, and later at the Catholic 
Worker. (103) One of the lectures given during 1969 was by an 
old friend, Archbishop Roberts, who had been invited to 
deliver a series of talks for Canadian television, and spoke 
to Pax about Amnesty International. (104) 
At the annual meeting in 1969 Pax reacted to the proposal for 
an American anti-ballistic missile system and put out a 
statement objecting to this escalation of the arms race which 
would divert funds from more useful ends at home and overseas. 
It called on politicians to withold the necessary funding if 
President Nixon did not cancel the project. (105) The ABM 
development had already been criticised by the bishops in 
'Human Life in our Day', and this Pax statement was endorsed 
by the National Association of Laymen. Pax was able therefore 
to claim a 'groundswell of opinion against the ABM system in 
the Catholic community' when a letter was sent to every 
senator in the hope that the objections of constituents would 
be taken into account. (106) 
Such initiatives reflect the Pax leaders' awareness of the 
political potential of the Catholic vote were it to be 
mobilised. Pax was judicious in its choice and use of 
partners, joining with other organisations when they shared a 
(102) William O'Brien to CAIP members 7.5.69 
(103) Everngam to Pax members January 1967 
(104) Peace vol. IV no. 1/2 Spring/Summer 1969 
(105) Pax: News press release 9.3.69 
(106) Zahn and other Pax officers to US Senators June 1969 
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specific goal. Gordon Zahn and Howard Everngam were on the 
governing body of a new National Council to Repeal the Draft 
which Pax supported. This coalition would work solely for a 
legal repeal of conscription, not for any reformist measures. 
(107) Pax also encouraged members to promote the campaign of 
the War Resisters International to have conscientious 
objection recognised as a human right by the United Nations. 
Eileen Egan suggested that collecting signatures to the WRI 
petition-was a practical way of marking the next World Day of 
Peace (recently initiated by Pope Paul VI) in an article for 
the journal of Pax Romana, the international movement of 
Catholic students and intellectuals. (108) 
Eileen Egan used her association with Pax Romana most 
effectively. This international movement had consultative 
status at the United Nations, and she was its representative. 
In the context of a discussion in the UN Human Rights 
Commission about educating young people to respect human 
rights she presented a statement suggesting that conscientious 
objection should be a recognised human right. The human rights 
of young people themselves should be respected, she argued, 
and drew attention to the fact that the WRI-had by now 
collected 40,000 signatures in 27 countries. Egan also 
proposed that the International Youth Corps being considered 
by the United Nations should become a means for COs to fulfill 
alternative civilian service. The Pax Romana statement was 
distributed to all the UN member nations. It gained the., 
immediate-support-of Austria and Finland. (109) It was 
postponed for further discussion at the 1971 session of the 
Human Rights Commission by which time the Society of Friends 
and six other-non-governmental organisations had endorsed it. 
Five governments then proposed a full study. of conscientious 
objection. In 1971 Eileen Egan was invited to address the 
(107) Peace vol. IV no. 1/2 Spring/Summer 1969 
(108) Peace vol. IV no. 1/2 Spring/Summer 1969 and Eileen Egan, 
'World Peace Day', Convergence Pax Romana, c. 1969 (109) Peace - Catholics, conscience and the Draft Special 
Draft issue c. 1970 
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Commission in Geneva as this resolution was passed, and a full 
report was requested from the UN Secretary-General. (110) 
While pursuing these international initiatives Pax did not 
slacken its efforts to persuade the American hierarchy to give 
practical assistance to COs in their own country. Members 
gathered at Tivoli in 1969 congratulated the bishops for their 
document on 'Human Life in our Day' and asked them to 
implement it-by supplying briefing materials on conscientious 
objection to parish priests, to those involved in Catholic 
education, to student counsellors and military chaplains. 
This last group in particular would need legal information and 
procedural guidelines to help them advise service personnel 
seeking a discharge on grounds of conscience. Many chaplains 
did not seem to be aware of the implications of the bishops' 
pronouncement. Gordon Zahn had been visiting Sweden to 
interview young Americans escaping the draft, and Pax proposed 
that all those forced into 'conscientious' desertion in this 
way should receive a full pardon since legal practice was too 
inflexible to recognise their case. (111) 
Pax's hopes were not entirely misplaced. The bishops' 
Division of World Justice and Peace issued a statement on 'The 
Catholic Conscientious Objector' which set out the course of 
progress towards acceptance by the Church of conscientious 
objection based either on total nonviolence or on 'just war' 
criteria. It recommended that every diocese should 'initiate 
or co-operate in providing draft information and counselling' 
and'that 'Catholic organisations which could qualify as 
alternative service agencies consider applying for that 
status'. It was a matter for concern, said the Justice and 
Peace Division, that some military tribunals still did not 
recognise a Catholic claim of conscientious objection and that 
(110) Pax Bulletin no. 115 May 1971 and Eileen Egan, 'The Right 
to Refuse to Kill' Worldview December 1974 pp. 19-27 
It took until 1989 for the UN Human Rights Commission to 
recognise conscientious objection as a human right 
covered by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
(Commission on Human Rights, Report on the 45th Session, 
Economic and Social Council Official Records, United 
Nations, New York, 1989) 
(111) Pax press release on Tivoli conference, undated but 1969 
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SCO was not upheld in law at all. They urged civil officials 
to contemplate an amnesty for those imprisoned or those who 
had left the country on account of their objection to the 
Vietnam war. (112) 
Pax welcomed this statement and recommended that young COs 
should take it to their local draft boards as authoritative 
evidence of the official position. Nevertheless there was 
much more that could be done by the Church to assist young 
Catholics. In a special draft issue of Peace, co-sponsored by 
the National Association of Laymen, Pax indicated some of the 
practical remedies. The bishops might create a new ministry 
(just as they had a military chaplaincy) to advise the growing 
number of COs about legal developments and alternative service 
placements. Catholic Relief Services was registered as an 
agency for alternative work but had still never employed any 
COs in that capacity. As an ideal Pax envisaged a draft 
counselling centre attached to every parish, high school or 
college. Until such counselling was widespread the rights of 
young draftees would not be assured. This issue of Peace, 
entitled Catholics, Conscience and the Draft, was a kind of 
handbook collecting together all the key texts from Church 
documents, providing reading lists, addresses of advice 
centres, as well as information about the current state of the 
legal battle for SCO. In several cases, including that of 
James McFadden, judges had ruled that Selective Service law 
violated the principle of equal civil and religious rights. 
The Supreme Court was expected to make a judgement on these 
decisions. (113) 
Catholics, Conscience and the Draft sold out but it was 
revised and expanded when the draft law was renewed after 
vigorous national debate in 1971. Selective conscientious 
objection was still not admissible. The Supreme Court had 
ruled against it in the test case of a Catholic soldier, Louis 
(112) 'The Catholic Conscientious Objector', Division of World 
Justice and Peace, US Catholic Conference 15.10.69 
Peace vol. IV no. 3 Special Draft Issue on 'Catholics, 
Conscience and the Draft', c. 1970 
(113) Peace vol. IV no. 3 Special Draft Issue 
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Negre, who refused to go to Vietnam. (114) Even though the 
prospect for 'just war' objectors seemed dismal Pax advised 
readers in this position to consult a draft counsellor. 
Careful analysis of his views might show the applicant that 
they would indeed qualify within the legal interpretation. 
The later edition of the Pax handbook also included new 
statements from Catholic authorities. The Pontifical 
Commission for Justice and Peace had discussed conscientious 
objection at two meetings in preparation for the international 
synod of bishops to be held in Rome in October 1971 and had 
recommended countries to be more tolerant towards those 
refusing to participate 'in certain wars, or in certain acts 
of war such as the bombing of civilians'. (115) To the synod 
the American bishops delivered a strong condemnation of the 
arms race and at the same time made a new statement about 
draft law repeating much of the earlier one compiled by their 
Division of World Justice and Peace and of 'Human Life in our 
Day'. It called for acceptance of SCO, an end to peacetime 
conscription, and an amnesty for those in prison or exile. 
(116) 
All of these episcopal pronouncements were quickly absorbed by 
Pax and immediately used in support of the COs. As far as 
their personal opinions went Pax people still felt the 
bishops' carefully considered words were rather too little, 
too late, in view of the scale of civilian deaths in Vietnam. 
The shocking evidence which emerged at the court martial of 
those who perpetrated the My Lai massacre of unarmed villagers 
prompted Gordon Zahn to vent his feelings about a negligent 
Church. (117) In an article in the Catholic Worker he accused 
the Christian churches of complicity by silence in war crimes. 
Sunday after Sunday in church the murderers would never have 
(114) The Times 3.3.71 
(115) Peace vol. V no. 1 1972 
(116) US Bishops' Statement of 22.10.71 Peace vol. V no-1 1972 
(117) On 16 March 1968 a company of American troops looking 
for Viet Cong guerrillas in the village of My Lai went 
beserk and murdered several hundred civilians. Only 
five villagers survived. Lieutenant Calley who gave the 
order to kill was later sentenced to life imprisonment 
but served only three years under house arrest. The . Times 10.4.85 
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heard 'a troubling word' to question their military role. 
Since the massacre no official Church representative or 
episcopal conference had publicly expressed outrage or sorrow. 
Nothing had been heard from the military chaplains assigned to 
the accused company. Cardinal Cooke, Bishop to the US armed 
forces, had made two subsequent visits to the troops in 
Vietnam without any gesture of reparation 'for the evil 
committed there by men in his spiritual charge'. In November 
1969 Zahn had made a personal appeal to Cardinal Dearden, the 
President of the Catholic Bishops' Conference, suggesting that 
a national day of reparation with prayers for the victims 
would be appropriate. A year later he wrote again. Neither 
appeal was acknowledged. 'The gap between stated principle 
and effective follow-through' was losing the churches any 
credibility they had as 'keepers of the nation's conscience'. 
Young people were driven away by such hypocrisy, while 
politicians and military strategists knew they had nothing to 
fear in the way of real opposition from the churches. (118) 
It was only comparatively late on, in 
Southeast Asia of November 1971, that 
eventually expressed the opinion that 
'unjust'. 
Whatever good we hope to achieve 
involvement in this war is now o' 
destruction of human life and of 
it inflicts 
a resolution on 
the American bishops 
the Vietnam war was 
through continued 
utweighed by the 
moral values which 
they declared, urging the nation's leaders to end the war as 
swiftly as possible. (119) It was left to Bishop Gumbleton, 
who had steered this resolution through the bishops' 
conference, to draw the obvious conclusion that anyone who had 
reached the same moral judgement as the bishops should not 
participate in the war. (120) 
For Pax the bishops' resolution represented a grim kind of 
success. Public pressure over the Vietnam war had forced 
their reluctant bishops to examine the issues of war and peace 
(118) Gordon C. Zahn 'Church as Accomplice' Catholic Worker 
May 1971 
(119) US Bishops' Resolution on Southeast Asia 19.11.71, Peace 
vol. V no. 1 1972 
(120) Peace vol. V no. 1 1972 
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more seriously than ever before. By 1971 10% of them had made 
individual speeches or statements on the war. (121) And now, 
probably for the first time in history, a national hierarchy 
had declared its own country's military actions 'unjust' in 
terms of the 'just war' principles. 
Pax in Australia 
While she was preparing the Pax handbook on Catholics, 
Conscience and the Draft Eileen Egan reported on progress to 
Barbara Wall in London. 'After that', she wrote, 'I think we 
ought to get on with the real job. What I mean is Christian 
nonviolence. ' If the nuclear deterrent was wrong, possessing 
it and preparing to use-it were wrong. Pax should ask 
Catholics to refuse to support war by their work or taxes. 
(122) This seemed the logical outcome of applying Catholic 
teaching to modern war. By turning to nonviolence Pax was 
also responding to the challenge presented by the protests and 
riots of 1968. In successive years American Pax conferences 
examined 'Peace and Revolution' and 'Training for Nonviolence: 
the Gandhian Experience and Today's Problems' while at Spode 
House their English counterparts discussed 'Guevara or Luther 
King? Christianity versus Violence'. 
Egan envisaged a joint announcement by English, American and 
Australian Pax to launch a Pax pledge - 'a manifesto of our 
belief in the nonviolence of Jesus' - and a concerted action 
plan vis ä vis the bishops and deterrence. (123) There is no 
evidence that English Pax responded to her suggestion, nor 
that it had any special link with Australian Pax other than by 
forwarding the Pax Bulletin to some of the Australian 
organisers. American Pax may have had more contact because 
Australia had troops in Vietnam. There had also been an 
Australian Catholic Worker for 35 years. In 1970 Eileen Egan 
travelled to Australia with Dorothy Day. They visited farming 
communes and 'houses of hospitality' on the Catholic Worker 
model. Dorothy Day spoke at an anti-Vietnam rally in Sydney 
(121) O'Brien, in War or Peace? p. 129 
(122) Egan to Wall 8.2.70 
(123) ibid. 
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and at Melbourne university. (124) The invitation to visit was 
also an attempt to revive the Pax group which seemed to have 
burned itself out after a few years of vigorous activity. 
(125) 
Australian Pax had started in 1966 when a letter appeared in 
the Melbourne Catholic Advocate calling for a 'Catholic work 
for Peace' in the wake of the Vatican-Council. At the time 
there had been some controversy as to what Pope Paul VI 
thought about the Vietnam war. Paul Ormonde, a journalist 
with the Australian Broadcasting Company, remembers the day in 
1966 when he bumped into John O'Connor, an accountant who was, 
like himself, associated with the Melbourne Catholic Worker. 
Both were carrying copies of the Advocate and both were 
astonished at its lead story: 'Pope Paul was actually urging 
Catholics to work for peace'. (126) With six others they 
wrote to the Advocate. Thirty people attended a meeting at 
Melbourne university soon afterwards and the Pax group was 
started. It included pacifists and exponents of-the 'just, 
war', but 'no one advocating Australian possession of the bomb 
or Australian bases for the bombs would be eligible to 
join... ' as this was thought contrary to Church teaching. (127) 
The establishment of Pax in the Melbourne diocese was like 
David confronting the Goliath of Catholic conservatism. 
Catholic life in Melbourne was dominated by the National Civic 
Council (NCC), an anti-Communist organisation linked to the 
Democratic Labour Party. The DLP had broken away from the 
Australian Labour Party. Ormonde remembers that 'It was 
assumed that most good Catholics voted DLP'. (128) John 
O'Connor had resigned from the DLP when it started campaigning 
(124) Eileen Egan, Dorothy Day and the Permanent Revolution 
p. 15 and also Val Noone (ed. ) Fitzroy Requiem for 
Dorothy Day (privately published, Fitzroy, 1982) 
(125) Egan to Thompson 2.11.70 
(126) Ormonde to Noone 18.4.86 
(127) Val Noone, 'Towards One Human Family: Global 
Consciousness in an Australian Religious Peace Group of 
the Sixties', Paper given to the Australian Association 
for the Study of Religions, Canberra, September 1990 
(128) Ormonde to Noone 18.4.86 
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for an Australian nuclear bomb. He was-now the secretary of 
Melbourne Pax. (129) 
The group members tried to devise a constitution which would 
prevent any possible takeover by the NCC. They knew of Pax in 
England and were familiar with Morals and Missiles and Nuclear 
Weapons and Christian Conscience. As individuals they had 
been searching for contacts and a context in which they might 
act for peace. Val Noone, for example, who at that time was a 
curate in a suburban parish, subscribed to the American 
Catholic Worker as well as the Australian one, and hadýbeen in 
touch with Jim Forest at the Catholic Peace Fellowship. 
Adrian Beks, who was of Dutch origin, used to translate and 
duplicate the statements of Dutch Pax Christi. The Melbourne 
group had considered the possibility of affiliating to Pax 
Christi International but rejected it: Pax Christi sections in 
each country were connected to the hierarchy through a bishop- 
president, and the Melbourne group could not think of a single 
Australian bishop likely to support them. They adopted the 
name Pax without assuming that they were affiliated to English 
or American Pax, and they maintained links with similar groups 
in other Australian cities. The most significant of these was 
the 'Catholics for Peace' group in Sydney, whose active 
members included Noreen and Colin McDonald and Fr Roger Pryke. 
He published a magazine called Nonviolent Power which was 
advertised in the English Pax Bulletin. 
The most immediate focus of Pax's concern was the war in 
Vietnam. Australian conscripts were being sent to Southeast 
Asia, and the Catholic establishment, the bishops and the 
media they controlled, voiced their approval. The auxiliary 
bishop of Melbourne, Arthur Fox, called it 'a morally correct 
action'. (130) Visitors to the city, including the Buddhist 
leader, Thich Nhat Hanh, presented a different perspective. 
In 1967 Pax held a series of public conventions for which 
members prepared by study and discussion. The first subject 
(129) Not to be confused with the John J. O'Connor of English 
Pax. 
(130) Val Noone, unpublished thesis on 'Melbourne Catholics 
and the Vietnam War'. 
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was 'Vietnam'; others were on: 'Nonviolence, Gandhi and 
Christian conscience'; 'Communism: from anathema to dialogue'; 
'War: can it be justified? ' Their activities attracted press 
coverage because the group represented something new in the 
Catholic church and because they enjoyed good relations with 
sympathetic journalists who included their own chairman, Paul 
Ormonde. He edited a book called Catholics in Revolution 
based on talks given at the conventions. By the end of 1967 
Pax had about 150 members. In 1968 regional groups were 
formed and meetings took up the themes of Populorum 
Progressio, the Pope's encyclical on justice for developing 
countries. Another convention debated 'National Service and 
Conscientious Objection'. 
Val Noone recalls that these public meetings with open 
discussion 'free from the NCC dogmatism' (131) achieved their 
goal of raising among Catholics the moral implications of the 
Vietnam war. But although Pax saw some shift in Catholic 
attitudes there were no indications of change at institutional 
level. Australian law did not recognise selective 
conscientious objection, and young Catholic objectors who went 
to prison or resisted the draft were having a profound effect 
on those who heard of their witness. However the Australian 
bishops did not follow their American colleagues in supporting 
SCO. Even in 1969 they echoed their government's position by 
endorsing Australian involvement in the war and they affirmed 
conscientious objection only in general terms. 
The Pax initiative put many participants in touch with other 
peace campaigns. At first the group had not intended to 
demonstrate but members were soon marching alongside others 
against the war, supporting COs and draft resisters, and 
becoming actively involved in the wider movement. Having 
acted as a catalyst Pax itself started to dwindle after 1968. 
The group had been inspired by the Pope's leadership on peace 
and justice but now many members were disillusioned by his 
encyclical on birth control. It seemed to signal a reversal 
of the direction taken by the Vatican Council. They felt 
(131) ibid.. 
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isolated in a conservative local Church and daunted by the 
obstacles put in their way. The new Archbishop of Melbourne, 
James Knox, had made a point of encouraging the NCC while 
ignoring Pax. He appointed a pro-war editor to the diocesan 
Advocate, and two priests who had joined Pax were moved out of 
Melbourne - at the Archbishop's instigation it was thought. 
(132) 
The Melbourne group revived after Dorothy Day's visit in 1970 
but its revival was short-lived. (133) Pax had nevertheless 
served a useful purpose while Australia was involved in the 
Vietnam war and had stimulated contacts and experiences which 
remained with people long afterwards. 
Egan and Day returned to the United States via India, 
Tanzania, and England, where they brought news of their trip 
to the Spode conference. (134) 
Pax in England 1967-1971 
In England in the late 1960s Pax was tending more and more to 
work with other organisations. It was becoming less possible, 
let alone desirable, for Pax to organise anything single- 
handed. Even the Spode conferences, so identified with Pax, 
were now jointly sponsored by the University of Birmingham, 
and when numbers still did not hold up, by a coalition - 
including Pax-Christi, Christian CND, and other peace groups. 
(135) 
This does not mean that Pax did not retain a sense of its own 
identity. In 1968 a discussion took place in its committee 
which resembled some of those in the uncertain days of the 
1950s. Pax had been invited by the secretary of the 
Fellowship of Reconciliation, Peter Jenkins, to affiliate as a 
(132) In addition to the sources already mentioned, 
information about Australian Pax has come from Val 
Noone, 'Odds and Ends' in Disarming Times, Journal 
of Pax Christi Australia, vol. II no. 2 March/April 1986 
and Noone to Flessati 14.8.90 and 9.11.90 
(133) Egan to Thompson 2.11.70 
(134) Pax Bulletin no. 114 January 1971 
(135) Pax Bulletin no. 108 January 1969 
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denominational section within the FoR. This would mean that 
subscriptions would be paid to the FoR which would then 
allocate an annual grant to Pax and offer secretarial services 
for an extra charge. Pax would continue to run its own 
committee and activities which would be publicised through the 
FOR network. New members would receive dual membership. The 
pacifist basis of the FoR was not thought to be a problem 
because one category of membership required only 'sympathy' 
not agreement with pacifism. (136) 
Pax's council considered the offer carefully. Margaret Maison 
was much in favour because she felt that Pax needed a fresh 
image, but she was alone in this. (137) Barbara Wall and 
Donald Defoe Baker saw little advantage in the scheme. 
American Pax and the sponsors would have to be consulted; it 
would be unfortunate to risk losing the hard-won support of a 
few bishops by such a change, especially after so much work 
had been put'into revising Pax's constitution. (138) Charles 
Thompson thought that affiliation along the lines of Pax's 
relationship with the National Peace Council would have been 
acceptable but'that this proposal amounted to a takeover bid. 
He would 'strongly disagree with Pax becoming virtually ,a 
subsidiary of-the FoR' though he had no objection to the FoR 
forming a Catholic section if they so wished. (139) After long 
discussion these arguments seemed conclusive. The council 
rejected the proposal on the grounds that Pax could not afford 
such terms anyway. (140) It was in favour of co-operation with 
like-minded groups but felt that existing arrangements for 
this were adequate. 
one of the issues that the Christian peace movement was 
helping to raise at this time was the involvement of British 
scientists in'developing chemical and biological weapons. The 
use of defoliants and CS gas in Vietnam had reminded people of 
the particular horror of such weapons. Public attention had 
been drawn to research at Porton in Wiltshire, -where the 
(136) Jenkins to O'Connor 4.3.68 
(137) Wall to Thompson 27.5.68 
(138) Defoe Baker to Thompson 24.5.68 
(139) Thompson to Wall 21.9.68 
(140) Minutes 24.9.68 
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military application of diseases like anthrax and plague were 
being studied, albeit under the guise of protecting against 
them. Christian CND had established something of a tradition 
by holding a pilgrimage walk each Whitsun, and for three years 
running, from 1968 to-1970, this event was centred on Porton. 
Leaflets were distributed demanding that the Geneva Protocol 
of 1925 which banned the use in war of chemical and biological 
weapons should be respected. They proposed that the Porton 
research establishment which represented 'Public Health in - 
Reverse' be placed under the control of the World Health 
Organisation. (141) 
Led by Simon Blake OP, 200 people took part in the Porton 
protests including of course members of Pax and Pax Christi. - 
The first march attracted unexpected media attention because 
military forces were brought out to protect Porton against the 
demonstrators. Two army helicopters, a van with concealed 
photographers, soldiers with radios and lorries, kept up 
surveillance. Nevertheless it was a good-humoured weekend 
marked by religious services, discussion with local residents, 
and a dialogue on nonviolence which prevented an anarchist 
contingent from adopting more provocative tactics. It ended 
with a piece of photogenic drama as participants danced 'Ring- 
a-ring-o'roses', the rhyme associated with the medieval Black 
Death. (142) 
In 1969 the war between the federation of Nigeria and its 
breakaway province of Biafra was also becoming a major concern 
for peace activists. Pax was one of 30 organisations which 
united to form the Co-ordinating Committee for Action on 
Nigeria/Biafra. Its aims were to urge a ceasefire; ýthe 
introduction of an international peacekeeping force; 
negotiations without preconditions, and an embargo on arms 
supplies to both sides. (143) The committee's chairman was 
(141) 'To make a desert and call it peace' undated Christian 
CND leaflet about Porton, and 'Stop Pollution at Porton' 
Christian CND leaflet, May 1970 
(142) Pax Bulletin no. 107 September 1968 
(143) 'Stop the War Now' undated leaflet, Co-ordinating 
Committee for Action on Nigeria/Biafra and 
Pax Bulletin no. 111 January 1970 
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Frank Allaun MP; its secretary was Mgr Bruce Kent, who had 
visited Biafra, travelling aboard one of the relief flights 
operated by Joint Church Aid. In parishes, feeding centres 
and hospitals he saw the effect on starving civilians of the 
food blockade made possible in part by British arms sales to 
Federal Nigeria. Red Cross supplies had been halted after a 
relief plane was shot down in June 1969. He returned to 
England with an urgent sense of mission. Through the press 
and public meetings he argued that Britain should start taking 
the relief effort seriously. Moreover, until the British 
government stopped supplying arms to one side it could not 
help to effect a ceasefire. (144) Mgr Kent reported his 
experience to the Spode conference, scrapping the talk he was 
expected to give. At Christmas Pax, Pax Christi and Christian 
CND raised funds for relief and for the political campaign by 
carol singing and vigils in London. (145) 
New prospects for Pax Christi 
Bruce Kent's role as Catholic chaplain to London University, 
and the use of the chaplaincy's premises at 111 Gower Street 
were key factors in the evolution of the English branch of Pax 
Christi. From its origins as a tiny study group it was 
developing into a circle of energetic young people, still few 
in number but engaged in a widening range of activities. The 
central location and hospitable ambience in Gower Street 
provided Pax Christi with a home-base and facilities which Pax 
had never enjoyed for long. Newsletters could be produced and 
distributed from there; it provided a postal address not only 
for Pax Christi, but for a host of ad hoc groups such as the 
Biafra committee and the 'Justice for Rhodesia' campaign; 
numerous peace meetings and conferences were accommodated; and 
foreign visitors offered board and lodging. 
Fortunately the chaplaincy staff regarded the presence of 
other organisations as part of-the purpose of the place: 
introducing students to a broader interpretation of Christian 
commitment, and offering an invitation to get involved. For 
(144) Catholic Herald 17.10.69 
(145) Pax Bulletin no. 111 January 1970 
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those who did, Pax Christi was able to offer a unique mixture 
of opportunities, many with an international flavour and a 
chance to exercise responsibility. For instance an 
undergraduate microbiologist, Annette Dashwood, could 
represent Pax Christi at a major conference on chemical 
weapons, and accompany Bishop Grant, the newly appointed 
president of British Pax Christi, to one of the movement's 
international meetings. (146) At that time national 
delegations to Pax Christi congresses and councils were 
typically made up of middle-aged professional men - clergy and 
academics,, officials in Catholic trade unions or other 
organisations. The British section began to make quite a 
difference. Whether the meeting was in Strasbourg or Speyer, 
Spode or Porton, the British delegation turned out to be a car 
full of students. 
The Pax Christi international 'routes' were increasing in 
popularity and newer 'routiers' such as Anne Overmeer and Mary 
Warrener joined Pax Christi and took over the secretarial 
responsibility from John Geary, who remained involved in other 
ways. (147) Through Pax Christi students found their way to a 
summer session at Fr Pire's University of Peace in Belgium 
(148) or to a workcamp at Corrymeela in Northern Ireland (149) 
or came back full of enthusiasm about a vacation spent running 
an international Pax Christi 'Centre de Rencontres' at 
Chartres, Mont St Michel or Montserrat. (150) 
In the summer of 1967 for the first time such a centre was 
opened in London - the English version being termed a 'Pax 
Christi Hostel'. Mgr Kent acquired the use of a gloomy old 
primary school in Great Chapel Street, just off Oxford Street. 
A few members loaned money to buy the first load of camp beds 
and basic equipment. The classrooms were transformed into 
dormitories for 60. Breakfast and a welcome were provided by 
a team of English, Dutch and French Pax Christi members. There 
were serious encounters in international understanding amidst 
(146) Pax Christi'Bulletin Winter 1969/70 
(147) Pax Christi Bulletin October 1967 
(148) Pax Christi Bulletin Spring 1970 
(149) Pax Christi Bulletin Spring 1970 
(150) Pax Christi Bulletin June 1969 and spring 1970 
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the cornflakes, guitars and maps of London. One evening two 
American students hotly defended their country's position in 
Vietnam to a group of assorted Europeans. The next morning 
one of them received news that his father had been killed in 
action in Vietnam. In another poignant meeting an Israeli and 
an Arab hosteller discussed their reactions to the Middle East 
war. In the few weeks it was open over 1000 young visitors 
from 40 countries stayed in the Pax Christi hostel, proving 
the value of providing cheap accommodation and a friendly 
atmosphere. (151) Summer hostels became a regular project. In 
1970 the first outside London was opened in a school off the 
Woodstock Road, Oxford. (152) 
The hostels epitomised the style of a new generation of 
Catholic peace activists. Brian Wicker has portrayed them as 
'the Pax Christi brigade, doers of the word rather than 
speakers merely' who arrived on the scene 'armed with sleeping 
bags and felt markers', continental influences and the backing 
of foreign bishops. (153) The British group was small: in 1968 
the Pax Christi Bulletin, consisting of 10-20 duplicated pages 
published three times a year, was being'sent to only 130 
members throughout the country. (154) Nevertheless from a 
narrow but solid base of international youth activities Pax 
Christi had carved an identity for itself and was ready to 
move on to other things. Problems needing attention had to be 
blended with a realistic grasp of what'a small group could 
achieve -a Mass for peace in Northern Ireland, (155) carol 
singing for Biafra, (156) and so on. Early in 1969 Pax 
Christi hired Peter Watkins' film 'The War Game' for two weeks 
and arranged showings in schools and colleges. (157) 'The War 
Game' was a dramatisation of the effects of a nuclear attack 
on Britain. It was made for the BBC but was not thought 
suitable for showing on television. Later Bruce Kent toured 
Ireland with the film trying to stimulate the formation of an 
(151) Pax Christi Bulletin October 1967 
(152) Pax Christi Bulletin Summer 1970 
(153) Brian Wicker, 'Making Peace at Spode', New Blackfriars 
vol. 62 nos 733/734 July/August 1981 pp. 311-320 
(154) Pax Christi Bulletin October 1968 
(155) Pax Christi Bulletin November 1969 
(156) Pax Bulletin no. 111 January 1970 
(157) Pax Christi Bulletin March 1969 
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Irish Pax Christi section. (158) At Gower Street Pax Christi 
started a series of monthly meetings at just about the time 
Pax had to abandon its own 'First Friday' meetings for lack of 
support. (159) 
Pax Christi's optimism was founded on energy, youth, 
leadership and an awareness of the potential for peace 
education now opening up within the Church. Bruce Kent in 
particular had a keen sense of the role Pax Christi might play 
and helped others to see the opportunities for starting local 
groups, providing speakers for schools, parishes and 
university societies, (160) and spreading the observance of 
Peace Sunday, an annual event instituted by Pope Paul VI in 
1968. If these opportunities were to be seized it seemed 
obvious that all favourable forces should be harnessed. There 
had already been co-operation between Pax and Pax Christi for 
many years, with joint sponsorship of an annual retreat, the 
Spode conferences, and representation at each other's 
committees. In 1969 Charles Thompson wrote to Mgr Kent to say 
that Pax's annual general meeting had discussed closer 
collaboration with Pax Christi and proposed a combined 
programme for the following year. (161) In reply he was 
assured: 'The romance Pax/Pax Christi can't get warmer too 
fast for me! ' (162) 
Pax and Pax Christi were being drawn together, a process to 
which four developments contributed. The first was the papal 
initiative of a World Day of Prayer for Peace on January 1st 
each year. In England and Wales the bishops thought that the 
first Sunday of the year would be more convenient in practice 
and so 'Peace Sunday' came into being. None of the peace 
organisations were prepared for the first in 1968, but on 5 
January 1969 John O'Connor of Pax and a Quaker colleague, 
Barbara Anderson, distributed leaflets outside St Philip's 
Catholic church in Finchley (163) while in central London Pax 
(158) Pax Christi Bulletin January 1970 
(159) Pax Christi Bulletin March 1969 
(160) Pax Christi Bulletin October 1968 
(161) Thompson to Kent 16.11.69 
(162) Kent to Thompson 17.11.69 
(163) Minutes 8.1.69 
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Christi members did the same at Westminster Cathedral where 
their chaplain was preaching-(164) By 1970 the two 
organisations had co-ordinated their plans: in London Pax 
Christi would distribute literature outside five central 
churches while Pax covered four others. (165) The Vatican had 
published a new text of prayers and readings for a Mass for 
Peace. Pax reprinted it so that lay people could promote its 
use in their churches. (166) 
Peace Sunday was the first major opportunity for widespread 
peace education in Catholic parishes. Since the initiative 
came from the Pope, it might be expected that every church 
should as a minimum make some mention of the intention of 
peace in prayers and sermons. After that the scope was 
boundless depending on the interest of clergy and 
parishioners: special vigils, children's involvement, speakers 
and films, music, social and cultural activities. The problem 
for Pax and Pax Christi was how to get information and 
suggestions to the parishes. Peace Sunday presented an 
unprecedented opportunity but it also exposed the inadequacy 
of their resources. They were not equipped to respond on the 
scale required by printing large quantities of leaflets and 
posters and mailing them to over 2000 parishes. Nor could 
they afford the cost. 
Eventually some of the work and costs of organising Peace 
Sunday became the responsibility of a new body, the commission 
for International Justice and Peace, which was set up by the 
Bishops of England and Wales in 1968. The formation of this 
Commission - and in particular its Peace Committee - affected 
the future development of Pax and Pax Christi. However it is 
difficult to unravel the early history of the Commission 
because from the start it was hampered by confusion about its 
role and field of competence. (167) In 1967 Pope Paul VI 
(164) Pax Christi Bulletin March 1969 
(165) Minutes 26.11.69 
(166) Pax Bulletin no. 110 September 1969 
(167) The present secretary of the Commission for 
International Justice and Peace, Rev. Bob Beresford, 
does not know where the early records of the commission 
are now. Beresford to Flessati 4.12.90 
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established a Pontifical Commission for Justice and Peace 
after the Vatican Council had called in Gaudium et Spes for an 
agency to promote international justice and advancement for 
the world's poor. (168) Many national hierarchies subsequently 
set up a similar commission. The chairman of the Commission 
in England and Wales was Bishop Grant, sponsor of Pax and , 
President of Pax Christi. Quite soon after it started work it 
became apparent that the expertise of its members, their chief 
concern, and perception of their brief was weighted towards 
the 'justice' aspect of the Commission's title to the neglect 
of the 'peace' element. One member explained it thus: 
Because peace in the diplomatic or military sense is 
beyond the ordinary action of individual Christians, 
or even of the churches, the implementation of the 
second part of the title is not quite so concretely 
possible as it is in the fight against world 
poverty. (169) 
Those who regretted this deficiency began to talk about the 
formation of a separate committee or commission to undertake 
the 'peace' side of the work. In January 1969 one of the 
members of the Justice and Peace Commission who was more 
concerned about this aspect, Bruce Kent, submitted a detailed 
proposal about the tasks to be covered. As a result the 
Justice and Peace Commission decided to set up a peace 
committee. (170) 
In June 1969, the Commission's secretary, Patrick Watermeyer, 
wrote to The Tablet inviting anyone with ideas about the role 
and composition of a peace committee to send them in. (171) 
One of the responses came from Charles Thompson who explained 
that Pax was not an official Catholic society but that it 
would be happy to co-operate in every way with a peace 
committee and would hope to be represented on it. (172) The 
next stage was reached in October 1969 when Bishop Grant held 
a consultation in London to explore the peace committee 
proposal further. At this meeting Pax had more 
(168) Gaudium et Spes para. 90 
(169) Arthur McCormack MHM, World Poverty - Challenge to 
Christians, (London, Commission for International 
Justice and Peace, c. 1969) p. 13 
(170) Bruce Kent, Memorandum for the Peace Meeting 24.3.70 
(171) The Tablet 7.6.69 
(172) Thompson to Watermeyer 23.6.69 
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representatives than any other group, with five members in 
attendance: Walter Stein, Charles Thompson, John O'Connor, 
Barbara Wall and David Scutt. The Pax Christi delegates were 
its newly elected chairwoman, Catherine Noonan, and Alan 
Gerrard, one of the hostel organisers. Mildred Nevile, the 
general secretary of the Catholic Institute for International 
Relations (CIIR) was there, as were Bishop Grant, Mgr Kent and 
Thomas Corbishley Si. In discussion three possible roles for 
the peace committee were identified: education, especially of 
young people; liaison with existing Catholic and other peace 
societies; and presenting the committee's views on current 
affairs to government and other policy-forming bodies. Names 
of suitable committee members were to be sent to Bruce Kent or 
Mildred Nevile, who were charged with convening a small 
working party to take things forward. (173) 
On behalf of Pax Charles Thompson quickly sent in a list of 
names: clergy, academics, writers, members of Pax and Pax 
Christi. (174) But Mildred Nevile and Bruce Kent felt that, 
before they could proceed, the nature and role of a peace 
committee needed to be discussed in greater detail because so 
many differing views were being expressed about its terms of 
reference. (175) In March 1970 they convened another 
consultation attended by a similar group to that of October 
1969. Six participants gave brief talks on their concept of 
peace work. (176) Thompson outlined the problem which Pax had 
for so long addressed: that despite Catholic teaching most 
Catholics were quite unaware of the moral problem and of their 
responsibility in relation to war. He felt that more than 
pronouncements on current issues what was needed was the 
creation of a new climate of opinion. There were plenty of 
avenues - the use of television and radio; work with young 
people; academic studies; and international links. Though 
voluntary peace organisations had attempted some, of these far 
more could be done by 'an official body with a paid staff, 
(173) Account of Peace Meeting 18.10.69 
(174) Thompson to Grant 14.11.69 (The list drew attention to 
the value of including more women representatives. ) 
(175) Nevile to Thompson 11.2.70 
(176) Programme for the Peace Consultation 24.3.70 
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access to expert advice, and a status which would carry weight 
with the clergy, press, etc... '(177) 
In a memorandum which he submitted to the consultation Bruce 
Kent posed the questions about status which he felt would 
determine the future. Although in theory the Justice and 
Peace Commission was directed towards peace as well as 
development of the poorer nations, in practice peace work 
still did not figure in its programme. Staff time and budget 
were entirely devoted to development. Unless the Commission 
positively accepted responsibility for a peace committee, 
'with all that that means by way of division of income and 
administrative effort', Mgr Kent suggested it might be better 
for the voluntary peace organisations to carry on alone until 
official backing was genuinely forthcoming. A peace committee 
with only half-hearted support from the bishops could perform 
useful work in terms of liaison and education, but any 
statements on current issues would be worthless without their 
official mandate. (178) Mgr Kent foresaw that money and 
freedom to speak with authority were likely to be the two most 
controversial issues at stake, and that they had to be faced 
honestly if the peace committee was to be effective. Its work 
would touch on the question which had caused Pax so much 
difficulty in the past: who had the authority to speak 
publicly in the name of the Church, especially on sensitive 
political topics? The question also had a bearing on what 
exactly the role of the committee should be. Would it have an 
advisory or an executive function? Would it be subordinate to 
the full Justice and Peace commission or could it act in its 
own right? 
Bruce Kent had already experienced similar ambiguity in the 
operations of the Pontifical Justice and Peace Commission. 
The Roman structure was itself in process of formation. Early 
in 1970 he took part with other invited 'experts' in a meeting 
at the Vatican to advise its embryonic Peace Committee about a 
wide range of human rights subjects. It was understood that 
recommendations from the meeting would go to the appropriate 
(177) Charles Thompson, talk at Peace Consultation 24.3.70 
(178) Bruce Kent, Memorandum for the Peace Meeting 24.3.70 
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Vatican authorities but on one matter - the systematic torture 
of prisoners in Brazil - the participants thought that 
intervention by the Pope was required immediately. They 
drafted a message to Paul VI urging him to appeal to the 
Brazilian government to stop the torture. (179) This provoked 
a confrontation with the bishop in charge of the meeting who 
declared that since the group was advisory not executive it 
had no authority to issue such an appeal to the Pope. He 
removed the text from the secretary's typewriter. Sean 
MacBride, secretary of the International Commission of 
Jurists, who was one of the advisors at the meeting, went to 
the local post office and sent the message as a telegram to 
the Pope signed in a personal capacity by a number of the 
participants. (180) 
At an international Pax Christi council meeting not long after 
this episode the difficulties surrounding the role of the 
Pontifical Commission for Justice and Peace were discussed 
frankly by the various Pax Christi sections which had 
encountered, them. They had found that the commission's goals 
were continually frustrated by the Vatican bureaucracy which 
preferred to exercise-its influence through diplomatic 
channels. There was general agreement that if Paul VI 
intended to keep the commission it would be essential to have 
a clear definition of its role and competence vis ä vis the 
Vatican Secretariat of State. (181) 
The arrival of Camilleri 
Clarification should equally have been applied to the Justice 
and Peace bureaucracy being set up for England and Wales. In 
June 1970 the Commission for International Justice and Peace 
appointed a Peace secretary to investigate the viability of 
plans for a peace committee. Within a few months he - 
recommended that the bishops should establish an autonomous 
body, not a committee subordinate to the existing Justice and 
(179) Pax Bulletin no. 112 May 1970 
(180) Information from Bruce Kent 
(181) Report of the Pax Christi International Council, Venice, 
16-18 April 1971 
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Peace Commission. This recommendation was turned down and the 
Peace Secretary was instructed to set up the new Peace 
Committee as part of the existing Commission. 
By January 1971 its members had been appointed. (182) They 
included Bishop Grant, Bruce Kent, Catherine Noonan, Barbara 
Wall, Brian Wicker, Walter Stein, -Hugh Rossi MP, and 
representatives of the CIIR and National Council for the Lay 
Apostolate. (183) The Committee's unpaid secretary, who had 
done the initial work, was a newcomer called Joseph Camilleri. 
His presence signifies another of the developments which were 
creating a new environment for Pax and Pax Christi. 
Joe Camilleri was from Australia, a post-graduate research 
student at the LSE when he walked into the Gower Street 
chaplaincy to introduce himself and was invited to a Pax 
Christi meeting. As an extremely able and energetic person, 
who combined a knowledge of international relations with 
organisational flair, he quickly began to make a difference to 
a small group like Pax Christi - and to the wider peace 
movement. Soon after arriving he organised, under the auspices 
of the LSE Catholic Society, a teach-in on war and peace which 
drew on the expertise of academics like Adam Curle (then of 
Harvard); visitors like George Lakey (the American Quaker); 
MPs, and peace activists. (184) At Pax Christi's annual 
general meeting in May 1970 Camilleri was elected general 
secretary (185) and this, combined with the Peace Committee 
appointment, put him in a key position to influence the course 
of Catholic peace activities for the next 18 months before his 
return to Australia. Part of his brief for the Peace 
Committee was to establish the framework for a permanent 
secretary to replace him. (186) 
Those 18 months transformed Pax Christi and gave it a much 
more significant place in the British peace movement. ' A 
determining event was the Pax Christi International Congress 
(182) Pax Christi Bulleti n no. 118 Spring 1972 
(183) Pax Bulletin no. 115 May 1971 
(184) Pax Bulletin no. 113 September 1970 
(185) Pax Christi Bulleti n Summer 1970 
(186) Pax Bulletin no. 113 September 1970 
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which was held in London in October 1970, in Westminster 
cathedral hall and-two nearby schools. It was the first time 
that the British Pax Christi section had felt able to host an 
event on behalf of the other sections but even so it was an 
ambitious undertaking for such a young and inexperienced team. 
Breaking away from the rather luxurious arrangements at 
previous congresses, organised bi-annually by-the wealthier 
European sections of Pax Christi, this one was planned to cost 
as little as possible and to demonstrate an egalitarian and 
simple style. Cardinals and canons queued up with everyone 
else for meals prepared by pupils from Catholic secondary. 
schools, and sat on kindergarten chairs in classrooms where 
conference papers on the theme 'Peace is Possible' were 
debated. 
With over 400 participants, half of them from abroad, there 
had never been a Catholic peace gathering on this scale in 
Britain.. Cardinal Heenan welcomed the delegates at a 
reception in Archbishop's House, with representatives of 
older-established Catholic societies in attendance_. (187) It 
was therefore a significant event for the Catholic church in 
Britain. Pax Christi was able to use its respectable foreign 
connections, and the presence of continental church 
dignataries, to enhance its own standing. The Congress 
provided an opportunity for Pax Christi to work with new 
partners: the Catholic schools which provided meals, 
missionary students who orchestrated the liturgy, and St 
Mary's Training College which put on a dramatic performance. 
It was also a milestone in Pax Christi's relationship with the 
rest of the peace movement. (188) Despite moments of 
administrative chaos, planning and running an event of such. 
proportions was a formative process for young volunteers and 
they had relied on the help of more experienced colleagues. 
The Quakers had supplied the use of a desk and a telephone as 
their contribution. (189) Pax was closely involved through 
Barbara Wall in particular, who had been part of the planning 
(187) Report by the Pax Christi Executive on the Pax Christi 
International Congress 30 October -1 November 1970 
(188) Report on the British Section of Pax Christi, March 1971 
(189) Pax Bulletin no. 112 May 1970 
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group from the start. She looked after book sales and the 
production of a special Congress Pax Christi Bulletin, printed 
and modelled on the Pax Bulletin. (190) So the Congress became 
another of the developments helping to draw Pax and Pax 
Christi towards one another. 
While the Pax Christi Congress was being planned preparations 
for Peace Sunday-1971 were also underway. The Justice and 
Peace Commission had asked Pax and Pax Christi to share 
responsibility for the arrangements. (191) Joe Camilleri's 
availability made co-ordination of this more efficient. Plans 
were discussed at the Spode conference (192) and in greater 
detail at a special meeting in October 1970 convened by Bishop 
Grant. (193) It was attended by representatives from eight 
dioceses, five national and diocesan commissions and 20 other 
societies. Many recommendations for the celebration of Peace 
Sunday were made. One asked the bishops to make an approach 
to the British Council of Churches which had already expressed 
readiness to consider ecumenical observance for Peace Sunday. 
(194) As part of the preparations Pax Christi helped to send 
supporting material to all parish priests in the country; Pax 
circulated ideas for action to all its members and on the day 
distributed leaflets outside churches. (195) In London Joe 
Camilleri organised a public meeting with an inter-faith 
perspective. Eminent Anglican, Methodist, Baptist, Jewish and 
Hindu speakers joined RCs in addressing the topic of unity and 
reconciliation. (196) 
In the time he was in London Camilleri'was the catalyst for an 
extraordinary number of projects and campaigns. His speciality 
was the ad hoc working party, drawing in diverse bodies with 
an interest in a particular issue, which he masterminded 
wearing either his Pax Christi or his Peace Committee hat 
according to whichever seemed appropriate. As an independent 
(190) Minutes 16.11.69 and 14.10.70 and Pax Christi Bulletin 
International Congress, 30 October -1 November 1970 
(191) Pax Bulletin no. 112 May 1970 
(192) Pax Bulletin no. 114 January 1971 
(193) Pax Christi Bulletin Summer 1970 
(194) Preparatory Meeting for Peace Sunday 1971, held 3.10.70 
(195) Minutes 13.1.71 
(196) Pax Bulletin no. 115 May 1971 
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and more radical voice Pax Christi could initiate and 
criticise on occasions when the Peace Committee was hampered 
by its official relationship to the bishops and the Justice 
and Peace Commission. 
This occurred most obviously over the sale by the British 
government of arms South Africa. Pax Christi co-sponsored 
with the CIIR a public debate on the proposed sale (197) and 
helped to create a Committee Against Arms to Apartheid. (198) 
Pax Christi published a leaflet listing reasons for opposing 
the deal and suggesting that opponents should write to their 
MP and their bishop. (199) It also submitted an appeal signed 
by 70 prominent Catholics asking the-hierarchy to make a 
public statement on the sale of arms. (200) The Peace 
Committee meanwhile prepared a similar request, endorsed by 
the full Justice and Peace Commission. (201) The response was 
an evasive letter from Cardinal Heenan explaining that the 
bishops had delegated him to seek from the Prime Minister, 
Edward Heath, 'assurances that the proposed sale of arms would 
in no way work against the interests of the black and coloured 
citizens of South Africa... ' His letter continued: 'The 
bishops do not consider themselves competent to judge the 
military and political aspects of the proposed sale of 
arms... "(202) The official Justice and Peace channel having 
been tried it was then left to Pax Christi to protest about 
the inadequacy of the bishops' response. It did so in 
forthright terms which can have done little to improve its 
reputation with the bishops. Since they had failed to address 
the moral issue it would have been better for the bishops to 
have said nothing, wrote Camilleri. Pax Christi was convinced 
that the sale of a few helicopters would not reduce any 
Russian threat but it would give respectability to a racialist 
regime. (203) The Pax Christi statement was circulated with 
the Pax Bulletin. The subject featured in a programme of 
(197) Pax Christi programme of forthcoming activities December 
1970 - February 1971 
(198) Pax Christi Minutes 8.3.71 
(199) 'Arms Sale to South Africa? ' undated Pax Christi leaflet 
(200) Report on the British Section of Pax Christi, March 1971 
(201) Pax Christi Bulletin no. 118 Spring 1972 
(202) The Tablet 8.5.71 
(203) Arms to South Africa, Pax Christi statement, 7.5.71 
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public meetings on 'The Church in the world' which Pax Christi 
held through the summer. (204) After this the matter was 
pursued in two ways. Camilleri wrote a pamphlet on arms 
sales, Britain and the Death Trade, which was British Pax 
Christi's first substantial publication. (205) He also formed, 
with CIIR staff and others, a working party on southern 
Africa. At this time theýBritish government was trying to 
reach an agreement about-the future of Rhodesia which had: been 
ruled illegally by Ian Smith since his unilateral declaration 
of independence (UDI) in 1965. In 1971 the government 
published its proposals for a settlement which the Foreign 
Secretary, Sir Alec Douglas-Home, had negotiated with Ian 
Smith. Human rights and anti-apartheid organisations in 
Britain protested that the proposals betrayed previous British 
commitment to insist on democracy in Rhodesia before granting 
independence. As it was the racial discrimination enshrined 
in Smith's unconstitutional legislation would be left intact. 
The southern Africa working party invited the Catholic bishop 
of Umtali, Bishop Lamont, to visit Britain to describe the 
Rhodesian situation to church groups and policy makers. When 
the working party then launched the 'Justice for Rhodesia 
Campaign' to reject the settlement proposals Pax Christi voted 
to support this stand. (206) 
Another problem in which Pax Christi was beginning to take an 
interest was Northern Ireland. The executive committee 
decided that since ignorance was the first obstacle they would 
send a fact-finding mission to Northern Ireland to see things 
at first hand and then to speak about the experience to groups 
in Britain. (207) The two university chaplains who undertook 
the tour - Fr Tom Rock, the Catholic chaplain at-Birmingham 
university and the Revd Roger Greeves, a Methodist chaplain in 
London - spent three weeks talking to political, military and 
church leaders as well as to ordinary members of the 
community. On their return Pax Christi arranged for them to 
see the Home Secretary, Reginald Maudling, and to report at 
(204) Pax Bulletin no. 115 May 1971 
(205) Joseph Camilleri, Britain and the Death Trade (London, 
Housmans for Pax Christi, 1971) 
(206) Pax Christi Minutes 6.12.71 
(207) Report on the British Section of Pax Christi, March 1971 
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public meetings throughout the country. (208) Following their 
visit Pax Christi began an educational programme on Northern 
Ireland, holding public meetings and prayer vigils. A 
Minority Rights Group publication on The Two Irelands, judged 
to be the best account of the history and background to the 
conflict then available, was summarised and distributed. (209) 
Bruce Kent and Joe Camilleri visited Ireland several times, 
arranging meetings between representative groups, and talked 
to the Irish Justice and Peace Commission in Dublin before 
preparing a Pax Christi statement on Northern Ireland which 
was published in November 1971. (210) Addressed in the first 
place to British Catholics the statement reminded them of how 
an inward-looking Church in England had helped to fuel 
prejudice by the 'petty humiliations' inflicted on non- 
Catholics who married Catholics. Pax Christi encouraged 
fellow Catholics to ask their MPs to accept that sending 
troops to Northern Ireland without a coherent political 
approach would only escalate the violence. Calling internment 
without trial 'an unjust, sectarian and foolish initiative', 
the statement said that those accused of crimes should be 
brought to trial quickly and those not accused released. It 
deplored the Compton Report's justification of brutal 
interrogation and advocated an immediate power-sharing 
arrangement even if that meant-the suspension of the Northern 
Irish government at Stormont. Finally Pax Christi urged 
financial support for public development programmes, and 
massive government investment to reduce unemployment. (211) 
Pax Christi's declaration was reported in the Belfast 
Telegraph as well as in the Catholic press in England. (212) 
Northern Ireland and southern Africa occupied much of Pax 
Christi's attention during 1971 but for a voluntary group with 
no staff Pax Christi covered a considerable number of other, 
matters, including the India-Pakistan war, the Portuguese 
(208) Terms of Reference for the Fact-Finding Mission to 
Northern Ireland (undated) and English Pax Christi 
Report to International Meeting, Luxembourg, April 1972 
(209) Pax Christi Minutes 30.10.71 and 6.12.71 
(210) Report to International Meeting, Luxembourg, April 1972 
(211) English Pax Christi Statement on Northern Ireland 
22.11.71 and Catholic Herald 26.11.71 
(212) Pax Christi Minutes 6.12.71 
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colonies in Africa, and Vietnam. When Thich Nhat Hanh, a 
respected Vietnamese Buddhist, visited Britain in the course 
of a worldwide tour Bishop Grant and Joe Camilleri met him to 
discuss the need for a ceasefire and other proposals for peace 
in. Vietnam. (213) Both Pax and Pax Christi were sponsors of 
the 'Stop the Killing Now' campaign and took a turn at 
organising the lunchtime Vietnam vigils which took place 
regularly in central London. (214) 
Pax Christi often held talks and discussions on topical 
problems. Joe Camilleri persuaded eminent speakers to address 
special meetings, among them Lord Chalfont, who was at that 
time issuing strong warnings against nuclear proliferation, 
(215) and Lord Caradon, who attracted an audience of 150 when 
he talked about the United Nations. (216) There were also 
plenty of social and fund-raising activities - parties, 
theatre outings, country walks - which bound Pax Christi 
members in friendship as well as purpose. 
Potential thwarted 
Reading Pax Christi's Minutes and newsletters for 1971 gives 
an impression of an exciting escalation of activity on the 
part of the young and enthusiastic committee members, most of 
whom were in their early twenties. Ever present under the 
surface-was their awareness of the potential of the movement, 
the breadth of work to be done, the burning message to be 
conveyed to other Catholics and the limitations imposed by 
lack of resources. It was a time of fresh opportunity. They 
exploited the goodwill generated by the 1970 International 
Congress as a means of building up the organisation. A 
follow-up conference was held at Spode House. (217) For the 
first time, too, more systematic attempts were made to get Pax 
Christi speakers into Catholic schools and colleges. (218) 
(213) Pax Bulletin no. 115 May 1971 
(214) Minutes 4.8.71, Pax Christi Minutes 28.6.71 and 30.10.71 
(215) Pax Bulletin no. 115 May 1971 
(216) Pax Christi Minutes 27.9.71 
(217) 'Change the World? For Peace, Through Peace' leaflet for 
conference of 15-17 January 1971 (Pax Christi) 
(218) Pax Christi Minutes 25.5.71 
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After only a few such visits the extent of the potential 
audience became apparent, and Pax Christi considered the need 
for a full-time worker just for schools. (219) 
The Congress had also tied British Pax Christi more firmly 
into the network of European sections and encouraged it to 
work more closely with the international movement. A full 
complement of delegates attended the international council 
meeting in Venice in 1971, and agreed to work jointly with 
French colleagues to combat the arms trade. (220) British Pax 
Christi took up various issues at the behest of the 
international office in The Hague, or of other sections. 
Conscientious objection was one of these. It was no longer an 
immediate concern in Britain but a crucial one for the Spanish 
section because in their country'there was as yet no legal 
provision for COs. British Pax Christi made representations 
to the Spanish embassy in London to express support for new 
legislation which was being drafted, and emphasized that in 
view of the recommendations of the Vatican Council it was 
particularly opportune for a 'Catholic country' to make such 
an adjustment. (221) 
All these experiences confronted Pax Christi members both with 
frustration about the organisation's limitations and with hope 
for the future. They nurtured a vision of what might really 
be possible were the Church, following the Vatican Council, to 
fully mobilise its resources in the service of peace. In the 
autumn of 1971 280 bishops would be meeting in Rome to 
deliberate about 'Justice in the World'. In preparation for 
the synod Pax Christi submitted an ambitious proposal that the 
Church should establish an international Catholic Peace 
Centre. It would offer interdisciplinary courses in peace 
studies, and would undertake detailed academic research as 
well as popular education through Catholic institutions. 
Trainees would be prepared in the techniques of mediation and 
conflict resolution and sent to assist in trouble spots round 
(219) Pax Christi, Minutes 6.12.71 
(220) Pax Christi Minutes 5.4.71 and 7.5.71 and Report on the 
Pax Christi International Council, 16-18 April 1971 
(221) Pax Christi Minutes 28.6.71 
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the world or to intervene at diplomatic level. The Centre 
would establish contact with the United Nations and other 
bodies promoting international peacekeeping, disarmament and 
development strategies. The proposal envisaged a programme 
based on research, training and action. A 12-page document, 
written by Joe Camilleri, went into the practicalities of 
location, staffing, facilities such as a library, and the 
budget. Given the resources of the Catholic church it was 
well within the realms of possibility provided the synod could 
be persuaded to accept the scheme. (222) In Britain Pax 
Christi prepared the ground well, first by securing the 
support of the Peace Committee (223) and then by winning the 
approval of Cardinal Heenan who agreed to present the proposal 
to the synod. The Apostolic Delegate in Britain would 
recommend it to the Pope. (224) Meanwhile Eileen Egan was 
alerted to enlist support in the United States. (225) The 
document was translated into French and Spanish and 
distributed to all the bishops attending the synod. 
In the event Pax Christi's Peace Centre proposal was wrapped 
in generalities by the synod. All that emerged was a brief 
recommendation in its final document on 'Justice in the 
World': 
We ask all bishops' conferences to carry on our 
thinking and put it into effect. One-way of doing 
this will be the establishment of centres for social 
and theological research. (226) 
The Catholic Peace Centre was an imaginative proposal but 
perhaps too practical and detailed for adoption in a setting 
where the bishops were accustomed to speak only of lofty and 
general principles. The Catholic church as a whole had not 
yet reached the clear understanding which the Dutch bishops 
had pinpointed in one of their recent pastoral letters, To 
Banish War: 
(222) Proposal for a Catholic Peace Centre, Pax Christi, 1971 
(223) Pax Christi Minutes 28.6.71 
(224) Pax Christi Minutes 27.9.71 
(225) Pax Christi Minutes 28.6.71 
(226) Our World and You - Bishops of the World on Justice 
simplified version of the Synod Document on Justice 
in the World (London, Commission for International 
Justice and Peace, 1972) 
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Looking for peace means: giving peace work a real 
place, not only as a pious wish in our hearts and on 
our lips, but in our thoughts, in our interests, in 
our educational work, in our political convictions, 
in our faith, in our prayer and in our budget'. (227) 
The merger 
To grasp the opportunities for peacemaking would require a 
fusion of vision and practicality, but, where the Church was 
concerned, there was always a limit as to how far Pax and Pax 
Christi could bring this about. They could make proposals for 
international peace centres or for national peace committees 
but the resources to make these ideas tangible were out of 
their control. What lay within their power was the future of 
their organisations. By 1971, as we have seen, several 
factors had been operating to bring Pax and Pax Christi 
together. The advent of Peace Sunday, the establishment of 
the Peace Committee of the Justice and Peace Commission, the 
dynamic role of Joe Camilleri and Pax Christi's International 
Congress had all helped to conjure up for Catholic activists a 
vista of the challenging work ahead of them. The question 
arose as to whether they were equipped to respond? 
The first person to consider this question in a fresh and 
radical way was Barbara Wall. As a newly appointed member she 
attended the first meeting of the Peace Committee in February 
1971. As its origins were being discussed 
it struck me forcibly that the new Peace 
Committee... would need a good, strong, already- 
existing Catholic Peace Society or Institute to be 
its active arm, adviser and helper. (228) 
It suddenly seemed wasteful and unnecessary to have both a Pax 
and a Pax Christi so she proposed a 'marriage' between the two 
in a memorandum she wrote for the Pax Council in March 1971. 
She noted that though their histories were different they had 
identical aims. Pax Christi had from the start received 
episcopal support whereas Pax, despite its freedom from 
hierarchical links, had in practice sought bishops as 
(227) To Banish War, Pastoral Letter of the Dutch Bishops, 
1968 
(228) Barbara Wall, Memorandum on the Possibility of a 
Marriage between Pax and Pax Christi, 23.2.71 
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sponsors; and although Pax was a 'society for Catholics and 
others', and Pax Christi a Catholic movement, in practice 
plenty of other Christians joined Pax Christi. 
One of the advantages of a merger would be an end to the 
confusion caused in part by the similarity of names. Thanks 
to its hard-working secretary, Joe Camilleri, and to the 
International Congress, Pax Christi was becoming better known, 
and young people were joining the organisation who would in 
the past have joined Pax. Pax still had a larger membership 
even though it was not growing, but membership overlapped, and 
numbers overall were too few to warrant duplication of effort 
and costs. Pax and Pax Christi had been holding most meetings 
and conferences together for some time, so to a large extent a 
merger would simply ratify an existing situation. 
Pax would bring to the marriage its longer 
experience, its egg-heads, its membership... its 
Bulletin, its Special Fund; Pax Christi would bring 
its young people, its youthful energy, its 
continental contacts (as part of an international 
movement) its central office in Gower Street... its 
chaplain (already a Pax sponsor). 
In conclusion Barbara Wall reflected that originally she had 
resisted the idea of a merger 'clinging to Pax pure and 
undefiled, with its history, its ups and downs, its 
distinguished past-members'. However, in the interests of 
building an efficient Catholic peace movement she felt the 
time had come to put aside such considerations: 'The world 
situation is too serious for societies working for the same 
end to be paddling their own little canoes'. (229) 
On 17 March the Pax Council were presented with her brave 
proposal, and after a long discussion agreed to merge with Pax 
Christi. Absent Council members were consulted by telephone. 
Barbara Wall was delegated to pursue the matter with the Pax 
Christi committee. The final decision would lie with the Pax 
annual general meeting at the end of 1971. (230) 
One of the problems that had been foreseen was the fact that 
there was an American branch of Pax to consider - as large and 
(229) ibid. 
(230) Minutes 17.3.71 
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more active than Pax in England - and it was not expected to 
favour the hierarchical link. (231) Charles Thompson was 
instructed to consult Eileen Egan. She happened to pass 
through London at the end of March after addressing the Human 
Rights Commission in Geneva about conscientious objection. 
Barbara Wall recalls that at first Eileen Egan was 'appalled' 
by the prospect of a merger and the consequent loss of 
identity. (232) After all, in many ways American Pax had more 
to lose by this stage than had English Pax. However, after a 
persuasive meeting with Mgr Kent and Joe Camilleri, she was 
completely won over to the idea and agreed that on her return 
to the United States she would present the proposal to the 
council of American Pax. (233) In anticipation of the American 
decision the Pax Christi International executive-committee 
kept a place vacant for a future-American occupant. (234) 
At the annual general meeting of the British Section of Pax 
Christi in May 1971 the proposed merger was put before the 
membership. Several Pax people, including Archbishop Roberts, 
filled in the background and history of Pax. A few questions 
were asked: what would be the name of merged society - it 
would be called 'Pax Christi' and the 'Pax' would be picked 
out in adifferent colour on stationery etc.; did Pax Christi 
have a statement of principles along the lines of the Pax 
statement and constitution - it had International Statutes 
which were under revision.. The annual meeting unanimously 
voted in favour of a merger with Pax, and the committee that 
was elected reflected that decision. David Scutt became 
vice-chairman, John O'Connor assistant secretary, Barbara Wall 
bulletin editor, and Charles Thompson - who had declined a 
specific post - and Margaret Maison were elected committee 
members. The new committee was thus a diplomatic mixture of 
Pax and Pax Christi members (235) which would help to pave. the 
way towards-unification. 
(231) Wall Memorandum of 23.2.71 
(232) Barbara Wall, interview with VF, May 1986 
(233) Pax Bulletin no. 115 May 1971 and Eileen Egan, 'Catholic 
Peace Teaching and the Catholic Peace Movement' paper 
given on 40th anniversary of Pax Christi, Bruges, 1985 
(234) Pax Christi Minutes 7.5.71 
(235) ibid. 
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The following month a small group met to work out the finer 
details. Any remaining Pax money would be handed over to the 
Pax Christi account but the Pax 'Special Fund' for specific 
peace projects would remain separate. There was some 
discussion about arrangements for American subscribers and 
about the complimentary list of Pax Bulletin recipients. In 
future John O'Connor would attend the National Peace Council, 
the Fellowship of Reconciliation and Continuing Committee of 
the Central Board for Conscientious Objectors as a 
representative of Pax Christi. He would also look after the 
Pax records. (236) 
In the Pax Bulletin everything was fully explained, and 
readers were invited to comment on the merger. They were 
given an account of the style and workings of Pax Christi, and 
introduced to its international dimension and the concerns of 
other sections. The Pax principles were compared with the Pax 
Christi 'manifesto'. Reassurance was offered to the 'Pax out- 
on-a-limbers' who might be put off by the fear that they were 
joining something respectable. 'English Pax Christi is as 
fluid as could be, even spurning a constitution... and it will 
become what all of us make it. ' (237) Within Pax there were 
still-a number of people whom Brian Wicker has described as 
the 'old Pax awkward squad', uncomfortable with institutions, 
proud of Pax's independence and the controversies of the past, 
who would take some convincing about the credentials of Pax 
Christi with its links to official Catholicism. (238) In the, 
event perhaps some of these dissenters did drop quietly out of 
the new Pax Christi; perhaps negative remarks were voiced 
privately to Pax organisers. Either way, there is no lasting 
evidence of opposition to the Pax-Pax Christi merger. A dozen 
or-so letters were received offering approval. Sponsors who 
were canvassed, including Archbishop Roberts and Bishop 
Butler, also endorsed the change. (239) In a note in the ax 
(236) Minutes 4.8.71 The Pax library passed to Pax Christi. 
(237) Pax Bulletin no. 115 May 1971 
(238) Brian Wicker, 'Making Peace at Spode' New Blackfriars 
vol. 62 nos. 733/734 July/August 1981 pp. 311-320 
(239) Pax Bulletin no. 115 May 1971 and Pax Christi Minutes 
25.5.71 
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Bulletin the now-redundant sponsors were thanked for the help 
they had given in the days when Pax's ideas aroused so much 
suspicion. (240) 
The crucial Pax annual general meeting was held on 30 October 
1971. It was attended by only 12 out of 320 paid-up members - 
a sign either of general satisfaction with arrangements or of 
the dwindling interest which made the merger desirable; 
perhaps both. Bruce Kent spoke about Pax Christi. The 
resolution for the merger was proposed by the chairman, 
Charles Thompson, and carried unanimously. Officers were 
charged with the final task of transferring documents and 
money, then the meeting closed with a prayer. (241) A meeting 
of the unified Pax Christi executive committee followed 
immediately afterwards. It worked its way through an agenda 
which included Northern Ireland, plans for Peace Sunday 1972 
and the Pax Christi expansion programme. A telegram was sent 
to President Nixon asking him to cancel a forthcoming nuclear 
test. It was signed 'Pax Christi England'. (242) As a separate 
entity Pax had disappeared. 
What happened next? 
Few mergers can have gone through more smoothly than that 
between Pax and Pax Christi. The 'business as usual' approach 
of the Pax people was a credit to their quality and 
commitment. It must be a great rarity for any society to 
dissolve itself in such a generous and graceful way, giving up 
identity and history in the over-riding interests of the cause 
for which it existed. For some, like Charles Thompson, who 
had carried the burden of Pax for 20 years, it was obviously a 
relief to be able to step back a bit and hand over 
responsibility to younger members. They were tired and would 
probably have resigned. their posts sooner had replacements 
been available. -Other Pax people continued to play an active 
part in the new Pax Christi committee. In January 1972 the 
(240) Pax Bulletin no. 116 September 1971 
(241) Minutes 30.10.71 
(242) Pax Christi Minutes 30.10.71 and Pax Christi Bulletin 
no. 117 January 1972 
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revised Pax Christi Bulletin was published. It was in the 
same format and numerical sequence as the Pax Bulletin and 
edited by Barbara Wall, reassuringly familiar to Pax readers. 
There was no difficulty about integrating the two groups as 
they were already so used to working together. The similarity 
between Pax and Pax Christi in terms of spirit and goals - and 
even name - undoubtedly made for a trouble-free union. It was 
an obvious and comfortable match in a way that previous 
proposals for Pax to combine with the Sword of the Spirit or 
with the Fellowship of Reconciliation had not been. 
In the United States the changeover took slightly longer. 
American Pax members were informed about the English merger 
and told that in future the programme of American Pax would be 
adapted to that of international Pax Christi. (243) Eileen 
Egan and Gordon Zahn, who were best able to judge the European 
movement, felt that one adaptation in particular would be 
required to suit American circumstances. Given their bishops' 
lack of leadership over Vietnam, American activists might 
object to the involvement of a bishop as president of a Pax 
Christi section if it seemed that he would be in a position of 
control. They therefore thought that a title like 'Moderator' 
would be more acceptable and would reflect a more democratic 
role. With this suggestion they approached Thomas Gumbleton, 
the young auxiliary bishop of Detroit, who was playing a 
prominent part in pushing the bishops' conference towards a 
reassessment of Vietnam. - In November 1971 he agreed to serve 
on the'board of an American Pax Christi. Negotiations were 
opened with the international office, and the following spring 
Eileen Egan attended the international council meeting in 
Luxembourg. She remembers being subjected to close 
questioning about the Catholic peace movement in the United 
States, but the outcome was that delegates from other sections 
accepted American Pax as the foundation for a future branch of 
Pax Christi. They also welcomed the promised expansion of the 
movement beyond Europe. For the time being Pax would enjoy 
(243) Egan and Keegan, letter to. Pax members, July 1971 and 
Peace vo1. V no. 1 1972 
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'fraternal affiliation' to the international organisation 
whilst appropriate structures were worked out. (244) 
There was no need to consult Pax in Australia about the merger 
with Pax Christi because by 1971 the group was no longer 
functioning. In 1973, about a year after Joe Camilleri 
returned home, an Australian section of Pax Christi was 
started in Melbourne. (245) 
The merger of Pax and Pax Christi in 1971 marked the end of 
Pax in the form it had existed for 35 years. Three events 
occurred about the same time which are worth recording because 
of their symbolic significance to the story of Pax. It was 
somehow fitting that the final number of the Pax Bulletin 
should have carried a tribute to the 'Senior statesman of the 
Catholic peace movement': Francis Stratmann OP, who had 
inspired the foundation of Pax in 1936 and whose influential 
presence had spanned its history, died in Germany a few months 
before the Pax merger. (246) Fitting, too, that the timing of 
the merger coincided with the American bishops' declaration 
that the Vietnam war was 'unjust'. This was precisely the 
kind of assessment for which Pax's founders had taken their 
stand, measuring the conduct of war against moral principles 
and asserting that Catholics could and even should be 
conscientious objectors. Their work had not been in vain. 
Their judgements were now being applied by bishops: at last a 
national hierarchy had repudiated a war in which its own 
country was a protagonist. 
That much had been achieved. The third event indicated how 
far things still had to go to reach Pax's goals. In 1971 the 
Commissions set up by the Bishops of England and Wales were 
reviewed after their five-year trial period. The mandate of 
the Justice and Peace commission was renewed but with no 
(244) Report of the Pax Christi International Council, 
Luxembourg, 14-16 April 1972, and 
Gerard A. Vanderhaar, 'Pax Christi USA - The Early Years 
1972-78', unpublished account, 1988 
(245) see Justpeace no. 149 July/August 1990 
(246) Pax Bulletin no. 116 September 1971 
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specific reference to the work of the Peace Committee. (247) 
The Committee's recommendation that an autonomous peace body 
be created was ignored, and the budget for the Justice. and 
Peace Commission was reduced, effectively ensuring that the 
Peace Committee would have to be dissolved. (248) In future 
the Commission itself would be expected to cover problems of 
peace and human rights but, as Brian Wicker pointed out in The 
Tablet, nobody on the new list of members had particular 
expertise in the political, diplomatic or moral problems of 
peacemaking. (249) In addition the new brief made it clear 
that the Commission's powers were restricted to advice: 
'Official action on behalf of the Church in this country in 
relation to current affairs of national importance' was the 
responsibility of the Bishops' Conference. (250) The 
interpretation of its new terms of reference were to be a 
source of lasting confusion and conflict within the 
Commission. (251) 
The Peace Committee lasted just one year. It might have 
become an effective instrument of the Bishops' Conference, but 
the day had not yet come when the Catholic church in England 
might take its peace aspirations beyond words, putting 
adequate resources into such work, trusting competent lay- 
people to speak for the church they belonged to, and taking on 
the risks of a vigorous peace policy. There was still much 
for Pax people to do in their new partnership with Pax 
Christi. 
(247) Commissions - Aid to a Pastoral Strategy, Report of a 
Review Committee of the Bishops' Conference of England 
and Wales, 1971 pp. 13-14 
(248) Pax Christi Bulletin no. 118 Spring 1972 
(249) The Tablet 6.5.72 
(250) The Tablet 22.4.72 
(251) see Penny Mansfield and M. P. Hornsby-Smith, 
'Consultation, Consensus and Conflict', The Month, 
vol. CCXXXVI no. 1293, May 1975 pp. 138-145 
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12 Conclusion: No witness is really lost' 
Reflecting on the totally unexpected repercussions arising 
from the death of the unknown farmer, Franz Jägerstätter, 
Gordon Zahn has pointed out that many of us today tend to play 
down the value and effectiveness of individual witness. We 
find ourselves becoming overwhelmed by the complexity of the 
problems in modern global society. Aware that they are 
exacerbated by interlocking structural faults, and maintained 
by powerful forces, we imagine that the only effective way to 
combat them is by mass movements and widespread political 
action to change the impersonal 'system'. 'No witness is 
really lost, ' argued Zahn, however apparently futile. (1) 
There will always be a role for deep and personal moral 
commitment, and the integrity and fibre of movements for 
social change is dependant on such commitment. 
It is in this light that the story of Pax should be viewed, 
for in trying to assess its achievements we are trying to 
assess the intangible: the transmission of ideas and 
convictions. The starting point for Pax was the personal 
conviction of its members. Their actions, hopes and visions 
flowed from belief and, although it was encouraging if others 
were persuaded to share those beliefs, Pax members gave little 
consideration to results. In this they matched the modest 
approach of Dorothy Day:. 'I never do anything because I expect 
results. I do it because I must do it, because that is my 
work. The results will take care of themselves. ' (2) In 
similar terms Thomas Merton advised his young disciple, Jim 
Forest: 
Do not depend on the hope of results. When you are 
doing the sort of work you have taken on, 
essentially an apostolic work, you may have to face 
the fact that your work will be apparently worthless 
and even achieve no result at all... As you get used 
to this idea, you start more and more to concentrate 
(1) Gordon C. Zahn, 'In Praise of Individual Witness' 
America, 8 September 1973 pp. 141-145 
(2) Vivian Gornick, 'Dorothy Day at 72: The Dailiness of 
Grace' The Village Voice 20.11.69 
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not on the results but on the value, the rightness, 
the truth of the work itself. (3) 
The first and most valuable function of Pax was to bring 
together Roman Catholics (in particular) who shared a 
passionate conviction about the immorality of modern warfare 
and the right to conscientious objection. Simply by holding 
those opinions they, with their colleagues abroad, were 
keeping alive an ancient tradition which would otherwise have 
gone unrepresented in the contemporary Church. In his article 
on the role of pacifists in wartime Conrad Pepler suggested 
that it was their vocation to keep the ideal of charity and 
peace before society even while others defended justice by the 
imperfect means of war. (4) That task does not only need to be 
performed in time of war, and the main contribution of Pax was 
to represent the vision tenaciously: by conscientious 
objection in the Second World War, through the bad days of the 
early 1950s when Pax was reduced to a few faithful, and into 
the 1960s when their views began to find greater acceptance in 
the Church. As has already been discussed in relation to the 
peace teaching promulgated by the Second Vatican Council, it 
is very unlikely that such a change would have come about 
without a Pax. Two well-informed (but not neutral) observers, 
Archbishop Roberts and Michael de la Bedoyere, directly 
attributed-to Pax the presence of peace issues on the agenda 
of the Vatican Council. (5) 
If one is looking for 'results' the most obvious measure of 
change was in the Roman Catholic attitude to conscientious 
objection. In 1936 the founding members of Pax were blazing a 
new trail - the Guild of the Pope's Peace had pointed the way 
in 1916 - by declaring conscientious objection to be a right, 
and, even a duty for Catholics unconvinced that 'just war' 
criteria could any longer be met. They did not have to pay 
the price of a Jägerstätter but in lesser ways they suffered 
in the same cause: isolation from fellow Catholics, scorn and 
(3) Merton to Forest 21.2.66, quoted in Jim Forest, 
Thomas Merton's Struggle with Peacemaking p. 41 
(4) Conrad Pepler OP, 'The Part of the Pacifist' 
Blackfriars vol. XXV no. 296 November 1944 pp. 401-405 
(5) see chapter 10, pp. 429-430 
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censorship from the Church authorities, material sacrifice as 
COs, the curtailment of career prospects, and many moments of 
self-doubt and uncertainty. The campaign involved long years 
of unglamourous and laborious toil before the Catholic church 
officially recognised the right to conscientious objection in 
1965. 
That much was achieved within the lifetime of Pax. Twenty 
years further on we have seen the nonviolent tradition of the 
early Church being given a fresh appraisal in the American RC 
bishops' pastoral letter of 1983, 'The Challenge of Peace'. 
The writings of Gordon Zahn, Eileen Egan, Jim Douglass, and 
other associates of Pax were credited by the bishops for their 
exposition of this tradition. (6) The episode which perhaps 
illustrates most aptly the turn-about was the appearance in 
May 1987 of Archbishop Hurley of Durban at the trial of Philip 
Wilkinson, a young Catholic conscientious objector who refused 
to be drafted into the South African Defence Forces. 
Questioned by the defence lawyer, the Archbishop (who had 
joined Pax after his conversations with Archbishop Roberts at 
the Vatican Council) explained in precise terms the grounds on 
which the Church recognises conscientious objection based on 
either pacifism or 'just war' premises. (7) To appreciate the 
significance of this it should be remembered that during the 
Second World War, even in the tolerant climate of Britain, 
Catholic COs had great difficulty in finding any,. priest who 
would testify on their behalf. 
What does the experience of Pax tell us about the work of 
peace organisations? 
The peace movement has often been criticised for being so 
fragmented and unfocussed. There are too many small groups, 
the argument goes, wasting effort and resources by pulling in 
different directions rather than by uniting into one strong 
(6) The Challenge of Peace: God's Promise and-our Res ognse 
US Bishops' Pastoral Letter on War and Peace in the 
Nuclear Age, (London, CTS/SPCK, 1983) p. 32 
(7) Country and Conscience - South African conscientious 
Objectors (London, Catholic Institute for International 
Relations and Pax Christi, 1988) pp. 16-19 
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movement. Without denying the kernel of truth in this 
criticism, the experience of Pax adds weight to the counter- 
argument in favour of the multi-faceted approach, with a range 
of organisations operating in different styles and with 
varying motivations. The effectiveness of a small group like 
Pax arises precisely from its specialist nature, strong sense 
of identity and specific goals. 
By necessity and choice Pax had an ecumenical membership whose 
shared motivation came from RC tradition. This was crucial, 
giving Pax its unique character and thereby an influence'over 
an obvious constituency of church people. Despite the 
uncertain times when merger proposals were discussed, and 
questions raised about Catholic authenticity, Pax members 
always knew who they were, whom and what they were trying to 
influence. Looking over the society's activities spanning 35 
years the observer might=be surprised that Pax remained so 
'unpolitical'. There were very few occasions when Pax leaders 
addressed Members of Parliament or passed resolutions calling 
on governments to mend the error of their ways. Instead, 
their efforts were almost entirely directed more narrowly 
towards the Church. On home ground they could speak in a 
language and rely on an affinity which gave their arguments a 
force which would have been lost in a wider context. 
Even so Pax encountered all the tensions about ends and means 
so commonly found in organisations trying to further an 
unpopular cause. Roughly speaking, the conflict was about 
respectability versus radicalism and it centred on Pax's 
relationship with the Church. Was it more important for the 
society to be true to its convictions in their subversive 
entirety, or was it better to work for the more acceptable 
goals first, presenting them in a way that would win support 
within the Church? The response to such underlying and 
unspoken dilemmas varied at different stages of its history 
but both tendencies within Pax, the radical and the 
respectable, the prophetic and the pragmatic, had a value and 
function. In the initial period especially the tone of the 
Pax message was fairly uncompromising. Thus the decision was 
taken to relinquish any claim to be a 'Catholic' society 
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rather than submit publications to diocesan censorship. (In 
the prevailing climate such censorship would have made 
impossible the work for which Pax was founded. ) During the 
war, at the very time when it might be hardest to find 
sympathy for pacifism amongst fellow Catholics, Pax chose to 
present itself in the most revolutionary and complicated 
terms. Judging that national, industrial and financial 
interests were amongst the primary causes of war, Pax started 
to promote more actively Gill's proposals for a Christian 
society based on wholesome work, voluntary poverty and 
distributism. A significant number of members, particularly 
COs, turned to community life on the land. 
This 'escapist' diversion occurred under the leadership of 
Stormont Murray and the reasons for, it have been examined in 
an earlier chapter. It was quite understandable and even 
appropriate for Pax members-. to have cherished a utopian vision 
when the world was, enmeshed in violent confusion, the 
consequence in-their view-of the sinful foundations 
underpinning society. By Conrad Pepler's criteria Pax was 
fulfilling the pacifist role in war. In the long term the 
ability of Gill and his followers to convey an understanding 
that 'it all goes together' enriched Pax as nothing else and 
gave it a prophetic function which in retrospect it is easier 
to appreciate. The pages of the Pax Bulletin were full of 
seemingly wild predictions - about the harmful effects of a 
mechanised, materialist, and increasingly regimented society; 
about brainwashing by mass media, entertainment and education; 
about the encroaching power of the state; about irrevocable 
damage caused by reckless agricultural practices; about the' 
erosion of spiritual values and community bonds. Today we can 
recognise the wisdom in their apparent lack of realism, even 
as we recognise the limitations of their economic theories 
about war. 
The leaders of Pax may have been visionary in proposing such a 
fundamental conversion of society, but their policy also 
served to emphasise how remote they were from conventional 
Catholics. Tensions surfaced between the idealists-and the 
pragmatists within Pax when some of the latter tried to turn 
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the group away from its concern 
of war and back to the narrower 
Defeated by the prevailing mood 
attempted to create a more focus 
by starting the Society for the 
episcopal approval they desired 
experiment came to an end. 
with the wider social causes 
interpretation of its task. 
within Pax, the critics 
3sed, wholly Catholic, version 
Peace of Christ. When the 
was still not forthcoming, the 
For the ultimate good of Pax's cause within the Churchit was 
just as well that the society's utopian phase ended soon after 
the war. It had encompassed theories which were so debatable 
that they confused and even obscured Pax's central moral 
appeal about war itself. After the post-war decline of the 
peace societies it was the pragmatists who shaped the revived 
Pax. Additional objectives outlining a social programme were 
dropped, and from the 1950s onwards, whilst remaining true to 
its basic principles, Pax embarked on a quest for 
respectability. Charles Thompson in particular made assiduous 
efforts to improve the standing of Pax in the eyes of the 
Church by encouraging priests to join, by creating the list of 
Pax sponsors, by reprinting articles from distinguished- 
foreign writers, by soothing belligerent individuals and by 
reducing the points of friction with the Church as far as 
possible. Of course this policy in turn provoked protests 
from members-who feared that Pax was becoming too cautious, 
playing safe in order to gain acceptance. Whereas in the 
early days the decision to act as a 'society of Christians and 
others' might have been a bold assertion of independence from 
Church control, by the mid-1950s it seemed to some more like 
cowardice. They thought Pax should openly admit to being a de 
facto Catholic organisation and confront the Church more 
directly with what it should be doing for peace. 
As the society and the individuals within it grew older the 
style changed. Enthusiasm gave way to perseverance, 
passionate intensity to a relaxed sense of duty. Pax seemed 
scholarly but unexciting to the younger generation of peace 
activists which emerged in the 1960s and formed the Catholic 
Nuclear Disarmament Group. The co-operative way in which Pax 
interacted with this group - and later with Pax Christi and 
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Christian CND - is worth noting because it underlines the 
value of co-existing styles within the peace movement. In its 
later years Pax was the solid presence providing, through 
conferences and publications, a forum for the intellectual 
debate which nourished the younger more 'activist' Christian 
groups. 
Pax was resilient because of the strength of conviction among 
its members, because of the potency of its message, and 
because it still had a purpose to be achieved. Amongst more 
general aspirations the consistent appeal was for recognition 
by the Church of the right to conscientious objection and in 
this Pax had,. albeit unconsciously, chosen a limited and 
achievable goal. It did not expect the Church to turn 
pacifist but to endorse a position which Pax could show to be 
a natural corollary of the Church's own 'just war' teaching. 
The utopian dimension of peace movements offers inspiration 
and vision, as we have seen. But relentless prophecy can also 
sometimes deter potential allies by self-righteousness and by 
presenting them with impossible demands which undermine their 
sense of hope. The eventual success of Pax's uninterrupted 
call for conscientious objection demonstrates the importance 
of peace organisations focussing on some reasonable, limited 
aims alongside their long-term ones. 
The experience of Pax also provides a lesson in perseverance. 
'Results' came unexpectedly when the right circumstances 
coincided with a prepared environment. In this particular 
case Pax and associated groups had prepared the ground for 
many years before the Vatican Council with very little 
perceptible change or promise of success. Then the Council 
happened to take place when international concern about peace 
had been heightened by the destructive capability of the 
superpowers, by the Cuban crisis, and by the Vietnam war. In 
1963 the superpowers agreed to a Limited Test Ban Treaty. 
During the next few years negotiations leading to the Non- 
Proliferation Treaty (1968) were in progress. At the very 
time of their discussions the bishops were being challenged by 
world events and, within their own sphere, by the growing 
number of Catholic COs in several countries, including Italy. 
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Toleration for COs had first been extolled-- as Archbishop 
Roberts often recalled - in countries where the law was 
influenced by the English Protestant tradition. Pax, as a 
grouping of English and American Catholics within that legal 
framework, was uniquely placed to bring its insights to bear 
on Roman thinking whilst the Vatican Council presented the 
right opportunity. Respect for conscience was an idea whose 
time had come. 
Nevertheless, there should be no illusions about the hard work 
or the length of time required to achieve this. For Pax the 
long and slow process had involved a sustained commitment 
passed from one generation to the next. The outcome was not 
of course apparent and the rewards few. It had meant 
thousands of modest and unspectacular actions: letters, 
conversations, publications, meetings, prayers, small 
donations, chance contacts, faltering advances, painful 
rebuffs, hours and hours of people's unpaid time, no staff, 
few resources, very little press coverage, no stunning breaks. 
The story of Pax is so typical of the bread-and-butter work of 
the peace movement that it should be a source of great 
encouragement providing, as it does, evidence of"the power of 
small groups. Patient, painstaking, but sustained work can 
bear unexpected fruit - like the hidden witness of unknown 
individuals, for that is largely what the story of Pax 
represents. 
What does the experience of Pax tell us about the Church? 
The members of Pax were believers not only in the Christian 
gospel which inspired their peace perspective but also in the 
Church as an earthly instrument for bringing about the Kingdom 
of God. This is one of the ironies in Pax's difficult 
relationship with the Roman Catholic authorities. The society 
had the reputation for harbouring a collection of dissident 
misfits ('cracked' was the term used by one Archbishop of 
Southwark) and as such could be ignored as a small fringe- 
group with dangerous views. Certainly some individuals 
thrived on confrontation but even in their querulous moods Pax 
members were generally very orthodox. If they had not been 
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they would not have cared so much about the Church's 
inconsistency. They were for the most part professionals, 
conformists even: civil servants, lecturers, doctors, writers 
and publishers, people who 'went by the rules'. Thoughtful 
and conscientious, they appreciated order and expected the 
Church to apply its own 'just war' principles logically and 
honestly in the modern world. They took the Church's social 
teaching-so seriously'that it led them to Pax as conscientious 
objectors. Although many belonged to other'societies such as 
the PPU and FOR they were careful to make a distinction 
between the circumscribed 'just war' basis for Pax's pacifism 
and the looser, evangelical, total pacifism which other groups 
espoused. There can be few more enduring examples of personal 
commitment'to' papal precepts than the `community of families at 
Laxton-whose way of life in the 1990s is still shaped by the 
principles` outlined in Rerum Novarum and Ouadragesimo Anno. 
It cannot be proven whether sympathisers came to Pax because 
they were already alert to other 'progressive' and therefore 
contentious issues for the Church, or whether it was their 
involvement in Pax which radicalised them, widening their 
vision to adopt a more tolerant openness to other matters. 
Certainly the'experience of close association with Pax would 
have done two things. It would have confronted members with 
manifestations of Church authority which they might not 
otherwise have encountered in the same degree: ' censorship and 
heavy-handed restrictions on lay activity, clerical control of 
resources and channels of communication, the bias towards 
parochial and 'other worldly' preoccupations (Catholic 
schools, liturgical form, personal piety) and the absence of 
democratic rights or due process when there were problems (as 
in the case of Archbishop Roberts. ) The other thing which 
involvement with Pax would have done was, -to bring people into 
a working relationship with Christians of all denominations, 
Communists, Quakers, anarchists, utopian visionaries, 
campaigners of every political hue - in fact the wide range of 
strange allies to be found within the peace movement. In this 
sense Pax inhabited a kind of border area, representing the 
Church to outsiders (yet without its authority to do so) and 
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at the same time dwelling uncomfortably within the Church as 
the unwelcome advocate of an unpopular cause. 
Prominent amongst the interests of Pax people was religious, 
and particularly Christian, unity. For a time it was listed 
among the objects of Pax: 'unless Christians can heal their 
own divisions it is idle to preach peace to the nations'. (8) 
The restoration of unity among Christians was understood to be 
a crucial component for world peace. W. E. Orchard, for 
example, had long held that the League of Nations could only 
succeed with the support of a united, international Church, 
able to provide the spiritual bond which would overcome 
national conflict. (9) Later on Archbishop Roberts suggested 
in his proposals for the Vatican Council that human survival 
constituted the challenge which would bring the world and its 
religions together. Such common cause might serve to rescue 
the world from self-destruction and the Churches from seeming 
irrelevance. (10) Neither Orchard nor Roberts saw Christian 
unity as an end in itself: the Church had an overall purpose 
for which unity was a means and a by-product. In this they 
had hit upon a truth borne out by the subsequent experience of 
Christians in the peace movement. Whether in Pax during the 
1960s or in Christian CND during the 1980s Christians seem to 
work better together when they abandon any self-conscious 
striving for church unity. Differences become insignificant 
when church members involve themselves-in an overriding goal 
such as world peace. 
Without having enough statistical information to build more 
than a hypothesis it is still striking that a high proportion 
of those most active in Pax were'converts to Catholicism. Some 
(Alban Evans, Orchard, Thompson, for example) were pacifists 
or COs before they became Catholics and were then gratified 
and rather surprised to find anyone else who thought as they 
did within the RC Church they had joined. In his research 
(8) Pax statement c. 1940 
(9) Elaine Kaye and Ross Mackenzie, W. E. Orchard -A Study 
in Christian Exploration, (Oxford, Education Services, 
1990) pp. 66-67 
(10) Archbishop Roberts, 'Council for Survival', leaflet 
c. 1959 
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into the social composition of the Church and the attitudes of 
Roman Catholics in England and Wales, Michael Hornsby-Smith 
has found that converts are more likely than 'cradle 
Catholics' to become actively involved in church structures. 
(For example, in the 1970s 35% of converts compared to 17% of 
'cradle Catholics' were members of parish organisations; and 
of these a higher proportion, 44% compared to 25%, were office 
holders. ) The proportion of converts in the Catholic 
population is about 10%. (11) In Pax it is remarkable that of 
the 9 presidents'and chairmen (they were all men), 8-were 
converts. Taking the 50 people most closely associated with 
English Pax during its lifespan over 50% were converts; and 
48% of the Pax sponsors are known to have been converts. 
Although 'turning the other-cheek' was always preached as a 
Gospel ideal, a young Catholic who questioned whether this had 
a practical application in war was soon advised that pacifism 
was not an acceptable option. It is hardly surprising 
therefore that Pax attracted a disproportionate number of 
convert Catholics. Difficult as it may be to assess how 
influential this was, it does lead one to surmise that the 
presence of such people within the Church, bringing from their 
former Christian tradition a different perspective on the role 
of individual conscience in war, played a significant part in 
moving the RC Church towards acceptance of conscientious 
objection. One wonders, too, in how many other fields it has 
been converts who have-invigorated and renewed the Church by 
the challenge of their fresh attitudes and expectations. 
The Catholic church within which Pax was operating was full of 
paradoxes in its reaction to, and treatment of, war and peace. 
On the one hand, as orchard underlined, its potential as an 
international force for peace was enormous. Roman Catholics 
worldwide might be expected to give special weight to the 
teaching authority of the Pope, and in the twentieth century 
successive popes had issued a persistent stream of documents 
and speeches recalling people to the Christian notion of 
(11) M. P. Hornsby-Smith and R. M. Lee, Roman Catholic Opinion: 
A Study of Roman Catholics in England and Wales in the 
1970s (Guildford, University of Surrey, 1979) p. 183 
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peaceful international relations based on justice, truth, 
freedom and charity. (12) For anyone who chose to listen 
these reinforced an unmistakable message that work for peace 
is a constitutive dimension of the task of Christians. Most 
especially since the 1960s, with the international publicity 
given to Pacem in Terris, to Pope Paul VI's celebrated visit 
to the UN, and then to the debate at the Vatican Council, the 
papacy acquired a prophetic role as universal soothsayer, 
accorded respect - if not much imitation - the world over. 
Why then has Vatican teaching not had more influence in 
changing the attitudes of Catholics so that they become a 
recognisable force in practical peacemaking - as Pax had 
hoped? 
Several explanations seem likely. One is the difficulty 
already discussed of combining pragmatism with ideals. There 
is a fundamental tension in Christian teaching between the 
requirement to do justice, defend the weak and overcome evil, 
and the requirement to forgive, reconcile, 'turn the other 
cheek'. The Church is caught between these demands. Pope 
John XXIII, for example, said 
In this age which boasts of its atomic power, it no 
longer makes sense to maintain that war is a fit 
instrument with which to repair the violation of 
justice. (13) 
Here he was confronting the obstacle which groups like Pax 
constantly encounter. They are expecting people to make an 
act of faith by abandoning war without being able to assure 
them that satisfactory alternatives exist. Most people, 
including most Christians, are not yet convinced that war is 
too dangerous, outmoded and immoral. Its uncertainties can 
still seem more effective, speedy and secure to a nation state 
than utilising alternative mechanisms, albeit rudimentary, 
which are available: arbitration, international courts of law, 
the United Nations, etc. Unfortunately there may be a paradox 
here. Perhaps it will be impossible to develop truly 
effective instruments to repair the violation of injustice 
until a critical mass of people - and their governments - do 
in fact abandon war as a viable option. 
(12) Pope John XXIII, Pacem in Terris, paragraph 167 
(13) Pace m in Terris paragraph 127 
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Meanwhile two voices can often be detected in the Vatican 
texts - the voice calling believers to follow the Christian 
ideal and the voice addressed to secular society offering a 
more cautious, fall-back position. This has led to immense 
confusion on key points such as the right to self-defence and 
the legitimacy of nuclear deterrence. 
Another reason, as Gordon Zahn has pointed out, is that in the 
very period when Church teaching began to return to the 
nonviolent approach of the early Christians - and incidentally 
to converge with the Pax viewpoint - at that very time the 
community pressure to listen to and obey the Pope was 
weakening. (14) The Vatican Council with its re-evaluation of 
the role of the laity within the Church occurred alongside the 
secular rejection of authority: the questioning of established 
order by the young, by women, and by other groups. The 
Council shifted the theological emphasis from the need for 
tightly-controlled 'defence of the faith' in a hostile 
environment towards the shared responsibility of mature 
Catholics to shape the Church and the world according to their 
Christian faith and experience. The teaching of bishops and 
popes, especially after Humanae Vitae, could no longer induce 
conformity or command its former respect. 
An additional factor which limited the effectiveness of 
Vatican peace teaching was the structural fault to which Pax 
had often alluded. This was the lack of connection between 
the papacy with its more international perspective and the 
local hierarchies which, although they occasionally criticised 
government policy on abortion, religious freedom or education, 
usually endorsed their national governments in matters of 
defence and security. 
This held true in England and Wales where, as we have seen, 
the bishops sought to overcome the historical legacy of anti- 
Catholic suspicion, and the exclusion of Catholics from public 
and professional life, by strenuous efforts to prove that 
(14) Gordon C. Zahn, 'Afterword' in Shannon, War or Peace? 
p. 234 
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Catholics were indeed compliant and patriotic citizens. The 
ultimate proof of patriotism is held to be participation in 
national defence. The desire for acceptance made the Church 
an uncritical partner with the state in providing its schools 
with cadet corps, chaplains for the Forces, support for the 
'war effort' when required. In the First World War British 
public opinion was impressed by the number of men from 
Catholic schools who won the Victoria Cross, and by the 
heroism of RC chaplains who sustained morale in the trenches. 
As the prejudice against them waned most Catholics were quite 
happy to 'belong' within the nation and they shared the 
popular tenet that the Churches should not 'meddle' in 
politics. They only mobilised as a separate force when their 
interests as Catholics seemed to be directly at issue - for 
instance over Ireland, Spain, schools or medical ethics. 
Otherwise they were rather reticent, playing less part in 
political institutions in proportion to their numerical 
strength than, for example, British Jews. (15) As a 
predominantly Irish immigrant community Catholics had been 
traditionally interested in Irish rather than English 
politics. (16) David Mathew noticed this indifference in the 
1930s and recorded: 'Politics play little part in the Catholic 
community as such, except in the circle of the Distributists'. (17 
Distributism, which was largely shaped by Catholics, advocated 
distinctive and radical policies as an alternative to those of 
the traditional British parties. But most Catholics continued 
to find their political interests served by one or other of 
these. Forty years later, whilst conducting his surveys of 
Catholic opinion in the 1970s, Michael Hornsby-Smith found 
(15) Michael Hornsby-Smith, Roman Catholics in England-- 
Studies in Social Structure since the Second World War, 
(Cambridge, CUP, 1987) p. 158, see also E. I. Watkin, 
Roman Catholicism in England from the Reformation to 
1950, (London, Oxford University Press, 1957) pp. 168-169 
(16) John Hickey, Urban Catholics - Urban Catholicism in 
England and Wales from 1829 to the-Present Day, (London, 
Geoffrey Chapman, 1967) p. 145 
(17) David Mathew, Catholicism in England 1535-1935 - 
Portrait of a Minority: its Culture and Tradition, 
(London, Longmans, Green and Co. 1936) p. 259 
Of course 'the circle of the Distributists' was 
precisely where Pax figured. 
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that despite a traditional bias in favour of voting Labour 
there was little to distinguish Catholic attitudes from those 
of other voters on many social and political issues. (18) 
In 1936 when proposals for the Pax Society were first mooted 
the founders hoped that they would be able to give a 'massive 
example of Catholic opposition to nationalist war-madness' so 
that governments would have to count on Catholic objections as 
they already did on those of the Quakers. (19) But Pax 
underestimated the difficulty of achieving a cohesive 
'Catholic' policy on any political issue, let alone this one. 
Once war broke out in 1939 respected theologians like Canon 
Mahoney and Dr McReavy, and the bishops who took their advice, 
tended to grant the 'presumption of justice' to the 
government. When analysing the moral implications of British 
defence policy they failed to press home any uncomfortable 
conclusions. Their theoretical debate was often somewhat 
removed from political reality, changing technology and 
military strategy. Even when the contradictions between 
morality and strategy became obvious they rarely revised their 
opinions, and so these debates remained rather sterile. To 
give one example Canon Mahoney's defence of wartime bombing 
reprisals rested on a Foreign office undertaking at the 
beginning of the war not to bomb civilians. (20) Dr McReavy 
even argued in The Clergy Review that because it was not a 
'normal' war it might be permissible to destroy enemy 
civilians' property provided there was no intention to kill 
the civilians directly. (He did not explain how their homes 
could be destroyed without causing the deaths of large numbers 
of non-combatants. ) (21) However, when mass bombing of cities 
by the RAF became the accepted policy, these theologians did 
not publicly alter their judgement. Nor did the bishops at 
any stage instruct Catholics in the Services to withdraw from 
participation in such acts of war. Considering the readiness 
(18) Hornsby-Smith, Roman Catholics in England, p. 165, p. 175 
(19) Catholic Herald 3.4.36 
(20) Canon E. J. Mahoney, 'Reprisals', The Clergy Review 
vol. XIX no. 6 December 1940 pp. 471-481 
(21) L. L. McReavy, 'Reprisals -a Second Opinion', The Clergy 
Review, vol. XX no. 2 February 1941 pp. 131-138 
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with which Church authorities have instructed Catholic medical 
staff to refuse co-operation with various surgical practices 
their reluctance with the military was revealing. By 
neglecting to speak in precise terms, applying moral 
principles to actual circumstances however unpalatable the 
consequences for the government, the national hierarchy failed 
to follow through on standard Catholic teaching. Yet if 
Church teaching was to have any practical effect on defence 
issues - then as now - it had to have a bearing on Catholic 
behaviour. 
Catholics today who are dismayed by the inertia of their 
bishops on questions of justice and peace should realise that 
this is not a new phenomenon as the experience of Pax has 
shown. For the reasons already given the response of the 
English and Welsh bishops to Christian peace intiatives has 
been habitually cautious and negative, with a history going 
back at least to the First World War. The persistent appeals 
of Benedict XV that warring governments should negotiate were 
virtually ignored in England. W. E. Orchard used the term 
'suppressed'. (22) Only the tiny Guild of the Pope's Peace 
printed and publicised what the Pope had said. Orchard, then 
a Nonconformist minister at the King's Weigh House Church, had 
been in touch with the Guild, reprinted the Pope's Prayer for 
Peace on the service sheet for his congregation, and wrote 
personally to encourage the Pope. When, soon afterwards, 
Benedict's Appeal for Peace was issued, that too was given 
only the smallest mention as an item of 'continental news' in 
a local paper. (23) The Guild of the Pope's Peace received no 
support from the bishops for its work and, on the contrary, 
was publicly condemned by the Bishop of Clifton. (24) 
Unfortunately this became a fairly typical response by the 
hierarchy to peace initiatives involving the laity. Many 
subsequent examples have been documented in earlier chapters: 
(22) W. E. Orchard, From Faith to Faith - An Autobiography of 
Religious Development, (London, G. P. Putnam's Sons Ltd, 
1933) p. 127 
(23) ibid. pp. 127-8 
(24) E. I. Watkin, Roman Catholicism in England, pp. 220-221 
also Watkin to Thompson 2.12.60 
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the treatment of Pax itself, of critics during the Spanish 
Civil War, Catholic conscientious objectors, the Society of 
the Peace of Christ, the Catholic Nuclear Disarmament Group. 
Only international Pax Christi, briefly in 1946, received a 
slightly warmer reception because it was seen as a potential 
rival to Communist influence in the peace movement. But when 
eventually Pax Christi did become established in England as 
the result of lay initiative it was given no official 
encouragement. 
The RC hierarchy used a wide range of methods, some subtle, 
some shameful, to apply pressure to the peace organisations 
and to assert its authority. The controls included forcing a 
choice between censorship of publications and forfeiting the 
right to be called 'Catholic'; witholding of resources, 
premises, and channels of communication; written attacks in 
pastoral letters, theological journals and through the CTS; 
forbidding discussion of controversial topics; asking 'loyal' 
Catholics to report on dissidents; denouncing people to the 
state or to Vatican authorities; demanding that priests 
withdraw their support from the peace movement. All of these 
tactics were used during the lifetime of Pax, and examples are 
given in previous chapters. The clergy were particularly 
sensitive targets for episcopal pressure. Though there seems 
to have been some degree of protection from it for a Dominican 
or a Benedictine, membership of a religious order certainly 
did not guarantee immunity even for a Jesuit Archbishop. Many 
of the clergy who were associated with Pax were in some way or 
other marginalised within the clerical fraternity and found 
themselves at odds with the church authorities. When 
interviewed about Pax, Graham Jenkins, a married deacon with a 
lifetime's experience of work with religious publishers and 
lay organisations, reflected on why so many of the clergy 
concerned about peace issues either 'came unstuck' or were 
persecuted in minor or major ways. He concluded that almost 
two thousand years of neglected teaching about war and peace 
had left their mark on the Church: 'It sounds incongruous, but 
if you preach peace you've had it'. (25) 
(25) Graham Jenkins, interview with VF, September 1990 
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Though there are signs that such attitudes on the part of the 
hierarchy are changing some of the theoretical questions which 
Pax put to the Church have not been resolved yet - and they 
may always be with us. What actions are moral in response to 
injustice and aggression? Can any future war be 'just'? If 
the 'just war' criteria cannot be met -a conclusion reached 
by Pax in 1936 - is the Church's only option the evangelical 
nonviolence of early Christianity? Unless the Church can 
arrive at less ambiguous and more coherent answers than it has 
hitherto, solidarity between Christians is never going to be 
strong enough to overcome opposing national interests. Long 
ago members of Pax understood that these were questions for 
individuals to address, and as individuals they attempted to 
answer them. But they also knew that they were questions for 
the Church as an institution, and it has not answered yet. 
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4.17 Red Lion Passage, London, where Pax rented 
an office above George Coldwell's bookshop. 
5. Tea at Pigotts. Eric Gill is at the head of 
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12. Pax conference at Spode House, 1962 
1. Angela Cunningham 2. Adrian Cunningham 3. Patrick 
Heron 4. Peter Lumsden 5. Charles Burns 6. Pie Regamey OP 
7. Ciaran McAnally 8. John J. O'Connor 9. George Ineson 
10. Simon Blake OP 11. Walter Stein 12. Stan Windass 
13. Roger Smith 14. Brian Midgley 15. Eileen Egan 
16. Conrad Pepler OP 17. Charles Thompson 18. Bob Eccles 
19. Peter Stallard 20. Barbara Wall 21. Philip Philpott 
13. Brian Wicker (2nd from left) Stan Windass (3rd from 
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14. Catherine Philpott 
and John J. O'Connor 
at Spode House, 1963 
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15. Dorothy Day and 
Simon Blake OP at 
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44 PAX" 
"Pax" is an assocwuun of those who nwwntatn that spiritual 
activity and personal integrity are the first means towards 
the removal of the cuuses of war and that all men of good 
will have the duty to work ui Lively for peace and justice. and 
that. meunwhile. indtnduuls have the right to abstain, on 
grounds of conscience, from any sort of warlike activity. 
GENERAL 01-FICERS 
President : Edward Ingram Watkin 
Committee : Donald Attwater (chairman) 
Mrs. M. Beer 
Conrad Bonaclna 
J. Alban Evans 
Eric Gill 
Miss P. Ouwerkerk 
James Perceval 
Bernard G. Coldwell (hon. secretary) 
.7 ked Lwn Pnuge. Holborn, London. WC 
1. . phon. thinwerr 74rf 
Hun. treasurer: Miss P. Ouwerkerk 
39 I ink, Il-d. Ashdod, uU y 
I lon. pres%seiretury: J. Alban Evans 
lbo NndyrWilcr 144,441. %U111-Y. MiJJkoX 
organizations that profess the doctrine of the intrin- 
sic unlawfulness of all war. 
(2) To give practical support and professional help 
to those of any nationality who at any time come 
into collision with the civil or military authorities on 
account of conscientious refusal of military service. 
&c. 
Senmdury : 
(3) To spread knowledge of traditional Christian 
teaching on the unity of mankind, the nature and 
limits of patriotism, the use of war, &c. 
(4) To support the establishment of an effective and 
universally accepted supranational instrument for 
the peaceful settlement of international disputes, or 
any other policy which is calculated to safeguard 
peace and justice throughout the world. 
A short commentary on the principles and objects of --Pax" 
by the president. Mr. E. 1. Watkin. will be published in due 
course. «Par" has no political affiliations or interests. 
PRINCIPLES 
Though the use of force for the vindication of an 
undoubted right is In some circumstances and under 
certain conditions allowable to mankind, both indi- 
vidually and collectively, nevertheless under the con" 
ditions of today in all wars waged between nations 
for national ends the moral and physical evils in- 
volved must enormously exceed any possible legiti- 
mate gains by either side. 
For this and other reasons such wars are morally 
unjustifiable. 
It follows that those who are convinced of the truth 
of this have the duty to do every legitimate thing in 
their power to remove the causes of such wars and 
to encourage policies and individual action that 
would hamper warlike activity, and consequently 




(i) To form a permanent and representative body in 
order to give corporate background and moral sup- 
port to those who on grounds of Catholic Christian 
morality and principle (or simply on grounds of the 
God-given natural reason) hold the above views and 
wish to act accordingly, but who will not join peace 
Sccondary : 
(s) Collective work of study, propaganda, &c., to- 
wards attainment of those objects. 
(4) Co-operation with the activities of other peace 
organizations in so far as they are not in conflict 
with the principles of -Pax". 
MEMBERSHIP 
Any person over 18 years of age, of any nationality 
or religion, who accepts the principles and objects of 
the association shall be eligible for membership. 
SUBSCRIPTION 
The minimum annual subscription is one shdhny 
payable on joining and every January i thereafter; 
but members are strongly urged tu give a larger annual sub- 
scription according to their means. There is also a secret 
collection taken at every meeting or local meeting. 
LOCAL GROUPS 
METHODS 
Outside of London local committees are formed as 
Primary: occasion arises. They are responsible only for local 
(t) Prayer. matters of organization; any important question of 
(2) The use of personal influence in the day-to-day policy is determined by the council, which consists 
intercourse of life towards attainment of the above of the headquarters committee together with the 
objects. chairman and secretary of each local committee. 
20. The first Pax leaflet, 1936 
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PAX 
M association of Catholics and others who teak to promote pace and to 
encourage the practical application of Christian principles to the problem of war 
"TM wme I. e1 natura Crt lawn. M IMe end Oenduet at Indbd. N remark ek. 
regulate the rebi. N of ye1111ee1 co nieut, N with ens sma1Mr. " 
Iºeve JOHN XXIII. hcwe In TWI. 1 
so-roor. Ir k d. - 
PrW A. N ARMSTRONG 
DONALD ATTWATER 
MICHAEL 0E LA SEDOYERE 
"19140P S C. SUTLER. 05! 
Prof. J. M CAMERON 
DOROTHY DAY 
HUGH D LARDY, Mº 
SISHOº GRANT 
CHRISTOPHER HOLLI! 
Onm BEDS, ORIfi1TUS. 0.8 ! 
ARCHBISHOP HURLEY. 0 M. I. 
SN COMPTON MACKENZIE 
ARCHBISHOP ROBERTS, S J. 
ROSEMARY SNEED 
ROBERT SPIAIGHT 
Rw. HENRY ST. JOHN. 0 º. 
5... º. M. STRATMANN. O. P. 
JOHN M. TODO 
1 1. WATRIN 
DAILY PRAYER 
JESUS. King and centre of all hearts, through the coming of 
Thy Kingdom, give us peace. (Pope Plus XI) 
MEMBERSHIP 
All who accept the principles and objects of PAX are eligible for membership. 
The minimum annual subscription is Ss od. payable on Joining, and on every 
first day of November thereafter, but it is hoped that members will send at 
Nast 10s. Od. a year to cover the cost of the Bullson and other expenses. 
To the Hon Secretary of PAX, 
37 Northram. Woodside Park. London. N 12 
of 
being in agreement with the Principles and Objects of PAX 
hereby apply for membership 
Religious Denomination Dale 
PRINCIPLES 
1. The first means towards establishing peace and eliminating 
war Is ilia realization not only of the union of all Christians as members of 
Christ but also of the brotherhood of aal men as sons of God: a brotherhood 
that transcends differences of race, nationality, clan and creed. Only by 
applying these truths in personal and public if. can we create the conditions 
of peace In society and remove the causes of war. 
Low. vial IMr. must d-u- Cr N161- lqr CMwwl mdnldw4 
Will b. l wan Milane. " Mops JOHN a%III. ºacum in Thant) 
" In N ter ar - -- . 1. by , W- In I... she, will 
"1sle- as -11 ` t2nd Vatlcaa CooMIN 
2 It has been the Continuous tradition of Catholic moral reaching 
that any use of force must be governed by rigid conditions if It is to be 
morally justifiable. it Is the duty of all who accept this teaching. before 
they engage in or give their support to a war. to consider whether it is just 
In Its cause. Its means and its effects. 
h wme rieht that laws Mould mks hun. ro erovnwn for the. seer of 
M.. who, far n.. ens of eon. Ctenss. ntuw to bw ace.. presided I , - 
ww Mt MY agree to irr M tear. n aar. eueny Us . am. Other wkV. " 
(2nd V. tW. C. unalll 
3. Indiscriminate methods of warfare, such as saturation bombing 
and nuclear attacks on civilian population. are morally wrong; and any war 
that depends on them for its successful prosecution stands self-condemned. 
" U1 MN eve wh" Seeds of IN . meets Psi-. kM Iwy. r nrtw Mnr 
Si IMMYYI Shat war Ne NI kote of *15 elddl M wait Yr vO WMr 
of iwtlea. ^ 11"W JOHN Mx111. hcwn In Toilet 
OBJECTS 
(1) To make these principles known as widely as possible and to 
units In fellowship those who accept them. 
1111 To help and encourage those who** fidelity to these principles 
Involves them In ditfculuss. 
RECOMMENDED READING 
Pope JOHN XXIII: Encyclical "Peace on Earth" (Pseam M Terris) 
2nd Vatican Council: The Church In the Modern World 
P. N6pamay. O. P.: Non violsncs and the Christian Conscience 
W. Stein lad 1: Nuclear Weapons -a Catholic Response 
W. Stain (ed. ): Peace on Earth--the Way ahead 
S. Windass: Christianity versus Violence 
S. Windass: A Blow for Peace 
Gordon Zahn: War, Conscience and Dissent 
Gordon Zahn: Garman Catholics and HItlar's Wars 
PAX Bulletin. PEACE Magazine. 
37 No hism. Arne scan PAX Association. 
Woodside Psrk. Box 139. Murtey Hill P 0.. 
London. N 12 New Yak, N. Y. 10019. U S. A 
PAX is affiliated to the National Peace Council and has links with 
other peace organisations In Britain and overseas. 
- gives moral and practical support to conscientious objectors 
who base their position on the teaching of the Catholic Church. 
- issues a regular Bulletin and other publications. 
- arranges meetings and conferences from time to time In 
co-operation with Catholic and other kindred societies 
Pri wd WCA Sreek I C. Ltd.. Londw. W 10 
21. The last Pax leaflet, c. 1966 
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